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Abstract
Marketing has developed from using a simple transactional model to a more
sophisticated relational orientation model. Selling and marketing practices are
different according to the culture of a country, purchasing power parity, economical
situations, political conditions, the demand versus supply gap ratio and the socioeconomic conditions of the market place. Academics have translated these factors into
a simple sales discipline. However, every region and country has its own style of
business.
The business problem in this study was to understand ‘how retailers develop effective
marketing strategies to increase the consumer’s propensity to buy high-tech products
from their retail stores in a declining product life-cycle?’
Three research questions were set for the study:
1) Does Relational Marketing (RM) have a role in the adoption of high tech products
in the technological retail industry?
2) What impact does the Retail salesperson have on the adoption of high-tech
products?
3) What impact does the retailer have on the adoption of high-tech product
purchasing?
In-depth answers have been provided as to whether relational theory is important in
today’s global market place where consumers feel confident and emotionally attached
to a respective retail outlet. Also, the importance of the relationship of consumers
with salespersons and the retail store to gain benefits or otherwise has been
determined. The research addressed the issue of whether present retailers, along with
their professional salespeople, have adopted the relationship marketing (RM) strategy
in their selling process to help consumers reach their purchasing decisions.
The major objective of RM is to reduce available market choices and engage in
relational market behaviour by attracting the same marketer in subsequent choice
situations. The current research confirmed previous research that consumers like to
reduce their available choices and engage in relational market behaviour because they
want to simplify their buying and consuming tasks, simplify information processing,
reduce perceived risks and maintain cognitive consistency and state of psychological
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efforts. In addition, as time becomes a very valued asset in the busy lifecycle of
modern people, they want to have easy access to the information and, ultimately,
decide on their specific purchase once they have established their need for a product
or service. Also, it was found that they engage in relational market behaviour because
of family and social norms, peer group pressure, government mandates, religious
tenets, employer influences and market policies. Findings supported the argument by
academics that the willingness and ability of consumers and marketers to engage in
relational marketing leads to greater marketing productivity, unless either the
consumer or marketer abuses their mutual interdependence and cooperation.
Relationship marketing is a win-win situation for both consumer and marketers.
The research indicated that today’s retailers are managing their customer relationships
aggressively and effectively. The retailer’s strategy of relationship marketing (RM) is
helping consumers take the ultimate decision in purchasing. Whereas traditional
transaction marketing was dominant with retailers focused on acquisition and making
transactions as quickly as possible, modern retailers use the relationship marketing
strategy by considering the long term benefits of loyal consumers. Customer for life is
the philosophical agenda of most top managers, so that organisations reap the fruits of
consumer loyalty over a decade. Currently, retailers focus on delivering superior
service quality to satisfy their customers, to differentiate themselves from the
competition and to build a steady customer base by focussing on customer retention.

The research was carried out in six countries and data collected and analysed as
composite data; however, the data also can be used to compare purchasing power and
consumer behaviour in future research. The hypothetical conceptual model designed
for current study was confirmed by the research as comprising seven constructs and
their relationships; viz., purchase intent, retail store image, salesperson likeability,
relationship orientation, trust in salesperson, commitment to retail store and
involvement of consumer. A two-step structural equation modelling procedure was
used as the primary statistical technique to test the hypothesised relationships.
Key words: Relationship Marketing, Retail Store Image, Salesperson Likeability,
Trust in Salesperson, Involvement, Commitment, Purchase Intent.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The current research is built primarily on the theory of Relationship Marketing (RM)
in the retail context as practised in industrial markets. Over a period of time, the retail
industry has understood the importance of building relationships with their customers
through a planned marketing strategy. The important element of retail industry is the
salesperson; the one who plays a vital role in helping consumers choose the right
product based on their need.

The platform for the research was based on the high tech products industry, where
today’s products are frequently changing and discontinued very quickly compared to
earlier times. The frequently changing product life cycle not only creates a difficult
situation for retailers but also for consumers who are not sure how to decide on their
purchase intention.

Consequently, the research was used to address how RM practices help retailers as
well as consumers to select and buy a product confidently, whereby retailers give
required support and confidence to consumers to buy the best product to suit their
needs.

1.1 Aims and Justification for the Research
The main aim in the study was to establish how relationship marketing (RM) can be
used as an effective tool to influence purchasers of high-tech products laptop
computers. This is important because customers who perceive laptops to have a high
degree of obsolescence are likely to delay the decision or even avoid the purchase
altogether. It was proposed in the study that retailers employing relational marketing
strategies are able to leverage the benefits of this approach into ‘purchase intent’
because the salesperson can shift the focus onto a relationship with the retail store by
building trust-based commitment.

A main business problem facing retailers is how to develop the most effective
marketing strategies for the purchase of high-tech products — the first research
1

question (RQ¹). Does ‘Relationship Marketing (RM) have a role in the adoption of
high-tech products in the retail industry? The second question (RQ²) is designed to
determine what impact the salesperson has upon the adoption of high-tech products.
The third question (RQ³) uncovers what impact the retailer has upon the adoption of
high-tech products.

This was a significant study because it examined the effectiveness of employing RM
practices within a consumer setting. Largely, studies in consumer marketing have
been price focused; however, only one component of RM is related to pricing.
Overall, RM characteristically is longer-term in nature, thus the main elements of
associated strategy revolve around building committed ‘non-price-driven’ customers.
With this in mind the research design focussed upon retail customers in terms of their
perceptions of how retailers build relationships with them, and the impact this had
upon the purchase decision. The research survey used a self-administered
questionnaire that captured key relationship variables, and the data was used to model
the affects of the variables on the purchase decision.

Partly, the research study also was aimed at ascertaining whether or not RM can be
used as an effective marketing tool to attract new customers in product markets that
traditionally are price-driven. Most RM research has been based within a business-tobusiness context. However, in the current study the validity of this paradigm was
explored within a consumer setting; namely, retailers involved in selling high-tech
products such as computer laptops. The research was extremely significant because
the managerial thinking in retail markets will need to be re-aligned to develop
strategy that is focussed upon relationships as juxtaposed to short-term price-driven
outcomes; a significant paradigm shift in the retailing of high-tech products.

Relationship marketing has become an increasingly major research topic in the
marketing discipline since the 1980s (Berry 1983; Morgan & Hunt 1994; Sheth &
Parvatiyar 1995; Gronroos 2009). The importance of the topic is evidenced further by
special issues on RM and loyalty, which were published in several marketing
journals: The Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science (2007); The AsiaAustralia Marketing Journal (1996); European Journal of Marketing (2011); The
Industrial Marketing Management (2011); The International Journal of Research in
2

Marketing (2010); The Journal of Marketing Management (2011). Moreover, The
Marketing Science Institute (MSI), which publishes a two-yearly review of research
priorities for marketing and plays an important role in determining the research areas
published in the leading North American journals, has had RM and Customer
Relationship Marketing (CRM) studies as top tier research priority topics in 2008–
2009, 2009–2010 and 2010-20111.

The major research question addressed in the research was whether or not a retail
salesperson was able to employ RM tactics to create value for customers. By
nurturing the relationship with the retail customer, it was hypothesised that pricedriven customers can be converted to relationship customers whereby they begin to
view the sales process as creating rather than simply exchanging value. This has merit
given the RM literature has identified that firms able to place emphasis upon longerterm relational inputs are likely to attract more committed customers (Rexha,
Kingshott & Aw 2003). At a general level, the research addressed one of the key
challenges posed by Webster (1992); namely, the most optimal manner in which
marketers can employ RM to advantage in business activity.

To date, there has been a plethora of conceptual and empirical studies that have
focussed upon the RM paradigm within a range of settings. Whilst there are a number
of theoretical perspectives that have emerged from these studies, in terms of helping
to explain the RM paradigm (Kingshott 2006), it was proposed that the content
research be grounded in social exchange theory (Huston & Burgess 1979).

This perspective has been shown to have merit in a wide range of supplier-buyer/
manufacturer-distributor settings (Anderson & Narus 1990; Cannon, Achrol &
Gundlach 2000; Ford 1980) and limited retailer-customer contexts (Garbarino &
Johnson 1999). As the essence of this perspective is that if marketers are able to build
trust they can attract committed customers, it was hypothesised that salespersons are
able to tap into social exchange theory and develop interdependent relationships with
customers (Dwyer, Schurr & Oh 1987). This hypothesis has merit because the sales
process is highly interactive and serves as an excellent forum in which trust can be

1
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built (Swan & Nolan 1985; Wiener, LaForge & Goolsby 1990; Doney & Cannon
1997). It was anticipated that the salesperson influences the level of involvement and
increases the likelihood that customers adopt a product more quickly. These variables
were modelled, along with RM tactics, to show their affects upon the propensity to
purchase high-tech products.

The relationship between the consumer and a retail store is not a one-way, relational
bond. Customers also reward additional value of retailer’s products with a higher
willingness to pay (Pihlström & Brush 2008). Homburg, Wieseke and Bornemann
(2009) noted that customers were willing to pay more when the salesperson possessed
a profound knowledge of their needs. Thus, salesperson customer orientation should
also translate into better salesperson financial performance through increased
revenues and margins. Furthermore, Tuli, Kohli and Bharadwaj (2007) explained that
many organisations are struggling to understand consumer needs and their problems
in more detail, which makes it more difficult for organisations to give the required
solution to their customers.
The expected benefits from this research revolve around the ability of the retailer to
create value for customers in the most productive manner. Jackson (1985) makes the
point that the maximum net present value (NPV) of marketing activity to all
stakeholders is when marketers are able to align strategy with customer type. The
current study was developed to decide what implications this has for retail stores
selling high-tech products. In essence, this translates into the research setting in terms
of determining which marketing activity is most productive; i.e., creates value for all
stakeholders.

1.2 Research Purpose
The purpose in the study was to test the theory of RM in the context of the retail
industry, especially high tech products such as laptops. Indirectly, the study compares
with traditional Transactional Theory by comparing the affects of RM in the context
of retail store image and salesperson likeability, along with other theoretical
perspectives of consumer involvement, trust of salesperson and commitment to the
retail store. The variables used in the study were relational orientation, retail store
4

image, adoption category, purchase intent model, trust, commitment, involvement,
values and characteristics of salespersons with independent variables to the dependent
variable (propensity to purchase). Independent variables are defined as the observed
variables in an experiment or study whose changes are determined by the presence or
degree of one or more independent variables (SPSS 2010). The study was developed
to find a solution for the propensity to buy high-tech products, specifically laptops.

Today, the retailer’s importance has increased. Retailers have either a physical
presence within a building or an online presence and are becoming aggressive and
dynamic in their marketing approach. Earlier retailers were dominated by the
manufacturer. Today, retailers command a market position and they have become the
first and last contact point for many consumers. Retailers constantly are facing acute
competition from other competitors in the market place. The major problem they are
facing is the fleeting nature of their consumers. The former concept of customer
loyalty is changing very fast and new, modern consumers are looking for extra
benefits during their purchases. In the early days, consumer loyalty was based on
purchase experience, duration of association, stability of brand, service and a personal
touch. Today, market size is increased and globalisation has created a platform to
reduce the time taken for business transactions even when physical distance remains
the same. The consumer’s base of retailers has increased. It is beyond the control of
retailers to know consumers personally, which used to happen in former days. Today,
retailers have started creating their marketing strategies so they always can be in
touch with their consumers by using different media. Segmentation of consumers has
become very specific and messages are communicated to consumers based on their
need. With these changes in the market place, the retail sector can be confused as to
whether the old marketing mix strategy, or a new relationship orientation, is right for
their consumer base. The current research was developed to identify whether the RM
strategy is more effective than the present marketing mix strategy and to answer
questions regarding the propensity of consumers to buy high-tech products, like
laptops. Therefore, the purchasing personality of consumers, trust-building activities
required in developing a strong relationship foundation, and the characteristics of
retail salespersons whose personality influences consumers in purchasing from a
specific retail outlet were examined.

5

Retailers need to look for a new, unique way of marketing high-tech products because
they are likely to change constantly and change over a shorter period of time. One
area that has attracted the attention of scholars has been the RM paradigm (Wilson
1995). This approach has enabled marketers to shift the focus away from price-based
strategies to that involving building of long-term relationships.

1.3 Business Problem
The increasing competition in the retail marketplace has become the biggest challenge
for retailers. Anecdotal evidence suggests that products change frequently in the
technology marketplace; i.e. the product life cycle of technology products is getting
shorter and shorter. Today, if a product is launched in the USA, by the time it reaches
markets like Australia or New Zealand it can be out of date; it can be obsolete in
United States of America within four or five months (www.hp.com., 2010). The
website of Hewlett Packard shows models which are launched and ready for
consumers to purchase in the United State of America. However, after a few months
when these models arrive in Australia, they are deleted on the HP website in the USA.
Therefore the biggest problem in front of retailers is how to increase the consumer’s
propensity to buy high-tech products from their retail counter.

The business problem facing retailers is to establish the most effective
approach in getting customers to purchase high-tech products.
Today retailers are facing bigger challenges in making their consumers buy from
them. When buying a laptop or high-tech product, a consumer treats the purchase as
HIP, a High Involvement Purchase. Being an HIP purchase, their screening of
information about making the final decision to buy the laptop sometimes takes a long
period of time. Also, increasing competition in the marketplace, and changing product
models, consistently causes confusion for consumers. They always fear that the
product they are buying will not last long in the market. If the product or model is
changed, do they have access to service, spare parts, new technology attachments and
the ability to change technology platforms with their purchased laptop? With the
potential for consumer confusion, it is very difficult for retailers to convince
consumers to buy from their retail store. Therefore, the major problem retailers are
6

facing is to convince consumers to buy the product from their store. Retailers need to
know whether RM and other factors impact on the purchase intent of consumers.

1.4 Research Questions
The aim in the research was to identify the affects of relationship in understanding the
purchasing process. The research included comparative variables like retail store
characteristics and salesperson likeability as dependent variables, along with other
relationship factors like trust, commitment and involvement which lead to the final
purchase by consumers.
RQ1: Does Relational Marketing (RM) have a role in the adoption of high-tech
products in the retail industry?
Retailers engage in RM practices and this question was used to identify the present
practices used by retailers while selling high-tech products like laptops.
The question was designed to compare two variables with the propensity to purchase
laptops from retail outlets. The two variables were: existing marketing strategy based
on the four Ps of product, place, promotion and price; and relationship strategy based
on financial, social and structural bonding of consumers with retail outlets.

Based upon the findings, a number of theoretical and managerial benefits can be
derived from answering such a question. The main scholarly outcome from this
particular line of inquiry was expected to help in establishing whether RM, as a
school of thought, is widely practiced within industry. Hence, the findings contributed
to the call to develop a generalisable theory of RM (Sheth & Parvatiyar 1995). From a
managerial perspective, the answer to the particular question would assist managers in
understanding the dynamics associated with building and nurturing their customer
relationships. This is important because if the purpose of RM is to maximise returns
to the firm, then managers must ensure congruency between each customer
relationship and the particular strategy used to maximise the outcomes (Jackson
1985). Decision makers do not need to build long-term relationships with every
customer, because many customers have no intention of being locked-in (Blois 1997).
Similarly, many may not be suitable due to the risk-return balance being unfavourable
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in relation to the amount of effort and investment needed (Wilson 1995). With this in
mind, this first research question helped identify the extent and significance of RM as
a practice within an Australian context. At the general level, it provided much needed
insight into the manner in which managers meet one of the challenges posed by the
Industry Task Force (1995); namely, whether they are successful in their attempts at
nurturing close relationships in the value chain in order to enhance international
competitiveness.

Stemming from this, and central to the subsequent relational orientation, is the
presence of greater levels of interaction and interdependence between the firm and the
customer. In order to maximise long-term, continuing outcomes each party should
regard the other as a partner in the process of value creation rather than perceiving
them as mere recipients in a value exchange process. There is much literature
emphasising the need for the firm and the customer to take joint responsibility for the
marketing effort (Wilson & Dant 1993; Anderson, Håkansson & Johanson 1994;
Grönroos 1994; Anderson 1995; Day 1995; Han, Sheth & Parvatiyar 1995; Wilson
1995; Gummesson 1998). However, there is a distinct paucity of empirical studies
pertaining specifically to the dynamics associated with firm–customer interaction.
Thus, another important issue that needs to be addressed in relation to these types of
value-creating retailer–consumer relationships is the precise nature of how marketers
model their firms’ interaction with the customer.
Some scholars have conceptualised the retailer–customer interaction in terms of their
governance structure (Kaufmann & Stern 1988; Heide & John 1992; Gundlach 1994;
Leuthesser & Kohli 1995; Brown, Dev & Lee 2000) and this has been described as
ranging from simple market-based transactions to a complex web of interactions that
fall under the auspices of bi-lateral governance structures (Heide 1994). To simplify
matters, however, Palay (1985, p.265) referred to governance as the mode of
interaction between parties; governance was defined as a framework in which
dealings between parties are ‘‘initiated, negotiated, monitored, adapted, enforced, and
terminated’’. Given that highly interdependent relationships are in a complex and
constant state of flux, this definition indicates that it is really the understanding of the
interaction between the retailer and the customer that should attract the focus of
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scholarly attention. To illustrate this complexity, Gummesson (1987) likened the
interface between the firm and the customer to one that has many heads; hence,
further studies devoted to the understanding of the manner in which this ‘interaction
process’ is managed and structured are essential.
In an attempt to untangle the complex web of dynamics associated within retailer–
customer marketing relationships this interaction has been modelled in terms of
developing relationships (Ford 1980; Ford & Rosson 1982; Dwyer, Schurr & Oh
1987; Wilson 1995). The conceptual work of Dwyer, Schurr and Oh (1987) has paved
the way in helping to understand the development and maintenance of highly
interdependent and cooperative relationships. They draw specifically upon the work
of Scanzoni (1979) to show how marketing relationships progress through a number
of distinct phases, reflecting the nature of the continual dealings between the retailer
and the customer.
In a similar conceptual study, Ford (1980) depicted the ‘growth’ of relationships
between the firm and the customer from the perspective of expanding
interdependence. The main focus in this work was the conceptualisation of how the
nature of distance2 changed between the parties as the relationship flourished.
Distance is reduced between the parties as a direct consequence of the socialisation
process, stemming from the nature and degree of the interaction between the retailer
and the customer. The works of Ford (1980) and Dwyer, Schurr and Oh (1987) helped
understanding of the dynamics and interactive processes between the firm and the
customer in close marketing relationships, and served the purpose of providing the
main conceptual impetus behind the current research. Entwined in the processes they
describe are core relational constructs: retail store image, salesperson likeability,
involvement, commitment and trust behaviour between parties. By placing the focus
upon these constructs, the authors have provided one of the first indications that
marketing relationships can be conceptualised and modelled from the perspective of
social exchange theory (Thibaut & Kelly 1959). The current research, using a survey
method, was used to identify whether retailers are using any relationship strategy to
create and retain their consumer base.
2

Ford (1980) decomposes distance into social, cultural, technological, time, and geographical
elements.
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RQ2: What impact does the salesperson have on the adoption of high-tech
products?
Once the consumer is inside the shop, the salesperson is an important element in
finalising of purchases in the retail context. There are two strategies in the retail
environment. One is to bring the consumer inside the store through different deals,
location convenience, brand image, product portfolio, parking and availability of
desired product. Secondly, once the consumer is inside the store, salespeople use
tactical strategies to convert consumer perception into reality. Therefore, salespeople
play a very important role in finalising the purchase decisions of consumers in the
retail store.

The second research question was used to consider various characteristics required by
well-organised professional salespeople; different characteristics like confidence,
being entertaining, knowledgeable, presentable and professional in approach. The
respondents ranked

those characteristics

which they felt were important

characteristics of salespeople.

Trust in the salesperson was another important variable considered in the current
research. Salesperson trustworthiness is a buyer judgment as to attributes of a
salesperson encapsulating the buyer’s interests in a specific exchange. According to
Woods et al. (2008), indications of trustworthiness are not likely to be grounded in
specific behavioural characteristics such as promise-keeping or truth-telling. Instead,
buyers are assessing seller characteristics as they relate to potential; a seller’s fairness
is likely to be indicative of trustworthiness. A seller assessed as fair has a greater
likelihood of having compatible views about shared interests. The seller’s sincerity
makes him or her trustworthy and viewed as genuinely concerned with the exchange
partner’s interests. A buyer can view a seller as trustworthy because of the seller’s
intrinsic motivation to be fair and sincere in dealings with others. The seller knows
that such behaviour is likely to result in continued interaction; so the sum of benefits
from many interactions outweighs the one-time gain of acting opportunistically.
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RQ3: What impact does the retailer have on the adoption of high-tech products
purchasing?
The basic question as to ‘whether relationship marketing practices are used by retail
store businesses’ was explored, and lead to the third research question based on
understanding the relationship between the purchasing decision-making process and
different relationship strategies in which retailers engage. The survey design presents
different relationship strategies which retailers can use in increasing consumer
purchases from their retail store. There might be some retailers who are not using
relationship strategy in their marketing strategy; however, research participants were
given the opportunity to explain what kind of relationship they expect from retailers
during the purchase intent process. While making purchase decisions in highinvolvement products, consumers pass through a cycle involving need recognition and
problem awareness in which they find out the reason to buy the product. Once that is
clear, the next stage is information search where they source the information from
primary and secondary data through their friendship circle. Once they have options
and alternatives, they evaluate and filter the most desired options. The filtered options
are tested by visiting particular retail outlets and, finally, purchasing a product. The
purchasing process further adds to the satisfaction index of consumer. If they are
happy with the entire purchasing process, which includes product quality, service,
price and promises assured by retailers, they will make repeat purchases and become
referees for other purchasers looking for an appropriate retail outlet.
Empirical substantiation of the presence of relational orientation constructs within the
retailer–customer relationship would signify a notable change of direction in the
manner in which retail managers view their customers. Also, it would reflect an
important and rapidly expanding body of knowledge pertaining to explaining
marketing relationships from the perspective of RM theory. The pursuit of this line of
reasoning in helping explain the retailer–customer relationship is significant because,
as Morgan & Hunt (1994, p.22) point out, too much emphasis has been placed upon
the “use of power and its ability to condition others” – suggesting urgent scholarly
attention is needed.
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From a theoretical viewpoint, a ‘relational network’ appears to be the conceptual
concept to help explain marketing relationships, because the essence of the theory is
the notion of reciprocity. According to Gouldner (1960) this particular relational
dimension has the capacity to maintain solidarity, stability and commitment between
parties within the social system by way of engendering mutual and enduring
obligations among the actors (retailer, salesperson and customer). This appears to
meld well with the notion of using marketing by the retailer to build long-term
relationships with consumers because the resultant mutual obligations and outcomes
are highly indicative of the interdependence between the parties. For example,
Scanzoni (1979) points out that interdependence is an apt method of helping to
explain the continual interaction between parties, and can be maintained when the
retailer, salesperson and customer (1) perform valuable services for each other, and
(2) when such performances generate feelings of moral obligation to reciprocate
benefits derived.
Central to this viewpoint is the notion of relational bonding because it helps bring
order into the social system (Sherif 1936; Lipset 1975) and, therefore, constitutes
expected patterns of behaviours within a relationship (Moch & Seashore 1981).
Relational bonding also stems directly from the socialisation process between retailers
and consumers. Effectively, it is derived through learned values that are internalised
within the social system. This particular avenue of investigation can be attributed to
the earlier work of Sherif (1936), who was able to demonstrate how individuals that
were subjected to socialisation often had a ‘common view’ of the world.
In the context of retailer–consumer relationships, Ford (1980) and Dwyer, Schurr &
Oh (1987) describe the process in which relational bonds like social, structural and
financial bonds are formed, and highlight the role they play in the changing retailer–
customer relationship. Although empirical studies offer support for relational bonds in
helping to govern marketing relationships (Kaufmann & Stern 1988; Heide & John
1994; Joshi & Arnold 1997), studies have failed to provide empirical substantiation
linking the socialisation process directly to their formation, let alone the effects of the
process upon other aspects of the broader relationship.
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There are no studies in the marketing literature that depict how the very same
interaction between the firm and the customer can also result in the development of an
individuals’ belief about what they feel should be each of the roles of the parties, let
alone their perception of what outcomes can and should be expected from being in the
relationship. This is an important line of investigation and forms a principal intent
behind this study. Hence, as no previous empirical studies exist within the marketing
literature related to the topic, this particular study has needed to draw upon a number
of empirical studies that have modelled the employment relationship (Rousseau 1990;
Robinson, Kraatz & Rousseau 1994; Turnley & Feldman 1998, 1999; Kickul 2001) in
terms of showing the effects of the socialisation process between employees and their
employers. This is possible because these types of relationships are also grounded in
RM theory and tap the same relational-based construct inherent within the retailer–
customer relationship. One of the major findings in the employment context has been
the development of the psychological contract between employees and their
employers (Robinson, Kraatz & Rousseau 1994; Herriot, Manning & Kidd 1997), and
this forms a significant body of knowledge within the management literature because
it has an important role to play within the employment relationship.

1.5 Significance of the Study
Formerly, respectability of retailers was based on their association with stronger brand
manufacturers; related to stocking of the manufacturer’s product and selling it from
their shelves. Nowadays, retailers create their own identity and they sell products
based on the consumer’s requirements. Today, retailers play important roles in
creating their consumer database, selling new products, creating brand image, having
skilful and professional sales staff, excellent merchandising, after-sales service,
technical support, replacement warranties in case products do not perform to
expectation, merchandising to suit the needs of target consumers, maintaining a
profitable product inventory, and creating and implementing marketing strategy. As
the retail business has become more sophisticated and competitive, their responsibility
towards customer satisfaction has increased tremendously, putting tremendous
pressure on creating an effective marketing strategy for themselves to retain their
position in the marketplace.
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In recent years, an increasing number of service businesses have recognized the
benefits of establishing and nurturing ongoing relationships with their customers.
Service providers have begun to shift their emphasis from discrete transactions toward
shaping long-term, mutually beneficial exchange relationships which, often, are
referred to as relationship marketing (Grönroos, 1994a). The primary goal of RM is
“to build and maintain a base of committed customers who are profitable for the
organization” (Zeithaml et al., 1996, p.182). The search for competitive advantage
through the adoption of the RM concept has led many companies to reconfigure their
resources and implement customer loyalty programme as a core marketing strategy
(Sheth & Paravatiyar, 1995; Bolton et al., 2000). The proposed framework of a threecomponent model of salesperson likeability (SPL), retail store image (RSI) and
relational orientation (RO) in this study was developed to generate a new direction for
customer relationship marketing and effective marketing strategy for retailers.
Further, understanding the mediating role of commitment in different relationship
outcomes has important implications for service providers to achieve business growth
and profitability by using loyalty programmes.
Thus, the research study was important in understanding which marketing strategy
was more effective and gives a new direction to practitioners as they position
themselves in the increasingly competitive market and constantly changing high-tech
product industry. The research results provide academics with a new path for more
intensive research in the field of RM in the high-tech product industry, especially in
the new and changing retail industry.

1.6 Basics of the computer industry
Given that the study is based on marketing of laptops, in order to proceed it is
important to understand a bit of history of computers. The first computer was
launched for the services of the USA army in World War II. The army requested a
sophisticated tool whereby they could deploy the necessary tanks and soldiers and
analyse the gravity of the enemy situation quickly. According to Weik (1961), the
first computer, called ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer), was
developed by the joint effort of Moore University and Ordnance Factory, USA. The
first computer weighed 30 tonne and was used for addition, subtraction, multiplication
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and other basic arithmetic complex calculations. The USA Army saved a lot of time
during World War II with the help of this giant-sized computer. The first commercial
computer, termed Mark I, was a large-scale automatic digital computer 51 feet long, 8
feet wide and 8 feet high. The computer was assembled from 760,000 different pieces
and could perform three additions per second and store 72 words.
In business, business leaders gradually realized and understood the importance of
computers in day-to-day work and operations. As the computer business started
growing and executives initiated international as well as domestic travel more
frequently, they realised the importance of the availability of computers anywhere,
everywhere, at all times of the day. As a result of consumer demand and manufacturer
innovation, a computer was launched that could be moved anywhere and easily; the
new computer device was so easy to move that people started keeping it on their lap
and working anywhere. Based on this functionality, machines were termed ‘laptops’
and as the size, power and utility became more diverse, they were termed ‘notebooks’.
The old traditional notebook which students carried in their hands was replaced by a
new modern technology-oriented device termed a computer ‘netbook’. Today, the
laptop categories are growing faster than the desktop computer category all over the
world. The Australian scenario is not different; the Australian laptop market is
growing faster than the desktop market (Bureau of Statistics, Australia, ICT Research
2010). The following Table 1.1 shows the computer products sold in Australia in the
retail and wholesale sectors with their gross margin (%) in 2010.

Table 1.1: Basic Sales Data in Retail Computer Industry in Australia
Computer
Sales

New computers

Retail
sales

Margin

Wholesale
sales

$m

Cost of
goods
sold
$m

Margin

$m

Cost of
goods
sold
$m

%

3,183.9

2,574.7

19.1

15,968.9

13,424.1

15.9

%

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (2010).

All over the world, computer usage is increasing very rapidly as people are using
computers for various purposes. The earlier concept of computer use was restricted to
work purposes only. Today, this traditional concept has changed to include games,
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entertainment, education, keeping in touch with friends and relatives, music and
research being common. The use of computers is increasing every year (see Figure
1.1, below) as does internet usage. Australian Statistics Bureau reports that, “Overall,
60% of Australian adults aged 18 years and over used a computer at home and 52%
accessed the internet at home during 2004–05”. Personal/private use was stated as the
most popular purpose of computer or internet use at home (96% of computer users
had a computer at home and of those 97% used the internet), followed by work or
business-related purposes.

Figure 1.1: Household Computers in Australia 1998–2010
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Source: Bureau of Statistics, Australia, 2010.

According to the 2008–09 MPHS (Bureau of Statistics, Australia, website, 2010),
72% of Australian households had home internet access and 78% of households had
access to a computer. From 1998 to 2008–09, household access to the internet at
home more than quadrupled from 16% to 72%, while access to computers increased
from 44% to 78%. The percentage of Australian households with access to a computer
at home has continued to increase, from 75% in 2007–08 to 78% in 2008–09. As with
previous years, the percentage of households with home computer access continued to
be significantly higher for households in the highest income quintile (93%),
households with children under 15 years of age (91%), households in the Australian
Capital Territory (88%) and households in metropolitan areas and major cities of
Australia (both 81%). Projected worldwide growth of home computers to 2015 can
be seen in Table 1.2.
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Table 1.2: USA and Worldwide PC Market Growth
Year Vs Stats
U.S. PC Sales
(#M)
U.S. PC Revenues
($B)
U.S. PC Installed
Base (#M)
Worldwide PC
Sales (#M)
Worldwide PC
Revenues ($B)
Worldwide
Installed Base
(#M)

1975

1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015*

0.04

0.76

6.6

9.5

21.4

46

62

77.1

88-90

0.05

1.5

17.2

24.5

56.8

86.9

90.5

75.4

70-75

0.04

1.4

19

51

86

177

234

295

360370

0.05

1.1

11

24

58

132

207

301

400410

0.06

3.6

29.5

71

155

251

301

300

310320

0.05

2.1

33

100

225

529

910

1,41
5

1,9802,030

Source: Computer Industry Almanac Inc., 2009. All figures are in millions of units. * Year 2015
forecast figures are based on the current industry trend.

1.7 New Personal Computer (PC) Trends
The PC industry has anticipated several new opportunities in the coming years. Table
1.3 summarises new opportunities created by information appliances and wireless
devices for the PC industry. There are four new opportunities that are line-extensions
of the existing PC market. There are also several opportunities that expand PC usage
as the infrastructure for the emerging information and wireless devices using
computer hardware and software platforms as their basic architecture. Multi-PC
households use home PC servers to simplify and lower internet access cost and to
coordinate other PC activities. A home server may not always increase the number of
PCs in a household because the function is served by an existing PC. However, the
home server PC is usually a more capable PC and increases the average PC price. The
home PC server is already established and is expected to grow in the next decade.
The media PC is focussed on handling multi-media functions such as TV, video,
music, photos and internet. Thus, the media PC will be competing with the traditional
consumer electronics products. The Asian and European consumer electronics
companies have formed a consortium to promote Linux as the standard for media
PCs. Windows XP media PCs have been available since 3Q’2002 and have a lead
over Linux-based devices which have emerged. The media PC is a growing
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opportunity that has significant future potential. The media PC can be expanded by
integrating with technological upgrades like TV, computing, radio, mobile,
information sources, pictures and videos in the one device.
The ‘netbook’ is barely two years old and has had a substantial impact; it also has the
potential to expand the PC market because it may become the third PC for office
workers or a second PC for home users. The netbook PC may also become an extra
PC in the home for its easy portability around the house or as a travel companion. The
tablet PC is likely to expand the overall PC market because a portion of the mobile
work force that previously could not use PCs now has a product that can enhance their
productivity and capabilities. The tablet PC also may increase the number of multi-PC
workers. ‘Netbook’ is widely used for accessing the internet and data without having
a CD Rom or DVD Rom attached. It is light-weight and tiny in physical appearance
where consumers want light-weight, portable devices. It can be taken anywhere,
anytime to surf for information and connect to the global world. The Mobile Internet
Device (MID) is similar to the netbook PC with an embedded broadband connection.
The MID category has been articulated by Intel using its new low-power Atom
microprocessor. The Smartbook is similar to the MID and is considered a cross
between a Smartphone and a netbook. Smartbook and MIDs are likely to compete
with high-end Smartphone’s. The Smartbook and MID are also expected to be a
platform for battle between Windows and Linux-based operating systems. Smartbook
and MID products also may become a third PC for many office workers or home
users. The opportunity for Smartbooks and MIDs looks very promising.
Technological advances allow PC functionality to be put in smaller packages, which
means handheld PCs eventually will become a viable product segment. There are a
few handheld PCs available from companies such as Antelope Technologies and
OQO, and others are developing Windows-based handheld PCs. Handheld PCs will
overlap high-end Personal Digital Assistance (PDAs) and Smartphones. Handheld
PCs will be attractive to a portion of PDA users due to availability of the PC software
base. The market size of the handheld PC segment is unclear, but could be significant
within 10 years (Gartner, April 2010).
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Table 1.3: New PC Opportunities
Opportunity

PC Products

Comments

Home network servers All types of PCs, from desktop
PCs to low-end servers

Synchronisation and information
sharing between multiple devices

Media PCs

PC & servers for photo, music
and TV/video applications

Will expand consumer PC
market due to multiple PCs per
households

Tablet PCs

Portable PCs with handwriting
input

Expands notebook PC market

Netbook PCs

Low-cost and small notebook
PC

Expands office & home markets

Mobile Internet Device Similar to netbook w/broadband Competes with high-end
(MID)
link · Based on Intel Atom
Smartphones. Windows versus
microprocessor
Linux battle ground
Smartbook

Between Smartphone & netbook Windows & Linux platform
battle

Handheld PCs

PCs in handheld form factor ·
Similar to PDAs &
Smartphone’s

First products are emerging, but
will be important in 3-5 years.

Service infrastructure
for web cell phones

PC servers—low-end to highend products will gain most of
this market

10 year potential is 1B+ devices
that will need information from
servers

Web caching networks PC servers—mostly high-end
products will gain most of this
market

Web caching networks are used
to improve web access
performance

Content development
systems

Web content for wireless devices
will be developed on PCs

All types of PCs, but mostly
high-end desktop PCs

Information appliances PC appliances will gain a
or digital appliances
significant share of information
appliance market

Microprocessors, peripherals and
software components

Information appliance
building blocks

Microprocessors, peripherals
and software components

Many PC companies will benefit
from this trend

Service infrastructure
for information
appliances

PC servers—low-end to highend products will gain most of
this market

10 year potential is 1B+ devices
that will need information from
servers

Source: Gartner 2010.

Information appliances are new opportunities for the PC industry, because they use
PC hardware and software. PC microprocessors, usually low-end versions or earlier
generations, are used in a significant portion of information appliances. PC
peripherals such as disk drives, printers, pointing devices and others account for
widespread use with information appliances. PC hardware technologies such as flat
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displays, keyboards, touch panels and memory cards are be used in every information
appliance. Information appliances use PC software and software based on current PC
software. The Smartbook and MID are likely to remain information appliances. The
use of computer technology in home appliances is seen widely with microwaves,
fridge/freezers, washing machines, coffee machines and other home appliances
having LCD screens and easy-to-use devices with computer technology inside.
According to Gartner (2010), worldwide PC shipments totalled 84.3 million units in
the first quarter of 2010, a 27.4 percent increase from the first quarter of 2009. These
first quarter results exceeded Gartner's earlier market prediction of a 22 percent
growth for the first quarter PC shipments.
“The stronger-than-expected growth was led by a robust recovery in the Europe,
Middle East and Africa (EMEA) PC market, which grew 24.8 percent in the first
quarter of 2010 … all other regions recorded double-digit growth rates, although the
US and Latin America were slightly lower than what we had expected” (Gartner,
April 2010).
Gartner’s (2005) point that the PC unit shipments in the Asia–Pacific region would
grow by 12.8 percent to 37.3 million units, compared with 13.8% growth in 2004;
“mobile PC sales are forecast to grow 21.3%, down from 31.3% last year; while
demand for desktop PCs is expected to grow by 10.8% this year, slightly faster than
last year's 10.4% pace. China, India, Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam will show the
fastest growth for desktop PCs. The top three vendors in the desktop PC category last
year — Lenovo, HP and Dell — enjoyed more than 30% growth”.
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1.8 Chapter Summary
This study was designed to provide a first step towards addressing the gaps of RM
strategy in the retail context. The main objectives in the study were to
(a) Develop a conceptual framework linking RM implementation to retail stores and
salesperson likeability with other important independent variables such as trust of
salesperson, commitment to retail store and consumer involvement leading to
purchase decisions of the consumer in the retail context, and
(b) Generate some preliminary results of a dyadic exploration (capturing the
perspectives of both marketing managers and customers) intended to test the RM
model.
Chapter 2 is used to discuss previous and current literature on RM and also touch base
with social exchange theory; relationship orientations intervene with study variables
like salesperson likeability, retail store image, relationship orientation, trust of
salespersons, and commitment towards a retail store, involvement of consumers in
purchase decisions and finally purchase intent of consumers. Through Chapter 2 the
literature review is directed towards the research variables in the study. Thus, the
process by which the implementation of RM can enhance customers in advancing the
purchasing process from retail stores will be explored.
Ultimately, a hypothetical model was developed to show the impact of RM upon
purchase intent. However, in order to do so it was first necessary to delineate the core
constructs of RM implementation and retail store image and salesperson likeability
through various characteristics of salespersons in the store and the nature of the retail
store which appeal to consumers. Consequently, the chapter contains a
conceptualisation of both RM and purchase intent, followed by the development of
research hypotheses based on the existing literature. The idea was to bridge the gap
between RM and purchase intent by adding the steps in the bridge of retail store
image, salesperson likeability, trust of salespersons, commitment of retail store and
involvement of consumer.
In Chapter 3 the methodology of the current research is discussed; the representative
sample, measures used for this research, design of questionnaire, sample target and
the countries where the research survey was to be undertaken. Chapter 3 includes
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discussion of the procedure and various statistical tests used to analyse the data, the
statistical tests used based on the research questions and hypotheses. The
methodology adopted to test the hypothetical model illustrating how the
implementation of RM strategies can lead to greater levels of customer purchase
intent.
In Chapter 4, seven variables are measured in SPSS software and the results are
analysed and explained. Also the hypotheses were tested and the interpretation and
testing is explained in detail. The results are discussed in relation to the study’s
research questions, the original hypothetical model and a final research outcomes
model (ROM) suggested.

Finally, in Chapter 5 the study's findings and final summary with theoretical and
managerial implications are presented and a number of future directions for future
research considered.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Relationship Marketing Orientation
The term ‘relationship marketing’ was first proposed by Leonard Berry in 1983 and
has attracted considerable attention in the marketing literature. Relationship marketing
focuses on the interaction between buyers and sellers and is concerned with winning
and keeping customers by maintaining links between marketing, quality and customer
service (Christopher et al. 1991; Grönroos 1994; Grönroos 2006). Recognition of the
importance of relationship marketing (RM) almost two decades ago generated many
studies in buyer–seller relationships (Wilson 1995), marketing channels (Ganesan
1994; Morgan & Hunt 1994), business-to-consumer markets (Garbarino & Johnson
1999) and personal selling contexts (Gruen et al. 2000).
According to Amir and Burt (2010), the discipline of marketing is undergoing a
paradigm shift, moving from a managerial to a social orientation under the umbrella
of transactional and relationship marketing (Gronroos 1997; 2006). In the
transactional paradigm, the value of marketing activities is embedded in the economic
exchange of products-for-money, whereas the relationship paradigm argues that the
true value of marketing activities arises from fulfilling promises within a web of
social relationships (Gronroos 2006; Calonius 2006).
The ‘marketing mix’ paradigm is well accepted by academics and practitioners in the
marketing discipline. The simple, straightforward ‘marketing mix’ approach has been
used and labelled as a jacket to solve marketing problems over a period of time. The
concept of ‘marketing mix’ was first introduced by Neil Borden (1950) in his
presidential speech during an American Marketing Association (AMA) presentation.
The AMA defined marketing as “a process of planning and executing conception,
pricing, promotion and distribution of ideas, goods and services to create exchange
and satisfy individual and organisational objectives” (Kotler 1995, p.4). The
marketing mix ingredients were settled finally on the four Ps. The four Ps consist of
product, price, place and promotion; a concept very well accepted because of its
simplicity and ease of implementation.
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According to Grönroos (2007), the marketing mix management paradigm has
dominated marketing thought, research and practice since it was introduced 40 years
ago. Today, this paradigm is beginning to lose its position, with new approaches
emerging in marketing research. Among other trends, the globalisation of business,
evolving recognition of the importance of customer retention, market economies and
customer relationship economics reinforce the changes in mainstream marketing
approaches.

The traditional concept of the transaction cost approach has changed into the
sophisticated, yet simple ‘marketing mix’ approach, though many academics have
advocated transaction cost analysis theory based on its merits. Transaction cost
economics (TCE) theory was developed by Oliver Williamson and used widely by
practitioners and academics because of its advantages of strategic and organisational
issues which are of considerable importance to the firms. The fundamental tenet of
TCE theory is opportunistic behaviour. Critics of TCE theory argue that the
prescriptions drawn from the theory of TCE are not only wrong but also dangerous for
corporate managers because of the assumptions and logic on which it is grounded.
Organisations are not mere substitutes for structuring efficient transactions when the
market fails; they possess unique advantages for governing certain kinds of economic
activities through a logic that is very different from that of a market. TCE is ‘bad for
practice’ because it fails to recognise this difference. Consequently, sources of the
“organisational advantages” have been identified and arguments developed due to the
need to build a very different theory more attuned to the realities so-called
“organisational economy” (Ghoshal & Moran 1996, p.236).
Advocates of TCE theory have argued that the
Transaction Cost Analysis substantive focus on exchange makes it relevant to a
wide range of marketing phenomena, including vertical integration decisions,
foreign market entry strategy, sales force control and compensation issues,
industrial purchasing strategy, distribution channel management. Secondly,
marketing rich tradition in the construct measurement and survey research
techniques has contributed to the operationalisation and testing of important
parts of the TCE framework. TCE’s central constructs are often not available
from secondary data, and valid empirical tests often require that ‘micro-leveldata’ be collected at the level of the actual decision maker (Rindfleisch & Heide
1997, p.271).
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Advocates of Williamson’s TCE theory state that “organisations exist because of
their superior abilities to attenuate human opportunism through the exercise of
hierarchical controls that are not accessible to markets” (Ghoshal & Moran 1996,
p.237).
The simple, straightforward ‘marketing mix’ concept has become ineffective in the
modern age with companies starting to realise the importance of relationships for
effective business. Relationship marketing was first introduced in industrial and
services marketing in European markets by Nordich University. Companies from
FMCG also realised the importance of RM and started to create their own effective
marketing programmes using RM strategy. Often marketers confuse the concept of
CRM (consumer relationship management) with relational strategy. The major failure
of CRM is its implementation; companies either collect irrelevant consumer data or
fail to use the data in a sophisticated RM strategy.
Critics from the academic side suggest that the whole marketing mix management
paradigms, theoretically, are based on a loose foundation. According to Van
Waterschoot and Van den Bulte (1990, p 87 “the classification property(-ies) or
rationale for distinguishing four categories labelled ‘product’, ‘price’, ‘place’, and
‘promotion’ have never been explicated”. Furthermore, they argue that “the
usefulness of four Ps as a general marketing theory for practical purposes is, to say the
least, highly questionable”.
Van Waterschoot and Van den Bulte (1990, p. 90) state that “there are three flaws in
the four Ps model. The properties or characteristics that are the basis for classification
have not been identified. The categories are not mutually exclusive. There is a catchall subcategory that is continually growing”. According to Arndt (1975, pp.64-65)
“marketing research remains narrow in scope and even myopic, and methodical issues
become more important than substance matters”. He explains further that research in
marketing “gives the impression of being based on a conceptually sterile and
unimaginative positivism … The consequence … is that most of the resources are
directed toward less significant issues”. Over-explaining existing theory and
supporting and legitimising the status quo of the previous literature are what have
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happened over the years and, unfortunately, far too little has changed in mainstream
marketing research.
One can argue that the straight-jacketed ‘marketing mix’ is based on 1930s and 1950s
marketing age phenomena, when marketing was just starting to come out of
transactional theory clutches. However, critics’ arguments against the ‘marketing
mix’ are based on current age business activities; they feel that the ‘marketing mix’
has served its purpose. As globalisation has taken place and smaller markets have
started emerging in the mainstream market, business leaders, academics and
practitioners have realised the need for a relationship orientation in their management
practices.
Retailing is a technology-intensive industry, where successful retailers work closely
with their vendors to predict consumer demand, employ shorter lead times, reduce
inventory holdings and, thereby, save cost. Walmart pioneered the concept of building
a competitive advantage through distribution and information systems in the retail
industry. Traditional retailers will continue to exit, but organised retailers are working
towards revamping their businesses to obtain strategic advantages at various levels –
market, cost, knowledge and customer levels.

2.2 Current and Emerging Perspectives in Marketing
The imminent broadening scope of the marketing discipline (Hunt 1991), as well as
the incorporation of marketing into all levels of organisations, prompted Webster
(1992) to argue that the intellectual core of marketing management needs to be
expanded beyond the current ‘micro-economic paradigm’. He believed this to be
essential if one is to understand and explain the changing nature of the discipline,
given that he felt the current conceptualisation was out of touch with the emerging
emphasis upon long-term customer relationships. A number of marketing scholars
(Webster 1992; Grönroos 1994; Morgan & Hunt 1994, Grönroos 2007) have begun to
question the capacity of existing paradigms3 and theories to help explain the
3
Arndt (1983) points out that paradigms are not theories and thus fall short of advancing testable propositions. Paradigms should be viewed as the foundations of theory,
giving it direction and meaning. They should also not be confused with the sub-disciplines of marketing as these may draw upon more that one paradigm, represent the unit
of analysis, and therefore tend to reflect the specialisation within a discipline. Paradigms contain the following three kinds of entities, namely: (1) content that includes
theories, laws, concepts, symbolic generalisations, and exemplars, (2) methodology that includes procedures and techniques in which further knowledge is to be generated,
and, (3) an epistemology which represents a set of criteria to evaluate knowledge claims (Hunt 1991:322). Within a marketing context, in addition to the political economy
paradigm proposed by Arndt (1980), the following six main paradigms have been identified: (1) microeconomic, (2) persuasion/attitude change, (3) conflict resolution, (4)
general systems, (5) functionalist, and, (6) social exchange paradigms (Carman 1980). This thesis advocates the emerging view in the literature that the microeconomic
paradigm cannot fully explain close relationships and grounded in the latter paradigm, and, hence places specific impetus upon social exchange theory (cf. Thibaut & Kelly,
1959; Gouldner, 1960).
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expanding use of RM practices within firms. Brodie, Coviello, Brookes and Little
(1997) note that there appears to be a growing consensus among marketing scholars
that the current ‘functionalist approach’ to marketing is rapidly becoming obsolete
and, consequently, needs to be replaced by another method of explaining the
marketing discipline. Similarly, but on a much broader philosophical level, as the
marketing discipline may be regarded as a derivative social science in a constant state
of flux, marketing scholars always need to address the eternal question of how
adequately current paradigms and theories help explain relationships between firms
and their customers.
To date, there is little disputing that the ‘marketing mix’ has become the flagship
model dominating academic teaching and shaping the marketing discipline during the
last 50 years. The scholarly preference for this particular model has been attributed to
the pedagogical virtue of the four Ps that underpin it, because they make teaching a lot
easier and, at the same time, appear to offer a convenient ‘toolbox’ solution to many
marketing problems (Grönroos 2007; Brodie & de-Chernatony 2009). However, there
are questions as to whether this revered flagship can be justified as an appropriate
paradigm to help explain the notion of the marketing concept, let alone the current
practitioner emphasis upon long-term relationship-building activities. Unfortunately
such relational-based approaches cannot be explained fully by the marketing mix
paradigm alone, which is grounded largely in the economic theory of rational choice
with the net objective of maximising exchange efficiencies. Marketing has become far
more expansive than mere value exchange, and the foundations of close firm–
customer relationships may be better explained by socio-political dimensions such as
trust, satisfaction, loyalty and commitment, among others.
Paradoxically, the predominantly functionalist marketing mix paradigm represents a
straight jacket for marketers; it effectively reduces the discipline to a production
orientation in which the victims have become marketing theory per se and, more
importantly, customers (Grönroos 1994). Moreover, any paradigm where the
archetypal approach to marketing strategy and tactics is founded upon the notion that
customers can be bundled into homogenous groups, in which the ‘mix’ thereafter is
manipulated to cater to the ‘generic’ needs of each of these segments, implies mere
value exchange between the firm and the customer. Although exchange still remains
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the central tenet of marketing, scholars have begun to question whether a marketbased ‘exchange paradigm’ adequately can explain relational building activities that
are organised to create value for the customer (Sheth & Parvatiyar 1995a). This is
tantamount, given that current marketing thought depicts the role of the discipline to
extend beyond that of exchange to one that also encompasses joint responsibility of
firms and their customers for such value creation (Han, Wilson & Dant 1993;
Grönroos 1994; Håkansson & Johanson 1994; Anderson 1995; Anderson & Day
1995; Gummesson 1998; Sheth & Parvatiyar 1995; Wilson 1995). Further, regarding
the role of the marketing discipline to be that of mere value exchange not only
reduces the customers to ‘passive recipients’ in the relationship (Gummesson 1998),
but also dampens a proper explanation of current emerging practices within firms.
Conceptualising the discipline as being purely exchange-based appears to be contrary
to the notion that customers should be regarded as partners4 in the customer–firm
relationship. It does very little to improve our understanding of how to advance firms’
efforts at creating superior value for their customers. This is important when
considering that many firm–customer relationships involve customers’ contributions
in the creation of value in a common interactive process (Wikström 1996).
Understanding this interactive approach is vital given that providing customers with
superior value in this particular manner has been regarded as one of the most
successful strategies during the last decade (Ravald & Grönroos 1992). Value creation
has become an integral outcome of cooperative and collaborate efforts of firms with
their customers (Morgan & Hunt 1994), in which the accomplishment of synergies
between ‘partners’ is extremely important (Wilson 1995); often, it is regarded as the
reason for customer–supplier relationships (Anderson 1995). A point also made by
Wilson (1995) is that value can be manifested in many forms including technology,
market access, to information, lower operating costs and pricing advantages.
Therefore, scholars need to explain the dynamics associated with the development of
highly interdependent relationships in the firm’s quest to acquire value for both itself
and its customers. In fact, over 35 years ago, Bagozzi (1975) made the point that
marketing theory should: (1) be concerned with explaining why the firm and its
customers must engage in relationships, and (2) in what manner these exchanges

4
Regarding them as partners is based upon the author’s argument that in order to contribute to the creation of value, they must clearly perform some of the functions of the
firm.
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should be created. It has not been until relatively recently that meaningful
conceptualisations have begun to emerge specifically to address these issues.
In this regard, scholars have begun to explain marketing in terms of its role in the
development and nurturing of long-term interactive relationships from a number of
perspectives under the guise of RM. These include services marketing (Berry 1983;
Berry 1995), industrial marketing (Ford 1980; Dwyer, Schurr & Oh 1987; Morgan &
Hunt 1994; Wilson 1995; Low 1996), channel relations (Gaski 1984; Frazier & Antia
1995; Nevin 1995; Weitz & Jap 1995), network relationships (Håkansson 1982;
Johanson & Mattsson 1985; Piercy & Cravens 1995) and the impact of information
technology upon organisations (Scott-Morton 1991). Despite these scholarly efforts,
Brodie, Coviello, Brookes and Little (1997) make the point that there is still no clear,
precise and concise meaning of RM within the extant literature. Nevin (1995) points
to the fact that the paradigm has been applied from many perspectives and in many
contexts. A general theory of RM would be ideal because the relational paradigm
offers the potential to be wide enough to cover the entire spectrum of marketing subdisciplines (Sheth & Parvatiyar 1995).

The emergence of relational orientation and the network approach originated from
Nordich University and Uppsala University during the 1960s. However, it remained
on the shelf till globalisation started taking place aggressively in 2000. The interaction
and network approach was established in industrial marketing and eventually in
services marketing, though it was not popular in consumer marketing. In 2000,
academics like Grönroos and Gummesson (2000, p.267) emphasised that
“relationship marketing and network integration is the new marketing phenomena”.
To have sustainable business in the global marketplace, a network approach and
relationships are critical elements. The network is between the parties in a network —
various interactions take place, where exchanges and adaptations to each other occur
(Grönroos & Gummesson 1992). In the network, the flow of goods and information,
as well as financial and social exchanges, take place. All the participants take their
position and both partners seek success with a long-term goal in mind. The
interactions in this network approach are not necessarily initiated by the seller, but can
be initiated by any of the participants in the network arena. Grönroos developed the
customer relationship life-cycle model, originally called the ‘marketing cycle’, to
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cover the long-term nature of establishment and evaluation of the relationship
between a firm and its customers. As transaction marketing has converted into a
relational approach (see Table 2.1 below), service marketing has become critical in
the retail environment as well. Service marketing is focussed on developing and
maintaining stable relationships with customers of service businesses (Hennig-Thurau
et al. 2002). For service companies, particularly retail stores, it is important to
ascertain the most valuable benefits for customers, because a direct relationship has
been observed between relational benefits and customer satisfaction — the latter
being an antecedent of customer loyalty towards the store (Reynolds & Beatty 1999;
Yen & Gwinner 2003; Marzo-Navarro et al. 2004). In this sense, a satisfied clientele
shows lower price elasticity and lower likelihood of supplier-switching behaviour and
brand identification, thus being more loyal (Butcher et al. 2001; Bhattacharya & Sen
2003). For the store, all this involves higher revenues (Gwinner et al. 1998), lower
communication costs for attracting new customers (Payne & Frow 2005) and brand
equity creation (Bhattacharya & Sen 2003).
Table 2.1: Differentiation between Transaction Marketing and RM
Criteria for
Differentiation

Transaction Marketing

Relationship Marketing

World view

Managing a company’s product
portfolio, setting and modifying
marketing mix parameters to
achieve optimal 4 P configuration

Managing a company’s customer
portfolio, building long-term
business relationships

Assessment
horizon

Short duration

Long duration

Key concepts

4 Ps, segmentation, branding,

Interaction, relationships and
networks.

Marketing
focus

Product/Service

Product/Service and customer

Marketing
goals

Customer acquisition

Customer acquisition, customer
retention, customer recovery

Marketing
strategy

Presentation of outcome

Dialogue

Marketing
interaction

One-way communication, formal
market studies

Interactive communication, mutual
learning and adaptations

Promotion
strategy

Non-personal advertising, brand and
image management

Through personal interaction,
developing identity as a reliable
supplier in a network

Economic
profit and
control
parameters

Profit, profit margin contribution,
sales, costs

Additionally: customer profit
contribution, customer value

Source: Manfred Bruhn 2003, p.13.
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In the words of Disney (1999, p.491), “as organizations become increasingly
customer focused and driven by customer demands, the need to meet the customers’
expectations and retain their loyalty becomes more critical”. To a business
organisation, loyal customers are a competitive asset (Dekimpe et al. 1997). Customer
loyalty represents a basis for charging price premiums, and is a barrier to competitive
entry (Aaker 1991); it is also a key determinant in predicting market share (Baldinger
& Rubinson 1996) and profit levels (Reichheld 1996). The dynamics of evolving
business trends, such as competitive intensity combined with limited product
differentiation, have dictated an increase in the importance of customer retention
(Christopher et al. 1991; Perrien & Ricard 1995). In the context of retail markets
especially, slow growth and intense competition accentuate the need to retain existing
customers (Sirohi et al. 1998). The importance of customer retention is mostly due to
the fact that “acquiring new customers is much more expensive than keeping them”
(Stone et al. 1996, p.676). Thus, understanding how or why a sense of loyalty
develops in customers remains a crucial management issue (Pritchard et al. 1999). In
this context, RM can provide customer benefits that may be difficult for competitors
to match and will result in greater levels of customer loyalty (Evans & Lakin 1994;
Hennig-Thurau & Klee 1997; Reynolds & Beatty 1999).
Recent marketing literature has been focused on customer motivation and the desire
for establishing and maintaining a relationship with the service provider over time
(Hennig-Thurau et al. 2000). Several studies have aimed at identifying so-called
‘relational benefits’; that is, benefits perceived by customers as a result of their longlasting relationships with service companies (Gwinner et al. 1998; Reynolds & Beatty
1999; Patterson & Smith 2001; Hennig-Thurau et al, 2002; Yen & Gwinner 2003;
Marzo-Navarro et al. 2004; Vázquez-Carrasco & Foxall 2006). In this sense, the
presence of benefits derived from the simple existence of a relationship, independent
of the main service, has been distinguished (Barnes 1994), emphasising the distinction
between the benefits offered by the provider and the psychological meaning or utility
perceived by the customer (Crawford 1985; Friedman & Lessig 1987).
Sales used to be the exclusive speciality of some specialised people with a specific
skills set which they used on existing and prospective customers. With the trend
towards relationship orientation, the responsibility for relationships and sales is not
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limited to sales people but has been shared and distributed among other functionalities
of the organisation, such as accounts, delivery, production and credit control.
(Grönroos 2000) has named these other people part-time marketing people because all
these departmental employees play an important role in creating and enhancing
relationships with customers. Therefore, not only are salespeople selling products and
services, but all other departmental employees are involved in the process of
marketing the goods and services to customers as well.
The emerging trend in the technology product arena has opened the eyes of
technology industry marketers. They understand the importance of RM and have
started to implement the strategy in a way which is more focused on building and
retaining loyal consumers in their database.
Retailers gained status when they recognised their capability and importance in the
marketplace, along with understanding of consumer behaviour. Retailers started
playing a very important role in selling manufacturer products from their retail stores.
The traditional retail stores became modern, elegant and large, with huge variety and
convenient locations that made shopping a pleasurable experience for consumers.
Retail sales depend upon the ambience of the store, easy-to-find categorisation of
products, inside-store service and consultation, location of the store, availability of
parking spaces, brand names, trusted store management and the delivery of the
expected shopping experience to consumers (Brodie 1997). In the modern-age
scenario, retailers have started making their own identity in the marketplace; they
have started branding their store names and servicing, and have created consumer
databases. While developing these ‘marketing mix’ activities, they have realised that
it is not sufficient to hold their desired position in the marketplace; they must create
stronger personal bonds with their consumers. They have started creating marketing
programmes which are more focused on consumer relationships and the earlier
marketing mix strategy has segmented to mass consumers whereas relational
marketing strategy was focused on the most profitable consumer segment.
The customer relationship and retention of customers is not enough for the
organisation for long-term profitable business. Customers may be satisfied with the
services and relational attachment of the organisation; however, the ultimate aim and
goal of organisation is to earn substantial profit. To make this happen, organisations
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must devise a clear segmentation strategy based on customer relationship profitability
analysis in order to retain customers. Businesses will not be profitable by recruiting or
retaining customers who are not giving any profit to the organisation. Therefore, RM
strategy should target those customers who are generating the desired profit for the
organisation, and target those customers who can be cultivated as future profit
generators.
Calonius (1990) explained RM further, as the giving and maintaining of promises!
Marketers can attract customers based on giving promises related to consumers;
however, retaining customers and enhancing the customer base is not possible unless
promises are met. If retailers promise quality of service and long-term confidence to
buyers while selling their products, consumers can do their purchasing blindfolded.
Another important ingredient in RM is trust. Trust lies with the brand, personnel,
technology and the economic activities of the firm. Customers may have certain
perceptions about an organisation; either positive, neutral or negative. However,
personnel such as full-time professional salespersons are charged with keeping the
trust intact. They create relationships and build trust with customers based on honesty,
openness, simplicity, belief in the product and integrity of the firm; ‘part-time
marketers’ help to sustain and retain this trust within customers’ minds. Belief
develops reliability, confidence and trustworthiness, but having no belief creates
vulnerability and uncertainty in consumer purchasing decisions.
The increasing importance of retailers in today’s market in respect of sales, branding,
supply chain, logistics and purchasing has created a challenging environment for
buyers to make their purchase decisions. Purchasing fast moving consumer group
(FMCG) products is relatively easy compared to high-tech products because of the
simplicity of using FMCG products where there is a general awareness and common
sense, less risk involved, and a lower financial commitment. Sales of high-tech
products like laptops are increasing dramatically across the world. Laptop sales are
matching those of desktops because of the former’s characteristics of portability,
mobility, convenience and compactness which enable a person to work anywhere at
any time. Because the growth of the laptop industry rapid all over the world,
consumers and marketers constantly face challenges in terms of changing models and
products in the marketplace. The product life-cycle for laptops in the high-tech
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industry is quite short due to rapid technological developments that encourage
consumers to update their machines quite frequently.
Grönroos (1993) noted that Mickwitz (1959) and Rasmussen (1959) developed
parameter theory, which was a dynamic marketing-mix approach linked to the product
life cycle and where the parameters were integrated by means of varying marketing
elasticities. Moreover, Mickwitz also stated that the demand side has to be connected
to the supply side in managerial marketing theory; this was done using an economic
approach rather than a behavioural approach. Although parameter theory concerning
dynamism and integration of consumer behaviour and managerial decisionmaking.was a much more developed model than the 4Ps of the marketing, it never
received international recognition and attention.
In the current market scenario, consumers are confused about their decisions and
whether they are making the right decision when purchasing laptops. They always
have a fear in their minds; that the laptop they are intending to buy might be obsolete
in the near future. Similarly, problems like service, spare parts and new technological
advancements create uncertainty in the consumers’ purchasing intent. This kind of
environment is always challenging to retailers as well because they, not the
manufacturers, are the people who are facing consumers in person. If they can’t
reassure consumers about the changing product life-cycle and keep their confidence
about buying specific brands of product, they are not likely to be successful. Thus, it
is critical that retailers create a relational platform with their customers so the
consumers can develop a strong confidence, trust and belief in them.

2.3 Defining Relationship Marketing
Berry (1995) points out that although relationship marketing is a new old concept,
frameworks to help understand its properties have been slow to develop. This has
been evident in the fact that, until recently, the focus of marketing was merely on
acquiring customers. He points out that attracting new customers should be regarded
only as an intermediate step in the marketing process, and that a number of key
strategies are needed to help maintain and enhance customer relationships; namely,
(1) the development of a core product, (2) customisation of the product to the
individual, (3) augmentation of the core product with extra benefits, (4) pricing the
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product to encourage loyalty and (5) marketing the firm to its employees. Berry
(1983, p.54) goes on to define RM as the process of “attracting, maintaining, and
enhancing customer relationships”. Therefore, current conceptualisations of the
relational paradigm should depict a discipline that enhances relationships through the
propagation of value creation (Sheth & Parvatiyar 1995), because Berry’s (1983)
definition implies that the firm should regard customers as partners.
Wilson (1995) points to the benefits of this approach by suggesting that buying firms
can rely upon either an adversarial or cooperative model to help them attain efficient
outcomes; the former pits suppliers against each other to lower their prices and the
buyer’s input costs, whereas the latter tends to reflect a more relational approach to
marketing. The adoption of the cooperative or relational model helps reduce costs for
both the supplier and the buyer by way of them working more closely together to
accomplish better inventory management, reduction of waste and the elimination of
unnecessary tasks and procedures. Such cooperation has been regarded as a proactive
approach to marketing (Morgan & Hunt 1994) which clearly facilitates the need for
parties to work together to achieve mutual outcomes (Anderson & Narus 1990). This
implies that retailers not only need to procure new customers but, more importantly,
help to keep them because this is less costly than acquiring new customers (Grönroos
1994a). Jackson (1985) shows that the net present value (NPV) of relational
customers can provide superior returns to those of transactional customers.
However, a number of scholars (Krapfel, Salmond & Spekman 1991; Wilson 1995;
Blois 1997; Pels, Coviello & Brodie 2000) point out that not all customer strategy
should be relational based. Dwyer, Schurr and Oh (1987) also note that the real costs
of attempting to build, or even maintain, existing relationships may outweigh the
benefits. Marketers often assume that customers are willing to enter into relationships
with their firms, not realising that they may become irritated at expensive relational
activities of a firm and, subsequently, may sever any relationship they have with their
current supplier firm (Blois 1997). This is reflected in Grönroos’ definition (1990,
p.7) that “marketing is to establish, maintain, enhance and commercialise customer
relationships (often but not necessarily always long-term relationships) so that the
objectives of the parties involved are met. This is done by the mutual exchange and
fulfilment of promises”. In turn, Wilson (1995) recommends that marketers identify
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which customers are potential candidates for in-depth relationships by considering the
degree of risk they entail, then comparing this to the relational value that each
customer potentially could contribute to the firm. Ideal partners would need to supply
superior value to the firm and at the same time offer lower operating risk. This
approach also appears to be captured in a definition of strategic buyer–seller selection
by Ellram (1990, p8); namely, that these relationships entail “a mutual, ongoing
relationship involving a commitment over an extended period of time, and a sharing
of information and the risks and rewards of the relationship”. However, Ellram (1990)
points out that the selection of relational suppliers should also incorporate ‘soft
factors’ such as management compatibility, goal congruence and the strategic
direction of the supplier firm. As relational marketing means that both parties need to
work towards common goals (Evans & Laskins 1994), it is this recognition of mutual
interdependence between parties that has been captured in the Anderson & Narus
(1990, p.42) definition; namely, that partnerships depend on the “extent to which
there is mutual recognition and understanding that the success of each firm depends in
part on the other firm, with each firm consequently taking actions so as to provide a
coordinated effort focused upon jointly satisfying the requirements of the customer
marketplace”. Evans and Laskins (1994) believe that it is agreed generally in the
literature that RM is a customer-centred approach in which a firm attempts to
establish business relationships with prospective and existing customers. The
relational aspects of marketing need to encompass, among other things: (1) customers
as co-producers, (2) inter-functional dependencies, (3) internal customers, (4) internal
marketing and (5) customers and sellers that are often one and the same (Gummesson
1987).
Hunt (1997) points out that there are a number of perspectives on RM, as reflected in
the various definitions. However, scholars tend to converge on the notion that firms
are beginning to compete through the development of long-term relationships with
their customers, suppliers, employees and competitors. To help conceptualise the
scope and contexts in which close marketing relationships can be applied, Morgan
and Hunt (1994) draw upon the literature and offer a typology of partnerships in
which RM can be applied. In order to encompass all forms of relational exchanges at
the same time as focusing upon this process, Morgan and Hunt (1994, p.22) define
RM as: “all marketing activities directed towards establishing, developing, and
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maintaining successful relational exchanges”. The following Table 2.2 lists
definitions of RM by various academic authors.

Table 2.2 Relationship Marketing Definitions.
Author

Definition

Berry 1983

Relationship marketing is attracting, maintaining and enhancing customer
relationships.

Gronroos
1990

The goal of relationship marketing is to establish, maintain and enhance
relationships with customers and other parties at a profit so that the objectives of
the parties involved are met.

Shani &
Chalsani
1992

Relationship marketing is an integrated effort to identify, maintain and build up a
network with individual customers and to continuously strengthen the network for
the mutual benefit of both sides, through interactive, individualised and valueadded contacts over a long period of time.

Moller 1992

Marketing is about understanding, creating and managing exchange relationships
between economic parties; manufacturers, service providers, various channel
members and final consumers.

Gronroos
1994

Marketing is to establish, maintain, enhance and commercialise customer
relationships so that the objectives of the parties involved are met. This is done by
a mutual exchange and fulfilment of promises.

Morgan &
Hunt 1994

Relationship marketing refers to all marketing activities directed towards
establishing, developing and maintaining successful relational exchanges.

Sheth &
Parvatiyar
1995

Relationship marketing is marketing orientation that seeks to develop close
interactions with selected customers, suppliers and competitors for value creation
through cooperative and collaborative efforts.

Gummesson
1996

Relationship marketing is marketing seen as relationships, network and
interactions.

Parvatiyar
& Sheth
2000

Relationship marketing is an ongoing process of engaging in cooperative and
collaborative activities and programs with immediate and end user customers to
create or enhance mutual economic value, at reduced cost.

The aforementioned definitions of RM, as well as the variety of contexts in which
relational-building activities occur, indicate that buyer–seller relationships do not
simply materialise but, in fact, develop over time (Ellram 1991a; Spekman 1988;
Wilson 1995). Therefore, as relational exchanges transpire over time, and each
transaction is viewed in terms of its history and its anticipated future (Dwyer, Schurr
& Oh 1987), scholarly attention needs to consider the process of how firms build
long-term alliances with prospective and current customers, as well as any other
stakeholders likely to have an impact upon the firm’s desired outcomes.
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Figure 2.1: Range of Potential Relationships
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Grönroos (1990) argues that firms desiring longer-term customer relationships imply
that one of their key objectives is that of establishing, maintaining and enhancing
enduring relationships. In this regard, establishing relationships involves giving
promises, maintaining relationships is based upon the fulfilment of these promises
and enhancing relationships means that a new set of promises are made in which the
fulfilment of earlier promises is a prerequisite. Grönroos (1990) also points out that
the concept of ‘promises’ is an integral component of marketing and may concern
goods, services, or a system of goods and services, financial solutions, material
administration, transfer of information, social contracts and a range of future
commitments. Hence, if relationships are to be maintained and enhanced, all such
promises need to be kept on both sides, implying that firm–customer relationships
need to be based upon theoretical models that entail some degree of reciprocity
between the parties. The current study is grounded in the theory of RM (Thibaut &
Kelly 1959) and Morgan and Hunt’s (1994) definition of RM has been adopted in the
research.

2.4 Characterising Relationship Marketing
Relationship marketing demands scholarly attention given that many managers and
decision-makers perceive the shift towards the establishment of ‘closer ties’ with their
customers as being highly desirable, and that such relationship-building is rapidly
becoming the norm in the business world (Heide & John 1990). The expanding body
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of empirically based knowledge that has begun to emerge reflects the need for
scholars to help understand and explain the many varied relational strategies currently
being undertaken by marketing practitioners.
Although not exhaustive, typical examples for the need by firms to implement RM
strategies include: (1) firms being driven by pressures to meet the demands of global
competition (Metcalf, Frear & Krishnan 1990), (2) erosion and fragmentation of mass
markets (Shani & Chalasani 1992), (3) quests for immediate access to technology and
the need for greater operational flexibility and improved control (Sriram, Krapfel &
Speckman 1992), (4) the desire to reduce uncertainty and managed dependence (Han,
Wilson & Dant 1993; Spekman 1985), (5) the desire for exchange efficiency and
social satisfaction (Dwyer, Schurr & Oh 1987), (6) the need to reduce inventory,
develop just-in-time systems and decrease lead times to the market (Wilson 1995), (7)
the desire to retain and improve profitability (Kalawani & Narayandas 1995) and (8)
the desire to create value which is hard to duplicate (Anderson, Håkansson &
Johanson 1994; Cravens, Ship & Cravens 1993).
These outcomes have clearly resulted in managers needing to reinvent the manner in
which they approach the firm–customer relationship. Sheth & Parvatiyar (1995) argue
that, more than likely, the relational approach to marketing will redefine the domain
of the discipline by way of causing the axioms of marketing to shift from competition,
conflict and choice dependence towards

mutual cooperation and mutual

interdependence respectively (see Figure 2.2., below).
Figure 2.2: Changing Domains of the Marketing Discipline
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To help conceptualise this relational axiom shift, a number of marketing scholars
(Dwyer, Schurr & Oh 1987; Webster 1992) have extended the original work of
MacNeil (1980) to depict the different types of relationships the marketing discipline
can be used to nurture. MacNeil (1980) dichotomises relationships into discrete and
relational types. The various extensions in the literature appear to have converged to
incorporate these two classifications into a relational continuum first proposed by
Webster (1992). Relationships between the firm and its customers can be depicted
along this relational continuum in terms of their ‘relative position’, reflecting the
nature of the relationship across a number of dimensions. These include, among
others, duration of the relationship, frequency of interaction, scope of interaction,
degree of coordination required, and the interdependence levels between the parties.
Figure 2.3: The Relational Continuum
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Under the Webster (1992) analogy, the ‘once-off transactions’ extremity of the
continuum represents market-based modes of interaction with each customer. Each of
these transactions is regarded as independent of all others — there is no attempt by
the firm at building any sort of relationship with the customer. Typically, interaction
may be seen as ‘passing-trade’; customers tend not to exhibit any tendency at
displaying loyalty towards the firm or its offerings. In effect, the purchase decision is
based principally upon the price mechanism; therefore, the ‘mode of interaction’
between the firm and the customer tends to rely upon market-based governance
(Heide 1994). The role of marketing is simply to find customers.
The next step along the continuum, repeated transactions, is a reflection of the
customer’s desire to make repeated and more frequent purchases of particular
class/classes of products, and possibly from one supplier should it be convenient.
Typical purchases may include branded products, industrial components and/or
operating supplies which are frequently used by the purchaser. Some rudiments of a
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relationship may begin to emerge between the firm and the customer, and may be due
simply to the convenience of shopping in the same store and buying a familiar brand
(Webster 1992).
To put this analogy into perspective, the consumer marketing literature has long made
the distinction between repeat purchases and brand loyalty (Jacoby & Kyner 1973;
Dick & Basu 1994). Therefore, the types of procurements suggested by this position
along the continuum simply constitute repeat purchases. Hawkins, Best and Coney
(1998) describe repeat purchases as the continual purchase of products, whereas brand
loyalty represents repeat purchases accompanied by a psychological attachment to a
particular brand. This ‘attachment’ tends to indicate the customer’s desire for a
longer-term relationship, characterised by higher levels of commitment between
buyers and sellers. The outcome is a reflection of the role that marketing must
perform in long-term relationships in terms of placing impetus upon building a loyal
customer base.
Retailers willing to enter into buyer–seller relationships with their customers need to
develop marketing strategies that develop social, financial and structural bonds (Berry
1995). This type of bonding becomes a characteristic of RM which is mid-point along
the continuum, and the nature of the firm–customer relationship begins to change
from one of value exchange to that of value creation. High levels of interdependence
are inherent within the relationship, and retailers and customers become highly
committed to each other. As these types of relationships are highly valued (Morgan &
Hunt 1994), when the conditions are right, retailers may even attempt to enter into
dyadic relationships that exclude all other potential partners (Dwyer, Schurr & Oh
1987). The mode of interaction between parties may encompass bilateral forms of
governance (Heide 1994) in which both parties have joint responsibility for inputs and
outcomes that will facilitate the development of joint operating norms to help govern
the relationship. Given that such buyer–seller relationships are dynamic in nature,
they can be conceptualised and explained from the perspective of social exchange
theory and RM (Thibaut & Kelly 1959; Homans 1961), and are characteristic of the
types of relationships surveyed in this research.
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Webster’s (1992) relational continuum appears to have become the dominant
apparatus to help scholars distinguish among different types of relationships between
the firm and the customer. However, Pels, Coviello and Brodie (2000) argue that this
continuum perspective only represents one approach in helping to define the best
method of modelling exchange; they suggest that there are at least three schools of
thought related to the firm–customer interface. The first school of thought advocates
the view that a relational element needs to be added to the traditional marketing
management paradigm. In this respect, Gordon, McKeage & Fox (1998, p.444) state
that “RM has been used to describe a wide variety of marketing tactics, with different
definitions of relationship marketing”. Despite this they point out that the descriptions
depicting the variety of RM tactics can be categorised using three dimensions; viz.,
(1) continuity, (2) individualisation and (3) personalisation.
‘Continuity’ suggests that the firm and its customers quite conceivably could interact
on an infinite basis, and this is what distinguishes RM from other forms of marketing
(Gummesson 1994). The second dimension, individualisation, results when marketers
attempt to customise the marketing mix in order to cater to the specific needs of each
customer. The typical approach has been the use of database marketing in which the
managerial emphasis is simply aimed at obtaining efficient marketing practices — in
particular, communication (Möller & Halinen 2000). This approach constitutes ‘low
level’ relationship building (Berry 1995) and marketers believe that by tailoring their
programs they can provide greater value to customers and, hence, capture a greater
proportion of their business. Therefore, the main focus of marketing becomes keeping
customers loyal and profitable. The third is dimension, personalisation, and attempts
to base the firm–customer relationship on close personal interaction.
Wilson (1995) identifies social bonding as one of the key constructs that has been
substantiated empirically in the channel relations literature as helping to hold
relationships together. He points out that Mummalaneni and Wilson (1991) found that
when buyers and sellers had strong personal relationships they were more committed
to maintaining the business relationship than less socially bonded partners. Thus, the
second school of thought promotes the notion that the marketing management
paradigm needs to be replaced with the new relational paradigm, whereas the third
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school of thought depicts relationships as falling along the aforementioned relational
continuum, with transactions and relationships at opposite ends of the continuum.
Irrespective of the school of thought to which decision-makers assent, one of the main
concerns facing them is simply to identify the best method of modelling their
exchanges with customers. However, the implicit fallacy in recognising and
acknowledging that three schools of thought may exist is that marketers may
incorporate only one of these approaches into their strategy. Pels, Coviello and Brodie
(2000) point out marketers often fail to recognise that multiple approaches can be
applied simultaneously; this implies that decision-makers are faced with the problem
of having to manage a multitude of customer relationships that have distinctively
different levels of interdependence and expansiveness between the parties.
Acknowledging and responding appropriately to different types of customers is
extremely important because, as Jackson (1985) points out, in order to become
effective and efficient relational marketers there must be a congruency between the
customer type and the marketing strategy employed.
Schuns and Schröder (1996) provide tentative empirical evidence of the importance of
adapting marketing strategies to certain relationship types; e.g., increased marketing
effectiveness resulted when retailers segmented their customers based upon the degree
of ‘strength of association’ they exhibited towards the retail outlet. Krapfel, Salmond
and Spekman (1991) recommend the use of the portfolio approach to managing
strategic buyer–seller customer relationships because it serves as both a diagnostic
and prescriptive aid. They make the core assumption that multiple relationships vary
in value, as well as require different response functions to manage. Hence, the
portfolio approach enables decision-makers to balance risk and returns associated
with each type of relationship. In short, portfolio modelling enables decision-makers
to allocate scarce resources that are needed to help manage product planning,
customer segmentation and supplier choice.
Along the same line of reasoning, Ellram (1991) models relationships in terms of their
potential life-cycle patterns and argues that the portfolio approach can be used to help
both scholars and practitioners understand how partnerships grow over time (see also,
Figure 2.4, below). This work is very rudimentary but a number of leading scholars
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have discussed how marketing relationships develop over time (Ford 1980; Ford &
Rosson 1982; Dwyer, Schurr & Oh 1987; Wilson 1995), and these represent some of
the most important contributions to the understanding of how RM can be used to help
develop and maintain firm–customer relationships.

2.5 Technological Innovation
The influence of high technology is pervasive; it affects our personal lives, how
business is conducted, how leisure time is spent, how communication occurs, how
products are used, how services are used, how product features are implemented and
products and services are purchased. However, not all products are high technology
products. The question is sometimes asked whether laptops are considered ‘high-tech
or low-tech’ products, given that they are used extensively everywhere. While it may
be true that ‘you’ll know it when you see it’, a more precise definition of what high
technology is and is not would be useful; it would also be useful to address the
question as to whether marketing itself is getting high tech. Porter (1980), in his
discussion on emerging industries, notes that it logically follows that marketing
strategies for high technology should be different to that of other products. Rosen et
al. (1998, p.27) argue that “there are specific features of high tech markets that are
believed to distinguish them from other product categories”. But is the marketing
standing out and, if there are differences, what are the differences, and do they make a
difference?
Figure 2.4: Customer Relationship Life-Cycle
Modelling of Relationship Marketing
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Some definitions of high technology can be examined to understand the meaning of
high-tech products—the segment of technology considered to be nearest to the
leading edge or the state of the art in a particular field; technology that is emerging
from the laboratory into practical application.
Grunenwald and Vernon (1988, p.61) defined high technology products and services
as those “devices, procedures, processes, techniques, or sciences that are characterised
by state-of-the-art development and have typically short and volatile lives”. The
reality of the world is that technology products are changing; being restructured and
re-engineered with shorter life-spans and more volatile price structures in the
marketplace, which gives meaning to the existing business problem. Moriarty and
Kosnik (1989, p.10) suggest “high technology marketing involves high levels of both
market and technology uncertainty”.
Riggs (1983, p.32) focuses on the distinguishing features of high technology
companies and suggests that “they tend to be well populated with engineers; their
products life cycles are likely to be short; they are characterised by riskiness; they are
more likely than low technology products to face rapid growth and rapid decline”.
Gardner et al. (1990, p.24) defines high technology as “technology products that are
the result of turbulent technology and which require substantial shifts in behaviour of
at least one member of the product usage channel”.
Unfortunately, the academic and scientific literature is unable to provide an exact
definition of high technology products; there is no consistent, meaningful, clear
definition of high technology products in the literature. However, the above concepts
provide clarity on the subject of high-tech products like laptops for the purposes of
this study.

2.6 Conceptual Framework
In an attempt to address the research question in this study, a conceptual model with a
number of meaningful hypotheses has been developed. This research is grounded in
RM theory, which helps to define the key variables of the study of the purchase of
high-tech products in the retail sector. In broad terms, it is proposed that a relational
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orientation will cause the development of customer involvement, build higher levels
of relationship trust, and increase the level of commitment within the relationship,
which will result in propensity to purchase. As a consequence of interaction and
increasing interdependence within this closer marketing relationship, relational bonds
(such as social, financial and structural) will transpire, which will have a positive
impact upon relational trust, involvement and commitment. Perceived violations to
the trust, commitment and involvement will have a negative effect upon the levels of
relational orientation and, possibly, result in higher propensities to exit the
relationship. Hence, the composite effect of these direct and indirect influences, as
conceptualised in the model (Figure 2.5, below), will result ultimately in the tendency
of the parties to either remain committed to the relationship, or increase their desire to
exit the relationship altogether.
A relational orientation, or relationalism, has been conceptualised within the
marketing literature (Ford 1980; Dwyer, Schurr & Oh 1987; Heide 1994; Leuthesser
& Kohli 1995; Wilson 1995; Leuthesser 1997). Each of these approaches tends to
indicate that long-term relationships are interdependent and complex. Therefore, one
of the key challenges facing decision-makers is how to develop a relational strategy
that can be used to increase propensity to purchase and, at the same time, maximise
benefits to the retailer as well as consumer (Cannon, Achrol & Gundlach 2000).
Heide (1994) points out that whilst there is merit in both market and relational bonds,
they represent very different strategies for managing inter-firm relationships. Wilson
(1995) draws upon empirical studies within the channel relationship literature and
proposes that, as relationships change over time, the impetus must be placed upon
different ‘relational constructs’ at key points within the relationship. His main
argument is that each of these constructs not only reflects the state of affairs between
retailer and consumer, but can and should be used to influence the nature of the
development and maintenance of the relationship. An empirical indication of the
potential of this approach was depicted in the key mediating variable model proposed
by Morgan and Hunt (1994). Here, the trust and commitment constructs were shown
to moderate highly desirable and key relational outcomes developing relationships
which were depicted to develop over time as a direct consequence of the interaction
between parties, and this interaction process, per se, can be used to expand the
interdependence between each of the parties (Ford 1980; Dwyer, Schurr & Oh 1987).
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The demarcation point between these two analyses, and that of Wilson (1995), is the
emphasis that they place upon a growing interdependence, and this was expedited by
some form of socialisation process (Scanzoni 1979) between the two parties. This
socialisation will be directly reflected through the interaction between retail
salespersons and customers.
Figure 2.5: Conceptual Model Depicting the Role of Relationship Orientation.
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The conceptual model includes all seven variables/constructs considered in this
research. Fournier (1998, p.343), notes “the field of (relationship marketing theory)
has leapt ahead to application of relationship ideas and the assumption of relationship
benefits without proper development of the core construct involved”. A number of
critical research gaps still exist within the domain of RM theory. Firstly, though much
has been written about RM, few studies have attempted to address the implementation
of RM in organisations, or what it entails (Morris et al. 1999). Secondly, though
conceptualisations of the RM construct abound, fewer empirical articles pertaining to
this construct have appeared in the literature (Perrien & Ricard 1995). Saren and
Tzokas (1998, p.187) note “researchers familiar with the field of RM will realise that
widespread calls for its adoption are not followed by detailed empirical evidence of
what strategies and policies firms can use in order to enhance their customer
relationships”. Thirdly, although RM has been suggested as one way to enhance
customer loyalty (Davis 1994; Donath 1994; Orr 1995), (a) there is little empirical
evidence of the link between RM and customer loyalty (Barnes 1994), and (b) the
existing evidence has tended to capture customer retention in terms of repeat purchase
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activity rather than customer loyalty which encompasses both psychological and
behavioural aspects (Saren & Tzokas 1998). Fourthly, the majority of RM studies
focus on business-to business and/or service firms (Perrien & Ricard 1995; Christy et
al. 1996; Fournier 1998), with little attention paid to consumer retail marketing
(Gruen) 1995; Sheth & Parvatiyar 1995; Reynolds & Beatty 1999). Finally, the issue
of why consumers may want a marketing relationship with a firm, or what benefit
they may perceive they will get from the relationship, remains an under-explored
issue (Gremler et al. 1997; Garbarino & Johnson 1999).
Macintosh & Lockshin (1997) determined that relationships can be multi-faceted in a
retail context; for example, acting at both the person-to-store and person-to-person
level (consumer–salesperson). They further established that, for customers without a
salesperson relationship, trust in the store can lead indirectly to loyalty through store
attitude. They concluded that a fully specified model of RM in a retail context can be
complex, nevertheless providing a fruitful basis for empirical enquiry. In this
research, retail store and salesperson likeability has been incorporated with evaluation
variables. This study will generate statistical results to demonstrate whether or not
retail stores without salespersons in the store in the high-tech industry will be able to
create relationship bondage with consumers to lead them to a final purchase decision.
Based on the research problem and research questions, the following hypotheses are
set for this research:
Table 2.3: Research Hypotheses
H1 = There is +ve Relationship between Retail Store Image & Trust.
H2 = There is +ve Relationship between Trust & Purchase decision.
H3 = There is +ve Relationship between Retail Store Image & Relationship orientation
H4 = There is +ve Relationship between Salesperson Likeability & Relationship
Orientation.
H5 = There is +ve Relationship between Salesperson Likeability & Trust.
H6 = There is + ve Relationship between Salesperson Likeability & Commitment.
H7 = There is + ve Relationship between Salesperson Likeability & Involvement.
H8 = There is + ve Relationship between Relationship Orientation & Commitment.
H9 = There is + ve Relationship between Commitment & Purchase Decision.
H10 = There is + ve Relationship between Trust & Commitment.
H11 = There is + ve Relationship between Involvement & Commitment.
H12 = There is + ve Relationship between Involvement & Purchase Decision.
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2.7 Hypotheses Development
In a retail store context, similar to the way in which the measurement of service
quality has been handled (Parasuraman et al. 1988), relationship management (RM)
needs to be viewed from the perspective of the customer. As pointed out by Grönroos
(1994), RM scholars emphasise the goal of RM which is customer relationshipbuilding and maintenance. Taken from the firm’s perspective, this goal is elusive and
cannot be measured internally or entirely objectively. More specifically, the firm can
only guess at, or assume, the extent to which its customers believe they are ‘in’ a
marketing relationship with the firm in question, let alone whether or not they are
happy in that relationship. Only the customers themselves can judge accurately the
direct success of the firm’s RM efforts. For example, Grönroos (1990, p.6), states that
“1) establishing a relationship involves giving promises; 2) maintaining a relationship
is based on fulfilment of promises; and, finally, 3) enhancing a relationship means
that a new set of promises are given with the fulfilment of earlier promises as a
prerequisite”.
But promise fulfilment, primarily, is a customer perception. The firm may perceive
that it has kept its promises, though the customer may not be satisfied entirely that this
is the case. However, all other things being equal, the more the company strives to
achieve and nurture its customer relationships, the more customers are likely to
perceive the firm’s RM efforts as such. Therefore, implementation of an RM approach
is likely to be reflected in customers’ perceptions of the firm’s RM efforts (Webster
1994).
The process of establishing the hypotheses was based on the research questions set for
this thesis. There are six independent variables and one dependent variable. The
variables of Retail Store Image, Salesperson Likeability, Relationship Orientation,
Salesperson Trust, Commitment to Retail Store, and Involvement of Consumers in the
Purchase Process are dependent variables, and Purchasing Intent is an independent
variable. Therefore, there are 12 hypotheses set out below and based on the research
questions. The following discussion leads to six independent variables and one
independent variable.
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Table 2.4: Hypothesis Set Based on Conceptual Model
H1 = There is +ve Relationship between Retail Store Image & Trust in Salesperson
H2 = There is +ve Relationship between Trust in Salesperson & Purchase Decision.
H3 = There is +ve Relationship between Retail Store Image & Relationship Orientation
H4 = There is +ve Relationship between Salesperson Likeability & Relationship Orientation
H5 = There is +ve Relationship between Salesperson Likeability & Trust in Salesperson
H6 = There is + ve Relationship between Salesperson Likeability & Commitment to Retail store.
H7 = There is + ve Relationship between Salesperson Likeability & Involvement.
H8 = There is + ve Relationship between Relationship Orientation & Commitment to Retail Store
H9 = There is + ve Relationship between Commitment to Retail Store & Purchase Decision.
H10 = There is + ve Relationship between Trust in Salesperson & Commitment to Retail Store.
H11 = There is + ve Relationship between Involvement & Commitment to Retail Store.
H12 = There is + ve Relationship between Involvement & Purchase Decision.

2.8 Variables discussion
2.8.1 Relationship orientation
In the past decade, new thinking about customer relationships has moved some
researchers to assert that RM is a new marketing paradigm (Webster 1992; Grönroos
1994; Sheth & Parvatiyar 1995). Relationship marketing, which focusses on
approaches to building, developing and maintaining successful relational exchanges
(Berry 1983; Morgan & Hunt 1994; Grönroos 1994) is changing marketing
orientation from attracting short-term, discrete transactions to retaining long-lasting,
intimate customer relationships. The development of marketing as a field of study and
practice is undergoing a re-conceptualisation in its orientation from transactions to
relationships (Kotler 1990; Webster 1992). The emphasis on relationships as opposed
to transaction-based exchanges is very likely to redefine the domain of marketing
(Sheth, Gardener & Garett 1988).
The marketing discipline is not new to the world. Formerly, marketing was based on a
transaction-oriented theory, where the seller was also a producer and whatever he
could produce would be sold directly to a consumer. As the market started expanding,
the consumer’s profile increased, the population increased, and middlemen and agents
started coming into the picture. The paradigm shift from transactions to relationships
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is associated with the return of direct marketing both in business-to-business (B2B)
and business-to-consumer (B2C) markets.
Thus, formerly, when producers came directly into contact with their buyers, there
was an emotional bond between two marketing actors; the retailer and the consumer.
Because the two actors knew each other’s needs and constraints, this resulted in more
cooperation and they enjoyed an excellent relationship. In the direct marketing
relationship, goods and services are physically handled by the seller and buyer. The
middlemen don’t see goods, and sometimes services, directly; hence, they are less
emotionally attached to them when they don’t get the opportunity to touch, feel,
sense, and smell or experience the products or services. This has resulted in less
affection and emotional bonding in the business transactions with middlemen
compared to buyer and seller transactions. The middlemen were more interested in
transaction economics and in the bottom line concept of net profit at the end of the
day.
Producers and retailers understood that it was critical for their business to keep in
touch with customers and understand their needs in more depth; they started working
on making a stronger relationship foundation with their consumers. To bridge the gap
between sellers and consumers, technology became a handy tool to work on the
relationship.
In the current retail environment, relationship bonding tactics play a predominant role
because of the increased importance consumers attach to the quality of interactions
with retailers (Crosby, Evans & Cowles 1990; Dorsch, Swanson & Kelley 1998).
Although academics recognise the importance of RM practices (Berry 1995; Goff,
Boles, Bellenger & Stojack 1997), empirical evidence on the nature and extent of the
impact of relationship bonding tactics on relationship quality is scarce (Gwinner,
Gremler & Bitner 1998). A committed relationship represents a sustainable advantage
because it is difficult for competitors ‘to understand, to copy or to displace’.
Economic benefits accrue to firms that have a highly loyal customer base. Good
buyer–seller relationships lead to increased market share and revenues, while at the
same time decreasing costs related to customer acquisition and maintenance (Day
2000, p.24).
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A review of the empirical literature suggests that buyers are likely to seek closer
relationships with their suppliers when they perceive there is uncertainty in their
buying decisions (Cannon & Perreault 1999). This uncertainty phase is likely to be
high when the purchase is important. Donney and Cannon (1997) suggest that a
buyer’s perception of trust in a supplier is positively related to trust in the salesperson.
Essentially, the buyer’s perceived trust in the salesperson transfers to the supplier
firm, and vice versa, which ultimately reduces the uncertainty in the decision making.
In the context of a laptop purchase process, consumers already are confused about the
changing life-cycle of products. In technology product marketing, companies launch
new products through their innovations in research and development (R&D). The
technology industry is booming with high-tech product innovations such as High
Definition Television (HDTV), 3 Dimensional Television (3D), Internet Protocol
Television (IPTV) which has basic Internet videos with built-in Skype software,, flatscreen displays, wireless communications, electronic imaging, medical diagnosis,
camcorders, fax machines, ATMs, electronic organisers, mobile phones with TVs,
computer graphics, video recorders, electronic translators, navigators, interpreting
telephones, cars with high-end navigators, webcam, Digital Video (DVD), Digital
Blue Ray Video players and recorders (BVD), and Blue Ray Recorders with built-in
hard disks for recording TV and other programmes. The recent launch of the Apple
iPad is another example where the computer is a single slate design and the keyboard
and mouse are just shadow images instead of the traditional physical ones. The
technology industry is not limited to product innovation in a vertical innovation
growth pattern, but the industry is consistently “improving and updating within the
same product category with new versions, updates, innovations and easy
suitability”(Wensley 1983, p.177) For example, the laptop started as a laptop with a
compact disc Rom (CD-R), then became a laptop with Digital Video Rom (DVD-R),
and then a DVD-W writer, then a DVD writer with light subscriber, then a DVD
writer with business card sensor and, the current technology — a Blue Ray Player
with writer and rewriter, with 25 GB of hard disk space, compared to the normal
DVD with 4.7GB of hard disk space on one side. The developments go on and on and
consumers get confused with the changing models in the marketplace. They worry
that if they buy a particular product it will get substituted with a new model with
better features. What if they don’t get after-sales service for the product they bought a
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few months back? The product life-cycle in technology products is getting shorter and
shorter. Today, consumer behaviour is in a state of confusion and they are not sure
about their purchase decisions. Consumers tend to look for different market
alternatives before they decide on buying a particular model of laptop. With this in
mind, the psychological and marketing strategy is to reduce consumer choices and
give them the best product with assurance of after-sales service.
According to Sheth & Parvatiyar (1995, p.256), “the fundamental axiom of RM is, or
should be, that consumers like to reduce choices by engaging in an ongoing loyalty
relationship with marketers”. This is reflected in the continuity of patronage and
maintenance of ongoing connectedness over time with the marketer. It is a form of
commitment made by consumers to patronise selected products, services and
marketers rather than exercise market choices. When a consumer makes such
commitments, they repeatedly transact with the same marketer or purchase the same
brand of products or services. In doing so, consumers forgo the opportunity to choose
another marketer or product and service that also serves their needs. Therefore,
engaging in relationships essentially means that consumers, even in situations where
there is choice, purposefully reduce their choices, especially when they engage in
choice situations. Thus, from a consumer perspective, reduction of choice is the crux
of their relationship marketing behaviour’.
Figure 2.6: Customer Relationship Process
Objective

Sustainable Profit
Developing, Maintaining
customer relationship
Process of Relationship

Attract Customers

Build Relationship

Develop Trust
Fulfil Promise
Delight customers
With fulfilment

Source: Brunn 2003, p.39
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Consumers tend to reduce their choices and alternatives to ease the purchasing
process. Consumers consistently demonstrate a preference for buying the same
product from the same retail store, the same brand and using the same salesperson as a
shaping of consumer opinion. This way they become loyal, habitual and customised to
a particular organisation.
Firms are motivated to use RM strategy for acquiring and retaining customers, and
because of the competitive advantage provided by RM. “A firm gets a lot of
advantages when they get involved in relational marketing strategy” (Seth &
Parvatiyar 1995, p.256). “If relationship marketing connotes ongoing cooperative
market behaviour between the marketer and the consumer, it reflects some sort of
commitment made by the consumer to continue patronising the particular marketer
despite numerous choices that exist for him or her” (Grönroos 1990, p.5).
The questions are, why do consumers engage in relational marketing behaviour and
what exactly do they gain from the relationship with firm? A review of the literature
revealed that when consumers engage in this behaviour they achieve greater
efficiency in their decision making, reduce the task of information processing, achieve
more cognitive consistency in their decisions and reduce the perceived risk associated
with future choices. Consumers also get involved in relational behaviour because of
peer pressure, social norms, government mandates, religious tenets, market policies,
perceived cost benefit analysis, employer compulsion and for financial reasons.
Today’s life style is hectic, so consumers like to simplify the purchasing process;
“consumers like to simplify their extensive and limited problem-solving situations
into routinised behaviour by learning to reduce the number of products and brands
under consideration into an evoked set” (Seth et al. 1990, p.89).
Morris et al. (1998, p.360) explain that RM “means different things to different
companies”. They go on to suggest that the lack of knowledge and consensus on the
nature of RM activities has led to difficulties in operationalising the construct of RM
implementation. Two very popular and often-cited conceptualisations of RM
activities, which also benefit from being context-free, are those proposed by
Christopher et al. (1991) and Grönroos (1990). The former put forward the following
dimensions of RM: 1) focus on customer retention, 2) orientation towards product
benefits, 3) long-term scale, 4) high customer service emphasis, 5) high customer
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commitment, 6) high customer contact, 7) the concern for quality. Similarly,
Grönroos (1990) suggests that RM activities include: 1) a long-term customer focus,
2) making and keeping promises to customers, 3) involving organisation-wide
personnel in marketing activities, 4) implementing an interactive process in
marketing, 5) developing a customer-led service culture, and 6) acquiring and using
customer information. The similarity between these dimensions of RM and the
underlying principles of the marketing concept or indeed its implementation and
market orientation (Kohli & Jaworaski 1990; Narver & Slater 1990) is striking. In this
context, the RM concept could be said to be a management philosophy (Bennett 1996)
encompassing both adherence to the marketing concept and the belief in the
superiority of long-term relationships with customers over one-off profit-driven
transactions (Palmer 1994). An RM orientation or adherence to the RM concept,
therefore, would entail implementing RM principles with the objective in mind of
developing and maintaining marketing relationships with customers in the spirit of
being market oriented.
From this proposed definition of relationship marketing orientation, a theory-based
and context-free conceptualisation of RM implementation can be developed. More
specifically, the review of extant literature highlights a number of suitable dimensions
of RM implementation which are in line with market orientation principles, contextfree, and activity-oriented rather than outcome-oriented. These are: a) a focus on ongoing customer relationships (Palmer 1994), b) a long-term business perspective
(Srirojanant & Thirkell 1998), c) involvement of all staff in sustaining relationships
(Christopher et al. 1991), d) the delivery of product and service quality (Evans and
Laskin 1994), e) collaboration with customers in product/service development / the
use of customers as co-producers of value (Morris et al. 1998), f) a flow of
information to and from customers (Gummesson 1998), and g) making and keeping
promises to customers (Grönroos 1990).

2.8.1.1 Relational Bonds
In this study, relationship orientation consists of three types of bonds; financial, social
and structural bonds improve customer loyalty to a particular, in this case computer,
retailer. These relational bonds start with ‘stayers’ who improve customer utilitarian
and hedonic values that lead to enhancement of customer loyalty. Second, for
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dissatisfied ‘switchers’, only the structural bond has a significant impact on the
customer’s utilitarian value which significantly improves customer loyalty. Third, for
satisfied ‘switchers’ the social bond significantly affects hedonic value whereas the
structural bond significantly affects utilitarian value (Chiu et al. 2005).
The nurturing of market relationships has emerged as a top priority for most firms,
since firms realise that loyal customers are far more profitable than the pricesensitive, deal-prone switchers (Sheth & Parvatiyar 1995; Day 2000; Ryals 2005; YiLing Chen & Hung-Chang Chiu 2009). In previous studies, researchers have
suggested that RM can be practiced on multiple levels, depending on the type of
bonds that a company uses to strengthen customer satisfaction and customer loyalty.
These bonds are financial, social and structural (Berry & Parasuraman 1991; Berry
1995; Peltier & Westfall 2000).
The main objective of RM is an increase in customer loyalty and customer
consumption through interactive RM programs. Marketing tactics are always stressing
ways to exploit new markets and gain new customers. Moreover, several authors have
emphasised that RM practices are not effective in every situation or context (Kalwani
& Narayandas 1995; Day 2000; Odekerken-Schroder, Wulf & Schumacher 2003).
Many researchers have also addressed the concept that relationship bonding tactics
are helpful in improving customers’ behavioral loyalty (Berry & Parasuraman 1991;
Berry 1995; Christy, Oliver & Penn 1996; Armstrong & Kolter 2000). At the same
time, Berry and Parasuraman (1991) and Berry (1995) maintain that along with the
upgrading of relationship bonding tactics, customer behavioural loyalty increases.
Garbarino and Johnson (1999) and Gruen, Summer and Acito (2000) address the idea
that RM tactics effectively can increase the awareness of customers’ trust and
commitment. Also, many researchers point out that relationship bonding tactics do
have positive effects on customer satisfaction (Gengler, Leszczyc & Popkowski 1997;
Geyskens 1998).
Past studies have revealed that consumers in many service industries realise there are
benefits in entering into relationships with firms and their salespeople. Also, some
studies have indicated that the nurturing of market relationships has emerged as a top
priority for most firms because loyal customers are far more profitable than switchers
who see little difference among the alternatives (Page, Pitt & Berthon 1961; Day
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2000). Based on the existing literature, it is considered that businesses can build
customer relationships by initiating one or more types of bonds; e.g., businesses can
enhance customer relationships by delivering economic benefits. Researchers have
argued that one of the motivations for engaging in relational exchanges is moneysaving (Berry 1995; Peterson 1995; Gwinner, Gremler & Bitner 1998; Peltier &
Westfall 2000).
It has been suggested that the customers of financial service industries such as
banking and insurance perceive long-term relationships as being more important.
These services are highly intangible, risky, vary in quality and require high customer
involvement, but the continuity helps customers secure customised service delivery
and a proactive service attitude (Berry 1995). However, in the retail industry,
especially in the case of high-tech products, customer involvement is for a short
period till they buy the product, and continuity is not as good as in the financial sector
where transactions occur almost on a day-to-day basis. For example, a customer who
buys a laptop also requires accessories at the time of the core product purchase and
will buy the necessary cables and software at the time of the laptop purchase.
Therefore, it is unlikely that the consumer will return to the same retailer to get more
products.
As global competition grows and customers become ever more demanding, managers
in retail businesses have been forced to understand the meaning of, and approaches to,
RM. Retailers should have a detailed knowledge of their customers, understand the
approaches to meeting customers’ needs successfully, and prevent these valuable
customers from switching to other providers (Dibb & Meadows 2001). Although
relationship-based business in the retail industry is at an early stage compared to other
sectors such as the industrial, financial, aviation, petroleum, mining, information,
infrastructure, software and information technology industries, there is huge potential
for retailers to build personalised relationships with their customers.
The way retailers integrate customer information into customer databases and design
two-way communication varies (Dibb & Meadows 2001). The objectives of this study
are to understand the marketing activities used in the retail industry, to empirically
categorise the types of relational bonds that enhance RM and, moreover, to investigate
the impact of relational bonds on customer trust and commitment.
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To lure new customers, as well as hold onto existing ones, businesses are investing
heavily in information technology. The use of the internet, in particular the World
Wide Web (WWW, or the Web), is the fastest growing area for businesses worldwide.
This technology has many potential uses such as being a source of information, a
communication tool and a distribution channel depending on the objectives and
capabilities of the user (Ranchhod & Gurãu 1999). As a communication tool, it plays
an ever-increasing role in understanding customer needs, serving customers better,
responding faster to customer inquiries, communicating more efficiently with
customers and developing new opportunities (Murphy 1996). As a result, it is
eminently appropriate for heightening the interactions between buyers and sellers, and
managing customer relationships (Angelides 1997). The excellent capabilities of the
internet help marketers resolve the lack of customer intimacy in traditional marketing
tools (Deighton 1997). Communication is no longer just broadcast — the content and
format of the information transferred can be different for individual receivers. The
number of retailers that are going online is increasing rapidly. The web site is
becoming an important channel for consumers to buy high-tech products online
(Aladwani 2001).
Based on the existing literature, it is considered that businesses can build customer
relationships by initiating one or several types of bonds. For example, businesses can
enhance customer relationships by delivering economic benefits. Researchers have
argued that one of the motivations for engaging in relational exchanges is money
savings (Berry 1995; Peterson 1995; Gwinner, Gremler & Bitner 1998; Peltier &
Westfall 2000). Retailers may reward loyal customers with special price offers. For
example, offering interest-free terms to consumers who buy high-value items on a
regular interval; also, offering loyalty points and giving rewards to consumers for
their loyalty towards the retailer is a very effective tool. In addition to monetary
incentives, a non-monetary time saving is also proposed by scholars—customers that
have developed a long-term relationship with a service provider could get quicker
service than other customers (Gwinner, Gremler & Bitner 1998).
According to Kaltcheva et al. (2010), financial or economic drivers involve customer
perceptions of (1) the economic value obtainable from their interactions with the
marketer (i.e., the sum of the monetary and other utilitarian benefits less all the costs),
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and (2) the costs involved in switching to a competing marketer (Lacey 2007). Social
drivers involve interpersonal relationships with marketer representatives such as sales
associates (Berry & Parasuraman 1991; Morgan 2000). More specifically, social
drivers include (1) customer recognition (the frequency with which marketer
representatives can identify the customer and address him or her individually) and (2)
shared values (the extent to which the customer and the marketer have similar values)
(Lacey 2007). Finally, structural or resource drivers represent a distinctive
combination of resources that is available only from one marketer and cannot be
obtained through other firms. Resource drivers involve (1) confidence in the marketer,
(2) preferential treatment from the marketer, and (3) corporate reputation (the overall
reputation of the firm, not its individual brands, with respect to its ability to deliver
valued outcomes to customers and to install trust) (Lacey 2007). The relational driver
research stream suggests that the more resources a retailer offers customers and the
more diverse are those resources, the less likely the customer will be to defect (Berry
& Parasuraman 1991; Morgan 2000). Thus, defection is typically high for retailers
that offer only financial resources. The rate of defection is likely to decrease when
social resources are offered in addition to financial resources. Finally, retailers that
offer all three types of resources to their customers are likely to have the highest
retention rates.
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Table 2.5: Relational Bonds and Associated Items (Referent Sources)
Sr.

Bonds

Reference

6

Economic bonds
Provides discounts for regular customers
Offers presents to encourage future
purchasing
Provides cumulative point programmes
Offers rebates if I buy more than a certain
amount
Provides prompt service for regular
customers
Social bonds
Keeps in touch with me

7

Concerned with my needs

8

Employee helps me to solve my personal
problems
Collects my opinion about services
I receive greeting cards or gifts on special
days
Offers opportunities for members to
exchange opinions
Structural bonds
Provides personalised service according to
my needs
Offers integrated service with its partners
Offers new information about its
products/services
Often provides innovative products/services
Promises to provide after-sales service
Gives a prompt response after a complaint
Provides various ways to deal with
transactions
I can retrieve information from the firm in
various ways ?

1
2
3
4
5

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Berry (1995), Gwinner et al. (1998)
Delphi technique
Berry (1995)
Berry (1995)
Gwinner et al. (1998)
Berry (1995), Dibb & Meadows
(2001),Tzokas, Saren & Kyziridis (2001)
Crosby et al. (1990), Dibb & Meadows
(2001), Tzokas, Saren
Gwinner et al. (1998)
Delphi technique
Berry (1995), Crosby et al. (1990)
Berry (1995), Zeithaml & Bitner (1996)
Berry (1995), Gwinner et al. (1998), Crosby
et al. (1990)
Hsieh, Lin & Chiu (2001)
Gwinner et al. (1998), Crosby et al. (1990)
Dibb and Meadows (2001)
Berry (1995)
Delphi technique
Berry (1995), Dibb & Meadows
(2001),Hsieh, Lin & Chiu (2001)
Berry (1995), Dibb & Meadows
(2001),Hsieh, Lin & Chiu (2001)

Source: Neng-Pai Lin et al. 2003, p. 112

2.8.1.2 Financial Bonds
Customers expect to get direct rewards from their relationship with a retailer. The
direct rewards can be discounts on products, interest-free terms, deferred payment in
payment terms, exchange of goods when the customer is not happy, and acceptance of
cash on delivery (COD). Markets everywhere are tightening, and consumers need to
get benefits from their retailer for the patronage and relational attitude they have
shown by engaging in relationship with the retailer.
Service providers may reward loyal customers with special price offers; e.g., banks
may offer higher interest rates for long-duration accounts and airlines may design
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frequent-flyer programs to encourage regular guests. In addition, non-monetary time
saving is also proposed by scholars; e.g., customers who have developed a long-term
relationship with a service provider could get quicker service than other customers
(Gwinner, Gremler & Bitner 1998).
Businesses can enhance customer relationships by establishing a financial bond,
which is a type of business practice that enhances customer loyalty through pricing
incentives (Berry 1995). Service providers often reward loyal customers with special
prices offers. According to several studies, monetary promotions improve customer’s
perceptions of utilitarian value and, thereby, increase the acquisition utility of their
purchases (Ailwadi et al. 2001; Chandon et al. 2000).
According to Yi and Hung (2009), the financial bond is more effective for short-term
than for long-term customers, while the structural bond is more effective with longterm customers. However, the social bond has no significant impact on satisfaction for
both the long-term and short-term groups; the result is similar to the result for the
non-significance of the social bond across the whole sample.
The biggest challenge in front of today’s retailers is how to retain existing customers
and keep them loyal at the same time as growing the business. The price war in
technology products is acute, and retailers all over the world are facing challenges to
maintain the margin on high-tech product sales. Australia is no different than the
global market. In the Australian market, retailers like Harvey Norman, Clive Peeters,
Retrovision, Clive Anthony, J B High-Fi, Dick Smith, Good Guys, Big W and smaller
retailers are fighting fiercely with each other. Today, retailers are changing the
strategy of their marketing activities to be more focussed on ‘beating the price of
competitors’. It has become very normal practice for consumers to check the prices of
a few retailers before deciding on the actual purchase. Salespeople sometimes match a
competitor’s price instantly, thereby forgetting relationship bondage with customers
and showing a very sloppy attitude towards cost and competitor details. This is very
dangerous for any business, where salespersons cannot be bothered to check details
like the cost of the product, competitor stock availability, authenticity of the
competitor price quoted or condition of stock such as whether the item is a display
model or in the box. It is very important for a salesperson or retailer to ascertain this
before deciding to match the price of their competitors. However, this is will be an
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ongoing problem for retailers as the price war is going to intensify in days ahead.
Gone are the days when consumers blindly believed the retailer’s price structure and
bought the product based on service, knowledge, retailer signage and physical
appearance and attributes. Today, price is a very important determinant in a
purchasing decision; to counter the price factor; the only modern way for retailers to
be successful is by implementing RM strategy in their overall business.
Price competition is largely unavoidable for most retailers today. It exerts a
substantial downward pressure on operating profitability (Van Heerde, Gijsbrechts &
Pauwels 2008). Online discounters are virtually omnipresent, and 67 percent of all
retail stores in the United States of America are located within five miles of a WalMart store (Basker 2007). Some retailers enjoy economies of scale and other
favourable conditions that allow them to maintain lower costs than their competitors
and to compete aggressively on price. For example, food prices at Wal-Mart
Supercenters are 5 percent to 48 percent lower than at major supermarket chains,
which often lose substantial business to the Wal-Mart in their area (Hausman &
Leibtag 2005). On the other hand, some retailers decide not to compete on price,
irrespective of their cost position. Recent studies of the homogeneous goods markets,
for instance, show that some retailers implement aggressive pricing strategies,
whereas other retailers of similar size choose to employ a high-price strategy in the
same homogeneous goods market (Clay, Krishnan & Wolff 2001; Koças & Bohlmann
2008).
Retailers that cannot, or do not, wish to compete on price face the challenging task of
trying to retain customers while charging higher prices for equivalent merchandise.
For such retailers, a defensive strategy of developing close relationships with
customers can be effective in strengthening customer retention and loyalty (Berry &
Parasuraman 1991; Bagozzi 1995; Berry 1995; Bitner 1995; Davis 1995; Dodge &
Fullerton 1997; Stone & Mason 1997; Hultman & Shaw 2003). Prior research has
demonstrated that developing intense customer relationships that involve exchanging
many and diverse resources leads to reduced customer defection (De Wulf,
Odekerken-Schröder & Iacobucci 2001; Verhoef 2003; Gustafsson, Johnson & Roos
2006; Lacey 2007). However, a number of retailers do not have the capacity to
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establish intense, intimate bonds with their customers, just as many customers do not
wish to engage in such close ties with marketers (Fournier, Dobscha & Mick 1998).
Fournier, Dobscha and Mick (1998) argue that many consumers may not be interested
in acquiring the full range of resources offered by a marketer; e.g., a consumer may
not wish to engage in social interactions with a marketer. Even consumers who would
like to establish closer relationships may not want to incur the associated costs, such
as disclosing personal information. At the same time, many marketers do not have the
capacity to offer a variety of different resources to customers. What has been absent
from both retailing theory and practice is a differentiated conceptualisation of the
types of bonds that retailers can cultivate with customers and the relative strategic
benefits of each type of bond. A richer differentiation would allow retailers to
optimise their customer relationship strategies in such a way as to minimise customer
defection to lower-priced competitors without incurring unnecessary resource
investment or disregarding of customers’ relationship preferences. The objective in
the current study was to identify and evaluate customer relational models so that
retailers can utilise resources more effectively in aligning their relationship strategies
with specific competitive conditions.

2.8.1.3. Social Bonds
Another relational bond suggested in past literature is the social bond, which focuses
on service dimensions that contain interpersonal interactions and maintain customer
loyalty through friendship. Berry (1995) and Berry and Parasuraman (1991) described
how the receipt of friendship from service providers can keep customers within
service firms. Marketers at this level always stress staying in touch with their
customers and expressing their friendship, rapport and social support (Berry &
Parasuraman 1991; Berry 1995). The role played by the salesperson is no longer that
of a traditional persuader but a relationship manager (Crosby, Evans & Cowles 1990).
Salespeople or the sales staff must keep frequent contact proactively with customers,
develop an in-depth understanding of the customers’ needs and recognise the
uniqueness of each customer (Dibb & Meadow 2001; Tzokas, Saren & Kyziridis
2001). Within the legal industry, social interactions extending to family interactions
are also important for developing relationships between barristers and solicitors
(Harris & O'Malley 2000). Social bonds also can be derived from customer-to63

customer interactions and friendships in addition to customer–provider interactions
(Zeithamal & Bitner 1996). From the customer viewpoint, the result of the social
bonding strategy is perceived to be an important benefit received from the service
relationship (Beatty et al. 1996).
According to Han (1991, p.56), the definition of social bonding in an emotional sense
is “the degree to which certain ties link and hold a buyer and seller together closely in
a personal relational bond”. As such, social bonding entails familiarity, friendship,
and personal confidence built through interpersonal exchange. It measures the
strength of a personal relationship and may range from business to close, personal
ties. The maintenance of the relationship implies a great degree of self-disclosure,
concern for the partner and liking for the other person. These interpersonal ties—
structural and social—are a form of social capital (Coleman 1988) or counter pressure
to dissolve the relationship (Seabright, Levinthal & Fichman 1992) that leads to
satisfaction in the partnership (Mohr & Spekman 1994) and entails social
commitment (Ring & van de Ven 1992).
Social bonds are personal ties with customers; many sales people create an
environment of friendship, caring and likeability by attaching themselves emotionally.
Social bonds are personal ties that focus on service dimensions to develop buyer–
seller relationships through interpersonal interactions and friendships (Berry 1995;
Wilson 1995) and identifications (Smith 1998; Turner 1998). Proponents of this
strategy place particular importance on staying in touch with clients, learning about
their needs and maintaining a positive relationship with them (Berry 1995; Williams
et al. 1998).
The question is whether salespeople and companies are the only winners in this
strategy or whether customers end up with better value for money. The answer may
be ‘yes’! From the customer point of view, the social bonding strategy seems to
provide an important psychosocial benefit (Beatty et al. 1996; Gwinner et al. 1998;
Williams et al. 1998; Reynolds & Beatty 1999). Social bonds dispose customers to
self-disclosure, listening and caring which, in turn, improves mutual understanding
between the customer and the service provider, their openness and their degree of
closeness. Social bonds also positively influence customers’ emotions toward, or
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feelings associated with, the service experience and contribute to the formation of an
affective attitude (Chiu 2002; Edwards 1990).

2.8.1.4 Structural Bonds
The third type of relational bond is structural bonding which helps to enhance
customer loyalty and offers target customers value-added benefits that are difficult or
expensive for businesses to provide and that are not readily available elsewhere
(Berry 1995). Where the structural bond strategy involves services like mailing
information, price discounts and gift options, it can be difficult for customers to
obtain this elsewhere. Structural bonds raise the customer’s cost of switching to a
competitor (Peltier & Westfall 2000). According to Han (1991, p.56) structural
bonding is defined as “the degree to which certain ties link and hold a buyer and seller
in an economic, strategic and organisational sense regardless of personal matters”.
When building a relationship, structural bonds must be developed first. Two firms
pooling their assets must perceive clear economic and strategic benefits from the
association; when a relationship develops; explicit economic and managerial benefits
for the partners are a positive predictor of affective ties between managers of the new
organisation (McAllister 1995; Nielson 1998). They are necessary to satisfy a
minimum level of dependability and reliability before a deeper emotional investment
can exist in the relationship. As such, structural bonds are not sufficient for the
maintenance and continuation of the relationship, because in the presence of weak
social bonds there is the possibility of opportunism (Madhok 1995). For example,
negotiated transactions typically linked to economic or strategic exchanges may not
lead to cooperation if they are not supported by an affective bond that reduces risk
during exchanges (Kollock 1994; Madhok 1995; McAllister 1995). Seabright,
Levintbal and Fichman (1992) suggest that relationship capital engenders some
elements of social ties. Affective bonds reduce risk by carrying expectations of trust
and abstention from opportunism (Gundlach, Achrol & Mentzer 1995), lowering
conflict and coordination costs (Madhok 1995) and encouraging product resource
exchange and thus promoting innovation (Tsai & Ghoshal 1998). Social bonds
lubricate the workings of the relationship. Both economic and social dimensions in
the relationship support the existence of shared values, non-opportunistic behavior
(Morgan & Hunt 1994; Madbok 1995) and timely communication (Moorman,
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Zaltman & Deshpande 1992). In summary, timely interactions between actors build
commitments and bonds through this social exchange process (Fichman & Levinthal
1991; McAllister 1995).
Customers that have developed a long-term relationship with a firm or retailer could
get quicker service than other customers (Gwinner, Gremler & Bitner 1998; Reynolds
& Beatty 1999); also, service firms may use structural bonds to maintain customer
loyalty. Structural bonds are present when a business enhances customer relationships
by designing the solution to customer problems into the service-delivery system.
These solutions are valuable to clients and not readily available from other sources
(Berry 1995). For example, businesses may provide an integrated service with its
partners or offer innovative products/services in accordance with customer needs
(Hsieh, Lin & Chiu 2002). From case studies on retail banking, Dibb and Meadows
(2001) found that some firms have invested in structural bonds such as an innovative
channel, integrated customer database and two-way information exchange
technologies. These investments offer customers a more convenient and customised
environment to consumer services and are seen as a key advantage over competitors.
Finally, business relationships require a correct balance between social, financial and
structural bonding. These bonds may change over time and need continuous monitoring
to allow for an acceptable minimum level of trust to generate commitment and explicit
behavior to invest in the relationship as part of the value-creation process.

Figure 2.7: Conceptual Model of Relationship Orientation
with Other Major Variables
Social Bond

Economic
Bond

Trust
Relationship
Orientation

Commitment

Involvement

Structural
Bond

Customer purchase intentions are believed to be guided by some higher-order global
evaluations towards service suppliers. For decades, one of the key global constructs
that predicts consumer behavior in marketing research has been customer satisfaction.
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As the marketing emphasis has shifted from short-term transactions to long-term
relations, some researchers have added constructs such as trust (Moorman, Deshpande
& Zaitman 1993; Morgan & Hunt 1994; Garbarino & Johnson 1999) and commitment
(Garbarino & Johnson 1999; Gruen, Summers & Acito 2000; Morgan & Hunt 1994)
to predict future intentions. Therefore, the current study focussed on the roles of the
three relational bonds in predicting customer trust and commitment.
Bonds are the psychological, emotional, economic or physical attachments in a
relationship that are fostered by association and interaction and serve to bind parties
together under relational exchange (McCall 1970; Turner 1970). While previous
researcher’s conceptualised two types of bonds, structural and social (Han 1992;
Wilson 1995), Smith (1998) proposed that functional bonds also serve to bind parties
to a relationship. Besides, Berry and Parasuraman (1991) have divided the ways
retailers stimulate customer behavioral loyalty into three levels: financial, social and
structural bonding tactics. Meanwhile, many researchers (Williams et al. 1998;
Armstrong & Kolter 2000) have also suggested RM classification levels similar to
those defined by Berry and Parasuraman (1991). Most recently, Wulf et al. (2001)
distinguished among four types of RM tactics; level one RM is tangible rewards, level
two RM is direct mail, level three is preferential treatment and level four is
interpersonal communication.
Generally speaking, investing time, effort and other irrecoverable resources in a
relationship creates psychological bonds that encourage customers to stay in that
relationship and sets an expectation of reciprocation (Smith & Barclay 1997). When a
supplier makes any kind of relationship investment on behalf of a customer, the
customer ought to be favorably impressed (Hart & Johnson 1999). Therefore, Wulf et
al. (2001, p. 36) define perceived relationship investment as “a consumer’s perception
of the extent to which a retailer invests resources, efforts and attention aimed at
maintaining or enhancing relationships with regular customers that do not have
outside value and cannot be recovered if these relationships are terminated”.
In the current study, the mediating role of perceived relationship investment,
accounting for the connection between perceived service quality, RM tactics and
relationship quality are investigated. In line with the theoretical perspective of
reciprocation (Huppertz et al. 1978), the measurement items of relationship
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investment emphasise an aim for reciprocation by consumers that is based on the
retention efforts made by a retailer. Besides, many researchers have stated that
relationship bonding tactics are helpful in improving customers’ behavioral loyalty
(De Young 1996; Christy et al. 1996; Armstrong & Kolter 2000) as are relationship
bonding tactics on relationship quality (Geyskens et al. 1996; Gengler et al. 1997;
Garbarino & Johnson 1999; Gruen et al. 2000). Finally, Wulf et al. (2001) suggested
that RM tactics would affect relationship quality indirectly through the perceived
level of relationship investment. Therefore, service and quality relationship bonding
tactics applied by the retailer as antecedents of relationship investment are positioned
to provide managerial guidelines as to what affects perceptions of relationship
investment. Relationship quality (customer satisfaction, trust/commitment) that
ultimately influences behavioral loyalty is positioned as a consequence of relationship
investment. A positive path between relationship investment and relationship quality
implies that the consumer reciprocates a retailer’s actions.
Lowering customer defection rates can be profitable to companies and research has
shown that this is a more profitable strategy than gaining market share or reducing
costs (Fornell & Wernerfelt 1987, 1988; Reichheld & Sasser 1990). Therefore, the
longevity of a customer’s relationship favorably influences profitability. Customers
who remain with a firm for a period of years because they are pleased with the service
are more likely than short-term customers to buy additional services and spread
favorable word-of-mouth information. Furthermore, several studies (Woodside et al.
1989; Anderson & Sullivan 1990; Cronin & Taylor 1992) offer some evidence that
customer satisfaction and/or service-quality perceptions positively affect intentions to
build relationships with retailers.
Many RM researchers have addressed the proposition that relationship bonding tactics
are helpful in improving customers’ behavioural loyalty (Berry & Parasuraman 1991;
Berry 1995; Christy, Oliver & Penn 1996; Armstrong & Kolter 2000). In addition,
Henning-Thurau and Klee (1997) suggest that relationship quality is the main factor
that affects customers’ repurchasing behavior. Furthermore, both Bolton (1998) and
Macintosh and Lockshin (1997) address the idea that there is a positive connection
between relationship satisfaction and customer behavioral loyalty. Finally, Wulf et al.
(2001) also suggest the same results.
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Following this literature, it is suggested that economic, social and structural bonds are
important factors that encourage customer commitment. Economic and structural
bonds are expected to have substantial effects on the instrumental component because
they raise the customers’ costs when the relationship is terminated. The social aspect
of the relationship between customers and service providers may help to develop
shared values and a psychological attachment and lead, over time, to commitment.
Therefore, these bonds may reinforce a customer’s decision to become involved in a
long-term relationship.

2.8.2 Retail Store Image
Retail store image is crucial in purchase decisions for products or services. “The
image has been conceived as an intangible ‘something’, a vague, amorphous, virtually
immeasurable phenomenon … the concept of ‘retail store image’ has often been
imbued with the same qualities” (Kunkel & Berry 1968, p.21). Consumers have their
own perception about retail store image based on their experience, references,
knowledge, the brand image created by the retail store, pricing policy, service
delivered, etc. According to the behavioural approach, image may be defined as
discriminative stimuli for an action’s expected reinforcement. Specifically ‘retail store
image’ is the total conceptualised or expected reinforcement that a person associates
with shopping at a particular store.
Little retail store image research has been done in the academic arena. As
globalisation has taken place, brands are becoming global and their presence and
association is bonded emotionally with consumers globally. Whereas manufacturers
formerly marketed products globally, today’s retailers are increasing and expanding
their physical or virtual web presence all over the world. The monopolistic behaviour
of manufacturers is being converted into relational orientation by retailers because of
the growing powers of retailers in the marketplace. Today, retailers dictate their terms
to manufacturers as to what they want to sell and the terms of sale they want. This
dictating position is achieved by retailers expanding their presence all over the world
and servicing their customers with ‘just in time’ (JIT) shopping pleasure.
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Similarly, an important facet of retail store image is the customer’s previous
experience. Primarily, rewarding experiences within the context of a particular store
give rise to a favourable store image which, in turn, induces customer loyalty. “The
image is acquired through experience and thus is learned” (Kunkel & Berry 1968,
p.24). The person who moves to another city doesn’t have any knowledge of the local
market and the brands that the shops carry. This lack of knowledge further encourages
consumers to start doing their own investigation using various sources. Once the need
is established, consumers start their search either through friends, their social circle,
advertisements, local radio, television, magazines etc., and filter their options before
preparing an evaluation of the final few options. Based on their assumptions and
analysis, consumers make their decision to purchase a product or services. In the case
of laptops or technology products, once consumers have done their preliminary search
and investigation they walk into retail store to decide finally on their purchase. Once
the consumer enters the retail store, the immediate experience is a major deciding
factor. If the store is well laid-out, smells pleasant, has good decor, good
merchandising, well-groomed staff, a good product range, competitive pricing,
assurance of post-purchase service such as delivery, warranties and repairs, the
customer comes to the final stage of purchasing. This stage is called the presatisfaction stage of the purchasing ladder. Whether the consumer experiences reward
or punishment or both when shopping in a store will depend on his stated variables,
societal and sub-cultural norms, and his/her experiences associated with the store. For
example, a consumer may like a particular laptop in a retail store (a rewarding
experience) but may not like the quality of service extended by the salesperson or
staff (an adversive experience).
The consumer develops an image of a particular store on the basis of the totality of his
or her experiences when shopping there. The overall bundle of experience that the
consumer takes will depend on the respective value that the consumer places on the
store convenience, fashion, selection of merchandise, quality and quantity of
salespersons in the store, and other such factors, plus the degree of reward and/or
punishment incurred in connection with these factors (Kunkel & Berry 1968, p.24).
The concept of retail store image first came into the limelight when Pierre Martineau
(1958) described the ‘personality of the retail store’. Since then, it has been
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acknowledged generally that, over time, consumers form thoughts and feelings
associated with stores and that these overall impressions strongly influence their
shopping and patronage behaviour. “Retail store image is an overall impression of a
store as perceived by consumers” (Keaveney & Hunt 1992, p.1113). One commonly
accepted formal definition of retail store image is “an individual’s cognitions and
emotions that are inferred from perceptions or memory inputs that are attached to a
particular store and which represent what that store signifies to an individual” (Baker
et al. 1994, p.23) In addition to developing different definitions for retail store image,
researchers have also identified multiple dimensions of the concept. The general
concept of retail store image is described as a combination of a store’s functional
qualities and the psychological attributes that consumer’s link to these. Though the
exact dimensions have varied over the years, the well-known categorisations of image
attributes have consisted of some combination of functional and psychological
attributes. For example, some of the more common dimensions identified by
researchers have been associated with fashion, selection and quality of merchandise;
customer services and sales personnel; and physical conditions and atmosphere of the
store (Lindquist 1974–75; Martineau 1958; Zimmer & Golden 1988).
Dichter (1985) reinforced the idea that ‘image’ refers to a global or overall impression
by describing both what an image is and is not. It describes not individual traits or
qualities, but the total impression an entity makes on the minds of others — “an image
is not anchored in just objective data and details but it is the configuration of the
whole field of the object” (Dichter 1985, p.76).
Considerable efforts have been made by researchers in the area of retail store image.
However, the variables used for their studies are very limited or do not cover all the
factors associated with retail store image. In the current study, a maximum number of
characteristics of retail store image were used to understand the image per se in view
of consumer perceptions. “Earlier study focuses on convenience, location, physical
attributes, merchandising, sales, store service, value for price, congeniality of store
and post transaction satisfaction” (Frisk, 1961, p.14) . However, in this study, a wider
range of characteristic attributes which consumers associate with retail store image
was taken into account. Forty-seven different closed-end questions representing the
retail image variables were asked of respondents; e.g, the scale used was a Likert-type
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10-point scale. Respondents chose the appropriate option for all 47 questions by
circling their answers. Respondents were asked to complete the entire questionnaire.
The questions about retail store image consist of variables included physical
convenience, appearance, quality of service, merchandising, discounts, reputation,
overall impression, deals, after-sales service, salesperson approach, salesperson
dealings, handling of transactions by service staff, advertising, computer service,
point of purchase, business dealings, complaints handling, friendliness of approach,
relationship building by way of sending letters and cards on special occasions, mailers
to regular customers and loyalty programs.
Figure 2.8: Part of Conceptual Model: Retail Store Image
Trust
Retail Store
Image
Involvement

Purchase
intent

Relationship
orientation

A strong brand image offers an organisation several important strategic advantages. A
brand distinguishes the goods and services of one seller from those of its competitors.
A powerful brand identity creates a major competitive advantage, that of a wellrecognised brand which encourages repeat purchases. Thus, a brand acts as a signal to
consumers regarding the source of the product and protects customers and
manufacturers from ‘me too’ products that may appear identical. Brand image
consists of consumer knowledge and beliefs, stored in the memory as associations,
about brand attributes and the consequences of brand use (Peter & Olson 1994). These
associations are usually organised in some meaningful manner (Aaker 1991).
Brand images are important because they create value for manufacturers in three ways
(Aaker 1991). First, brand images help consumers retrieve and process information.
Second, brand images provide a basis for differentiation and positioning of a product.
Third, brand images involve product attributes and customer benefits that give
consumers a reason to buy and use the brand. The value that brand images create for
manufacturers is projected also onto the image of the retail stores that carry the
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brands. One way consumers use to describe retail stores is in terms of their
assessments of the brands carried.
A study by Baker et al. (1994) discovered that inferences that consumers made about
merchandise quality were direct determinants of retail image. In other words, the
merchandise inferences influenced consumers’ thoughts and feelings about a store.
Therefore, merchandise quality can be viewed as a key variable that influences retail
store image. However, consumers do not always possess complete information about
the merchandise quality of a store, nor are consumers the perfect information
processors. Consequently, consumers with incomplete information use various
informational cues to make inferences about merchandise quality (Monroe &
Krishnan, 1985).
According to Bitner (1992, p.67), “the dimensions of the store uniqueness act as a
package, similar to a product’s package”. A store’s image resembles a brand’s image
in its ability to symbolise quality and value (Solomon 1985). Such branding of a store
helps differentiate it from its competition and facilitates segmentation and positioning
strategies (Bitner 1992). According to Ray and Chiagouris (2009) store uniqueness is
a competitive advantage; one which makes the store different from other stores in the
category. Positioning stores as unique brands distinct from other stores is an important
emerging practice in today’s consumption culture. Through advertising, promotions
and placements at every consumer contact point, retail brands become central to a
customer’s everyday existence. Ginsburg and Morris (1999) suggested that such
‘buying of experiences’ will become the norm rather than the exception (Pine &
Gilmore 1999). People shop not only for the fulfilment of a functional need but also
because shopping in a particular store makes them feel good (Hirschman & Holbrook
1982). The first time you visit a new store, you seek a positive affective experience.
Over time, if you develop a favourable attitude toward the store based on its unique
affective environment, a store’s uniqueness is posited to have a direct impact on the
store’s effectiveness.
Most retail stores carry a wide range of products at different prices; for example,
retailers who carry stocks of different brands of laptop such as HP, Compaq, Asus,
Samsung, LG, Toshiba, and Sony. However, in the current study the focus is on
people’s perceptions of general merchandise value rather than specific product values.
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Zeithaml (1988) describes value as the trade-off between ‘give’ and ‘get’
mechanisms; it is similar to the definition of value as “what you pay for is what you
get” (Sirohi et al. 1998, p.228). This description is based on customers’ evaluations of
benefits received over costs incurred. Such evaluations are derived mainly from an
interaction between quality and price (Grewal, Krishnan, Baker & Borin 1998; Sirohi
et al. 1998). Based on these definitions, valued perceptions are regarded as highquality merchandise providing good value for money. Several studies have shown that
perceptions of value have a positive affect on purchase intentions and behaviours
(Baker et al. 2002; Dodds, Monroe & Grewal 1991; Grewal, Monroe & Krishnan
1998; Zeithaml 1988). These evaluations of value have been assumed to directly
cause purchase intentions. A very good example of ‘you get what you pay for’ is
Monsters HDMI (High-Definition Multimedia Interface) cables; the latest generation
of cable used in a compact audio/video interface for transmitting uncompressed
digital data. It represents a digital alternative to consumer analog standards — they
replace the old red, yellow and white analogue cables connected to the television
through Digital Video (DVD). These ordinary cables don’t give high performance to
high definition/full high definition quality of pictures through Blue Ray discs. HDMI
(high-definition multimedia interface cables is extensively used on TV and Laptop.
There are many cheap brands available in the marketplace ranging from AUD $30 to
AUD $50. However, Monsters sell these HDMI cables with a 24K gold separate
jacket fire- and interference-proof covering with 16 individual cables in one cable for
prices ranging from AUD $150 to AUD $390 in the market with the warranty mission
statement of ‘Cable for life’ whereby customers can get a brand new cable if it is
faulty in the future. These cables are sold in retail outlets all over Australia. The
whole perception of consumers in buying these expensive cables over cheap cables is
‘you get what you pay for’.
When retailers are closer to the ‘tangible-dominant’ end of Shostack’s (1977)
continuum, merchandise quality becomes an important value driver (Mazursky &
Jacoby 1986; Wolfinbarger & Gilly 2002). The current study focusses on merchandise
quality as part of the customer’s overall quality perception of merchandise and variety
provided by the retail store. Merchandise quality consists of number, quality and
composition of alternatives (Berry 1969). Prior research has found a positive
relationship between perceptions of product quality and perceived value (Monroe
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1990; Dodds et al, 1991). Several authors (Kerin et al. 1992; Sirohi et al. 1998; Baker
et al. 2002) have extended this finding to retail settings and used the term
‘merchandise quality’ as a predictor of perceived value. The rationale behind this is
that with higher merchandise quality consumer needs will be met more easily, not
only because of the wide selection and availability of merchandise, but also because
these selections are likely to contain products of higher quality (Szymanski & Hise
2000), which is likely to increase the decision to purchase. Apart from the indirect
effect of perceived value on purchase intentions, other studies have also found a direct
link between merchandise quality and intentions (Sirohi et al. 1998). Merchandise
quality has consistently been found to be important in the retail industry (Baker et al.
2002; Berry 1969; Lindquist 1974; Reardon & Miller 1995; Samli et al. 1998).
Consumers most heavily access brand names as a store information cue when
evaluating merchandise quality (Mazursky & Jacoby 1986). Brand names
communicate a great deal of information to the potential customer because they have
become associated with a bundle of information generated by advertising, word-ofmouth communication, and previous usage of the brand (Stokes 1985). The
merchandise, whether perceived favorably or unfavorably, projects an image not only
of the brand itself, but also of the store as a whole. Empirical findings imply that retail
store image could be improved by linking it with brands that are evaluated favorably,
and damaged by association with brands that are evaluated less favorably (Jacoby &
Mazursky 1984). Conversely, brand images may not be as readily influenced by
association with retail images. Brand images can be negatively influenced by
association with retailers having less favorable images. However, when brand images
are associated with retailers having more favorable retail images, there is little change
or influence to the brand’s image (Jacoby & Mazursky 1984). This suggests that
brand image plays a major role in the development of a consumer’s perception of
retail image (Zimmer & Golden 1988). Furthermore, this indicates that brand image,
as a construct, is more stable than retail image across various situations. This stability
may be attributable to the fact that marketing specifically creates or positions a
brand’s image using a rather limited number of congruent dimensions (quality, price
and sales communication activities). Thus, brand image may be able to stand on its
own as it calls to mind a list of desired attributes and associations that provide value
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to a consumer in a variety of ways regardless of the retailer carrying the brand (Aaker
1991; Ward et al. 1992).
On the other hand, retail image appears to be a more complex construct and,
therefore, is less stable than brand image. While merchandise quality and brand are
major predictors of retail image, they are not the only predictors (Baker et al. 1994;
Mazursky & Jacoby 1986). This may help explain, for instance, the success of offprice retailers and manufacturers’ outlets. The value provided to the customer in terms
of the dimensions of low prices and favorable brand names creates a retail image that
is positive in the consumer’s mind. Based on the premise that brand image as an
informational cue is heavily accessed by consumers when evaluating stores, the
current study considers whether merchandise quality inferences based on brand image
will directly influence retail store image. While a few studies have recognised the
importance of brand image as an informational cue of merchandise quality, brand
image generally has been studied by manipulating the presence or absence of brand
names. As pointed out by Stokes (1985), this is a purely academic exercise because
few products are marketed without brand names in today’s marketplace.
Consequently, few retail stores carry non-branded merchandise. To remedy this
methodological issue, the presence of an anchor brand and the number of recognisable
brands a store carries can be considered rather than the mere presence or absence of
brand names can be used to examine customers’ perceptions of a store’s image.
Research shows that store image is an important component of a consumer’s store
choice and use of a store environment. Most of this research ignores how store image
might vary across different consumer segments. The impact of age on the consumer’s
final perception of retail store image reveals that shopper’s age significantly affects
perceptions of store image. Younger consumers feel more positive about both store
characteristics and salesperson attributes than do older shoppers. Retailers employing
store image research should be mindful of how the age of different consumers could
affect their findings in retail store image (Joyce & Lambert, 1996, p.24).
Trust in an organization refers to the customer’s reliance on the organization’s image
before bestowing trust in the salesperson. This factor may be important because,
generally, trust does not manifest itself on short notice (Milliman & Fugate 1988), nor
are salespeople an inherently trusted occupational group (Rotter & Stein 1971). Thus,
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customers are likely to seek substitutes from which they can derive the confidence to
bestow trust. For example, when choosing among car repair facilities, many people
base their decisions on recommendations of family or friends in whom they have
confidence. These trusted parties substitute the trust gap that exists between the
customer and the service provider. By extension, if customers can place their trust or
confidence in the organisation represented by the salesperson, it should serve as a
trust substitute and facilitate their willingness to trust the salesperson. Conversely, if
the organisation does not have a trustworthy reputation, customers will not be willing
to bestow trust in its salespersons. Swan and Nolan (1985) suggest that trust in a
salesperson is a function of the image of the organisation that the salesperson
represents; the organisation’s image can reflect a shadow of the past to attenuate or
enhance customer trust depending on its past trust-earning behavior.

2.8.3 Salesperson Likeability
Personal selling is a very important determinant of overall marketing success for some
firms, especially where customer service is required to explain about products and
services. While personal selling is the dominant promotional variable in the industrial
sector, increasing dynamism in the retail industry is giving more thrust to retail
salespeople who are playing a very important role in the business success of their
employers. This is especially true in those retail selling environments where selfservice is not the norm, such as in the retailing of consumer durable goods (Sujan
1988).
In the present study of laptop product purchasing decisions, where customer service is
critical in the buying process, self-service is not widely used. This situation gives
more importance to the role of the retail sales force in the retailer’s business success.
As the fundamental paradigm in the field shifts from that of a transaction orientation
to a relationship management orientation, it becomes even more important to
understand the nature of the buyer–seller dyad.
Two important sources of influence for the purchase decisions that consumers make
are advertisements and salespeople (Berry et al. 1968). Across the wide range of
purchasing decisions that are made, the influence of salespeople is often greater than
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that of advertising, yet this source of influence, in contrast with advertising’s
influence, is very much an under-researched domain (Ganeshan 1982).
Often, retail salespeople play a critical role in bridging the gap between retailers and
customers. Salespeople provide vital information and service which helps customers
reach the ultimate goal in the purchasing process of buying a product or service.
Through buyer–seller interaction, salespeople influence the emotions of customers
and use their sales pitch to shape customers’ opinions positively.
In creating relationships, an important bridge for salespeople is to create a level of
confidence and trust with the customer. The single most important quality a
salesperson must have to be effective at building a relationship is creditability; “if you
don’t have credibility in the buyer’s eyes, nothing else matters” (Heiman & Sanchez
1998, p.24).
Customers may want to maintain their relationship with salespeople because doing so
might save them shopping time, be convenient and enhance their shopping confidence
(Beatty et al. 1996). When focusing on social motives vis-à-vis the buyer–seller
interaction, customers may desire to have an ongoing relationship with the
salesperson because doing so might lead to the development of an enjoyable, close
relationship/friendship. By discussing various topics, customers have positive
emotions towards the salesperson because their social needs are being fulfilled.
Customers frequently experience various emotions when they are involved in
interactions with retail salespeople (Menon & Dube 2000). While customers are
shopping they might experience emotions such as excitement, joy, pleasure,
contentment, worry, frustration or anger (Machleit & Eroglu 2000). For example,
customers might have negative feelings when salespersons are insincere, aggressive
and suspicious; or a positive feeling when salespersons are friendly, trustworthy and
empathic. Customers with positive emotions tend to be satisfied with, and be loyal to,
the salesperson and the store because they are having a beneficial relationship
(Reynolds & Beatty 1999).
Since the 1980s, the marketing paradigm has been shifting from single, discrete
exchanges towards mutual, interactive relationships (Williams 1998). Many
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marketing studies have mentioned that companies should focus on customer
satisfaction, trust and commitment through implementation of customer-oriented
selling, thus leading to a long-term relationship. Consequently, because retail
salespeople often communicate with customers, their behavior and activities are
crucial in maintaining relationships with customers and enhancing customer retention
(Crosby et al. 1990; Sharma 1997; Williams 1998). In most retail studies, the
influence of the store environment on emotional responses has been examined in
order to understand customer shopping behavior (Babin & Darden 1995). The store
environment can be divided into three main categories: a) ambient factors (e.g.,
temperature, lighting, music); b) design factors (e.g., color, layout, space); and social
factors (e.g., the number, type and behavior of salespersons) (Baker et al. 1992; Baker
et al. 1994; Sherman et al. 1997).
Salespersons play a vital role in facilitating marketing exchanges. Their effectiveness
depends considerably on their ability to develop enduring relationships with
customers (Crosby, Evans & Cowles 1990). Strong and enduring relationships are
built around trust at the core. This view is gaining support in the marketing literature;
e.g., Hawes, Mast and Swan (1989) contend that a sales representative’s career
success is influenced greatly by his or her ability to earn trust. Oakes (1990) also
suggests that the success of sales agents in the insurance industry depends on their
ability to market trust. Prospects will buy a policy if they first buy-in to the
trustworthiness of the agent. Others contend that trust enhances the ability of a
salesperson to influence a prospect (Swan & Nolan 1985; Dwyer & Oh 1987).
Clearly, gaining customers’ trust in a variety of contexts is vital to a salesperson’s
ability to achieve exchange.
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Figure 2.9: Customer’s Emotions in their Relationship with Retail Salespeople
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Source: Sanghyun Lee & Alan J. Dubinsky (2004, p.25).

First, the transaction process is complex, requiring substantial information exchange
and bargaining. The process is especially complex when high-involvement products,
as perceived by consumers, such as electronics, appliances and computers are the
focus of the exchange. Generally, consumers in less developed countries do not have
sufficient knowledge about these products; neither do they have recourse, as in
developed countries, to public or commercial sources of information to alleviate their
concerns and vulnerability. Under these circumstances, the salesperson becomes an
important source of information; information often unavailable to consumers from
any other source. By virtue of this information asymmetry, the salesperson has great
latitude to mislead customers; consequently, customers’ trust in the salesperson needs
to be very salient for an exchange to take place.
Second, customers can encounter substantial price variations for even slightly
differentiated products. In fact, prices can vary not only from one store to another but
also from one transaction to the next in the same store. When customers cannot rely
on stable prices, often because of the opportunistic inclinations of some retailers, they
engage in price shopping that can involve substantial costs with regard to time,
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transportation and verification activities. These costs can be alleviated substantially
when customers trust salespersons.
Third, the transaction process entails additional risks. Once a product is purchased, it
may be very difficult to return should the consumer dislike the product or find some
fault with it. While recourse to legal means is available, getting the law to respond
effectively often represents other challenges. Under the circumstances, a salesperson
could be manipulative and knowingly sell a faulty product. A trusted salesperson is
not expected to be manipulative or opportunistic. Clearly, trust in salespersons is
important for exchange to take place. Individual personality traits, types and
behaviors have been considered important components in buyer–seller relationships
(Dion et al. 1995).
Substantial economic growth is taking place in developing countries, many of which
are poised to purchase a greater volume of consumer products from the advanced
industrialised countries. Sales of these products will be mediated to a large extent by
salespersons, but if the sales personnel are unable to gain the customers’ trust, market
share gains may not materialise for the international marketer. A trusted salesperson
in a developing country can be valuable both to the customer and to any organisation
(local or international) whose products or brands the salesperson represents.
Competent performance and good intentions are the foundational salesperson
characteristics on which trust is built (Barber 1983; Andaleeb 1992). That these two
characteristics, along with likeability, evoke a sense of credibility and trust is also
rooted in the source-credibility literature (Dion et al. 1995). These factors, especially
expertise and intention, influence a customer's belief about whether the salesperson
can and will deliver expected outcomes, lead to the decision to bestow trust.
Following are the major attributes that many academics have explored in researching
salesperson characteristics.
Expertise: Perceived expertise is defined as a customer’s impression that the
salesperson is knowledgeable, competent and able to provide answers to specific
questions. Barber (1983) and Oakes (1990) suggest that trust rests on the expectation
that competent services will be rendered. By demonstrating expertise, a salesperson
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can help overcome the uncertainties and consequent feelings of vulnerability that
customers are likely to experience during the purchase encounter.
Expertise is defined by another academic as “the buyer’s perception of the supplier
and salesperson’s capacity to deliver competent performance” (Newwell & Goldsmith
2001, p.240). Others have defined expertise as the presence of knowledge and the
ability to fulfill a task (Parasuraman, Zeithaml & Berry 1988, p.17). Expertise
includes knowledge of the company’s products and/or services on one hand, and
procedural knowledge on the other (Mervis & Rosch 1981; Weitz, Sujan & Sujan
1986). Salespeople with a high level of expertise are competent in problem-solving,
operating in complex domains and have a greater knowledge of the company’s
offerings and the needs of their customers.
Expertise has been investigated as a crucial determinant of sales performance (Crosby
et al. 1990). Expertise refers to a customer’s perception of a salesperson’s
competencies associated with products, information or service delivery. Beatty et al.
(1996) note that a customer who initially is attracted to a knowledgeable, expert
salesperson is likely to feel satisfied and fulfilled. The expertise of the salesperson in
building the confidence of the customer enables the deal to move forward to the stage
where the customer genuinely starts thinking of purchasing a product or service.
However, when interacting with a salesperson with relatively low competence,
customers may feel discontented, displeased, frustrated, de-motivated, angry and less
interested in the product or services they are planning to buy. Salesperson knowledge
becomes more important when customers have an expectation that the relationship
will be continued (Crosby et al. 1990; Beatty et al. 1996).
The positive, strong correlation between trust and expertise leads to a buyer’s
favorable perception of a supplier’s expertise and, ultimately, reduces the uncertainty
of the decision process. The salesperson’s expertise helps to build trust by increasing
the buyer’s confidence that the salesperson can deliver on promises made (Donney &
Cannon 1997). The buyer views a salesperson with a higher level of perceived expert
power as being more trustworthy. Finally, given the reciprocal relationship between
supplier and salesperson trust, when a buyer has limited experience with a supplier
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firm, the expertise of the firm can be inferred based on the buyer’s perception of the
salesperson’s expertise and trustworthiness.
Reliability: Reliability is defined as “a sense of duty toward meeting goals or the
extent to which a salesperson makes sure that promised deadlines are met”
(Parasuraman et al. 1994, p.212). In the present context, a salesperson’s reliability
should increase the likelihood that he or she can transfer his or her customer-oriented
attitudes into customer-oriented behaviors. Specifically, highly reliable salespeople
should be better able to consistently perform customer-oriented behaviors such as
responding to customer needs, following through on promises to the customer and
meeting deadlines. Thus, high levels of reliability should increase the consistency
between customer-oriented attitudes and behavior. Alternatively, low levels of
reliability would weaken the customer-oriented attitude–behavior link.
Empathy: Empathetic concern refers to an internal emotional reaction that produces
understanding of another’s feelings (Duan & Hill 1969; Davis et al. 1999). As
customers interact with retail salespeople, the latter may be empathetic and manifest it
through their behavior. Through the appraisal process customers might discern that
the salesperson is customer oriented, which would most likely to be viewed as
desirable or praiseworthy. Therefore, empathetic helping is a service skill having an
influential impact on customers’ emotions.
Empathy is defined as the ability to understand another person’s perspective and to
react emotionally to the other person (Davis 1983). This definition implies two broad
classes of response: an intellectual reaction that refers to the ability to understand
another person’s thoughts, feelings and intentions (Goldstein & Michaels 1985) as
well as an emotional reaction toward the other person. Furthermore, there is
widespread empirical evidence that empathy improves the communication process
between employees and customers (Castleberry & Shepherd 1993; Boorom, Goolsby
& Ramsey 1998).
Beatty et al. (1996) posit that empathetic skills allows customer relationships to form
and become enhanced, ultimately leading to customer loyalty. Therefore, when a
customer perceives that a salesperson’s empathic concern is high, customers are likely
to experience positive emotions such as fulfilment, satisfaction, warmth, happiness
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and excitement about the purchase. However, if a customer interacts with a
salesperson with low empathy they are likely to feel negative emotions resulting in
disappointment and discomfort about moving a purchase forward. Empathy works
especially well when a customer comes with a problem or complaint and the
salesperson listens to him or her in an empathetic way. The customer tones down his
anger and frustration and wins the confidence of the salesperson. This results in
positive emotions for the customer.
Friendliness: Friendliness is the degree to which an individual displays a pleasant,
cheerful demeanor toward another person; it is considered a critical attribute for
successful retail salespeople (Hawes et al. 1993; Anselmi & Zemanek 1997; Jap et al.
1999). Friendliness in service personnel is crucial to increased customer satisfaction
(Ostrom & Lacobucci 1995). Also, as a form of non-verbal communication,
friendliness helps foster an atmosphere in which the interaction between a customer
and salesperson functions smoothly and allows the two to share openly and
collaboratively. Jap et al. (1999) and Wakefield and Blodgett (1999) posit that
customers who perceive employees to be helpful, friendly and positive are more likely
to have enhanced feelings of stimulation or excitement. Otherwise, if salesperson
friendliness is low or non-existent, customers are inclined to feel distressed. A
friendly employee or salesperson always makes the environment more cheerful,
dynamic and conducive to a positive attitude to purchase on the part of the customer.
If a salesperson is friendly and interested in the customer, the customer will feel
genuine help from the salesperson.
Enthusiasm: Enthusiasm is the extent to which an individual is animated, motivated,
and excited vis-à-vis another person. When a customer walks into a retail store and
finds several salespersons available to serve their needs, the customer will approach
the salesperson they find to be enthusiastic, motivated or charming.
A salesperson who shows eagerness to serve and is enthusiastic about handling
customers always builds confidence among customers. According to research,
customers usually seek energetic salespeople in order to augment their satisfaction
with the transaction. In terms of the appraisal process, customers think that such
behavior (enthusiasm) is desirable and praiseworthy, thus leading positive emotions
(pleasure, joy, satisfaction). However, if they perceive the salesperson to be
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unenthusiastic (manifesting low effort), customers are likely to experience negative
emotions (displeasure, disappointment) (Sanghyun & Dubinsky 2003).
Similarity: Similarity in communications with another person is valued because
human nature always looks for similarity in thoughts, views and mind-set. If a person
feels a salesperson is not matching their ideas, views and thoughts, the person will
tend to go away thinking ‘they don’t click’. Research on the effect of buyer–seller
similarity on salesperson performance is inconsistent (Churchill et al. 1997;
Lichtenthal & Tellefsen 2001). Similarity is regarded to be of major importance in
dyadic relationships (Crosby et al. 1990; Tadepalli 1995; Smith 1998). Based on the
similarity–attraction paradigm in social psychology (Byrne 1971), people are attracted
to and prefer relationships with similar others (Smith 1998). In addition, Byrne et al.
(1986) posit that similarity increases interpersonal attraction and liking. More
favorable attitudes or outcomes are likely to occur when the salesperson and the
customer are similar rather than dissimilar (Churchill et al. 1975; Kang & Hillery
1998). According to the appraisal process utilised in engendering customer emotions
(Ortony et al. 1988), attraction emotions (e.g. liking, affection, attraction and love; or
disliking, aversion, detestation and hate) are derived from a customer’s evaluation of
how similar the salesperson is to the customer. Dissimilarity between the salesperson
and the customer may induce a sense of uneasiness for the customer, thus engendering
negative emotion. For example, a salesperson talks to a customer about swimming
and his family activities. The customer has the same interests and they start talking
about where they go, who the best swimmers are, where the best swimming facilities
are for children and family, where the pool is neat and clean; this engenders emotional
involvement, pleasure in the discussion and a positive outcome. Therefore, similarity
is important in getting on with each other. Sometimes a salesperson pretends to be
interested in subject matter that the customer enjoys discussing at length.
Restriction in job autonomy: Restriction in job autonomy refers to the extent to which
salespeople feel they are unable to make their own decisions in their job and develop
solutions for customers (Peccei & Rosenthal 2001; Wang & Netemeyer 2002). The
key point is that highly controlled employees are not able to use their skills and
behave according to their inner feelings (Dobbin & Boychuk 1999; Wang &
Netemeyer 2002). Thus, restriction in job autonomy leads to a passive rather than an
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active work role (Peccei & Rosenthal 2001). Consequently, highly job-restricted
salespeople do not have enough flexibility to make quick decisions in favour of the
customer (Jamieson & Zanna 1989). Second, highly restricted salespeople may not be
able to provide a valued customer with an adequate solution for his or her needs
because they are only allowed to offer a range of standard solutions and do not have
the autonomy to make extraordinary decisions. Evidence for this reasoning is
provided by research that argues that job autonomy leads to higher employee efforts
to transfer their attitudes into adequate behaviours (Bandura & Cervone 1986).
Intentions: Perceived intention is defined as the customer’s perception of whether or
not the salesperson has the customer’s interests in mind or has opportunistic
inclinations. On this issue, Dasgupta (1988) challenges the conventional assumption
that goods and services are always delivered as promised and questions whether the
salespersons are persons of honor, conditioned by their upbringing always to meet
obligations.
Williamson (1975) also points to factors accounting for transaction difficulties.
Among these factors, opportunism is perhaps crucial. Williamson characterises
opportunism as self-interest-seeking behavior with guile. Opportunistic salespeople
are likely to distort information and shirk from obligations, which can significantly
affect the outcomes expected by the customer. Thus, when a salesperson appears to
place her or his interests before the customer’s, seems to have questionable intentions,
demonstrates insincerity, is misleading and appears likely to take advantage of the
customer, this will attenuate the customer’s trust.
Likeability: Likeability is defined as the extent to which a salesperson is friendly,
pleasant and has a sense of humor. The source-credibility literature shows that this
trait influences a target’s credibility perceptions about the source (DeSarbo &
Harshman 1985; Joseph 1982). Likeability of the salesperson can be important to a
customer’s trust in that, by demonstrating unfriendly or unpleasant attitudes toward
the customer(s), the salesperson can adversely affect the customer’s psychological
expectations about how they will be treated. Unpleasant treatment by the salesperson
represents a negative psychological outcome that is not expected and can attenuate
trust.
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Professional appearance: Professional appearance refers to the external appearance
of another person. In this instance, a salesperson that wears appropriate clothing and
presents him or her in a socially acceptable way to customers is termed professional.
Potential indicators of salesperson professionalism might be, for example, clothing,
neatness, hairstyle, articulateness and behavior. Such factors are considered critical to
sales success (Molloy 1983; Anderson 1995). Customers infer a higher quality of
service when interacting with nicely dressed salespeople. Positive emotions might be
aroused when customers perceive that retail salespeople have a professional
appearance. However, negative emotions are likely to emerge when customers
interact with salespeople who do not possess professionalism (Baker et al. 1994).
A minimum standard of professional appearance is always expected by customers. If
a customer finds that a salesperson is not well groomed, not well dressed and without
proper attire, they will instantly have negative feelings about that particular
salesperson. These sorts of feelings result in not dealing with that salesperson and
looking for another salesperson, or possibly another retail store.
Trusting disposition: Trust is an essential element of relationship bonding and for
creating effective long-term relationships (Dwyer et al. 1987; Czepiel 1990; Gundlach
& Murphy 1993; Ganesan 1994; Morgan & Hunt 1994; Dion et al. 1995; Leuthesser
1997) Social learning theory suggests that individuals hold generalised expectancies
concerning the behaviors of others; expectancies that influence their trust in others.
For example, Rotter (1980) found that whether a person will trust others is a learned
and relatively enduring predisposition. In a retail setting, a buyer’s general
experiences and perceptions of whether others can be relied upon to deliver promised
outcomes will play an important role in influencing his/her trust in a salesperson.
Drawing on literature from social psychology and marketing, trust can be viewed
generally as an essential ingredient for successful relationships (Berry 1995; Dwyer,
Schurr & Oh 1987; Moorman, Deshpande & Zaitman 1993; Morgan & Hunt 1994;
Garbarino & Johnson 1999). Donney and Cannon (1997) considered trust to be a twodimensional construct comprised of perceived credibility and benevolence of the
target of trust.
Trust is conceptualised as the buyer’s perception of the reliability and integrity of the
supplier and salesperson (Morgan & Hunt 1994). Unfortunately, the general trend is
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that consumers do not perceive salespeople as being trustworthy. This puts a lot of
pressure on salespeople to prove themselves and build consumer confidence and trust
by being truthful, giving correct information, understanding the needs of the
consumer and recommending the product or services which are most appropriate to
his or her needs.
Trust implies that customers have an interpersonal state that reflects the extent to
which they can predict a salesperson’s behavior. In high-trust situations, customers
are likely to maintain a relationship with the salesperson despite an uncertain future
(Hawes et al. 1989). If a customer perceives that the salesperson behaves or acts in a
trustworthy fashion, they are likely to think that the behavior is desirable or
praiseworthy, thus inducing positive emotions. When customers believe retail
salespeople are trustworthy, they are likely to feel safe, content, comfortable,
protected and pleased that their interests are safe-guarded. However, when they
perceive salespeople to be untrustworthy customers may well feel unhappy and
displeased.
Customer knowledge: A clear link between customers’ subjective knowledge about a
product and their inclination to trust a salesperson based on that knowledge has not
been established. In one study, Moorman et al. (1993, p.82) posited that research
users are “expected to be more willing to trust researchers because of their lack of
company, marketing or research knowledge”. Conversely, it could be argued that
research users who are knowledgeable are less likely to rely on other researchers.
Translating this reasoning to the salesperson–customer dyad, customers with high
subjective knowledge about a particular product should be less inclined to rely on a
salesperson than customers with low subjective knowledge. Although Moorman et al.
(1983) did not find a significant relationship between users’ knowledge and their trust
in researchers, the hypothesis is tested for the developing-country context.
Creditability: Few academic authors have given much attention to the creditability of
the salesperson in buyer–seller relationships. The first study was undertaken 50 years
ago (Hovland, Janis & Kelley 1953). The general concept of creditability can be seen
as perceiving a source to be believable, plausible and reliable (Belch, Belch &
Villarreal 1987). Largely, researchers have focussed on two types of creditability:
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individual creditability and organisational creditability. Individual creditability plays a
role in the perceptions of those who represent themselves as political candidates; as
spokespeople for a company, product or cause; or those acting as a company’s sales
representative. Company or organisational creditability involves such things as
attitude toward advertising and handling customer needs and complaints (Belonax et
al. 2007). Salesperson and supplier trust relate to the perceived creditability and
benevolence of a target of trust (Doney & Cannon 1997). Different authors have
defined creditability and trust in different ways. Morgan and Hunt (1994) have
conceptualised trust as confidence in an exchange partner’s reliability and integrity.
According to Sirdeshmukh, Singh and Sabol (2002), the buyer’s perception of
salesperson trust and trust in the supplier’s firm is based on dependability,
competence, integrity and responsiveness to buyers, whereas salesperson trust has five
components—dependability,

honesty,

competence,

customer

orientation

and

likeability (Swan et al. 1988).

2.8.4 Trust in Salesperson
Trust has been defined and measured in the marketing and the social sciences in a
variety of ways. Shapiro (1987) notes these diverse views and that the concept has
resulted in a confusing number of definitions being applied to a host of units and
levels of analysis. Moorman et al. (1993) indicate that the existing measures reflect
factors rather than dimensions of trust, and proceed to correct this gap by defining
trust in terms of two components—a belief component and a behavioral intention
component; they also stress that vulnerability and uncertainty are critical to trust.
Consistent with Moorman et al. (1993), trust is defined in this study in terms of both
cognitive properties (trust as a belief) and conative properties (the willingness to
bestow trust). For example, if a salesperson is honest and sincere, the customer will
believe in the trustworthiness of the salesperson. When this belief is strong and
confidence in the salesperson’s goodwill is high, customers should be willing to
bestow trust. The belief component helps shape the customer’s perceptions as to
whether the salesperson can deliver expected outcomes (Andaleeb 1992). With
greater confidence in that belief, the focal party will be more willing to make oneself
vulnerable by bestowing trust. Importantly, trust represents the giving up of a
substantial measure of decision and control by the focal party (i.e., the customer) to
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the other party (i.e., the salesperson). Consequently, trust is defined as the customer’s
willingness to risk being influenced by a salesperson. Trust bestowal is preceded by a
confident belief that the decision will produce favorable outcomes; unfavorable
outcomes will be attributed to factors beyond the salesperson’s control.
These elements also apply to salesperson relationships. Retail consumers want
appealing, enthusiastic, energetic, knowledgeable, friendly, trustworthy salespeople
who perform correctly (Wolfinbarger & Gilly 2003; Zeithaml et al. 2000). Often, they
prefer some form of personal interaction and a quick response from service personnel
(Chen & Dubinsky 2003; Parasuraman

et al. 2005), strongly rely on

reliability/fulfilment (Wolfinbarger & Gilly 2003; Zeithaml et al. 2002), want quick
and easy access to service personnel when problems occur, sometimes want to be
compensated (Zeithaml et al. 2002; Parasuraman et al. 2005) and prefer clear-stated
service policies about privacy, security, and shipping and handling (Wolfinbarger &
Gilly 2003).
According to the Crosby, Evans and Cowls’ (1990, p.69) definition, “trust occurs as
customers develop a tacit understanding with sellers and come to believe that sellers
are reliable and will act in their interests”. Moorman, Deshpande and Zaltman (1993)
think that trust is a kind of willingness of transaction partners, where each is confident
with regard to the other. Morgan & Hunt (1994) have tried to explain trust through the
concept of confidence and reliability; they suppose that trust is the perceived level of
confidence regarding a transaction partner’s reliability and honesty.
In the relevant research on customer relationships, trust is treated as a fine basis on
which to build stable relations (Garbarino & Johnson 1999). Hence, it could be
inferred that trust is the main element for the development of a high-level relationship,
especially during the initial period. As to commitment, it is not only an important
characteristic for maintaining a good long-term relationship (Dwyer, Schurr & Oh
1987; Hennig-Thurau & Klee 1997; Mactintosh & Lockshin 1997) but also is an
expression of the willingness of customers to engagement in relationships with
retailers (Moorman et al. 1992; Wulf et al. 2001). When the proportion of
commitment increases, it is not difficult to infer that the relationship on both sides
becomes more stable.
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Figure 2.10: A Conceptual Model of Variables Influencing Trust
Salesperson variables

Customer variables

Organisational
variables

Expertise, intentions
likability

Trusting disposition
Customer
knowledge

Trust in
organisation

Trust in salesperson

Source: Swan & Nolan (1985, p.12.)

Swan and Nolan (1985, p.42) proposed a broad conceptual framework that included
five sets of variables: the buyer’s personality; the buyer’s experience with salespeople
in general and the salesperson’s firm; the salesperson’s characteristics and behavior;
the image of the firm; and buyer attribution of a salesperson’s trustworthiness and
other characteristics. However, Swan and Nolan did not empirically test the proposed
relationships between trust and its antecedents. In another study, Swan, Trawick and
Silva (1985) suggested that a salesperson can gain trust if customers feel that the
salesperson is dependable and reliable, honest/candid, competent, has customer
orientation and is likeable/friendly. Crosby, Evans and Cowles (1990) examined a
model of relationship quality, proposing that similarity, service domain expertise and
relational selling behavior would explain customers’ trust and satisfaction in a
salesperson.
Trust is a central construct within social relationships (Deutch 1962; Blau 1964) and,
therefore, has been identified as a ‘core relational building block’ (Wilson 1995). It
represents an essential ingredient within close and interdependent marketing
relationships (Dwyer, Schurr & Oh 1987; Moorman, Deshpandé & Zaltman 1995). If
marketing relationships are to be explained as the ‘absence of power’ (Morgan &
Hunt 1994), then trust between parties is paramount, particularly considering that
successful interdependent relationships require committed parties to make transactionspecific investments. Given that these investments are non-redeemable, with little or
no value outside the relationship (Heide & John 1990; Heide & Stump 1995), trust
has been found to be pivotal in successful RM, as the construct encourages marketers
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to preserve their ‘investments’ through cooperation (Morgan & Hunt 1994). Aulakh,
Masaaki and Arvind (1996) argue that trust can be used as a substitute for hierarchical
governance, insinuating some degree of control; therefore, the hazards of
opportunistic behaviour in longer-term relationships are mitigated if there is trust
between the two parties (Ganesan 1994).
Doney and Cannon (1997) point out that inter-organisational trust can act as a
governance mechanism that mitigates opportunism. Therefore, higher levels of trust
within interdependent relationships are extremely important when one considers that a
more committed party becomes more vulnerable to opportunism (Gundlach, Achrol &
Mentzer 1995). Opportunism is described as self-seeking interest (Williamson 1975).
However, in a social exchange context whereby power is not the controlling
mechanism, trusting parties tend to take the view that a partner ‘never does that’,
given that trust comprises benevolence and honesty (Larzelere & Huston 1980). In
this regard, benevolence is described as the extent to which a party is motivated
beyond individualistic interests; i.e., considers the welfare of others. The second
dimension of honesty is the extent to which another party’s intentions are believable.
Therefore, trust is an integral aspect of all relations, as it comprises the “belief in the
integrity of another” (Larzelere & Huston 1980, p.595). Doney and Cannon (1997)
have posited that trust can be examined as the context of a capability process which
comprises the assessment of whether one party can fulfil its obligations within the
relationship. Furthermore, Ganesan (1994) feels that trust comprises beliefs and
expectations about the other party in terms of their reliability and intentions; this
generalised expectation (Rotter 1967) was found to provide confidence in the
perception of an exchange partner’s reliability (Morgan & Hunt 1994).
Deutch (1962) points out that as trusting behaviours also consist of actions that
increase vulnerability through reliance upon others, and given that the behaviour of
each party is not under the other party’s control, this could possibly result in penalties
for acquiescence greater than the potential benefit derived from the trusting action.
Paradoxically, Morgan and Hunt (1994) infer that expressing commitment towards
the relationship can in part serve as a mechanism to help ‘protect’ any transactionspecific investments that could otherwise be regarded as non-redeemable. Gundlach,
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Achrol and Mentzer (1995) argue this very point by suggesting that while initial
credible commitments are essential for developing relationships as expressed through
social norms, it is these norms that help sustain and strengthen commitment.
Therefore, in the context of social exchange theory, commitments are made largely
upon the premise that the other party will not act opportunistically. However, there
must be a corresponding level of vulnerability within the relationship that needs to be
negated in some fashion. Without the perception of vulnerability in a relationship trust
becomes unnecessary, because any related outcomes are really inconsequential
(Moorman, Zaltman & Deshpandé 1992). Therefore, trusting behaviour must lead
directly to relational commitments. On an empirical level, trust was found to have an
influential effect upon commitment (Morgan & Hunt 1994), long-term orientation
(Ganesan 1994) and propensity to remain within a relationship (Anderson & Weitz
1989). Given that trust-based relationships are so highly valued that there is a desire
for parties to commit themselves to them (Morgan & Hunt 1994), as well as going by
the current wisdom, it is hypothesised that trust has a positive effect on commitment.
As trusting another means that the parties need to take risks, this implies that the trust
construct acts as a source of confidence in the other party. Young and Wilkinson
(1989) point out that in an atmosphere of trust and commonality of purpose,
transactions are less costly to complete and, thus, are translated into performance
benefits for all concerned. Shared values within the relationship also foster trust
between the parties. Therefore, the tendency to trust is not only a function of
perception about another but also about ones’ own intentions towards that party,
inferring that trust is reciprocal because individuals feel bound by the trust invested in
them. Trusting behaviour is most likely to occur when there is a positive orientation
towards the other’s welfare and can also occur when the right circumstances are
present. Although not exhaustive, these circumstances include: the knowledge of what
the other person will do, whether a system that communicates mutual responsibilities
exists, whether this system can handle violations and whether the relationship has the
‘power’ to reduce incentives to engage in untrustworthy behaviour.
Marketing relationships grounded in social exchange theory tend to reveal an
anthology of actions that collectively can be attributed only to high levels of trust;
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viz., (1) non-retrievable relationship investments, (2) acceptance of influence from the
other party, (3) sharing of open communication, (4) reduction of control and (5)
forbearance from opportunism (Smith & Barclay 1997). These actions usually allude
to the presence of trust by way of being interpersonal in nature and directed
specifically towards an individual, group or category of persons (Swan & Nolan
1985). In the industrial context which epitomises interpersonal trust, Swan and Nolan
(1985) point out that trust is so crucial that salespersons regard it as one of the main
goals in their dealings with customers. Trust in the salesperson duly reflects their level
of dependability, reliability, honesty and competence. As these factors impact directly
upon their capacity to perform their roles effectively, this tends to imply that the
construct has a meaningful impact upon the positive outcomes desired from being in
the marketing relationship. In a similar interpersonal setting, trust was regarded as the
most critical factor in helping to differentiate effective from ineffective relationships
within selling partnership relationships (Smith & Barclay 1999).
In service contexts involving high levels of interpersonal contact, uncertainty
stemming from intangibility, complexity and lack of service familiarity result in many
buyers having to rely upon the integrity and confidence of the salesperson (Crosby,
Evans & Cowles 1990). Crosby, Evans and Cowles (1990) further argued that trust is
crucial in service relational contexts because individuals seek predictability and
obligatory behaviour in their quest to obtain future relational rewards. Coupling this
with a service context that inevitably exposes customers to risk and uncertainty, any
desired relational outcomes are usually achieved by directing trust at the service
provider’s employees.
However, Anderson and Narus (1990) suggest that care must be taken not to
generalise trust as a construct within interpersonal relations and trust within interorganisational relationships because they involve personal and firm losses,
respectively, should the other party act opportunistically. In short, if their own
personal loss is not at stake, employees are more likely to be perceived as behaving in
an untrustworthy manner. Given that the customer–firm relationship involves both
individuals and organisations, the inevitable question that needs to be addressed is
whether trusting behaviour can be directed towards the individual, the firm or both.
Young and Wilkinson (1989) point out that, in fact, trust is viewed by employees
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within the firm as a desirable attribute. This implies that as trust is attached to people
that represent the firm, they may be regarded by the customer as an extension of the
firm. Morgan and Hunt (1994) point out that the relationship-building activities of the
firm can apply equally to all relationships both within, and external to, the firm;
thereby insinuating that trust is inherent in all relationship types. This tends to suggest
that despite the ‘interpersonal’ nature of the construct, trust can also be directed at
retailers. To illustrate this point, consider the function of money within society; viz.,
as (1) a unit of account, (2) a medium of exchange and (3) a store of value (Waud,
Hocking, Maxwell & Bonnici 1989). People have trust in the currency of the day;
however, the effectiveness of these three functions also must be linked to the level of
confidence that the individual directs towards the financial and political systems
needed to facilitate the flow of money within society. In effect, a currency would
become valueless if there was a lack of trust in the capacity of the government and the
central bank to ‘pay as promised’; therefore, these are institutions to which people
direct their trust.
Doney and Cannon (1997) point out that whilst there may be some scholarly
disagreement as to whether organisations, in fact, can be targets of trust, the literature
tends to support the view that trust can be directed towards supplier firms, its
salespeople and/or both. Given that individuals in a firm were found to hold an
attitude of trust on behalf of their firm towards their trading partner (Young &
Wilkinson 1989), this suggests that social exchange theory is valid in helping to
explain trust within the supplier–distributor context. Morgan and Hunt (1994) draw
specifically upon this theoretical viewpoint to capture the positive affects of interorganisational trust upon retailers and consumers within the retail industry. In short,
they found that trust acted to increase cooperative behaviours, functional conflict and
commitment between retailers and consumers at the same time as reducing
uncertainty within the relationship. Garbarino and Johnson (1999) also examined trust
directed towards a service organisation and found that customers who trusted the
service organisation in terms of the perceived quality and reliability of the service
offered had higher levels of future purchase intentions.
From a different theoretical viewpoint, Joshi and Stump (1999) considered that whilst
relationships from the perspective of transaction cost economics (TCA) are nothing
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more than a series of discrete exchange transactions, there is usefulness in integrating
trust into the TCA perspective. Relationships modelled upon TCA operate principally
under the assumption that partners are potentially opportunistic, but these authors
suggest that substituting trust for opportunism does not invalidate TCA theory. In fact,
they contend that the inclusion of the construct tends to offer greater predictive
validity than opportunism alone. Typifying the point, their study found that whilst
high levels of manufacturer-specific investments increased joint action between
suppliers and buyers, the level of trust further enhanced this outcome.
The aforementioned examples are not intended to be exhaustive since trust is an
equally valid construct when directed towards individuals or the firm within the
marketing context. These examples indicate that the variety of ‘targets’ to which trust
can be directed is best explained by the notion that trust acts as the ‘property’ of
collective units and, therefore, is pertinent to relations among people rather than being
confined solely to meaning an individual’s psychological state (Lewis & Weigert
1985).
Having received a great deal of attention across a number of disciplines (Deutch
1962; Williamson 1979; Ford 1980; Morgan & Hunt 1994), it is not surprising that
there is no universally accepted definition of the trust construct (Rousseau, Sitkin,
Burt & Camerer 1998). Bigley and Pearce (1998) point out that the diversity of
conceptualisations of trust is disconcerting to many scholars in the social sciences and
largely attribute the variety of approaches to trust to the diverse theoretical
perspectives and research interests in existence.
Conceptually, Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt and Camerer (1998) conclude that there appears
to be a convergence across the disciplines on the two antecedent conditions that must
exist before trust can arise; namely, (1) risk, and (2) interdependence. The first
antecedent condition risk is considered essential because, effectively, it creates the
opportunity, or need, for trust to exist in the first instance. These same authors
describe risk as the perceived loss that one party may occur from their actions with
another party, and point out that risk stems directly from uncertainty within the
relationship. Wicks, Berman and Jones (1999) concur with this view by suggesting
that conditions of trust arise when either of the parties has something to risk, adding
that this is extremely important because it acts as the foundation for promising
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preferred economic outcomes to the firm/individual. Thus, trusting behaviour
consists of actions that increase vulnerability through reliance upon others and, as
their behaviour is not under one’s control, it could possibly result in penalties for
giving consent in silence; penalties which are greater than the potential benefit
derived from this trusting action (Deutch 1962). Typically, trust-based marketing
relationships result in trusting behaviours which manifest in actions that reflect
willingness to accept vulnerability in the face of uncertainty (Smith & Barclay 1997).
The second antecedent condition, interdependence, implies some degree of reliance
upon the action of another; it involves uncertainty and complexity. Doney and
Cannon (1997) believe trust serves as a functional alternative to rational prediction as
a strategy for the reduction in complexity because trust is more efficient and effective
along a number of dimensions and, therefore, allows social interactions to proceed on
a simple and confident basis. Therefore, trust acts not only to reduce potential doubt
within the relationship but also complexity (Luhmann 1979; Young & Wilkinson
1989). On this point, Lewis and Weigert (1985) suggest that two types of strategy
help reduce complexity; namely, (1) rational prediction, and (2) trust. Some scholars
(Doney & Cannon 1997; Rousseau et al. 1999) point out that predicting the actions of
another party effectively represents calculative-based trust and, therefore, is
underpinned by the capacity of one party to calculate the probability of another taking
certain actions.
Doney and Cannon (1997) argue that whilst there are indeed a number of distinct
processes that can be used to help explain the development of trust, see Table 2.5
below, this perspective is founded in economics literature insofar as parties base their
trust in others upon the rational assessment that another party will act in a particular
manner. In short, this represents cognitive trust and develops directly out of a
‘calculated’ expectancy that is linked by the trustor to the perceived likelihood that
the other party will, or will not, cheat on them. This calculative process involves the
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Table 2.6: Trust-Building Processes

Trust-Building Process

Calculative: Trustor calculates
the costs and/or rewards of a
target acting in an
untrustworthy manner

Generic Drivers
of the Process

Factors that Invoke the
Trust-Building Process

Costs are higher when a target
makes larger and/or relationshipspecific
investments

• supplier firm reputation
• supplier firm size
•supplier firm willingness to
customise
•supplier firm confidential
information sharing
• length of relationship with supplier
firm
•length of relationship with
salesperson

Prediction: Trustor develops
confidence that target’s
behaviour can be predicted

Trustor learns more about the
target through repeated and
broader experience

Capability: Trustor assesses
the target’s ability to fulfil its
promises

Evidence of the target’s ability to
fulfil its promises

Intentionality: Trustor
evaluates the target’s
motivations

Transference: Trustor draws
on ‘proof sources’ from which
trust is transferred to the target

Target’s words and/or behaviour
indicates concern for the trustor

Identification of trusted sources
closely associated with the target

• length of relationship with supplier
firm
• salesperson likeability
• salesperson similarity
•frequent
social
contact
with
salesperson
•frequent business contact with
salesperson
•length of relationship with
salesperson
• salesperson’s expertise
• salesperson’s power
•supplier firm’s willingness to
customise
•supplier firm’s confidential
information sharing
• salesperson likeability
• salesperson similarity
•frequent social contact with
salesperson
• supplier firm reputation
• supplier firm size
• trust of supplier firm
• trust of salesperson

Source: Doney & Cannon 1997, p.38

mental assessment both of the costs and rewards of the other party remaining within
the relationship. As outcomes from cheating are associated directly with losses that
may be incurred should the trustee be caught, the higher the perceived losses facing
the trustee, the higher the level of trust by the trustor. From a slightly different
perspective, Rousseau et al. (1999) refer to this calculation-based trust as being one of
a number of different types of trust, as juxtaposed to variations in the process of
developing trust. They do concur with Doney and Cannon (1997) that calculated trust
is grounded in the theory of rational choice economics and starts to emerge when the
trustor perceives the trustee will perform acts that are beneficial to them. By the same
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token, Rousseau et al. (1999) feel that this particular type of trust is often limited to
situations where evidence of failure is available in the short-term; therefore, it is not
surprising such relationships are characteristically congruent with relationships that
operate under the guise of market-based governance structures (Heide 1994). In short,
firms employing market-based governance in their relationship view each transaction
with customers as independent of all others; therefore, their mind-set with respect to
extending relations is relatively transient in nature.
It would seem that trust based upon ‘prediction’ is also distinctively ‘sterile’, so does
not reflect any empathetic or emotional grounding which one could reasonably expect
to be inherent within socially-based relationships. Wicks, Berman and Jones (1999)
caution that whilst ‘rational prediction’ is an important component of trust it provides
an incomplete understanding of trust as a construct. They feel that the nature of trust
expressed in this manner, in effect, would remove its core elements and reduce the
construct to a prediction. Therefore, they suggest that in order to warrant the label of
trust two critical conditions must also be present; namely, (1) an emotive or affective
aspect, and (2) a moral element. Whilst much research in marketing has been founded
upon the cognitive antecedents to trust, such personal and socio-emotional factors
have been suggested as attributing to the basic foundations of trust (Nicholson,
Compeau & Sethi 2001). To illustrate the point, these authors provide evidence that
personal liking of the firms’ representative acts to create personal attachment or
emotional bonding between the parties, and argue further that it is this emotive aspect
that serves as the driving force that nurtures the trust between the parties. Similarly,
Lewis and Weigert (1985) suggest that trust is multi-faceted in nature and comprises
cognitive, affective and behavioural elements that are merged in the broader social
experience between parties.
These various aspects of the construct have been aptly captured by Doney and
Cannon (1997) to describe the development of trust in terms of a variety of processes.
They deem such a ‘process’ approach to be necessary because of the belief that, given
its varied conceptual roots, trust is far easier to describe in this format. Drawing upon
extant literature, they nominated five distinctive processes that serve to advance a
party’s subjective probability judgment as to the trustworthiness of the other party;
namely, (1) calculative, (2) prediction, (3) capability, (4) intentionality, or (5)
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transference processes. Having already addressed the cognitive nature of the
calculative process, the remaining four processes tap into the affective and
behavioural aspects of the construct. Doney, Cannon and Mullen (1998) suggest that,
as the prediction and intentionality processes are grounded in social psychology and
stem directly from the underlying assumption or belief on the part of the trustor,
individual behaviours are (1) consistent and predictable, and (2) geared towards
others. On the other hand, they point out that the capability and transference processes
are grounded in sociology. Given that individuals may differ in their competence,
ability and/or expertise, trust therefore is a direct reflection of the trustor’s belief in
the trustee’s capability or ability to deliver as promised. Finally, transference-based
trust suggests that individuals and institutions can be trusted by transferring trust held
in an agency—such as trusting a medical practitioner because they are certified by the
medical association. In short, each of these perspectives is regarded as a cognitivebuilding trust process and is contingent upon a variety of underlying assumptions
being met.
From a different perspective, Young and Wilkinson (1989) have drawn upon
sociology and economics literatures to characterise trust as being both the expectation
of technical competence in role performance and the fiduciary responsibility within
the relationship. This perspective tends to support the notion of both cognitive and
affective elements within the construct, but Swan and Nolan (1985) point out that the
feeling of trust is principally an emotional component developed out of experience
with another party in which ‘positive’ experiences influence the magnitude of trust
towards another party. As the magnitude of trust is moderated largely by personal
experience and contextual socialisation factors (Lewis & Weigert 1985), this
particular vantage point also appears to capture the very essence of building longlasting relationships insofar as the making and keeping of promises is concerned
(Bitner 1995).
Therefore, trust can be regarded as a cumulative process that develops over many
successful repeated interactions (Nicholson, Compeau & Sethi 2001). In essence, the
cumulative affect of these experiences serves the purpose of creating predictability
within relationships, which is purely implicit within the varying Doney and Cannon
(1997) depictions of the construct. The development of trust relies upon the formation
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of the trustor’s expectations about the trustee’s motives and behaviours, so Doney and
Cannon (1997, p.36) define trust as “the perceived credibility and benevolence of a
target of trust”. From this perspective, credibility captures the expectancy that the
other person can be relied upon, whereas benevolence is the extent to which the other
party is perceived to express a genuine interest in the trustor in terms of their
motivation to seek joint benefits. Larzelere and Huston (1980, p.595) define trust as
“one party’s belief in the integrity of another”, which encapsulates both a benevolence
and honesty dimension. Benevolence is considered as the extent to which a party is
motivated beyond individualistic interests to regard the welfare of others, and honesty
depicts the extent to which the other party’s intentions, in fact, are believable.
Likewise, Swan and Nolan (1985) believe the essence of trust to revolve around the
belief that another can be relied upon; a function of the other person’s honesty and
reliability. These aspects attract commitment; however, such behaviour is contingent
upon making promises that are truthful, which in a selling context involves essential
attributes such as dependability, reliability, honesty and competency. However, trust
is also a function of someone taking something of a risk, and depends upon the other
person’s promises being kept for the concept to be meaningful and linked to positive
future outcomes.
The earlier work of Rotter (1967) depicts trust as a generalised expectancy. However,
more recent contributions in marketing suggest that the construct, in fact, is multidimensional in nature (Swan & Nolan 1985; Moorman, Deshpande & Zaltman 1993;
Morgan & Hunt 1994; Doney & Cannon 1997; Nicholson, Compeau & Sethi 2001).
In explorations of the foundations of trust, Michell, Reast and Lynch (1998) suggest
that, ultimately, the conceptualisations in the marketing literature reflect the cognitive
(confidence in the reliability and satisfaction) and affective (confidence in the probity
and equity) aspects of the construct.
Similarly, Smith and Barclay (1997) identify two dominant conceptualisations; viz.,
the depiction of trust as either (1) a cognitive expectation or affective sentiment, or (2)
risk-taking behaviour and/or a willingness to engage in such behaviour. Moorman,
Deshpandé and Zaltman (1993) combine these two perspectives to form a higher
order construct because of their view that both a belief and behavioural intention must
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exist for trust to be present. They feel that an individual’s belief, confidence or
expectation in their partner’s trustworthiness results from the partner’s reliability and
intentionality, whereas a behavioural intention or behaviour tends to reflect reliance
upon the partner and involves vulnerability and uncertainty from the perspective of
the trustor. Concluding that both elements need to be present, because without them
trust is limited, Moorman, Deshpandé and Zaltman (1993) consider any suggestion of
‘reliance’ without belief is more a function of power and control than trust.
In their earlier work, Moorman, Zaltman and Deshpandé (1992, p.82) proposed a
definition that reflects both of these aspects; trust is defined as ‘a willingness to rely
upon an exchange partner in whom one has confidence”. A number of other
marketing scholars appear to have adopted this particular definition (Ganesan 1994;
Moorman, Deshpandé & Zaltman 1993; Smith & Barclay 1997). However, Morgan &
Hunt (1994, p.23) feel that a behavioural intent, or willingness to trust, is implicit
within the construct because “one could not label a partner as trustworthy if one were
not willing to take actions that entail risk”. Rousseau et al. (1999) also seem to concur
with Morgan and Hunt (1994) in making the strong point that trust is not behaviour
such as cooperation or choice or taking a risk, but an underlying psychological
condition that can act as a cause, or even a result.
Furthermore, Lewis and Weigert (1985) conclude that it is impossible adequately to
understand trust from a behavioural perspective because individuals may have trust.
In short, Morgan and Hunt (1994) believe that as confidence to rely upon another
party implies behavioural intent to rely, ‘willingness’ would be better served as a
latent indicator rather than being part of the definition of trust. Both studies by
Morgan and Hunt (1994) and Nicholson, Compeau and Sethi (2001, p.5) assume
willingness to be implicit within the construct and the latter, therefore, define trust as
“confidence in the exchange partner’s reliability and integrity”. This definition is
adopted in the current research, because it is extremely congruent with the notion of a
psychological contract that is centred on reliance-based promises.
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2.8.5 Involvement
Involvement of customers in the purchasing process is very important; academics
often discuss purchase importance and purchase involvement. ‘Purchase importance’
relates to the significance of a particular purchase, whereas ‘purchase involvement’
relates to the personal relevance and needs, values and interest of the buyer (Foxall &
Pallister 1998). In the buying process situation, the degree of involvement can be
manifested in the level of participation one actively takes in defining the problem,
searching for possible solutions or implementing the final decision. Purchase
importance, on the other hand, relates to the perceived significance an individual
places on the purchase decision. In some situations, highly involved purchases may be
very important; however, in other circumstances very important purchases may
require little involvement by the buyer. For example, a buyer who routinely acquires
steel for his business may believe that, although the purchase of the product is
important to the success of the business, the actual process takes little time and energy
and is not very involving.
Insights into the role of supplier expertise in buyer–seller relationships have been
provided by a number of researchers. Bunn (1993) showed that the willingness of
buyers to employ extensive analysis during purchasing was greatest in situations in
which the buyer perceived the purchase to be of high importance. This suggests that
supplier expertise, one focus of the purchase analyses, is more likely to be scrutinised
by buyers when making more important purchase decisions. Cannon and Perrault
(1999) found the willingness of suppliers to make adaptations to product features was
lowest in low-purchase-importance relationships and highest in high-purchaseimportance relationships. Although not measured directly, Doney and Cannon (1997)
found that the supplier firm’s willingness to customise implied a greater degree of
perceived expertise and indicated to the buyer a greater ability to deal with complex
issues involved in the purchase.
Zaichkowsky (1985, p.343) defines involvement as “the extent of personal relevance
of the decision to the individual in terms of his/her basic values, goals, and selfconcept”. In marketing, this construct has been found to moderate the consumer
decision-making process, with consumers responding differently in low- and high103

involvement situations (Cacioppo & Schumann 1983; Swinyard 1993; Park & Hastak
1994). Much of the information about the role of involvement in consumer decisionmaking stems from the work done on advertising (Gill, Grossbart & Laczniak 1988;
Murry, Lastovicka & Singh 1992) and information processing (Celsi & Olson 1988;
Park & Hastak 1994).
Within the context of RM, academics argue that consumers may be more favorably
disposed toward relationships with service providers whose services they find more
involving (Celsi & Olson 1988; Park & Hastak 1994). This argument is based on the
principle of cognitive economy. According to the principle of cognitive economy
proposed by Wyer and Srull (1986), consumers are ‘cognitive misers’ who seek,
where possible, to minimise the search and information-processing efforts involved in
decision making. This suggests that, a priori, consumers would be disposed more
favorably toward longer-term relationships with providers of more involving services
subject to satisfactory delivery of service as this would reduce the effort involved in
the repeat purchase of involving services — which can be quite considerable.
Bendapudi and Berry (1997) noted that relationships can exist because consumers
want them (‘dedication-based’ relationships) or because they must due to high
switching costs or lack of choice (‘constraint-based’ relationships).
Familiarity with the store is very important to consumers; where they regularly buy
products they don’t need any expertise from the salesperson to understand the
product/services features and benefits. If consumers are familiar with certain products
and the profile of particular aisles, their involvement in the purchasing process is
more relaxed. Given the enormous constraints on customers’ expendable time,
familiarity is an important ingredient for successful long-term relationships with
customers.
Zajonc (1968) described the role of ‘mere exposure’ in influencing attitudes through
affective means. According to the long stream of research conducted by Zajonc et al.
(Zajonc 1968; Kunst-Wilson & Zajonc 1980), “when objects are presented to the
individual on repeated occasions, the mere exposure is capable of making the
individual’s attitude toward these objects more positive” (Zajonc & Markus 1982,
p.125). Titchener (1910, p.411) explains this phenomenon further by adding that
familiarity enables people to experience a “glow of warmth, a sense of ownership, a
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feeling of intimacy”. This indicates that feelings of familiarity with a particular store
will induce positive affective responses to the store. Just as one is drawn to a familiar
face in a crowd of strangers, in a retail environment marked by increased choices and
information overload, a customer will tend to engage more with a familiar store
because of the positive affective experiences generated as a result of familiarity.
‘Word-of-mouth’ communication is an outcome variable of major interest in the
retailing environment today. The direct benefit of word-of-mouth is that consumers
bypass the preliminary search process and engage in the actual purchase process.
Consequently, word-of-mouth communication by consumers to one another
represents an important behavioural outcome, partly because it lowers store costs by
replacing the advertising and promotional outlays otherwise necessary to build
awareness of the store. Word-of-mouth communication is an important relational
variable as well because it indicates “bonding with the company” as a reflection of
service quality (Zeithaml et al. 1996, p.34) and as a basis for increased revenue and
profits (Rust, Zeithaml & Lemon 2000). According to Arndt (1967, p.1), “informal
conversation is probably the oldest mechanism by which opinions on products and
brands are developed, expressed, and spread”. Several studies have examined the
nature and role of word-of-mouth communications in consumer decision-making
processes and have found such recommendations to be a key outcome of successful
relational exchanges for a variety of products and services (Murray 1991; Gremler
1994). Beatty, Mayer, Coleman, Reynolds and Lee (1996) found that word-of-mouth
advertising was extensive when customers considered themselves to be in a
meaningful relationship with the retail store. Bendapudi and Berry (1997) add that
when customers wish an exchange pattern to continue as a ‘dedication-based’
relationship, they favourably recommend the store to others. Word-of-mouth
communication reduces the consumer search process, resulting in more involvement
in the actual purchase process rather than in the search process.
According to an empirical study by Gwinner, Gremler and Bitner (1998), consumers
engage in relationships to derive social benefits (feelings of familiarity, personal
recognition, friendship, rapport, and social support), special treatment benefits
(economic benefits in the form of price breaks, recognition, extra attention, and
services not normally provided to non-regular customers) and confidence benefits
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(feelings of confidence in the service provider). It appears plausible that the level of
involvement effectively could moderate the type of benefit sought by consumers.
Because consumers find services that are of greater personal relevance more
involving (Zaichkowsky 1985), it appears that consumers with higher involvement
levels would attach greater importance to confidence benefits because of the
psychological value such a benefit affords the consumer in a service that is of greater
personal importance. Berry (1995) and Wray, Palmer and Bejou (1994) posited that
relationships often are employed by consumers to reduce risk under conditions of high
involvement.
Day (1970, p.45) defines involvement as “the general level of interest in the object, or
the centrality of the object to the person’s ego-structure”. Other definitions have
proliferated since Day’s conceptualisation (Antil 1984; Muncy & Hunt 1984;
Rothschild 1984; Zaichkowsky 1985). Most relevant to the present study,
involvement has been viewed in terms of product meaning and consumer–product
relationships. For example, Howard and Sheth (1969) equated involvement with
importance. Laurent and Kapferer (1985) suggested that meaning, value and the
nature of relationships between consumers and product categories can be expressed in
terms of involvement profiles. Bowen and Chaffee (1974, p.613) defined the
involvement as “a relationship between consumer and product”. Similarly, Bloch
(1982, p.413) defined product involvement as a unique relationship between
consumer and product; “an unobservable state reflecting the amount of interest,
arousal or emotional attachment evoked by the product in a particular individual”.
Most recently, Evrard and Aurier (1996) found involvement (‘centrality’) to be at the
heart of the ‘person–object relationship’ and the relational variable most predictive of
purchaser behavior.
In the present study, involvement refers to the degree of psychological identification
and affective emotional ties the consumer has with a stimulus or stimuli; the stimuli
being the product category or specific brand. Hence, the complexity and intensity of
consumers’ attitudes and feelings toward brands with which they are highly involved
can extend far beyond simply preferring one brand over another. The highly involved
consumer may perceive a relationship with the brand and adoption commitment.
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The use of these and other measurement approaches have found that consumers are
more involved with some products than others, giving rise to the viable use of
involvement as a basis of market segmentation (Bloch 1980; Laurent & Kapferer
1985; Zaichkowsky 1985; Martin 1986; Longfellow & Celuch 1993). Still,
involvement scores for some product categories such as dresses, bras, television sets,
washing machines, calculators and automobiles tend to command higher levels of
involvement than products such as instant coffee, breakfast cereals, mouthwashes and
oils (Laurent & Kapferer 1985; Zaichkowsky 1985). This suggests that the
characteristics of the products/brands themselves or their usage contexts may
systematically act to arouse consumers’ involvement. If so, it follows that the stimuli
that arouse involvement may be engineered into the brand, or highlighted through
promotional or other marketing efforts to raise involvement levels; i.e., to enhance
brand meaning and strengthen customer–brand relationships.
In this research context, people generally perceive a laptop purchase to be a high
involvement purchase whereby they will keep the product at least for a few months to
a few years. Because of the longevity of product usage, consumers tend to involve
themselves more deeply in purchasing the right product. Also, the financial
implications are higher compared to low-involvement products like grocery and
industrial products where functionality is more important than benefit.

Figure 2.11: The Consumer Decision Process Model
Need Recognition

Search for information

Pre-purchase Evaluation
Of Alternatives

Purchase

Source: Blackwell, Engel & Miniard (1990, p.71).

All products and services can be broadly divided into two categories; high
involvement and low involvement. As the names suggest, high involvement products
will entail more involvement from consumers. To explain further, these products are
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costlier and riskier to buy without much thought. For example, a luxury car, a
computer, a house and capital-expensive goods are high involvement purchases. A
number of things go with a high involvement purchase.
Firstly, the consumer always will do some research and fact-finding before spending
money. Is it costly and risky? If a student were to get a laptop for their studies, he or
she certainly would ask a couple of people about the best place to get a laptop to fit
their requirements. If they already knew of a retail shop, they would still ask around
about its reputation. This is why word-of-mouth publicity for a retail store makes so
much sense; satisfied customers are a sure way to ensure word-of-mouth
recommendations. Effective customer relationship management (CRM) is a handy
tool for creating referrals.
Secondly, a prospective customer always needs to be reassured and given a lot of
information for a high-involvement purchase; people always want to reduce risk. Web
sites and advertisements have to be sufficiently explanatory; they must educate and
reassure. Many retailers’ web sites and ads are either so brief or so full of jargon they
do not give the right kind of information to assist in reducing the search process.
Thirdly, high-involvement products/services enjoy high brand loyalty. Very rarely
will customers change their retailer if they have a positive experience of it. Therefore,
it makes sense for a retailer to ‘induce trial’ customers. Get the people to come in
once, and they will stay with you. Offering freebies to get them into the retail store is
recommended. However, trial induction needs to be done in a careful, subtle way.
Lastly, brand recall is less for high-involvement products and services. Lowinvolvement products like soap and toothpaste can be recalled in larger numbers than
luxury cars and hospitals; just try to recall a few soap brands and then try to recall
some trauma centres. What’s more, a retail store or its salespeople has a negative
connotation to it. No one is happy about going to a hospital. Psychologically, people
don’t even keep a retailer brand in their minds if it is not outstanding. This makes the
task of marketing a hospital all the more difficult.
In the end, educating customers and creating extraordinary satisfaction levels for them
will lead to a high recall level in customers’ minds.
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2.8.6 Commitment to Retail Store
Generally, commitment is regarded to be an important result of good relational
interactions (Dwyer et al. 1987). Dwyer et al. (1987, p.13) suggested that
commitment is “fueled by the ongoing benefits accruing to each partner”. Morgan &
Hunt’s (1994) ‘Commitment - Trust’ theory has suggested that commitment and trust
are the main variables that make RM successful. Besides, Moorman et al. (1993)
suggested that customers who are committed to a relationship might have a greater
propensity to act because of their need to remain consistent with their commitment. In
line with this, Bennett (1996) argued that the strength of customers’ commitment
depends on their perceptions of the effort made by the seller. Furthermore, several
authors have investigated empirically the relationship between relational performance
as a construct that shows similarities to relationship investment, and relationship
commitment (Morgan & Hunt 1994; Baker, Simpson & Siguaw 1999; Weitz &
Bradford 1999).
Therefore, commitment is not only an important characteristic in maintaining good
long-term relationships (Hennig-Thurau & Klee 1997; Macintosh & Lockshin 1997),
but also an expression of customers’ willingness to stay with retailers (Moorman et al.
1993; Wulf et al. 2001; Odekerken-Schroder et al. 2003).
Given that marketing practitioners have begun placing more impetus upon relational
orientation (Sheth & Parvatiyar 1995), the importance of commitment has
increasingly become the focal point in RM studies (Morgan & Hunt 1994; Gundlach,
Achrol & Mentzer 1995; Wilson 1995). Gundlach, Achrol and Mentzer (1995) point
out that commitment comprises input, attitudinal and temporal dimensions and
indicate that it is the structure of the initial commitment that influences the
relationship. They describe this element of commitment structure in terms of
credibility and proportionality, which once deployed is difficult or impossible to redeploy to another relationship. Therefore, although credible commitments have little
or no salvage value outside the specific relationship (Lohtia & Krapfel 1994), they
clearly imply trust between parties in which both need to share the risks and rewards
of the relationship (Ellram 1991).
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When the proportion of commitment becomes more remarkable, it is not difficult to
infer that the relationship on both sides becomes more stable. Hence, commitment is
also an important variable in the measurement of relationships, especially when longterm relationships are discussed. After reviewing relevant literature about relationship
quality, it was found that relationship was mainly a consideration of the extent of
relationship strength and the satisfaction of the customers’ needs and expectations. In
the current study, trust, commitment and satisfaction were used as the main
measurements of relationship quality and trust/commitment was defined as a
consumer’s enduring desire to continue a relationship with a retailer accompanied by
the consumer’s willingness to make an effort to maintain it.
Among other things, relational exchanges are characterised by cooperation,
commitment, opportunistic behaviours and relationship outcomes (Mohr & Nevin
1990; Ellram 1991; Boyle et al. 1992; Morgan & Hunt 1994). Fontenot and Wilson
(1997) point out that the greater the commitment between parties the higher the
likelihood that they will achieve both their individual and mutual outcomes at the
same time as reducing opportunistic behaviours. Dwyer, Schurr and Oh (1987)
conclude that commitment represents the highest stage of relational bonding between
parties and reflects a willingness to take higher levels of risk exposing them to
opportunism. Therefore, any sort of credible commitment must be based upon
confidence that the relationship will last (MacNeil 1980). Therefore, the more
committed that parties are to the relationship, the greater the desire to make efforts
designed to maintain the long-term well-being of the exchange (Artz 1999).
Leuthesser and Kohli (1997) argue that convergence in the literature depicts the
central purpose of ongoing relationships to be that of commitment to attaining mutual
outcomes. This is consistent with social exchange theory insofar as the impetus of the
interaction between parties reflects the commitment to the relationship per se, rather
than to any rewards and costs that may immediately follow. Morgan and Hunt (1994,
p.23) theorise that commitment is central to all exchange relationships because the
common theme in the literature is that commitment among exchange parties is
regarded as key to achieving valuable outcomes and, as a consequence, marketers
attempt “to develop and maintain this precious attribute”. Commitment, therefore,
may be a central issue in helping to explain marketing (Gundlach, Achrol & Mentzer
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1995), particularly considering that the axioms of the discipline have moved to reflect
a relational perspective (Sheth & Parvatiyar 1995). Relationalism comprises
expectations of continuity that capture the probability of future interaction
(Noordeweir, John & Nevin 1990). Thus, relational partners are not concerned about
the short-term realisation of commitments employed, but rather how to build, nurture
and maintain them.
Long-term customer relationships signify that the objective of marketing is mainly to
attempt enduring relationships with customers (Grönroos 1990). In this regard,
partners need to rely upon relational exchanges to maximise these returns through
joint synergies that exploit idiosyncratic assets and risk-sharing (Ganesan 1994).
From a practical viewpoint, this has been translated into multiple levels of strategy
development, under the auspices of pricing incentives, social bonding and structural
solutions (Berry 1995); the two perspectives help secure customer loyalty through
financial motives and psychological attachment respectively. Berry (1995) suggests
that these approaches alone cannot ensure and sustain long-term commitments from
customers; therefore, firms need to consider implementing structural solutions into
strategy.
Jones, Taylor and Bansal (2008, p.11) have researched target commitment, where
commitment is targeted in three different types; “commitment in a relationship
between service provider and consumer: (1) consumer to person as friend (entity =
person, role = social exchange); (2) consumer to person as employee (entity = person,
role = economic exchange), and (3) consumer to service organization (entity = service
company/brand, role = economic exchange)”. Their examples were of a salesperson
who is a personal friend of the consumer and develops a business relationship
(personal commitment); a salesperson having a business relationship with the
consumer and eventually a relationship develops into a personal one (employee
commitment); a salesperson having a professional relationship with the organisation
does the business with a personal friend or business friend, keeping in mind that the
outcome of relationship is in the interest of organisation (organisational commitment).

Structural solutions also reflect a much clearer indication of commitment between the
service firm and its customers and, therefore, act as powerful exit barriers to the
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firm/customer. Such an approach involves solving customer problems through
service-delivery systems, thereby serving to bind the firm to the customer. In short,
these ‘structural commitments’ create a strong foundation for maintaining and
enhancing firm–customer relationships because they require firms to interconnect
their own systems/operations with those of their customers. As such, these forms of
credible commitments (Gundlach, Achrol & Mentzer 1995) are closely related to
mutual loyalty and the forsaking of alternatives; elements that are at the very core of
relationalism. Typifying the point, Ganesan (1994) points out that commitment should
be the manifestation of the desire of a party to have a long-term orientation that is
specifically directed towards another party, rather than in the general sense (Ganesan
1994).
A number of RM applications have been reported in the literature that effectively
reflects a firm’s commitment towards their customers which, in turn, resulted in the
customers committing themselves to the firm. In a service context, Garbarino and
Johnson (1999) found that commitment was the key aspect that distinguished
transactional customers from those the firm regarded as customer partners. Their
study investigated the purchase behaviour of people attending the New York OffBroadway Repertory Theatre. They concluded that, for relational customers, trust and
commitment rather than satisfaction impacted upon their future purchase intentions.
In fact, the very nature of the service industry5 requires customers to have high levels
of participation, thereby making such mutual commitment especially relevant (Tax,
Brown & Chandrashekaran 1998).
Furthermore, participation clearly provides a firm with ample opportunities to ‘tap
into’ the psychological bonding and structural solutions proposed by Berry (1995).
Typically, higher levels of firm commitment to complaint handling result in higher
satisfaction with the service organisation which, in turn, increases customer
commitment (Kelly & Davis 1994). McCollough and Bharadwaj (1992) refer to this
as the ‘paradox of service’, in which the customer becomes more committed6 to the
service firm than if the service had been delivered to their satisfaction in the first
instance. Of course, the point here is that relational activities employed by a firm to
5

Some services are directed at people’s possessions, rather than their minds and bodies; hence customer participation in these instances may be low, or even non-existent.
Whilst this may be referred to as brand loyalty within the literature, it should be noted that commitment has attitudinal, instrumental and temporal components. The former
has been described in terms of a psychological attachment, identification, affiliation, and value congruence (Gundlach, Achrol and Mentzer 1995). It should also be noted
that paralleling this is the argument that brand loyalty is regarded as the psychological attachment towards a particular brand (cf. Hawkins, Best and Coney 1998). Whilst
the separation of the two constructs would comprise a complex discussion, addressing it is clearly beyond the scope of this thesis.

6
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recover service failures not only require the service firm to commit to customers, but
the outcomes clearly demonstrate the reciprocity of commitment in this relationalbased exchange.
In a business-to-business context, long-term channel relationships are characterised by
exchange norms, harmonisation of conflict and relationship preservation norms
(Brown, Dev & Lee 2000). Often, commitment is regarded as the motive for relational
partners to ‘work at’, ensuring continuance of their relationships (Wilson 1995), and
in which channel members can work together to serve customers better (Anderson &
Weitz 1992). Anderson and Weitz (1992) conclude that commitment should extend
beyond simplistic positive evaluations in terms of current benefits and costs, as the
adoption of a long-term orientation implies a willingness to make short-term
sacrifices, entailing pledges or actions that demonstrate good faith. While
commitment is believed to comprise an attitudinal component, as reflected through
psychological attachments, identification and affiliation, it must also represent
something more than a mere promise (Gundlach, Achrol & Mentzer 1995). In this
respect, consumers may be inclined to commit non-redeemable transaction-specific
assets into the relationships because (1) they are more efficient and effective than
generalised assets, (2) help the firm signal honourable intentions and (3) help the
consumer attain conditions of exchange beyond efficiency and effectiveness
outcomes.
Thus, in order for both retailers and consumers to get benefits and to function
efficiently and effectively, they clearly need to incorporate a relational marketing
approach to managing their relationships. Duncan and Moriarty (1994) contend that
relationships are impossible without communication, so communication should be
considered as a critical component of relationship building. Anderson and Weitz
(1992) found that open and two-way communication had a positive impact upon the
desire to commit to a retailer–consumer relationship. Such information exchanges
imply a greater willingness to share the knowledge essential to coordination
(Noordeweir, John & Nevin 1990) and, therefore, can be used as the mechanism to
elevate the level of relationalism between parties (Boyle et al. 1992). Coordination
reflects the cooperation between parties, and is evident in situations where parties
work together to achieve mutual outcomes (Anderson & Narus 1990). Morgan and
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Hunt (1994) argue that committed parties will cooperate with each other because of
the strong desire to make the relationship work, and this mutual activity promotes RM
success. On an empirical level, Anderson and Weitz (1992) found that commitment
was mutually reinforced and also increased over time, which clearly taps into social
exchange theory as reflected through the norm of reciprocity (Gouldner 1960).
Commitment is regarded as one of the key mediating constructs in RM studies
(Morgan & Hunt 1994; Wilson 1995). The general construct of commitment has been
tested in several empirical relational studies and shown to be important to the creation
and preservation of long-term relationships (Dwyer et al. 1987; Ganesan 1994;
Garbarino & Johnson 1999; Morgan & Hunt 1994). Commitment can be defined as an
implicit or explicit pledge of relational continuity between the customer and the firm
(Dwyer et al. 1987). Morgan and Hunt (1994, p.23) see commitment as “an exchange
partner believing that an ongoing relationship with another is so important as to
warrant maximum efforts at maintaining it”. Similarly, Moorman et al. (1992, p.316)
regard commitment to be “an enduring desire to maintain a valued relationship”.
Committed customers are motivated to maintain the relationship with their service
provider because of a sincere interest in doing so (Bendapudi & Berry 1997).
Customer loyalty is a construct closely related to commitment, given that loyalty
implies commitment in RM literature. Jones and Sasser (1995) define customer
loyalty as the feeling of attachment to, or affection for, a firm’s employees, products
and services. Similarly, Buttle’s (1996) definition is that customer loyalty is an
acknowledgement of the commitment of the customer to the firm and its employees.
Pritchard et al. (1999) found strong support for commitment as an important direct
antecedent of customer loyalty for hotel and airline services. Further, Oliver (1999)
confirms that customer loyalty is based on commitment in which customer loyalty is a
deeply-held intention to consistently repurchase or repatronise products despite
situational influences and competing marketing efforts.
In the literature on organisational psychology, Allen and Meyer (1990) have
distinguished between affective, continuance and normative commitment, with the
differences among the three types of commitment reflecting the psychological state
that binds the individual to the organisation. They have asserted that a comprehensive
understanding of the link between commitment and loyalty will be achieved when all
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three types of commitment are considered simultaneously. In extending Meyer and
Allen’s (1997) three-component model of commitment to a customer–service
provider setting, commitment can be conceptualised as a force that binds an
individual to continue to purchase services, or not to switch, from a service provider.
In effect, the underlying basis of this force may be affective (binding the consumer to
the service-provider out of desire), continuance (binding the consumer to the service
provider out of need) or normative (binding the consumer to the service provider out
of perceived obligation).
Despite the extant literature on RM and customer loyalty, it is recognised that the
psychological perspective behind the different types of commitment that influence
future customer loyalty performance in a service context is still not fully developed
(Pritchard et al. 1999). That study suggests a three-component commitment or loyalty
model using a life insurance context in Malaysia to fully capture the notion of
relationship commitment towards an insurance provider and evaluate the different
impacts of the constructs on loyalty outcomes. The antecedents of relationship
commitment, such as affective trust, service satisfaction, switching costs, alternative
attractiveness, position involvement and volitional choice, play important roles in
influencing future customer loyalty performance.
Dick and Basu (1994) define customer loyalty as a kind of relationship strength
between a customer’s attitudes and their repurchase intention. Heskett et al. (1994)
supposed that repeat purchase or repurchase intentions could be used as a
measurement index of the loyalty to brand or service. Still another group of scholars
think that the measurement standard of customer loyalty should adopt the preference
and public praise that customers thought of their dealing companies (Rust, Zahorik &
Keiningham 1995; Zeithaml, Berry & Parasuraman 1996). Bowen and Shoemaker
(1998) suggested that customer behavioural loyalty would reflect the possibility of
repurchasing behavior and the intention to become a proxy member of the company.
Moorman et al. (1993) suggested that customers who are committed to the
relationship might have a greater propensity to act because of their need to remain
consistent with their commitment. Morgan and Hunt (1994) found empirical support
for the relationship between a customer’s commitment and acquiescence, propensity
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to leave and cooperation; all of which can be regarded as behavioural outcomes of the
relationship.
Similar to trust, commitment is recognised as an essential ingredient for successful
long-term relationships (Dwyer, Schurr & Oh 1987; Morgan & Hunt 1994; Garbarino
& Johnson 1999) and commitment defined in terms of an enduring desire to maintain
a valued relationship (Meyer & Allen 1991; Moorman, Zaltman & Deshpande 1992).
Commitment is conceptuatlised as a three-component construct; there being an
instrumental component resulting from a cost/benefit comparison for maintaining the
relationship (Becker 1960), an attitudinal component which emerges when customers
feel a psychological attachment or identity (O'Reilly & Chatman 1986; Anderson &
Weitz 1992) and a temporal dimension indicating that the relationship exists over
time (Becker 1960).

2.8.7 Purchase Intent
Purchase intent is the most important variable in the current research; it is the
consumer’s final decision or intention as to whether or not to buy a product. It is the
completion of the process after the customer has passed the through various stages of
the process, including the perception of a positive retail store image. Once inside the
store, customers encounter the salesperson and start analysing their personality, which
has an effect on their decision to buy the product. If the salesperson’s image is
positive, they are bound to create relational bonds which lead to building trust,
commitment and involvement in the purchasing process. The final outcome of any
purchase is buying the product. This is very important for all retailers and business
managers because their whole business depends on the actual business they make.
A well-established consumer decision-making process, proposed by Engel, Blackwell
and Miniard (1995) is based on six stages: (1) problem recognition, (2) search, (3)
pre-purchase alternatives evaluation, (4) purchase, (5) consumption and (6) outcomes.
It is well established in the marketing and consumer behaviour literature that the
consumer purchase decision process consists of five stages: (1) problem recognition,
(2) information search, (3) evaluation of product options, (4) purchase decision and
(5) post-purchase support (Engel & Kollat 1978; Kotler 2002).
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The purchase process starts when a consumer identifies a problem or a need. The
desire to buy a product or service is largely subconscious (e.g., thirst, hunger,
admiration of a neighbour’s new car), and the utility in consuming the product/service
is the same whether the consumer obtains the product/service from a physical store or
an online store.
In the case of computers, for example, students identify that they need a computer to
process their data, work on assignments, check the university web site and get in
touch with other students, university lecturers and family members. The next stage, an
information search of price and product information, usually incurs search effort. A
consumer who wishes to purchase a product from a brick-and-mortar store has to
spend time browsing the aisles. If no suitable product is found (e.g., because of high
prices or lack of favourable product attributes), the consumer must spend further
effort on additional searches. In contrast, e-commerce online shopping dramatically
reduces the search effort for price and product information since it all can be done
with just a few clicks. The relative ease of online searching for better prices motivates
consumers to shop online. Consequently, consumers who have stronger price-search
intentions may find online shopping more attractive than visiting a physical store.
However, there are various advantages of a physical store compared to online
shopping portals; consumers can see the product, feel the product, get more technical
details, experience the reliability of a physical store, experience its image and brand
equity and be helped by professional salespeople to buy the right kind of product.
The third stage of the purchase-decision process is the evaluation of product options.
This incurs evaluation effort which involves examining and comparing product
attributes such as price, brand and quality. Even if the search costs for price
information are reduced, consumers may find it difficult to evaluate non-price
attributes. Product quality is important to different demographics of consumers. In
shopping for a computer, the problem is whether to have a desktop or a laptop. If the
consumer is moving from one place to another in their work, they need to have mobile
access to data. Where can they get the product and how? Are they going to buy
secondhand or new? Where are they going to buy? Will they buy using online
shopping or a physical retail store? What sort of features and benefits are they looking
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for? Which store is more reliable and trustworthy? Which store gives after-sales
service like warranties?
The next stage is the information search and pre-purchase alternatives evaluation. The
information search can be linked to two types of informational influences; personal
influences such as reference groups (e.g., family, friends, co-workers) and marketermedia (e.g., TV, radio, newspaper). Reference groups, persons or groups of people
who significantly influence individuals’ behaviour, have been used by advertisers
both as sources of information and as product endorsers. They are people who can
influence

significantly

the

audience’s

information-processing

and

purchase

behaviours (Bearden & Etzel 1982; Childers & Rao 1992). The pre-purchase
alternatives evaluation can be considered as the evaluative criteria that consumers use
when they purchase products or patronise stores. Given the fact that today's
consumers have too many stores from which to choose in deciding where to purchase
goods, tailoring store attributes to target markets is critical in company promotions. In
fact, the importance of identifying key store attributes as they affect the consumers’
purchase decision-making has long been recognised by a number of researchers
(Myers & Alpert 1968; Fishbein 1972; Linquist 1974–75; Mazursky & Jacoby 1986;
Hildebrandt 1988). The list of store attributes reported by these researchers can be
broadly categorised into two distinct groups; viz., upscale-image attributes (prestige,
attractive displays, up-to-date items) and convenience attributes (convenient location,
easy parking and ease of return of goods).
During the evaluation stage, consumers also evaluate the perceived risk associated
with their purchasing. Risk perceptions influence evaluation and choice behaviour
(Ross 1975; Dowling & Staelin 1994). Research has shown that a consumer’s
decision to modify, postpone or avoid a purchase decision is heavily influenced by the
perceived risk (Bauer 1960; Taylor 1974). If consumers feel that the time is not right
for them to buy a product because every week prices are crashing in the retail stores,
they will delay their purchase decision. What if they buy the product now and the
same product goes down to half price? That possibility is perceived as being too risky,
and reduces the overall utility that can be obtained from the purchase. But consumers
perceive a certain amount of risk in the purchasing process in terms of falling price
and changing models in the high-tech industry for products like laptops. They may
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feel insecure and may decide not to avoid taking the risk. Researchers define
perceived risk in terms of uncertainty and consequences (Becker 1965; Bettman 1973;
Ross 1975; Peter & Ryan 1976). These two components of risk also have been found
in research on risk perceptions in non-marketing contexts (Slovic et al. 1979; Slovic
1987).
According to risk theory, perceived risk increases with a higher level of uncertainty or
a greater likelihood of negative consequences (Oglethorpe & Monroe 1987); for
example, if one is considering buying an unfamiliar wine for a dinner party, the
perceived risk associated with the purchase could increase because one does not know
how the wine will taste (uncertainty) and the guests’ reactions may be unfavourable if
the wine is no good (negative consequences). Thus, whether a consumer is willing to
bear a particular risk depends on a perception of the likelihood that the risk will occur
and of the importance or severity of the possible negative consequences.
The interrelationships between Salesperson Likeability, Retail Store Image,
Relationship Orientation, Involvement, Commitment to Retail Store and their impact
on Purchase Intention will decide the effects of all the mentioned variables. On the
other hand, there seems to be consensus on the positive effect of salesperson
likeability and retail store image on creating a relationship orientation in customers
(Drew 1991; Cronin et al. 1997, 2000; Sirohi et al. 1998; Sweeney et al. 1999). In
general, the more favourable consumers’ opinions are of retail store image and
salesperson likeability, the higher the positive feelings by the consumer towards
taking a purchase decision. More favourable perceptions of service quality also lead
to reductions of perceived risk (Sweeney et al. 1999). The reason behind this is that
salespeople, being part of the evaluation of service quality, can reassure consumers
and take away mental stress (Spence et al. 1970; Baker 1987; Hartline & Ferrell 1996;
Sirdeshmukh, Singh & Sabol 2002).
Once a purchase decision has been made, the product still has to be physically
delivered, except in the case of digitised products/services. Since consumers tend to
maximise utility subject to time constraints (Becker 1965), the efficiency of delivery
is a real concern for both consumers and retailers. Online retailers often experience
low customer satisfaction because of poor fulfilment of on-time delivery (Jedd 2000).
Consumers place different valuations on speedy delivery. Those who are time119

sensitive may favour a traditional channel simply because it saves delivery time. To
account for the effect of time spent waiting for delivery, channel preference for
delivery time is included in the model. This gives a huge potential opportunity to wellestablished physical retail stores to improve their services on delivery and logistics.
As illustrated by Gardner (2000), the product life-cycle of high-tech items is getting
shorter; this results in a delay in the purchasing process. Many consumers feel it is too
risky to purchase when the products are becoming obsolete in a short period. The
biggest fear is not being satisfied with their purchase in terms of value for money, or
not getting all the features and benefits of new products which will arrive after the
discontinuation of existing products. Therefore, it is very important for consumers to
be satisfied with the entire purchasing process and their interaction with the
parameters of retail store image and salesperson likeability.
The advice of salespersons as a risk-reducing strategy is particularly needed in highrisk purchasing situations (Mitchell & McGoldrick 1996; Black et al. 2002). In the
laptop purchase process, which is treated as a high-involvement purchasing process,
relationship orientation has an attenuating affect on risk perceptions. Favourable
perceptions of a retailer’s reliability, return-handling, responsiveness, policies and
problem solving are generally associated with lower risk (Wolfinbarger & Gilly
2003). As such, higher salesperson trust and likeability leads to lower risk
perceptions. Although research has shown that the affects of relational bonding on
behaviour are largely mediated by value perceptions (Dodds et al. 1991; Sweeney et
al. 1999), other studies have found a direct link between satisfaction and purchase
intentions (Cronin et al. 2000; Sirohi et al. 1998; Zeithaml et al. 1996).
Consumer satisfaction with a recently purchased laptop may be lower if it is learned
that other laptops have received good evaluations from PC Magazine reports. If one
fills the car’s gas tank for $1.30 per gallon, feelings can be upset by subsequently
seeing gas being sold at S1.15 per gallon at a nearby pump station. One may even be
displeased with the purchase of stock that subsequently increased in value when other
stocks considered for buying increased more. In each of the above examples, there are
feelings of regret about the purchase made. One might feel that a bad decision was
made and that, given the opportunity to make the decision again, a different choice
would be made. Studies have documented a relationship between regret and
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satisfaction; the more regret one feels following a decision, the less satisfied one tends
to be with that decision (Roese & Olson 1995). Recently, researchers have begun to
explore whether anticipated regret affects actual decisions. If consumers learn what
situations tend to produce the greatest regret, and if regret is sufficiently aversive,
then consumers should avoid those situations. Evidence suggests that people can learn
to predict accurately how much regret they will feel in particular situations (Schwartz
1998; Meilers, Schwartz & Rilov 1999). Other work shows that when choosing
between alternatives that are identical except for that fact that one alternative is
associated with greater regret, people will choose so as to minimise regret
(Zeelenberg et al. 1996; Zeelenberg & Beattie 1997).
A consumer could regret having made a purchase too early and missing a better
subsequent opportunity. Alternatively, s/he may regret having waited too long to
make the purchase and passing up a better prior opportunity. Although the magnitude
of these comparisons may be equivalent in some cases (e.g., when the product was
purchased for $100 but was available for $80 in an earlier or later week), the
magnitude of the consumer’s regret may differ. Second, the control that consumers
typically have over the timing of their purchases varies. In some cases, consumers
have no immediate need for the product and can purchase at a price or time that they
desire. In other cases, consumers have a pressing need for the product and have less
control over the timing of their purchase. Each of these situations may lead to feelings
of regret, but the degree of regret experienced may differ depending on the degree of
control available.
Consumer satisfaction affects repeat purchases, product return rates, brand loyalty and
the valence of word-of-mouth communications. Therefore, it is important for
marketers to understand how they can influence the determinants of consumer
satisfaction. What factors lead to consumer satisfaction? Satisfaction certainly
depends to a large extent on the performance of the chosen brand; but product
experiences do not completely determine satisfaction. For example, a large body of
research shows that satisfaction also depends on the level of performance that the
consumer expected (Oliver 1980; Churchill & Surprenant 1982).
Satisfaction also depends on information about outcomes that were not experienced.
When people evaluate their purchase decisions, they compare obtained outcomes to
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those that would have occurred had they chosen differently (Taylor 1997; Kahneman
& Miller 1986; Boulding et al. 1993). These so-called counterfactual comparisons can
produce either positive or negative emotions. When people compare an obtained
outcome to one that would have been superior (referred to as an ‘upward’
comparison), they often report feelings of regret and are less satisfied with the
outcome. When people compare an obtained outcome to one that would have been
inferior (a ‘downward’ comparison), they report feelings of relief and rejoicing and
are more satisfied with their outcome (Roese & Olson 1993). Furthermore, research
suggests that upward comparisons have a greater affect on satisfaction than downward
comparisons (Markman et al. 1993; Roese & Olson 1995b; Meilers et al. 1999).
Satisfaction with the relationship is regarded as an important outcome of buyer–seller
relationships (Smith & Barclay 1997). If the buyer is satisfied with the entire process
of buying, then satisfaction leads to the final stage of purchasing products or services.
If the buyer is totally satisfied with the outcome of the purchasing process, from retail
store image through to salesperson help and finally creating relational bondage with
the help of trust and commitment, he will involve himself in making the final
purchase decision to buy the product. If the outcome of the purchasing process is
negative, then his or her search for better products and services continues. Therefore,
satisfaction is absolutely critical in the purchasing process. Academics have defined
relationship satisfaction as a consumer’s affective state resulting from an overall
appraisal of his or her relationship with a retailer (Anderson & Narus 1990). In De
Young’s (1996) research, he found that the more individualised marketing tactics
resulted in higher customer satisfaction. Wulf et al. (2001) and Odekerken-Schroder
et al. (2003) also have suggested that relationship bonding tactics affect relationship
quality through perceived relationship investment. Therefore, different kinds and
degrees of relationship bonding tactics may result in different degrees of customer
satisfaction. Besides, once customers feel satisfied with the retailer’s investment in
the relationship, the willingness to build a long-term relationship and the extent of
satisfaction with the retailers gets higher.
By contrast, consumer decisions often involve the consideration of many alternatives
that are provided by the purchase environment; any one of which may provide
information useful for evaluating one’s purchase. This is especially true in the case of
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purchase-timing decisions. Suppose that you have been monitoring the price of
LCD/LED 3D TV waiting for a good time to buy. You finally purchase when you feel
the price is competitive at $3500. There are a variety of comparisons that you could
make to help you evaluate your decision. You could recall that the price had been
$3300 two weeks ago, $3500 with a free 3D Blue Ray player three weeks ago and so
forth. In each of these cases, you may feel regret for not having purchased earlier;
such prices can be referred to as pre-purchase prices and can be expected to affect
satisfaction. As pre-purchase prices decrease, one should feel more regret and report
being less satisfied with a given purchase. Purchase-timing decisions also offer
consumers a second set of comparisons on which satisfaction may be based. Suppose
that after the purchase of the Liquid Crystal Display/Light-emitting Diode
(LCD/LED) and Three Dimensional TV (3D TV) you continue to monitor prices and
note that they drop to $2000 in the following week; in this case, one may regret not
having waited to purchase the dream TV. The latter prices are called post-purchase
prices and, like pre-purchase prices, post-purchase prices can affect satisfaction. As
post-purchase prices decrease, one should feel more regret and be less satisfied with a
given purchase. Although both pre- and post-purchase prices may produce feelings of
regret, the manner in which they influence satisfaction may be very different.
Do pre-purchase or post-purchase prices have a greater effect on satisfaction? No
research has explicitly addressed this question; however, there are a number of
empirical results that may give some guidance. Perhaps the most relevant result is a
study by Simonson (1992), who studied the relationship between anticipated regret
and purchase timing. Simonson asked subjects to imagine that they had to purchase a
wedding present in either July or August. Subjects in the regret condition were told
that they would be shown comparison prices in the two months after making their
choice. They were also asked to anticipate how they would feel if they (1) bought the
product on sale in July and observed a lower price in August, or (2) deferred until
August and were forced to buy at higher prices than seen in July. Simonson found that
people anticipated more regret in the second case, when a better price was passed
over. Furthermore, subjects who anticipated learning August prices were significantly
more likely to purchase in July than subjects who did not anticipate learning this
information. Simonson argued that buying products on sale constitutes more of a
subjective norm than deferring purchase and, therefore, upward comparisons incurred
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through waiting produce greater regret, a result previously noted by Kahneman and
Miller (1986).
Another sort of literature that may yield insight is that of economic search. From an
economic perspective, purchase timing decisions are simply a variant of an economic
search task (Simon 1955; Stigler 1961; Hey 1981, 1982). A price is observed in the
current period and compared to the expected distribution of prices. The consumer
decides to purchase in the current period if the expected returns from an additional
search are smaller than the costs of waiting. From this perspective, purchase-timing
decisions inherently are forward looking; past prices are irrelevant unless they affect
expectations (Jacobson & Obermiller 1990). Of course, search theory speaks only to
purchase strategies that attempt to maximise expected value and does not incorporate
hedonic information into the decision calculus (Inman et al. 1997).
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2.9 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the development of relationship marketing has been discussd; its
definitions, characteristics in the retail industry, its current and emerging trends in
marketing and its effects. Transactional marketing theory was compared with
relationship marketing theory and used to analyse further the benefits of relational
marketing.

Technology, products and services were considered in relation to the retail sector and
how the product life-cycle of technology products is affected by constant change and
innovation. From extant literature, there was discussion of the development of
research hypotheses, and twelve (12) specific hypotheses set for the current research.
Variables such as retail store image, salesperson likeability, relational orientation,
trust of salesperson, commitment to a retail store, involvement of the consumer in the
purchasing decision and purchase intent were discussed at length in considering the
business problem and research questions set for the study.
In the next chapter, an appropriate methodology for the conduct of the research and
testing of the hypotheses is proposed; included are topics such as the sample size of
research participants, demographic issues, geographical location, approach to and
design of the questionnaire, a field survey, a pilot survey and the conceptual model
used in the research as related to the hypotheses and research variables.
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Chapter 3
Research Methodology
3.1 Introduction
This chapter explains the research methodology; issues related to the research
instrument are addressed in the light of developing a research technique. The
background of the empirical studies is given and, finally, an appropriate research
procedure is discussed and established.
Graziano and Raulin (1997) consider that the major goal and objective of surveys is to
learn about the feelings, opinion, attitudes, ideas, desires, knowledge and self-reported
behaviour of a defined population of people by directly asking them. The answers
obtained through a structured questionnaire give the exact information desired from
respondents. In addition, Graziano and Raulin (1997) explain that surveys, typically,
include all types of items — demographic information, opinions, attitudes and
behaviours; such information is useful in searching and examining the relationships
between different variables, either in groups or in a single-step model.
The current research is based on quantitative data analysis. For this research, primary
data was collected and only one method was used to collect it. The data was collected
through an intercept survey using a judgmental sample. The criteria used for the
sample population was firstly, students who are computer literate and who know the
basics about computer usage and secondly, that respondents must be planning to buy a
computer, specifically a laptop.
From the literature review, it did not appear that any research in this specific area of
marketing had been undertaken previously. The research was designed to develop an
understanding of, and define, the importance of relational orientation and retail store
image along with other variables like trust of the salesperson, commitment to the
retail store and involvement leading to the purchase of high-tech products. The
research outcomes were expected to provide some answers to marketers about
effective marketing strategies to persuade customers to buy from a particular retail
outlet by identifying the perception of consumers in terms of various attributes while
making purchase decisions, and the personality of consumers in terms of their product
purchases in the marketplace.
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3.2 Sample Size and Population
The research survey was conducted in six different countries; viz., India, Australia,
New Zealand, Fiji, Hong Kong and Indonesia; the sample population was restricted to
students in each country. Considering the time limit and budget, the student segment
was selected as a convenience sample and because students tend to be technologysavvy and regular uses of computers. The total sample group for the study was 370
respondents from the six countries.
The conduct of the survey in the selected countries was undertaken personally by the
researcher in India, Fiji and Australia. However, in New Zealand, Hong Kong and
Indonesia the survey was distributed by means of an independent contractor. The
contractor was given basic training on how to conduct the survey to meet the
requirements of the study, including information on the structure and intent of the
survey questions. For Indonesian students the implementation of the survey was
critical inasmuch as their native language was not English. Initially, there was
consideration of the value of having the survey translated from English to Indonesian
language; however, the contractor assured the researcher that data would be collected
from students who were well-versed with the English language. Based on this
arrangement, no translation of the questionnaire was considered necessary and the
contractor was able to conduct the survey with students who were quite competent
with the English language and were studying a degree programme in English.

3.3 Demographics of Sample
The sample selected for the study comprised students who were judged to be a
convenience selection. Technology-savvy dare-devil students not afraid to try new
things, reasonably literate, well educated, ambitious, dynamic and ready to face future
challenges were chosen as respondents for the study as being the right sample
representation. The sample was selected, using a general male/female ratio, from the
six above-mentioned countries. The objective of selecting different countries was to
check potential variations in purchasing intention; e.g., based on aspects such as their
culture, ethnicity, profession, purchasing power parity.
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3.4 Location and Geographical Context
The primary data was collected from geographical regions that were diverse in terms
of purchasing power, education, culture and religion, which would help in developing
a comparison of regional purchasing habits. Primarily, the survey was aimed at
students and professionals such as retailers, retired people, working employees and
housewives. However, in this study no regional comparison was done; the data was
treated as normal and no country-wise comparison study of the student sample was
considered, though, in future, the data may be used for further research papers.

3.5 Questionnaire Approach
The questionnaire in the study was a well-structured, multi-choice questionnaire using
the range of 1 to 10 on a Likert-type scale. The questionnaire was handed to students
personally and they were requested to complete them immediately. Not a single
respondent was given the opportunity to take it home or to the office and complete it
at their leisure. According to Czaja & Blair (1996, p.56), “the questionnaire is based
on the desire to collect specific information about a well defined population. The
questionnaire typically contains a number of questions aimed at this well-defined
population, in most cases the questions being closed questions, in which a set of
numbered response alternatives is mentioned”. The questionnaire is available in the
Appendix at the end of the thesis.
The structured questionnaire was designed based on the conceptual model, hypotheses
and research questions. To make the study simple and more accurate, the
questionnaire was designed based on a Likert-type scale. In order to distinguish the
method of survey and data collection from that of other strategies and to identify its
characteristics, it is further defined below. According to Sudman and Blair (1998,
p.85), there are various advantages and disadvantages with questionnaire research
methods; for example,
1. The use of a structured questionnaire means that all respondents are asked
the same questions in the same order, which facilitates data analysis; 2. The
use of structured questionnaire allows the researcher to control the interview
without being present physically; 3. The use of a structured questionnaire
allows survey interviews to be done by mail or telephone, which is cost
effective; 4. The use of mail or telephone, plus the lower cost per interview,
makes it possible to do a large number of interviews with a broader crosssection of the market.
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Apart from advantages, the questionnaire format has its disadvantages, such as:
structured interviews reduce flexibility, deep feelings and hidden motivations cannot
be probed very well and questions are best limited to items that have short, direct
answers. These advantages and disadvantages highlight the fact that questionnaires
are used to gain facts rather than in-depth insights into stream-of-consciousness
thinking (Sudman & Blair 1998).
Survey questions were developed from the review of extant literature described in
Chapter 2. It was carried out via a range of sources such as Business Source Premier,
Journal of Marketing, Journal of Academic Science, Harvard Business Review, the
Internet, marketing textbooks, computer hardware magazines, and the Australian
Statistics website. More relevant information on secondary data was included with
proper reference to information quoted in the review.

3.6 Designing the Questionnaire
The questionnaire was designed using multi-items on a scale from 1 to 10 using a
Likert-type scale. The scale used in the questionnaire ranges from 1 (very little
influence) to 10 (very high influence). The respondents were asked to complete their
answers for all the questions in the questionnaire, and it was described as mandatory
to do so otherwise there was no point in starting the survey if it was to be left half
done or incomplete; i.e., there would be a negative impact in not getting the
information in full. In addition, there were descriptive questions where respondents
needed to write answers in more detail. Respondents either circled or ticked in front
of their answers.
According to Sudman and Blair (1998, p.207), there are various stages in designing a
questionnaire. They are as follows in Table 3.1:
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Table 3.1: Formation/ Development of Questionnaire
Stage 1

Planning questionnaire content

Stage 2

Ordering the questionnaire

Stage 3

Administering the questionnaire

Stage 4

Formatting the questionnaire

Stage 5

Testing the questionnaire

These suggested stages were followed in the current study. The first stage of
designing a questionnaire involved planning in which were considered the research
objectives, conceptual model and the hypotheses for designing questions. According
to Czaja and Blair (1996, p.122), “at this stage we must decide the goals of the
research and determine how best to accomplish them within the available time and
resources”.
The first part of the questionnaire related to three questions based on the general
expectations of the respondents. The first question was based on the physical
characteristics of laptops and what respondents were looking for before purchasing.
18 different items were included in the physical characteristics question (Q1). The
next question (Q2) was based on the product life-cycle, where theory was based on
the strategy used by the organisation. Respondents were given eight different items in
this question and had to identify why the product life-cycle was getting shorter.
Respondents answered using the 1 to 10 Likert-type scale to help answer whether
organisations are changing the product life-cycle because of consumer strategy,
market-driven strategy, business strategy, sudden decline in sales, increased speed and
reduced space of new models, innovations, competitive pressure or new entrants into
the marketplace. Though this area was not in the conceptual model, answers to these
questions helped to get a general feel of the market and consumer opinion on the
dynamic changes in the product life-cycle of different models and technology product
items.
The theory of diffusion data is collected through Q3 in the questionnaire, where
respondents needed to identify their personality in terms of purchase intention; the
question had five major items and one further item. Attributes like innovator, opinion
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leader, willing to accept change, sceptical and conservative were simplified and
explored with simple, non-academic language so that respondents could understand
the meaning of the questions and answer them using the same 1 to 10 Likert-type
scale.
However, it was decided not to consider this section (physical characteristics, product
life-cycle and diffusion of adoption theory (Q1, Q2 and Q3) in the research because of
a potential for losing focus on relationship marketing which was the major research
area. Nevertheless, the inputs and results from these questions helped with the
literature review, managerial implications and general understanding of the study. The
data collected for these questions were available for use in further study and more
research papers can be drawn using the data from those questions.
The second part of the questionnaire (Q4 to Q10) consisted of the major variables
established for the study; viz., retail store image, salesperson likeability, relationship
orientation, salesperson trust, commitment to retail store, involvement of consumer in
purchasing process and, finally, purchasing intent.
Various articles and scales have been used to measure retail store image (RSI-Q4).
However, in this study, the concept of Joyce and Lambert (1996, p.24) was used; viz.,
“memories of the way stores were and retail store image” was the first dependent
variable of the conceptual model. However, while testing the variable for reliability
and validity of the scale, the desired meaningful average mean and alpha were not
achieved. It was decided to skip this item and measure the ones which respondents
could identify very clearly as separate items, and group like factors.
Relationship orientation (RO-Q5) was based on the dependent variable ‘relationship
orientation’. The scale used was from Neng, Weng and Yi (2003) in ‘Relational
Bonds and customer trust and commitment; A study on the moderating effects on web
site usage’. There are three parts to the question, with factors like social, financial and
structural bonds. Twenty-one different items were used. In the current study, all the
scales used by Neng, Weng and Yi (2003) were used, and they worked perfectly well
in data analysis.
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Commitment to retail store (COMRS) was measured with Q6. There were 14 different
items in the question, representing trust and commitment. However, while doing the
factor analysis, the loading was not grouped perfectly so a few items such as trust and
commitment were removed from the analysis. Another reason to remove trust from
the question was that trust was measured as an independent variable in the model. The
scale used for this variable was that of Putrevu and Ratchord (1997) in ‘A model of
Search Behaviour with an Application to Grocery Shopping’.
Involvement (INV) was measured with Q7, having 14 different items from the scale
used by Gilles and Kapferer (1985); ‘Measuring Consumer involvement Profiles’.
Details of the alpha and mean and other factors will be explained in more detail in the
latter part of this chapter. Involvement of consumers is highly regarded in all
technology products because of the specific technological knowledge required to
purchase high-tech products.
Purchase intent (PI-Q8) was measured using the scale from Aaker and Day (1980) in
‘Marketing Research: Private and Public Sector Decisions’. The question had eight
items in which respondents completed their answers on a 1 to 10 scale. This was the
independent variable based on the remaining six dependent variables. The results of
purchase decision explain the intentions of consumers and whether they are happy
with the retailer relationship marketing strategy and willing to move further to
actually buy the product.
Salesperson likeability (SPL) was a major dependent variable for this study (Q9). The
question had 23 different items and used the scale of Brown, Gene, Widing II and
Coulter (1991), Kelley, Scott and Hoffman (1997), Michaels and Day (1985) and
Saxe and Weitz (1982). The items are based on the characteristics of salespeople
desired by consumers. There are a few items which are in reverse order in order to
reduce bias and initiate respondents to think of the answer from the right perspective.
Also, this helps respondents to identify clearly the attributes they need from the
salesperson with whom they are dealing. In the retail industry, the salesperson’s
professional characteristics play a crucial role; therefore, the results of the question
will be discussed at more length and will determine most of the study so as to
understand whether salespeople are working on relationship-building tactics in their
sales transactions.
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Pre-satisfaction of consumers while going through the process of purchasing is
measured in question Q11. There were 22 items in this question which identified the
pre-satisfaction level views of respondents of the product, store and salesperson in
general. The scale used for this variable was from Ganesh, Arnold and Reynolds
(1985) in ‘Understanding the Customer Base of Service Providers: An Examination of
the Differences between Switchers and Stayers’. However, the analysis of the
question is not mentioned in Chapter 4 because it was decided to remove it from
further analysis because the focus on the main business problems and research
questions set for the study would be lost. However, using AMOS structural equation
modelling, a comparative analysis could be undertaken by keeping the pre-satisfaction
variable and labelling the analysis as a rival model; then, by removing the variable
from analysis again and labelling it as a proposed model. The result without presatisfaction was taken for the proposed conceptual model.
The demographics of the respondents form the third part of the questionnaire. The
demographics include age, gender, education, place of residence and profession. The
demographic question was put last because of the general understanding that the
respondents would feel relaxed in answering the simple questions and would feel that
the survey was nearly over. The most important questions in the study were kept in
the first two parts, when it was considered that respondents’ general motivation to
answer the questions accurately and without any bias was high.
All questions in the questionnaire were designed as closed-end questions. Multichoice questions were used to allow respondents to choose the one most appropriate
answer; different options were measured using the Likert-type scale. According to
Sudman and Blair (1998, p.255), a closed question is defined as “a question with
response categories”. The closed-end question is a question in which respondents
must choose the answer from a pre-defined set of responses. Closed-end questions are
efficient and reliable for getting exact answers from a group of people. According to
Sudman and Blair (1998, p.267) “closed end questions force respondents to choose
the option that researchers desire to get”. Respondents don’t need to think too much in
writing their opinion. Closed-end questions reduce the cost of coding as well as the
time taken to complete; they also reduce the amount of probing. Respondents just
need to choose an option from among those they have been given.
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3.7 Pilot Study
A pilot study was performed with a convenience sample of 20 respondents in order to
investigate the scales. The goals in the pilot study were to investigate the reliability of
the scales and to check the scales’ face validity. Items were generated from the
literature review and with the involvement of marketing academics. Respondents
indicated that the questionnaire was too extensive and that they felt uncomfortable
answering the ‘same’ statement three or four times. Cronbach’s alphas, item-to-total
correlations and exploratory factor analyses were used to reduce the number of
questions. Finally, marketing academics were asked to judge the constructs’ content
validity; they indicated that the selected items closely represented the underlying
constructs. After the pilot study, when no more abnormalities or errors were found,
the formal survey was organised for distribution in the six different countries.

3.8 Measurement of the Conceptual Model Constructs
All measures used were taken from existing scales in the literature and contexts that
were congruous with the research context. An overall summary of the measures used
in the research instrument (see Appendix at the end of thesis) can be seen in Table 3.2
below. Retail store image was measured using the three-factor scale developed by
Joyce and Lambert (1996) which tapped the extent of the retail store image and its
characteristics among retail customers. Retail store image was measured using retail
store environment, anticipated salesperson characteristics, location convenience,
brand image and sales service which were factored in ‘store in general’ and ‘store
offerings’.
Although the items in retail store image from the Joyce and Lambert (1996) scale
have been used extensively in the academic literature to model the image of the store,
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Table 3.2: Overview of Construct Measures used for this Research
Variables
Retail Store
Image
(RSI)
(F4 & F5)
Endogenous

Salesperson
Likeability
(SPL)
(F1, F2 & F3)

Conceptual
Definition
Personality of the
retail store. Beliefs,
shaped by the
interaction with an
exchange partner,
regarding the terms
of their exchange
relationship.

Creditability of
salesperson in
consumers
perceptions

Endogenous

Relational
Orientation
(R0)
(F6, F7 & F8)
Exogenous

Attracting short
term, discrete
transactions to
retaining longlasting, intimate
customer
relationships.

Involvement
(INV)
(F9 & F10)
Endogenous

Personal relevance
and needs, values,
and interest of the
buyer.

Trust in
Salesperson
(TRUSP – F13)
Endogenous

Confidence in the
exchange partners’
capacity to perform
in the interests of the
relationship.

Commitment to
Retail Store
(COMRS –
F14)
Endogenous
Purchase Intent
(PI )
(F11 & F12)
Exogenous

Operational
Definition
Retail store image
is an overall
impression of a
store as perceived
by consumers.

Customer
needs(CN),
Salesperson
Frankness
(SF) and
salesperson self
interest ( SI)
Financial
incentives given to
customers
(ROF-f6), social
incentives ( ROSF7) and structural
incentives (
ROST-F8)
Extent of common
behaviours
reflecting general
intentions (GI) and
specific intention
(SPI)
Belief and
behavioural intent
in terms of
reliability,
integrity and
confidence in the
exchange partner.

Motive for relational
partners to ‘work at’
ensuring continuance
of their relationships

Attitude about
intentions to
remain within the
relationship.

Belief that an
exchange
relationship is so
important that
maximum effort is
warranted to
maintain.

Attitude about
intentions to
remain within the
relationship.

Instrument
Items
Question 4
4.1, 4.2, 4.4
& 4.21
(SRI); 4.6,
4.16, 4.17,
4.18,4.22
(ORI)
Question 9
9.1–9.6
(CN), 9.7–
9.12 (SF)
9.13–9.23
(SI)

Question 5
1-5
(financial);
6-14 (social)
15-21
(structural)

Original Scale
Source

Mary L. Joyce & David R.
Lambert (1996)

Gene Brown, Robert E.
Widing II & Ronald L
Coulter (1991),
Scott W. Kelley & K.
Douglas Hoffman (1997),
Ronald E. Michaels & Ralph
L. Day (1985),
Robert Saxe & Barton A.
Weitz (1982),
James Neng-Pai Lin, C.M.
Weng & YI- Ching Hsieh
(2003).
Berry (1995), Gwinner et al.
(1998), Crosby (1990).

Question 7
7.1–7.5
(STI) &
7.11–7.14
( PRI)

Gilles & Kapferer (1985)

Question 10
10.6–10.11

Morgan & Hunt (1994)
Lawrence A. Crosby,
Kenneth R Evans, and
Deborah Cowles ( 1990),
Ganesan, Shankar (1994)

Question 10
10.16–10.22

Morgan & Hunt (1994)

Question 8
8.1–8.4 (GI)
& 8.5–8.8
(SPI)

D. A. Aaker & G. S. Day
(1980)

Source: Format derived from Pecotich (1983))

this construct has never been applied in an empirical marketing study and needed
some modification to cater for the particular high-tech stores. The four-factor
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structure scale has proven to be extremely robust in many extensions and is grounded
in retail store image theory.
The next independent variable, salesperson likeability, was measured with salesperson
characteristics of trust, personality, anticipated salesperson personality, weaknesses of
salesperson, and commitment. Salesperson likeability plays a very important role in
the purchasing process, especially in retail settings.

Relationship orientation was measured using the scale developed by Lin, Weng and
Yi (2003). Three bonds were measured, financial bond, social bond and structural
bond, to measure how retailers create relational strategies whereby consumers are
attached to them with financial incentives such as discounts, rebates, credit periods,
hire purchase schemes, rebates, cumulative point programmes, prompt service and
lay-bys. The social bond was tapped through the retailer’s ability and desire to keep in
touch with customers, collect consumer opinion about services, offer exchange
opportunities, keep in touch using different media, understand consumer needs and
give personalised attention in understanding consumers closely. The structural bond
scale was tapped with the original scales of Berry (1995), Crosby (1990) and Gwinner
et al. (1998). Structural bonds were measured with multi-item scales related to
providing personalised service, offering new information about products and services,
providing information about dealing with the retail store in various ways and promises
to provide after-sales service. Salesperson likeability was identified in three
components; namely, customer needs, salesperson frankness and salesperson selfinterest. Finally, the levels of trust, involvement and commitment were measured
using the scales developed by Morgan and Hunt (1994), Gilles and Kapferer (1985) in
‘Measuring Consumer Involvement Profiles’ and Ratchord and Ratchord (1997) in ‘A
Model of Search Behaviour with an Application to Grocery Shopping’.

3.9 Procedure
The research was cross-sectional in nature and targeted at retail customers intending
to purchase laptop products from retail outlets. The research instrument was pre-tested
prior to the full-scale fieldwork. Pilot testing was conducted with a small
representative sample of 20 retail consumers within the Perth metropolitan area in
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Western Australia. The main purpose was to ascertain the relevance of the items in all
the scales, as well as the general level of understanding and ease of completing the
questionnaire. As stated earlier, however, given that four of the six scales had been
previously used and validated in contexts similar to the current research setting,
particular impetus was placed upon the items and wording that constituted
relationship orientation and salesperson likeability.
Given that the empirical literature within the customer–firm context confirms the
development of a psychological contract in close relationships, it was anticipated that
the construct also would be manifest within marketing relationships that were more
expansive in nature than market-based relationships. The sample frame was chosen
principally because the products and services offered by retailer firms were
specialised and technical in nature. Therefore, respondents would need to adopt a
more proactive role in nurturing the relationship with their retailer and, thus, increase
the likelihood of the prevalence of a psychological contract within the relationship.
Therefore, the most appropriate personnel to target within the retailer firms were
salespeople who played a major ‘hands-on’ role within the relationship. This was
critical given that the central aspect of the research was to understand trust and
commitment promised by the salesperson and, eventually, the retailer within the
relationship. The intercept survey, therefore, was addressed personally to gather more
factual information from consumers who were experiencing the purchase process
within a particular retail store. For convenience in the current research, tertiary
business students were selected to complete the questionnaire and, so that consumers
could not make excuses on the basis of lack of time, it was requested that they
complete the questionnaire immediately.
In making the initial contact, respondents were shown an introduction letter developed
for the pilot study during the intercept survey. The purpose was to inform them about,
and invite them to participate in, an important research project related to technology
products and the purchasing process. It was realised that mail surveys would take too
long to complete. Therefore, it was decided not to use mail surveys but to restrict the
survey method to the intercept surveys where respondents were requested to complete
their answers immediately. Initially, a survey population of 500 was planned;
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however, the number of respondents was reduced to 400 for the intercept survey. The
final valid sample size in the research was 370.

3.10 Field Survey
The fieldwork involving the data collection was conducted over 90 working days and
generated a total of 370 usable responses representing an effective response rate of
92.5%. The synopsis of the various responses from the two rounds can be seen in
Table 3.3 below.
Table 3.3: Summary of Responses from Targeted Sample Frame.
Responses from respondents who were intending to purchase
laptops

Numbers

Total number of questionnaires given to respondents to update.

400

Questionnaires updated but incomplete

30

Questionnaire fully updated & completed.

370

Total usable responses.

370

Effective Response Rate

92.5 %

As no previous studies relating to this particular sample were known to have been
published within the extant literature and since the survey was conducted using a
convenience judgmental sample, the response rate was considered very high. ANOVA
results indicated that non-response bias was not problematic within the data set,
indicating that the sampled respondents accurately represented the population.
However, this finding was not surprising considering that the total population of 400
provided a usable sample of 370, as well as the reasonable response rate that the
fieldwork generated.
As indicated, the sample frame was chosen principally because the products and
services offered by the retailer firms were specialised and technical in nature, thereby
increasing the likelihood that prospective consumers would adopt a proactive role in
nurturing the relationship with their salesperson and retailer firm. This was important
considering that the analysis was attempting to tap consumer perceptions of the
obligations promised by the retailer firm within the relationship. The nature of the
consumer–retailer relationship, reflected through the chosen sample frame, was also
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anticipated to nurture the other core relational social exchange constructs proposed
within the conceptual model. Further detailed discussion related to each of these
constructs follows.

3.11 Sample Size
Structural equation modelling (SEM) requires relatively large sample sizes for robust
estimates. As a rule of thumb, researchers suggest N>200 for SEM (Hair et al. 1998).
Comrey and Lee (1992) suggest that a sample size of 50 is very poor, 100 is poor, 200
is fair, 300 is good, 500 is very good, and 1,000 is excellent. According to Hair et al.
(1998) many factors influence the required sample size. When misspecification is
suspected, the model is overly large or complex, the data exhibits non-normal
characteristics or an alternative estimation procedure is used, a sample size larger than
200 is needed. As some authors (Hair et al. 1998; Kline 1998) suggest, it is more
helpful to think in terms of the number of respondents per estimated parameter. These
authors suggest a minimum of five respondents for each estimated parameter, with a
ratio of 10 respondents per parameter considered to be the most appropriate. As the
proposed model is relatively complex with approximately 60 parameters, the study
required a minimum sample size of 300.

3.12 Missing Data
There are several ways to treat missing data in SEM. One standard method for dealing
with incomplete data is just to eliminate any observations where some data are
missing — list-wise deletion. This is the most frequently used method (Hair et al.
1998), although it can be unsatisfactory if sample sizes are small. Another standard
approach is called pair-wise deletion, in which each sample moment is calculated
separately. This method only excludes an observation from the analysis when it is
missing a value that is needed for the computation of that particular moment
(Arbuckle & Wothke 1999). A third approach is data imputation, where the missing
values are replaced with imputed values, after which consequent analysis is
performed. In this study, the mean average of row and missing values was updated
with the average mean used.
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3.13 Operation of the Constructs
For SEM, it is necessary to develop valid and reliable scales that have robust
psychometric properties (Hair et al. 1998). Ideally, each construct is measured by
multiple indicators in order to account for measurement error (Steenkamp &
Baumgartner 2000). Validated scales from previous research were used where
possible and, in order to facilitate comparisons between retail store image and
salesperson likeability, the constructs were operationalised in a generic form. All the
constructs in the questionnaire were measured by multiple items with 11-point Likerttype scales anchoring at 1 (very little influence) and 10 (very high influence).

3.14 Research Procedure
The following Table 3.4 provides the data analysis procedure, which was based
largely on the work of Arnold and Reynolds (2003) and Duman (2002).

Table 3.4 Procedure of Data Analysis
Stage

Analysis

1

Item analysis

2

Exploratory factor
analysis

3

Confirmatory factor
analysis

4

Multiple Group
Confirmatory
Factor Analysis for base
model

5

Multiple Group
Confirmatory
Factor Analysis for
extended
Model

6

Presentation of results

Purpose
Investigation of sample characteristics
Investigation of item means
Investigation of item-to-total correlations
Exploration of loadings; removal of items with low
loadings and high cross-loadings
Assessment of number of latent factors
Assessment of reliability (Cranach’s alpha)
Assessment of convergent validity
Assessment of discriminant validity
Assessment of construct reliability
Assessment of correlations and Multicollinearity
Assessment of structural relationships (baseline models)
Assessment of measurement invariance
A. Across contexts: testing the relative importance of
criteria.
B. Across groups of buyers: testing the moderating effect
of retail store image and salesperson likeability.
Assessment of structural relationships
Assessment of measurement invariance
B. Across contexts: testing the relative importance of presatisfaction on purchase decision
C. Across groups of buyers: testing the moderating effect
of salesperson likeability on relationship
Discussion of findings

First, item analysis was performed to describe the sample characteristics, investigate
the item means and assess item-to-total correlations. Second, exploratory factor
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analysis was performed to explore whether the items load highly on their intended
latent construct and have low cross-loadings. After the exploratory factor analysis, the
reliability of the underlying factors was discussed in terms of Cronbach’s alphas.
Third, confirmatory analysis (CFA) was performed to ensure that the constructs are
valid and reliable; this refers to the measurement part of the model. Many SEM
researchers argue that the measurement model should be established before one can
assess structural relationships (Anderson & Gerbing 1988; Steenkamp & Baumgartner
2000). Consequently, CFAs without any structural relationships are performed with
AMOS 7.0 to check whether the items meet the criteria for convergent and
discriminant validity, as well as construct reliability. In this phase, the presence of
multicollinearity was also investigated through regression and correlation analysis.
The regression analyses were performed by using SPSS 15.0, whereas correlations are
derived through AMOS 7.0. Fourth, prior to testing measurement invariance, it was
customary to establish the baseline models separately for each group under study
(Byrne 2001). These baseline models were used also to test the hypotheses.
Multiple group confirmatory analysis was then performed to check whether the items
used are equivalent (invariant) across contexts. SEM researchers argue that analyses
of the differences between structural relationships can only be meaningful when the
items measure the same thing and to the same degree in each context (Byrne 2001;
Steenkamp & Baumgartner 2000); therefore, the establishment of measurement
invariance across contexts was a logical prerequisite for testing the structural
parameter estimates; i.e., structural invariance (Vandenberg & Lance 2000). In the
study, invariance tests were conducted in order to investigate whether the relative
importance of the antecedents varies between contexts, and between buyers. The
investigation first tested whether certain factors had a more (or less) pronounced
effect in either context. Then, it was investigated whether there were differences
between salesperson likeability and retail store image in creating relationship
orientation in the construction of purchase decisions. In doing so, it was determined
whether or not salesperson likeability had a moderating effect on the relationships or
retail store image. In the fifth stage, the same procedure outlined for the base model
was followed for the extended model. Baseline models were used to test the
hypotheses regarding trust, commitment and involvement.
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After the establishment of measurement invariance, results were examined to
determine whether pre-purchase decisions strongly improve the model in totality.
Finally, an overview was presented to highlight the main findings.
The research procedure for the second study was somewhat shorter, as it was limited
to the base model; the aim was to test the relationships within the perceived value
framework rather than to replicate the rather complex extended model. Thus, the
second study was used to test whether the relationships found in the first study were
replicated. Structural invariance tests were performed, then, to check whether certain
factors play a more profound role in either context. Finally, the second study was used
to investigate the moderating influence of salesperson likeability on relationship
orientation and, in turn, purchase decision.
Factor analysis: Since there are many items in both these questions, a factor analysis
was undertaken to reduce the weight and come up with more important factors. The
principal components factor analysis was performed with a varimax and orthogonal
rotation. The latent root criteria (i.e., with only eigen values greater than 1.0
considered) indicated three factor structures. In addition, to minimise the crossloadings in the factor matrix, items with loadings of 0.30 or higher on two or more
factors were eliminated (Hair et al. 1992). A reliability analysis (i.e., an examination
of coefficient alphas) indicated when an additional item should be dropped from the
scale. The final factor structure consisted of eight items retained across three
dimensions. These dimensions followed previous categorisations of retail store image.
The two dimensions were labelled as 1) store image in general (SRI) and 2) store
offerings (ORI). Factor analysis was done on retail store image on factors like store
image in general (SRI)—such as its appearance (SRI-Q4.1), physical condition (SRIQ4.2), use of informative signage inside the store (SRI-Q4.4) and attractive and
meaningful in-store point-of-sale promotions (SRI-Q4.21). The alpha Cronbach’s
scoring for this factor analysis was α = 0.758 and the average mean was χ2 = 6.737.
The second factor derived from the principle component analysis was store offerings
(ORI). This was extracted from questions such as whether the retailer offers good instore service (ORI-Q4.6), excellent service (ORI-Q4.16), a good product profile and a
versatile product offerings range (ORI-Q4.17), always has good price deals (ORIQ4.18) and, finally, an excellent warranty policy (ORI-Q4.22). According to
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respondents, other items in the scale were not as important and could not differentiate
substantially; therefore, other items in the scale were deleted and the factor analysis
resulted in α = 0.825. The analysis of this scale means respondents were concerned
about product offerings, warranties, physical condition of the store, store appearance
and after-sales service, whereas they don’t bother about other factors like
convenience, advertising, reputation and reliability. The reason for getting this sort of
result was that computer stores are termed ‘technical offering’ stores, where service,
product offering, warranties, in-store promotions and store service matter a lot more
than factors which might be important in consumer durable stores, such as grocery
stores.

3.15 Measures for Conceptual Model
3.15.1 Retail Store Image
This construct was measured using the scale developed by Joyce & Lambert (1996)
which tapped into twenty-six different items on the characteristics of retail stores and
perceptions of consumers about retail stores.
Most widely cited definitions of retail store image (e.g., Arons 1961; Kunkel & Berry
1968; Lindquist 1974; Walters 1978) are based on consumer perceptions of store
characteristics. The original idea that a store possesses an image is traced to
Martineau (1958) who described a store’s personality as the way in which the store is
defined in the shopper’s mind, partly by its functional qualities and partly by an aura
of psychological attributes.
There is not a widely accepted measure of retail store image. Work by Zimmer &
Golden (1988) indicated that retail image is a multi-dimensional construct. Using the
summary of image descriptors (Zimmer & Golden, 1988, p.285), 47 statements were
developed to measure dimensions of retail store image that were hypothesised to
relate in Q4 to the sample population. The scale items focussed on the dimensions of
retail image; viz., merchandise, service, physical facilities/atmosphere and store
service.
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Research into retail store image has been conducted by academics and practitioners,
however, the prevailing approaches to image measurement - semantic differential
scales, multi-dimensional scaling and unstructured measurement techniques generally do not attempt to capture the image of the store. Those measurements are
often incomplete, or do not serve the purpose of the current research and the
prevailing hypothesis (see Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Retail Store Image Factors.

Retail Store
In general
(Q4.1, Q4.2,
Q4.4, Q4.21)

Retail Store
Image
Retail Store
Specific
Offering
(Q4.6, Q4.16,
Q4.17, Q4.18)

The survey questionnaire for retail store image (Q4) has 47 items related to the
personality of the retail store in the eyes of consumers. Respondents completed their
answers for all 47 items with a Likert scale of 1 to 10 (having very little influence to
very high influence, respectively). However, while doing the analysis, it was realised
that some of the items were mixed with relational orientation variables. Therefore, a
few items were deleted from the statistical analysis. The reason for deleting some
items from the retail store image (Q4) was that their loading was very poor and it gave
the impression that respondents were mixing up the meaning of these questions with
the rest of the questions. There was duplication in the questions and the result from
the items was not appropriate. Therefore, it was decided to remove the majority of the
items from Q4. The total number of items removed from the study was 39. Items
remaining in the retail store image question (Q4) are: ‘A retailer that has a good instore appearance’ (Q4.1), ‘A retailer that is in good physical condition’ (Q4.2), ‘A
retailer with informative in-store signs’ (Q4.4), ‘A retailer that offers good in-store
service’ (Q4.6), ‘A retailer that has excellent after-sales service’ (Q4.16), ‘A retailer
that has a good product profile and a versatile product range’ (Q4.17), ‘A retailer that
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always has good price deals’ (Q4.18) and ‘A retailer that has attractive and
meaningful in-store “point of sale” facilities’ (Q4.21).
Factor analysis was undertaken on all items from Q4. After deleting the 39 items from
this question, eight items remained for the factor analysis. Initially, when the factor
analysis was done with all 47 items, the result went ‘hay wire’ and the understanding
of respondents was very confused. After the deletions, factor analysis on the final
eight items gave an appropriate result for the study; i.e., a more precise result. Also,
with the eight items, the result of the factor analysis was somewhat confusing with a
suppression value of less than .10. Therefore, by increasing the suppression value to
.40, the loading was distributed into three different factors. The result was still
confusing and it was decided to work on .50 suppression values; this resulted in
identifying two different factors with a clear differentiation of loadings. The
extraction method used was principal component analysis with Varimax and Kaiser
Normalization. A rotation converged in eight iterations.

The two factors extracted from eight different items were labelled as 1) retail store in
general and 2) retail store offering. The perception of retail store in general is derived
from questions like ‘A retailer that has a good in-store appearance’ (Q4.1), ‘A retailer
that is in good physical condition’ (Q4.2), ‘A retailer with informative in-store signs’
(Q4.4) and ‘A retailer that has attractive and meaningful in-store ‘point of sale’
facilities’ respectively (Q4.21).
The retail store offering is derived from statements like, ‘A retailer that offers good
in-store service’ (Q4.6), ‘A retailer that has excellent after-sales service’ (Q4.16), ‘A
retailer that has a good product profile and a versatile product range’ (Q4.17) and ‘A
retailer that always has good price deals’ respectively (Q4.18).
The two factors give the impression that respondents are very clear about their
expectations in terms of retail store image. One might argue as to why so many
questions were deleted from the questionnaire; however, customers have a clear sense
of what they want. Further, if a few items give meaningful and clear opinions of retail
store image, then there is no point in considering non-meaningful items. The few
items clearly indicate that respondents are absolutely clear about their expectations in
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terms of retail personality. These eight items satisfy their needs in terms of retail store
image and all the others are not so important.
The researcher’s personal work experience in the retail industry, as well as current
research literature, has confirmed that the major driving force for customers to enter a
particular retail store is 1) retail store image, and 2) salesperson likeability. When
these two factors create positive feelings in consumers’ minds, they decide to enter
the store. There might be some argument that consumers first have positive feelings
about retail store image without knowledge of salesperson likeability. A good retail
store image with a good overall personality helps customers to enter the store without
any prejudice. Once consumers enter the retail store, they expect the ambience and
merchandising of the store to meet their expectations. The process of retail store
‘scanning’ happens in the first few seconds. After a few seconds, if the salesperson
approaches and gives the customer attention and friendly acknowledgement, the
customer becomes more relaxed and expresses his/her needs and wants. After this
introductory stage of the sales process, the consumer expects the salesperson to
present a purchase solution and offer a product which will suit his or her needs. If the
salesperson satisfies the consumer’s needs overall, the consumer will have positive
feelings towards the salesperson.
Therefore retail store image and salesperson likeability are critical factors in the
process of creating positive feelings in the consumer’s mind; both factors are
complementary to each other. Without both of them, consumers do not have positive
feelings and do not pursue the relationship with the retail store. Therefore, retail store
image (see Table 3.5 below) and salesperson likeability are the foundation of a
relational orientation.
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Table 3.5: Summary of Measures of Retail Store Image
App

Context

Joyce & Lambert
(1996)

A3

Retail
store

Putrevu & Ratchord
(1997)

A5

Ganesan
(1994)

Scale Source

Zimmer & Golden
(1988)

Factors/ items
(N)
Store attributes
Salesperson
attributes

Reliability

Scale
Type

α =0.886

5-point
Likert

Supplier

Single
Factor (3)

α = not
reported

5-point
Likert

A4

Retail
buyers

Single
factor (7)

α = 0.82

7-point
Likert

A3

Retail
store

Multiple
factors (3)

α =0.88
α =0.80
α =0.77

5-point
Likert

Anchors
1=Good
appearance
5 = Bad
appearance
1=Strongly
agree
5=Strongly
disagree
1=Strongly
agree
7=
Strongly
disagree
1=Strongly
disagree
5=
Strongly
agree

After discussing the retail store image measures, the discussion moves to another
important variable in the creation of relational bonds with customers — salesperson
likeability measures.

3.15.2 Salesperson likeability
Salesperson likeability, where respondents were asked to rank the salesperson
characteristics they desire, was examined by using 23 items in Question 9.
Measurement of the constructs used in the study employed a combination of existing
survey instruments and a new measurement tool. The dependent variable of sales
performance

presented

unique

measurement

challenges.

Measuring

actual

performance involves identifying the task(s) expected of the individual respondents;
for example, the extent to which the respondents were employed in behaviour- versus
outcome-based sales tasks (Cravens et al. 1993).
Salesperson Likeability had 23 items on the desirable characteristics of salespersons;
questions related to service, helpfulness, product knowledge, friendliness, personality,
price and discount offers. The list of items in this question was very large.
Respondents were requested to complete all the questions and factor analysis helped
to reduce the dimension and identify important factors.
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Factor analysis was done with the principal component analysis extraction method
and the rotation method Varimax with Kaiser Normalization methods. Initially, factor
analysis was done on .10 loadings. However, the loading was not very clear and the
meaning of the factors was confusing. Therefore it was decided to give a standard
loading of .40%. After the .40 % loadings, three different factors were extracted.
Factor 1 is labelled Salesperson Self-interest (SI); Factor 2 is labelled Salesperson
Frankness (SF); and Factor 3 is labelled Customer Needs (CN).
A mixture of scales was used in the question; e.g., as used in previous research by
Brown, Gene, Widing II and Coulter (1991); Kelley, Scott and Hoffman (1997);
Michaels and Day (1985) and Saxe and Weitz (1982).
Saxe and Weitz (1982) directly address the relationship between adaptive selling and
sales effectiveness through the creation of a scale (ADAPT) which measures a
salesperson’s adaptive behavior and interpersonal flexibility. The scale consists of 16
items and has a reliability of 0.85 (Saxe & Weitz 1982). The results of their work
show that the ADAPT scale is positively related to self-reported measures of
salesperson performance, although not significantly related to managerial ratings of
performance. Spiro and Weitz (1990) suggest that the ADAPT scale could be used in
sales environments appropriate for adaptive selling. They further conclude that with
the ADAPT scale to measure adaptive selling, such areas as the relationship between
sales performance and adaptive selling can be explored further.
To understand the influence of a salespersons’ self-monitoring on customer
perceptions, it is necessary to measure the salesperson’s perceptions of the customer
as a likely target for influence, and the characteristics of the encounter that would
provide clues about effective influence tactics. The social psychology literature
provides guidance in both areas. The interdependence theory of Thibaut and Kelley
(1959) posits that people decide whether or not to enter into and continue a
relationship based on perceptions of the costs of maintaining the relationship and the
benefits that may accrue from the relationship. The authors also proposed that people
compare the ratio of costs and benefits from one relationship both to their own
internal standards of acceptability for relationships and to the other relationships
which are available as alternatives to the relationship in question. If the ratio of costs
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to benefits is acceptable when compared with the internal standard, and is better than
what is available from other interactions, the relationship will continue. Thus, a
salesperson’s perceptions of the desirability of the customer as a target of influence
was studied by measuring the perceptions of the costs of maintaining the relationship,
the benefits that would be expected to accrue from the relationship and the
performance of the relationship relative to standards of acceptability.
Table 3.6: Summary of Measures of Salesperson Likeability
Scale Source
Gene Brown,
Robert E.
Widing II &
Ronald
L.Coulter
(1991)
Scott W. Kelly
& K. Douglas
Hoffman
(1997)
Ronald E.
Michaels &
Ralph L. Day
(1985)

Robert Saxe &
Barton A.
Weitz (1982)

App

Context

A5

Customer
evaluations
Retail
Salespeople
SOCO scale

A4

Retail
Buyers

A3

Customer
orientation

A6

Retail
salespeople

Factors/
items (N)

Single
factor

Reliability

α = not
reported

Single
factor

α = 0.82

Single
factor

α = 0.88
α = 0.80
α =.0.77

Multiple
factor

α = not
reported
χ2=328.2
p=0.05
GFI=0.83
RMSR=0.08
TLI=0.80

Scale
Type

5-point
Likert

7-point
Likert

5-point
Likert

5-point
Likert

Anchors

1=Strongly
agree
5=
Strongly
disagree
1=Strongly
agree
7=
Strongly
disagree
1=Very
likely
5= Very
unlikely
1=Strongly
agree
5=Strongly
disagree

The relational orientation measure is based on the retail store image and salesperson
likeability measures. Basically, the two variables help to determine which variable
will create a strong foundation for relationship.

3.15.3 Relational Orientation
This construct was measured using the three-factor scale developed by Lin, Weng &
Hsieh (2003) in ‘Relational bonds and customer trust and commitment — a study on
the moderating effects on web site usage’. The reliability of all scales used in this
measurement was assessed by Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient (Cronbach
1951). The coefficient alphas and mean (Cronbach’s alpha) for financial bonding
tactics, social bonding tactics and structural bonding tactics were α = 0.858 and χ2 =
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6.817, α = 0.842 χ2 = 6.43, and α= 0.870 χ2 = 6.80 respectively. In the study done by
Lin et al. the coefficient alphas were 0.74, 0.89 and 0.85 respectively. The above
results are much higher than the conventional level of 0.7 (Nunnally 1978). Based on
these results, it was concluded that the current results could be regarded as valid.
In the questionnaire, each dimension was constructed in accordance with the
conclusions of past literature, especially those of Berry and Parasuraman (1991). To
check the questionnaire’s statistical fitness and consistency, a factor analysis using
Varimax orthogonal rotation was performed. A value of greater than 0.4 was
demanded for each dimension’s explainable variance and a value of greater than 0.5
was needed for each question’s factor loading; those that failed to meet these
requirements were deleted. Factor analysis was done on all the items from Q5 ‘When purchasing a laptop computer how much influence would the following
characteristics of the RETAILER impact your decision to purchase?’ There were 21
different items in the question. With the suppression value at .40, the loading was
distributed over four different factors, but with some confusion. At a .50 suppression
value, there were three different factors with clear differentiation of loadings. The
extraction method used was the principal component analysis with Varimax with
Kaiser Normalization. A rotation converged in eight iterations.
A few questions were deleted from the above factor analysis. ‘A retailer that keeps in
touch with me and has established a good relationship’ (Q10.6), ‘A retailer that is
concerned with my needs’ (Q10.7), ‘A retailer that resolves my problems regarding
my business dealings’ (Q10.8), and ‘A retailer that asks my opinions about services’
(Q10.9) were deleted since their loading was very poor and gave the impression that
respondents were mixing the meaning of these questions with the rest of the
questions. Also, ‘A retailer that can retrieve my customer information from their
records’ (Q10.21) was deleted, since respondents did not give any importance to this
question.
When conducting the factor analysis, the greatest discrepancy was found between the
two categories of social bonding and structural bonding. However, when the
suppression value was increased, the loading became clarified with three separate
factors that were labelled financial bonding, social bonding and structural bonding.
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Conceptually, social bonding relational behaviours reflect the extent that a retailer
proactively takes the initiative to better understand the customer. Social bonding helps
to facilitate the delivery of optimal solutions through the tailoring of products,
services and programs; such an approach is similar to the marketing concept,
indicating that, intrinsically, information exchange is relational based. Structural
bonding, on the other hand, reflects the extent to which suppliers provide their
customers with information in advance with regard to actions that may affect the
relationship — for example, changes to product design, or the level of service that the
retailer may be required to provide to customers. Such action not only informs the
partner of changes but helps the firm find out more about the customer than through
social bonding. Customers looking for a laptop to play high-end graphics games need
a laptop with the capability for a high resolution graphics card, bigger hard disk, faster
memory and connectivity to TV and networking access. This sort of functionality may
not be available with the existing model of laptop held by the retailer. The retailer
then contacts the manufacturer to assemble a laptop as per the customer’s needs. This
action by the retailer gives the consumer greater confidence about the retailer. Dell is
a very good example of where customers can demand their own specifications for a
laptop. Functionally, it enables retailers to plan their activities, as well as showing the
customer that the retailer understands the customer’s needs within the relationship.
The extent of social bonding (four items) was tapped into as being the extent that
customers were perceived to seek information relating to their needs, the current
trends in the marketplace and the benefits they would derive from the product and its
services; this information allows them to make the relationship more effective. In
contrast with financial bonding, the social bonding dimension tapped the extent to
which customers provided their retailers with information relating to their
requirements, and outputs likely to impact upon the relationship. On the other hand,
structural bonding (three items) tapped into the intimacy of the information exchange
in terms of the extent that customers were perceived to provide information regarding
detail of their needs, forecast, purchasing patterns and purchasing personality. It was
considered that social bonding served as an appropriate scale for relational orientation
because consumers and retailers in the technology industry require high levels of
coordination, knowledge and skills to be effective, and such cooperative behaviours
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are reflected through these dimensions as well as being one of the hallmarks of
relationship marketing (Morgan & Hunt 1994).
In the original Lin, Weng and Hsieh (2003) scale social, financial and structural
bonding were measured with a Likert-type scale using anchors of 1 = ‘not at all’ and 5
= ‘to a large extent’. These sub-scales generated internal reliabilities of 0.88 and 0.80
respectively. On the other hand, when the Likert scale was modified from a 1-to-5 to a
1-to-10 scale, with 1= ‘very little influence’ and 10= ‘very high influence’ as anchors,
it produced a slightly lower but still acceptable internal reliability score of 0.77. All of
the original items in the three-factor scale were used in this research, with a slight
modification to the semantics to cater for the research setting and changing the
anchors to the new rating of 1=‘very little influence’ and 10 = ‘very high influence’.
Other measures have been used to measure the extent of relational behaviour between
the firm and the customer within the marketing literature and, although not
exhaustive, the most pertinent ones have been summarised in the Table 3.7 below.
These have been used to tap into the extent of relational orientation from a slightly
different perspective; viz., relational behaviours (Crosby, Evans & Cowles 1990;
Leuthesser & Kohli 1995), relational exchanges (Dwyer, Schurr & Oh 1987; Fontenot
& Wilson 1997), relationalism (Smith 1998; Young, Gilbert & McIntyre 1996) and
long-term orientation (Ganesan 1994) between the firm and the customer. Despite
these efforts there still appears to be no precise definition of relational orientation
within the marketing literature. Hence, the definition used in this research to depict
the extent of relational orientation between the retailer and the customer is based upon
the range of definitions available in the marketing literature. In order to encapsulate
both the conceptual and operational definitions offered by Leuthesser and Kohli
(1995, p.228), relational orientation is defined as “any behaviour designed to help
enhance the mutualness between parties in their quest to achieve interdependent and
joint outcomes”.
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Table 3.7 : Summary of Measures of Relational Orientation.
Scale
Source

App

Context

Factors &
items (N)

Reliability

Boyle, et al.
(1992)

A5

Supplier
Distributors

Single Factor
(3)

α = not
reported

Ganesan
(1994)

A4

Retail
Buyers

Single Factor
(7)

α = 0.82

A3

Retail
consumers
of Bank

Social (3)
Financial (4)
structural (6)

α =0.88
α =0.80
α =0.77

Lin, Weng
& Hsieh
(2003

John
Noordewier
& Nevin
(1990)

Smith
(1998)

Gilbert
Young
& McIntyre
(1996)

A6

Engineering
Manufacturers

A7

Purchasing
Managers

A3

Purchasing
Managers
&
Fortune 500
Executives

Flexibility (4)
Assistance (5)
Information (4)
Monitoring (6)
Expectations (3)
Uncertainty (5)
Relationalism
(2)
Investment (3)
Communication
(4)
Involvement (2)
Formalisation
(3)
Solidarity (3)
Role Integrity
(2)
Flexibility (4)
Power (2)

α = not
reported
χ2=328.2
p=0.05
GFI=0.83
RMSR=0.08
TLI=0.80
α= 0.72
α =0.81
α =0.63

α =0.81
α =0.67
α =0.78
α =0.85
α =0.79
α =0.71

Scale
Type
5point
Likert
7point
Likert

Anchors
1=Strongly agree
5= Strongly
disagree
1=Strongly agree
7= Strongly
disagree

5point
Likert

1=Very likely
5= Very unlikely

5point
Likert

1=Strongly agree
5= Strongly
disagree

7point
Likert

1=Strongly agree
5= Strongly
disagree

5point
Likert

1=Very likely
5= Very unlikely

Webster (1992) notes that the relational paradigm depicts firm–customer interactions
as being (1) long-term and mutually supportive of joint outcomes, (2) reliant upon
fewer buyers and/or suppliers, (3) bound together by reciprocity and (4) relationally
stable through the sharing of information to promote joint growth. From a much wider
perspective, Grönroos (1990) depicts the relational activity between parties to be
inherent within the marketing discipline and describes it as the process of creating,
maintaining and enhancing strong relationships. He also indicates that the extent of
this relational orientation often varies from customer to customer. This is also the
approach taken by Krapfel, Salmond and Spekman (1990). They argue that firms
should adopt a strategic approach to managing a portfolio of customers and present
varying degrees of relational orientation according to each customer type. They
conceptualise the extent of relational orientation between each of these parties in
terms of the nature of the communication and information shared between them. Low
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relational orientations are depicted by unidirectional, functional and timely
communication that is not very open. High levels of relational orientation require
more open and meaningful exchanges of information between the firm and customer.
The nature of communication between the firm and the customer is reflected also in a
number of other conceptualisations of relational orientation. Relational orientation
between the firm and the customer as modelled by Dwyer, Schurr and Oh (1987)
considers the extent of cooperative behaviours and interdependence. Their
conceptualisation depicts a complex social and exchange process, and this highlights
the importance and central role of communication between the firm and its customers
in the efforts to ‘extract’ both exchange efficiency and social satisfaction. Crosby,
Evans and Cowles (1990) also point out that specific information plays a central role
in the development of firm–customer relationships and, as this is a two-way process,
the maintenance of reciprocal communications is tantamount to relation building
activities between the parties. They define relational behaviour as “the behavioural
tendency exhibited by some sales representatives to cultivate the buyer–seller
relationship and see to its maintenance and growth” (Crosby, Evans & Cowles 1990,
p.71). In a similar manner, Smith (1998, p.6) conceptualises the relational orientation
between firms and their customers in terms of relationship investments and open
communication, defining the ‘relationalism’ construct as “the extent that the actors
purposefully manage their relationship and promote behaviours to maintain or
improve the relationship”.
From a different perspective, Palay (1984, p.265) indicates relational orientation
should be expressed in terms of governance and defines this as “initiated, negotiated,
monitored, adapted, enforced, and terminated”. The definition captures important
elements within the firm–customer interface; namely, (1) the expected method of
enforcement, (2) its capacity to adapt to changing circumstances, (3) the types of
adjustments effectuated, (4) attempts at structural planning and (5) the extent of
information exchanged. This interface has been described in terms of a relational
syndrome, anchoring between discrete transactional and hierarchical relational modes
(Noordewier, John & Nevin 1990). Thus, the extent of relational behaviour is
reflected through the quantity and type of information exchanged between parties
along a continuum. Typically, information exchange at the ‘transactional’ end of this
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relational spectrum is very functional; for example, product specifications, prices and
the delivery schedules needed for firms to operate under market-based conditions.
‘Relational’ information consists of long-range forecasting, and proprietary and
structural planning information such as future product designs and planning
schedules.
Noordewier, John and Nevin (1990) conceptualise the ‘relational syndrome’ as being
of a higher order, comprising dimensions of supplier flexibility, supplier assistance,
monitoring of the supplier and expectations of relational continuity. These
characteristics are intrinsically related to the communication efforts of the firm,
indicating that relational orientation is highly synonymous with the nature of
information exchanged between the firm and the customer. In a similar manner,
Fontenot and Wilson (1997) apply the Webster (1992) relational continuum to
describe the relational activities between the firm and the customer in terms of
cooperation, interdependence, commitment, trust, opportunistic behaviours, and
communication and shared values. Clearly, the essence of the relational orientation
construct revolves around the nature of the interaction between the firm and the
customer. Using a social exchange approach to explain marketing relationships
implies the nature and extent of the communication between the firm and the
customer reflect the essence of this construct; this is captured by the Leuthesser and
Kohli (1995) scale, shown below.
Figure 3.2: Relational Orientation Bonds
Social
Relationship
Orientation

Financial

Structural
Source: Lin, Weng and Yi (2003, p.18)
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3.15.4 Salesperson Trust
The trust construct was measured with a single-factor scale adapted from Larzelere
and Huston (1980) by Morgan and Hunt (1994) to tap into what they regarded as the
major facets of trust; viz., namely reliability, integrity and confidence. In the original
work, Larzelere and Huston (1980) made the distinction between dyadic and general
trust, arguing that the former specifically refers to benevolence and honesty towards
an individual, whereas the latter refers to the character of people in aggregate terms.
Specifically, their scale was capable of capturing dyadic trust, and forms the basis of
the Morgan and Hunt (1994) work. Their measure used a Likert-type scale (1 =
‘strongly disagree’ and 7 = ‘strongly agree’) and results of their study yielded an
alpha index of 0.949 for the composite scale, indicating a very high level of
reliability. All seven of the original items were used in the current research setting,
though some modifications were deemed necessary to both the semantics of each item
and the scale anchors. The seven-point scale was extended to 10 points to remain
consistent with all other scales in the research instrument. Most relational studies in
marketing appear to broadly agree on both the definition and conceptualisation of
trust but differ in their operational measure of the construct (Geyskens, Steenkamp &
Kumar 1998). Therefore, only key studies7 have been considered in this research.
Given that trust has been portrayed as a multi-faceted construct within the extant
marketing literature, attempts have been made to develop and use scales that reflect
the variety of conceptualisations on offer. Interestingly, most literature appears to
indicate the trust construct to be multi-dimensional in nature but it has been
operationalised as a single factor. There have been a large number of studies devoted
to trust within the marketing literature, but a summary of those pertinent to this
research setting is provided in Table 3.8 below.

7
Geyskens, Steenkamp, and Kumar (1998) identify 24 key studies related to trust. The majority of them appear to conceptualise trust as a two-dimensional construct
comprising the dimensions of ‘honesty’ and ‘benevolence’.
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Table 3.8 : Summary of the Measures of Salesperson Trust
Scale Source

Context

Doney &
Cannon (1997)

Salesperson

Ganesan (1994)

Retailers

Larzelere &
Huston (1980)

Personal

Morgan & Hunt
(1994)

Motor
Tyre dealers

Crosby, Evans,
& Cowles
(1990)

Services

& Fuller (1972)

selling

Sohi (1997)

α = 0.94

Benevolence
(7)
Credibility
(5)

α = 0.90
α = 0.88

Single factor
(8)

N/A

Scale
Type
7-point
Likert

Salesperson

Distribution

Weitz (1992)

channel

1=Strongly agree
7= Strongly
disagree
1=Strongly agree
7=Strongly
disagree

Fully,
partly,
none, misrepresente
d.

1=Strongly agree
5=Strongly
disagree

Single factor
(7)

α = 0.95

7-point
Likert

1=Strongly agree
7= Strongly
disagree

Single factor
( 8)

N/A

7-point
Likert

1=Strongly agree
7= Strongly
disagree

Single factor

N/A

7-point
Likert

1=Strongly agree
7=Strongly

( 4)

disagree
Single factor
( 8)

N/A

7-point
Likert

1=Strongly agree
7= Strongly
disagree

Single factor

N/A

7-point
Likert

1=Strongly agree
7=Strongly

relationships

Anderson &

Anchors

7-point
Likert

selling

Psychological

Rosemary &

Reliability

relations

Donald, Kessel

Ramsey,

Factors &
items (N)
Single factor
(8)

( 4)

disagree

At the general level, Morgan and Hunt (1994) contend that relational success
grounded in trust-based relationships can be attributed to the fact that trust encourages
marketers to (1) resist short-term alternatives in favour of the expected long-term
relationship benefits, (2) work at preserving relational ‘investments’ through
cooperation and (3) view associated risk-taking activity as prudent because trust helps
reduce the suspicion that the other party will act opportunistically. Therefore, it is not
surprising that in his synthesis of the empirical relations literature Wilson (1995)
identifies trust as the most crucial relational variable in marketing, as well as being
the fundamental building block in the relationship development process. Although
conceptual in nature, the work of Dwyer, Schurr and Oh (1987) tends to epitomise the
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role that trust plays in the development and nurturing of close marketing relationships.
By drawing specifically upon the work of Scanzoni (1979) they ground a conceptual
model of relationship development in social exchange theory; thereby corroborating
the role of trust within social entities characterised by high levels of interdependence
and interaction.

Their study reveals, from the perspective of developing relations that trust usually
manifests during the early stages to act as the essential ingredient in defining the
purpose of the relationship. By providing the common ground between the parties,
trust tends to propagate relationship-building activities in terms of better
communication and higher levels of social bonding between parties and, thereby, also
acting to shape the future of the relationship (Wilson 1995). Dwyer, Schurr and Oh
(1987) point out that trust is an important concept in helping to enhance solidarity
between parties and has the effect of causing the parties to take higher levels of risk
within the relationship. As risk-taking stems directly from the mutual dependence
between parties, this tends to support the view that trust is regarded as an integral
feature of all human relations (Larzelere & Huston 1980). In short, given that without
trust society and societal entities would simply disintegrate, long-term marketing
relationships based upon the notion of using trusting behaviour towards others helps
foster longevity between exchange partners. Das and Teng (1998) suggest that trust
has been interpreted as a control concept in the literature and stems from two
perspectives. On the one hand trust has been referred to in broad terms as one’s belief
or expectation about the likelihood of a desired action being performed by the trustee.
On the other hand, it is narrowly defined as the trustor’s assessment of the goodwill
and reliability of the trustor; central to this latter definition is the concept of risk.
Salesperson trust is measured using the question ‘Please indicate your level of
agreement with the following in relation to the store that you would (or will) buy your
laptop from’ (Q10). Initially the items in this question represented general trust. Most
trust items revolved around salesperson likeability, retail store image and relational
orientation. Then it was decided to consider only trust in the salesperson. The logic of
having trust in the salesperson is that he or she is a living entity, whereas relational
orientation and retail store image are perceived values generated from conceptual
behaviour. There were 22 items in Q10. After the analysis, only six items were
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selected as having a loading sufficiently good at α = 0.825; ‘The salesperson in this
retail store is friendly and approachable’ (Q10.6), ‘The salesperson of this store is
sincere’, (Q10.7), ‘The salesperson of this store is honest’ (Q10.8), ‘I felt very little
risk was involved when dealing with the salesperson in this store’ (Q10.9), ‘The
salesperson of this store has been frank in dealing with us’ (Q10.10) and ‘The
salesperson of this store does not make false claims’ (Q10.11). These questions
directly tap into consumers’ views of salesperson trust. The result of the variable and
its item analysis helped to understand to what extent consumers trust salespeople. The
variable is complementary, and supports the salesperson likeability variable.

3.15.5 Commitment to Retail Store (COMRS)
Commitment was measured using the single-factor measure employed by Morgan and
Hunt (1994), adapted from the original work of Meyer and Allen (1984) and
Mowday, Steers and Porter (1979). They believe that the essence of the construct of
commitment relates to both parties’ beliefs about working at maintaining the
relationship because it is considered to be important. The resultant scale consists of
seven items which tap into the extent that distributor firms felt committed to the
relationship with their supplier firms. It used a Likert-type scale with 1 = ‘strongly
disagree’ and 7 = ‘strongly agree’ as anchors, and generated an alpha index of 0.895
to indicate reliability. All seven items in the scale were used in the research because
they reflected attitudinal dimensions relating to the respondents’ intentions to remain
within the relationship. No adjustments were made to the item semantics though the
seven-point scale was expanded to 10 points in order to reflect the other measures
used within the research, with 0 = ‘strongly disagree’ and 10 = ‘strongly agree’ as
anchors. There have been many studies devoted to commitment within the marketing
literature, but only those pertinent to this study have been summarised in Table 3.9
below.
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Table 3.9 : Summary of the Measures of Commitment to Retail Store
Scale
Source

App.

items (N)

Reliability

Scale
Type

Single factor
(10)

α = 0.80–
0.90

7-point
Likert

A33

Theatre
subscribers

Single factor l
(4)

α = 0.82

7-point
Likert

A24

Manufacturer
and
distributors

Inputs,
attitude,
magnitude,
proportionality

α = 0.82–
0.92

7-point
Likert

A23

Grocery
shopping.

Single factor
(4)

α = 0.87 &
0.82

5-point
Likert

Single factor
(7)

α = 0.89

7-point
Likert

A25

Garbarino &
Johnson
(1999)

Morgan &
Hunt
(1994)***

Factors &

Manufacturer
and
distributors

Anderson &
Weitz (1992)

Gundlach,
Achrol
& Mentzer
(1995)
Sanjay &
Brian T.
Ratchord
(1997)

Context

A22

Motor vehicle
tyre sales

Anchors
1=Strongly
agree
7= Strongly
disagree
1=Strongly
agree
7= Strongly
disagree
0=Strongly
agree
6= Strongly
disagree
1=Strongly
agree
5= Strongly
disagree
1=Strongly
agree
7= Strongly
disagree

*** Scale employed in this research setting.

To help conceptualise the notion of commitment between firms and customers,
Dwyer, Schurr and Oh (1987) point out that the most important aspect of relational
exchange is that it occurs over time and that each transaction must be viewed in terms
of history and anticipated future. By modelling the development of relationships in
the context of a growing social exchange process, they reveal the central role that
commitment plays in helping foster solidarity and cohesion between parties.
Gundlach, Achrol and Mentzer (1995) believe the construct is closely related to
mutuality, loyalty and the forsaking of alternatives.
Wilson (1995) considers that commitment is a critical variable in helping to measure
the future of a relationship between parties. The commitment towards another
exchange partner represents the most advanced stage in their ongoing relationship and
often results in the exclusion of others. Morgan and Hunt (1994) provide many
examples of marketing contexts in which the commitment construct has been applied
to help explain close marketing relationships; they conclude that exchange
relationships grounded in commitment are so valuable that marketers should attempt
to develop and maintain the precious attribute. The most notable models depicting
developing marketing relationships (Dwyer, Schurr & Oh 1987; Ford 1980; Wilson
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1985) emphasise the central importance of commitment in helping to distinguish close
and interdependent marketing relationships.
Gundlach, Achrol and Mentzer (1995) agree that there appears to be convergence in
the literature in terms of depicting commitment as a three-component mode; viz.,(l) an
input/instrumental component, (2) an attitudinal component and (3) a temporal
dimension. They describe the instrumental component in terms of idiosyncratic
investments which would be lost or non-redeemable should the relationship cease to
exist. This aspect of the construct is reflected in the definition offered by Dwyer,
Schurr and Oh (1987, p.19) who state that commitment is “an implicit and explicit
pledge of relational continuity between exchange partners”. The attitudinal
component is described as being affective in nature and commitment has been likened
to psychological attachment in terms of strong emotional ties (Young & Denize
1995). Gundlach, Achrol and Mentzer (1995) feel that it is best to describe attitude in
terms of a behavioural intention,8 depicted in terms of long-term investment intentions
because such an attitude between exchange partners tends to provide the basis for
confidence and stability within the relationship. They believe that the temporal
dimension of commitment is at the very heart of the construct which, by definition,
involves the desire to maintain a relationship into the future (Moorman, Zaltman &
Deshpande 1992). Garbarino and Johnson (1999, p.73) agree that the construct
comprises an attitudinal, instrumental and temporal dimension; however, they define
the construct as “customer psychological attachment, loyalty, concern for future
welfare, identification, and pride in being associated with the organization”.
Moorman, Zaltman and Deshpande (1992) argue that, while commitment is
conceptualised in terms of aforementioned dimensions, the construct invokes the
benefits (reliability) and liabilities (increased vulnerability) of the commitment
construct. Therefore, it is the structure of commitment that is of significance.
Gundlach, Achrol and Mentzer (1995) describe the structure in terms of credibility
and proportionality. The more credible the inputs provided by parties, expressed in
terms of the combined magnitude of idiosyncratic resources pledged, the stronger the
long-term commitment towards the relationship. In addition to the magnitude of such
non-retrievable investments, they also agree that it is the relative contribution made
8

They suggest that such an approach reduces the problems associated with overlapping domains associated with other related constructs such as motivation, identification,
loyalty, involvement and behavioural intentions.
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by either of the parties that tends to affect their overall level of commitment to the
relationship. When ‘matching investments’ are made, both parties are committed to
the relationship and avoid, or reduce, the likelihood of opportunism within the
relationship; alternatively, disproportionate commitment leads to other types of ‘nonrelational’ motives.
Anderson and Weitz (1992) express commitment in terms of the attitude towards the
exchange partner rather that actual inputs; however, their conceptualisation appears to
incorporate a degree of proportionality. They conclude that it is the perception that
either party has about the commitments made by the other party that affects their own
level of commitment. They feel that the essence of commitment within inter-firm
relationships is sacrifice and stability because it implies the adoption of a long-term
relational orientation between specific parties. Young and Denize (1995) concur with
such a view by characterising commitment as a disincentive to replace relationship
partners, implying longevity of the firm–customer relationship. Moorman, Zaltman
and Deshpande (1992, p.316) define commitment as “an enduring desire to maintain a
valued relationship”, which also suggests that commitment is enduring in nature and
reflective of a positive evaluation of an exchange relationship. Therefore, the
relationship does not easily change between positive and negative orientations, and is
indicative of the value associated with being in the firm–customer relationship.
Morgan and Hunt (1994, p.23) define relationship commitment as “an exchange
partner believing that an ongoing relationship with another is so important as to
warrant maximum efforts at maintaining it”, and as this definition appears to
encapsulate the elements described above as well as insinuate relational-building
activities, it has been adopted in the current research.
In the current research, the Commitment to Retail Store (Q6) survey question
originally had 13 items. However, it was later decided more meaningful information
would be gained by deleting a number of items and keeping only those related to
retail stores rather than general commitment. Therefore, items like ‘I constantly
compare the prices and rates offered by various retail stores for laptops’ (Q6.1), ‘I would
visit multiple retail stores in the area before I decide to buy a laptop from a store’ (Q6.2), ‘I
compare prices and rates of several laptops from stores before I select a retail store’ (Q6.3),
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and ‘Evaluation of different alternatives is critical’ (Q6.12) were selected. Cronbach’s
alpha and mean results were α = 0.817 and χ2 = 6.182 respectively.

3.15.6 Measure of Involvement
Consumer involvement was measured by Ganesh, Arnold and Reynolds (2000) in a
study of internal customers and customers who withdrew from a relationship because
of dissatisfaction at some point in time. Purchase involvement relates to the level of
concern for or interest in the purchase process that is triggered by the need to consider
a particular purchase. Purchase involvement can best be understood as the cost, effort
or investment in a purchase (Mittal & Lee 1989; Zaichkowsky 1985). It is the
outcome of a person’s interaction with a product and the purchase situation (Beatty,
Kahle & Homer 1988) and is similar to, but more narrowly focused than, Houston and
Rothschild’s (1978) definition of situational involvement. Because customers are
likely to experience changes in levels of purchase involvement when key facets of the
relevant environment change (Beatty, Kahle & Homer 1988) such as a service switch,
‘stayers’ experience purchase involvement differently to ‘switchers’ (see the personal
involvement of Zaichkowsky, 1994). The measurement quality of this scale was
evaluated according to the criteria set by Anderson and Gerbing (1988). To assess the
uni-dimensionality of the scales, separate confirmatory factor analyses were
performed on the involvement measures collected for their research. The overall
model fit was good, with a single factor model specification (comparative fit indexes
above 0.9) providing strong evidence of the uni-dimensionality of the involvement
scale (Anderson, Gerbing & Hunter 1987). The loading of the individual items reveals
convergent validity. Finally, the reliability of the scale in each of the variables was
above the 0.7 recommended by Nunnally (1978).
In the current research the Gilles & Kapferer (1985) involvement scale was used in
measuring consumer involvement. Respondents were asked ‘Please indicate your
level of agreement with the following about the level of purchase activity you are (or
would) undertake to buy a laptop’ (Q7).
Initially, ‘involvement’ consisted of 14 items using a scale of 1 to 10, having ‘fully
disagree’ to ‘fully agree’ codes respectively. During the factor analysis, it was
observed that some items were not giving the required loadings. Therefore, it was
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decided to remove a few items from the analysis; viz., ‘After deciding on a laptop I
would weigh the pros and cons of my choice’ (Q7.6), ‘The brand image of a store
plays a major role in my decision to become their customer’ (Q7.7), ‘The retail store I
use says a lot about who I am’ (Q7.8), ‘It is important for me to choose a retail store
and laptop that “feels” right’ (Q7.9), and ‘Recognizing the need and awareness of the
product or related services is critical’ (Q7.10). Factor analysis was done on the rest of
items and two components were clearly bifurcated. The first component was labelled
Store Involvement (STI) and second was labelled Product Involvement (PRI).
In Store Involvement (STI) were the items ‘Constantly compare the prices and rates
offered by various retail stores in my area for laptops’ (Q 7.1), ‘Visited multiple retail
stores in the area before I decided to buy a laptop from this store’ (Q7.2), ‘Compared
the prices and rates of several laptops from retail stores in my area before I selected
this retail store’ (Q7.3), ‘After deciding on a laptop from this retail store, I discussed
my choice with family and friends’ (Q7.4,), ‘After deciding on this laptop from this
retail store, I compared this retail store with other retail stores’ prices’ (Q7.5) were
selected. Cronbach’s (α) and mean (χ) were 0.861 and 7.872 respectively.
Product Involvement (PRI) consisted of the items ‘Searching for product and service
related information is critical’ (Q7.11), ‘Evaluation of different alternatives is critical’
(Q7.12) ‘Final purchasing of the product is critical’ (Q7.13), and ‘Evaluation of your
purchase decision after the purchase is critical’ (Q7.14). Cronbach’s α was 0.819.

Consumer willingness to maintain the relationship is very important when we discuss
relationship orientation. Bendapudi and Berry (1997) have noted that consumers may
engage in relationships because they want a ‘dedication-based’ relationship based on
intrinsic desire or motivation or a ‘constraint-based’ relationship based on perceptions
of lack of choice or high switching costs.
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Table 3.10: Summary of the Measures of Involvement
Scale Source

Factors &

Context

Anderson &
Weitz (1992)

A25

Manufacturer
&
distributors

Single Factor
(10)

α = 0.80–
0.90

7-point
Likert

Ganeshan et
al.
( 2000)

A33

Banking
sector

Single Factor l
(4)

α = 0.92

5-point
Likert

Zaichkowsky
(1994)

A24

Advertising

Inputs, attitude,
magnitude,
proportionality

α = 0.82–
0.92

7-point
Likert

α = 0.87 &
0.82

7-point
Likert

1=Not at all
important
7=Very
important

α = 0.82–
0.92

7-point
Likert

1=Strongly
agree
7=Strongly
disagree

items (N)

Scale
development
(convergent
Single Factor
Mittal (1998) A23
and
(4)
discriminant
validity)
Personal
relevance and
Gilles &
needs,
Single Factor
Kapferer
A24
values, and
(4)
(1985)***
interest of the
buyer.
*** Scale employed in this research setting.

Reliability

Scale

App.

Type

Anchors
1=Strongly
agree
7=Strongly
disagree
1=Strongly
agree
5=Strongly
disagree
0=Strongly
agree
6=Strongly
disagree

As mentioned earlier, all variables are important in this study; each variable has its
own importance and gives individual statistical results. Involvement always has been
important, especially in the high-involvement product and high-tech product
categories.

3.15.7 Purchase Intention
Although ‘purchase decision’ and ‘purchase intention’ are both mentioned in the
current study, they do not mean exactly the same thing. ‘Purchase intention’ does not
have a definitive answer, whereas ‘purchase decision’ does. The question of whether a
consumer decides to buy a product, or is thinking of buying a product, or has
intentions of buying a product, is closely monitored in this study. ‘Purchase intention’
refers to the intention to purchase a laptop from a particular retail store. Eight items
were used to operationalise purchase intention. Similar to previous studies (Baker et
al. 2002; Sirohi et al. 1998; Sweeney et al. 1999), purchase intention was measured
through these items: (1) ‘I am likely to buy a laptop that I have viewed recently in the
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next 12 months’, (2) ‘I am likely to shop for a laptop in an unspecified retail outlet in
the upcoming year’, (3) ‘I am likely to buy a laptop I have viewed in the last month’,
(4) ‘I will probably buy the laptop I have seen in a particular retail outlet in a few days
time’, (5) ‘I am likely to buy from a particular retailer that I have identified’, (6) ‘In
the future, I will use a retailer that I have already identified for my laptop purchase’,
(7) ‘In the future, I intend to purchase technology products from an identified
retailer’, and (8) ‘I would consider buying a laptop from an already price-listed item’.
To enhance our understanding of purchase intentions, in this study a means–end
analysis was used to investigate salesperson likeability, retail store image perceptions
and purchase intentions. The more value that consumers expect to receive from a
particular retail store, the more likely it is to be chosen. Empirical studies (e.g., Baker
et al. 2002; Sirohi et al. 1998; Sweeney et al. 1999) often use a more narrow
definition of perceived value and try to capture it by using a value-for-money
construct. Apart from the value-for-money construct, empirical studies use additional
factors to explain purchase intention. For example, past studies have found that
service quality (Baker et al. 2002; Brady & Cronin 2001; Cronin et al. 2000; Sirohi et
al. 1998), merchandise quality (Sirohi et al. 1998), time/effort and psychological costs
(Baker et al. 2002), and perceived value of a competing alternative (Sirohi et al.
1998) have a direct impact on behavioural intentions. The purchase intention of
respondents represents the choice consumers have between the retail store image and
salesperson likeability in the retail context. In this study, it was proposed that
consumers take into account price, merchandise quality and service quality from retail
store image; and trust, commitment and involvement from salesperson likeability.

Figure 3.3: Purchasing Intent Model
Trust on
Salesperson
Purchase
Intent

Commitment
on Retail Store

Involvement
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There were eight items under the question of purchase intention. The eight items were
measured with a Likert-type scale of 1 to 10 points. Factor analysis results gave two
components with clear bifurcation of the purchasing intention of consumers. The first
one is referred to as General Intention (GI) and the second component extracted is
labelled Specific Intention (SPI). ‘General intention’ is where a consumer is not sure
of their buying decision and they are comfortable shopping around and checking out
the market. However, ‘specific intention’ is where a consumer is seriously looking to
buy a laptop and they are very clear about their needs. General intention consists of
items like ‘Likely to buy a laptop that I have viewed recently in the next 12 months’
(Q8.1), ‘Likely to shop for a laptop in an unspecific retail outlet in the upcoming year’
(Q8.2), ‘Likely to buy a laptop I have viewed in the last month’ (8.3), and ‘Probably
will buy the laptop I have seen in a particular retail outlet in a few days time’ (Q8.4).
This group of consumers is not sure about their purchase decision. They are still not
comfortable in committing to buying a laptop from any of the retail outlets. For
‘general intention questions’, Cronbach’s α = 0.732 and the mean is 6.004.
However, ‘specific intention’ consumers are more committed to their decision, shown
in items like ‘I am likely to buy from a particular retailer that has been identified’
(Q8.5) — which states they are sure about where they are going to buy their laptop;
‘In the future, I will use a retailer that I have already identified for my laptop
purchase’ (Q8.6); ‘In the future, I intend to purchase technology products from an
identified retailer’ (Q8.7); and ‘I would consider buying a laptop from an already
price-listed item’ (Q8.8). For ‘specific intention questions’, Cronbach’s α = 0.816 and
the mean =7.396.
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Table 3.11: Summary of the Measures of Purchase Intent
Scale
Source
Anderson &
Weitz
(1992)
Aaker &
Day (1980)

App.

Context

Factors &
items (N)
Factor

Reliability

Scale
Type

α = 0.80–
0.90

7-point
Likert

A25

Manufacturer and
distributors

Single
(10)

A33

Private and public
sectors

Single Factor l
(8)

α = 0.82

7-point
Likert

α = 0.82–
0.92

7-point
Likert

Sirohi et al.
(1998)

A24

Distributors

Inputs,
attitude,
magnitude,
proportionality

Kelly &
Davis
(1994)

A23

High/Low health
club membership

Single Factor
(4)

α = 0.87 &
0.82

5-point
Likert

Deveraj et
al. (2002)

A22

Retailing

Single Factor
(7)

α = 0.89

7-point
Likert

Anchors
1=Strongly
agree
7=Strongly
disagree
1=Strongly
agree
7=Strongly
disagree
0=Strongly
agree
6=Strongly
disagree
1=Strongly
agree
5=Strongly
disagree
1=Strongly
agree
7=Strongly
disagree

Scale employed in this research setting.

As shown in this chapter, the scales used have been tested in previous research and
reported in academic; they have been shown to be reliable and valid measures of the
content and it is expected that these measures will tap into the required aspects of
each context in relation to the chosen sample. With this in mind, attention is turned to
analysis of the data from research participants. In Chapter 4, reults of various
statistical analyses based on the research question, objective and main business
problem are presented. Chapter 4 also contains details of statisticals test for various
hypotheses to check their validity and whether they are supported or not. Also, Amos
software was used to check the various relationships of constructs and their affects on
the overall conceptual model, allowing discussion of developments beyond the
proposed conceptual model.
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3.16 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the process of methodology was discussed in detail; sample size,
population, demographics of sample, location for the survey, designing of
questionnaire, the criteria used for questionnaire designing and survey. The target
sample and reasons for selecting the particular sample also were explained.
As observed in the current research, the sample data was collected from 6 countries to
analyse the behaviour patterns associated with the purchase intent in each country.
The pilot survey was undertaken to avoid unnecessary abnormalities before moving
onto the full scale survey and reasons provided.
The data analysis procedure was described, with information on the issue of missing
data, data tabulation and use of the Likert scale and various statistical tests performed;
e.g., factor analysis, structural equation modelling and ANOVAs.
Finally, the operation of the constructs and measures of a conceptual model were
discussed in detail with their effects and importance; e.g., retail store image,
salesperson likeability, relational orientation, trust of salesperson, commitment to a
retail store, involvement of consumers in the purchasing process and, finally, purchase
intention.
In the coming Chapter 4, there is a detailed analysis of each variable, the various
statistical tests performed and their results. The results are discussed and their
meaning interpreted, hypotheses examined and a research outcomes model (R.O.M)
recommended.
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Chapter 4
Data Analysis
In this chapter the results of the study are presented following the data analysis
procedures outlined in the previous chapter; among other things the consumers’
intentions to purchase laptops within a retail setting are analysed. The data collection
process is discussed, followed by a description of the characteristics of the
respondents. Next, the stages and procedures identified in the previous chapter for
structural equation modelling are followed to reveal the results for the hypotheses.
This will lead to the discussion pertaining to the major findings.

4.1 Reliability and Dimensionality of the Construct Measures
Each scale used in the research was tested empirically in various marketing contexts.
Therefore the first step in the analysis comprised validating each of the construct
measures in the particular retailer–consumer context which conformed to the
‘measurement model’ phase of the two-step procedure of Anderson and Gerbing
(1988). However, for efficacy and readability, the approach taken was to integrate
each aspect of reliability into the overall discussion. In this regard validation of all
measures involved (1) factor analysis using principal components extraction with
Varimax rotation, and (2) reliability analysis assessing the item to total reliability
using the standard Cronbach’s alpha indices. Exploratory factor analysis was used
because the constructs that were comprised of higher order factors had not been used
in this marketing context before, and the scales related to a variety of different
contexts.
A general overview of the analysis revealed that the factor structures for each of the
scales were found to be congruent with the original scales proposed in the literature.
In order to ascertain the precise item composition of the construct measures, an initial
validation procedure of the measures involved melding factor and reliability analysis
in order to purify a few of the scales; some minor adjustments were necessary given
the variety of contexts of the original scales to ensure that the measures were robust
and valid to the particular context of the current research. Attention turns to a brief
overview of techniques used, followed by a broad overview of participants who
responded to the research survey.
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4.2 Data Collection and Analysis
To recap, bachelor degree students with experience in using laptops were used in the
survey. One important aspect of the research was to test whether retail store image
features or the salesperson’s relational building efforts contributed to the purchase
decision. It was felt that the sample frame would reveal better which of the two
critical areas in the decision process was dominant. University students from six
different countries were targeted; viz., India, Indonesia, Fiji, Hong Kong, New
Zealand and Australia. Once the completed questionnaires were received the data was
inspected and verified manually with the purpose of checking for missing values and
obvious respondent error. Subsequently, inspected data was coded into SPSS and,
depending upon the data type (i.e., continuous or categorical), missing items were
computed using a mean (or modal) item substitution method.
The major statistical techniques used for the analysis include general descriptive
statistics, correlation, exploratory (EFA), confirmatory factor (CFA) and finally
structural equation modelling (SEM) analysis. Descriptive statistics were used to
summarise the numerical data and to provide a broad overview of the respondents and
included means, standard deviation, variance, minimum and maximum ranges, and
skewedness of data. A brief overview of the number of usable questionnaires from
each location is presented in Table 4.1 below.

4.3 Respondent Demographics
Table 4.1 Demographic and Residential Country of Respondent
Sr.

Country

Number

Percentage

1

India

48

13.0 %

2

Indonesia

53

14.3 %

3

New Zealand

48

13.0 %

4

Fiji

80

21.6 %

5

Hong Kong

30

8.1 %

6

Australia

111

30.0 %

Total

370

100.0 %

Respondents from the various locations represented developed, developing and underdeveloped countries. Developed countries included Hong Kong, Australia and New
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Zealand, developing countries included India and Indonesia, and the under-developed
country was represented by Fiji. Respondents were represented as follows: India 48
(13.0%), Indonesia, 53 (14.3%), New Zealand 48 (13.0%), Fiji 80 (21.6%), Hong
Kong 30 (8.1%) and Australia 111 (30.0%). Australian students represented the
highest number of users with Hong Kong being the lowest. The distribution of the
types of computers used can be seen in Table 4.2 below; both laptops and desktop
computers had similar usage patterns among the sample.
Table 4.2 Respondent’s Desktop versus Laptop Usage Patterns
Computer Category

Frequency

Desktop
Laptop
Other
Total

183
175
11
370

Percent
49.5
47.3
3.3
100.0

Out of a total 370 respondents, 183 respondents indicated that they had a desktop
(49.5%) and 175 respondents indicated they had a laptop (47.3 %). The figures
indicated that a large percentage of respondents (96.8%) use a computer in their dayto-day work. That almost half used laptops appears to be consistent with the trend
towards laptops in recent years, a trend attributed to having similar functionality but
the added benefit of greater mobility and portability.
Table 4.3 Gender Ratio of Respondents

Gender

Frequency

Percent

Male

188

50.8 %

Female

182

49.2 %

Total

370

100.0 %

The typical sample indicates students who are well educated, mostly graduates, with
gender well balanced between males (50.8%) and females (49.2%). This ratio reflects
both the university statistics as a whole and the broader population.
The respondents’ professions (Table 4.4 below) vary from students to labourers.
However, students represent the largest group of respondents with 241 respondents
out of 370 (65.1%). The second largest professional group represented is sales and
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marketing professionals, with 59 respondents (15.9%). This is followed by retail
professionals (4.3%), manufacturing industry workers (3.0%), ‘other’ (2.4%), and
retired and unemployed (2.2%).
Table 4.4 Respondents’ Professions
Profession
Retail
Self Employed
Student
Manufacturing
Labourer
Professional
Marketing or Sales
Retired or Unemployed
Other
Total

Frequency

Percent

16
3
241
11
1
22
59
8
9
370

4.3
.8
65.1
3.0
.3
5.9
15.9
2.2
2.4
100.0

Valid Percent
4.3
0.8
65.1
3.0
0.3
5.9
15.9
2.2
2.4
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
4.3 %
5.1 %
70.3 %
73.2 %
73.5 %
79.5 %
95.4 %
97.6 %
100.0 %

The sample was composed of well-educated respondents; the majority of respondents
had a graduate background. Gender was equally distributed and similar across
contexts (χ2 (1) = 1.16 p>.10). The professions of the respondents were not similar
across the samples (χ2 (5) = 16.90 p<.01), but there was a clear dominance of
students, having 65.1% representation. Finally, education levels appeared similar
across contexts (χ2 (4) = 9.21 p>.10).

4.4 Item Analysis
Individual item analysis was performed to investigate the means and standard
deviations of the items pertaining to the constructs for the base model. In Stage 2
(factor analysis) the scores were pooled for each context to investigate the
interrelationships between the constructs. The initial pool of 28 pairs of scale items
was refined following generally accepted purification guidelines (e.g., Anderson &
Gerbing 1982, 1988; Arnold & Reynolds 2003; Churchill 1979; Hair et al. 1998). As
the goal was to have reliable and valid scales that apply to both contexts, salesperson
likeability and retail store image scales were examined simultaneously. When items
performed poorly, they were removed. First, corrected item-to-total sub-scale
correlations were examined for each set of items representing a construct. Items with
corrected item-total sub-scale correlations below .40 were considered for deletion
(Arnold & Reynolds 2003; Nunnally 1978). After investigation, four items were
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deleted; viz., satisfaction, purchase decision, retail store image and commitment
toward store. Second, correlations among items measuring the same dimension were
examined. Items with inter-item correlations smaller than .40 with similar traits were
considered for deletion; no additional items were removed in this phase. After these
two item analyses, the remaining 24 pairs of items were used for further clarification
and refinement (see Table 4.5).
Table 4.5 Descriptive Statistics
Factors

N

TRUSP
COMRS
CN
SF
SI
SRI
ORI
ROF
ROS
ROST
STI
PRI
GI
SPI
Valid
(listwise)

370
370
370
370
370
370
370
370
370
370
370
370
370
370

Min

1.83
1.00
2.00
3.33
1.00
1.25
3.40
1.20
1.80
1.86
2.40
1.75
1.00
1.00

Max

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

Mean

Std.
Deviation

6.8943
6.4382
7.3095
7.5622
6.0477
6.7366
7.7844
6.8171
6.4311
7.2187
7.8717
7.3959
6.0039
6.6715

1.43678
1.51182
1.51375
1.41140
1.99870
1.52094
1.32549
1.64818
1.66996
1.44289
1.47768
1.50598
1.72232
1.65442

Skewness
Std.
Error
-.246
.127
-.424
.127
-.462
.127
-.180
.127
-.459
.127
-.333
.127
-.553
.127
-.408
.127
-.232
.127
-.412
.127
-.633
.127
-.524
.127
-.233
.127
-.605
.127

Kurtosis
Std.
Error
.372
.253
.583
.253
.328
.253
-.520
.253
-.357
.253
.125
.253
.432
.253
.338
.253
-.131
.253
.493
.253
.139
.253
.445
.253
-.177
.253
.616
.253

369

{(TRUSP)-Trust on Salesperson, (COMRS)-Commitment on retail store, (CN)- Customer need, (SF)- Salesperson
frankness, (SI)-Self Interest, (SRI)-Store retail Image, (ORI)- Offering retail Image, (ROF)- Relationship
orientation financial, (ROS)- Relationship orientation social, (ROST)- Relationship orientation structural, (STI)Store involvement, (PRI)-Product involvement, (GI)-General Intention, (SPI)-Specific Intention.}

Due to the number of items and associated factors that comprise each of the six
constructs, analysis of the structural model was performed with a composite measure
of the manifest indicators. Each of the resultant measures comprised the mean of the
items along a 10-point scale (see above Table 4.5) in which the mean of the 14
measures ranged between 6.00 and 7.87. Effectively, this represented a variation in
the intensity of each construct within the consumer–retailer relationship and was
consistent with the earlier conceptual work of Wilson (1995) that suggested key
relational constructs are more active at some stages of the relationship, and often
latent in others. Unfortunately this was not the focus of the current research, therefore
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this line of reasoning needs to be explored more fully in further empirical studies
(discussed in the implications and future research in Chapter 5).
Table 4.6: Means of Major Variables
Variables

SPL

RSI

RO

INV

TRUSP

COMRS

PI

Total

Mean

6.77

7.15

6.88

7.66

6.89

6.43

6.33

6.87

Table 4.7: Mean of Sub-category Variables Derived from Main Dependent
& Independent Variables
Variable

Mean averages

TRUSP
COMRS
CN
SF
SI
SRI
ORI
ROF
ROS
ROST
STI
PRI
GI
SPI
Total

6.89
6.43
7.30
7.56
6.04
6.73
7.78
6.81
6.43
7.21
7.87
7.39
6.00
6.67
6.98

In Table 4.6, the descriptive statistics indicate that the most important variable in the
model was Involvement with a mean of 7.66; respondents reported involvement in the
purchase decision to be critical and this could possibly explain the need to engage
with the salesperson. Thus, personal involvement is likely to be an important
determinant in salesperson likeability, trust towards the salesperson and relationship
orientation. When the sub-variables of salesperson likeability were compared,
respondents gave the lowest rankings in the entire group to salesperson self interest
(mean = 6.04) demonstrating that respondents are not interested in dealing with
salespersons that have self interest rather than customer interest as their focal point.
Secondly, whilst the literature indicated that customer needs are critical (Bruhn 2003),
the results showed that respondents believe that a salesperson who is frank in their
opinions, explanations and clarifications, and who argues with the customer in the
customer’s best interests (mean = 7.56) is just as important as a salesperson who
merely understands consumer needs (7.3). This implies that whilst customer needs are
paramount, a salesperson that is frank in consulting with the consumer is respected by
the purchaser of high-tech products.
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Another observation derived from the descriptive analysis, in terms of retail store
image, was that respondents placed a higher importance upon product offerings (mean
= 7.78) than store offerings (mean = 6.73). This is not surprising because store
offerings are based on the physical attributes of the retail store, which create the
foundations of retail store image. However, respondents are keen to know what the
store offers them in terms of direct benefits — reflected through store service; aftersales service; versatile product range and profile; price deals; warranty service; and
whether faulty products are repaired without hassle. In today’s competitive
environment, respondents are not afraid to express their opinion about what they want
in direct benefits and in making ‘deals’ with retailers rather than just relying on the
intangible benefits associated with retail store image.
In the relationship orientation construct, 3 factors were extracted; viz., relationship
orientation on financial bonding (ROF); relational orientation on social bonding
(ROS); and relational orientation on structural bonding (ROST). The result provides
empirical evidence of Berry’s (1995) levels of relationship marketing, with the
descriptive analysis showing the means of these factors to be 6.81; 6.43 and 7.21
respectively. The evidence was that respondents are least interested in the social
activities of the retail store (the lowest mean = 6.43, and their major interest is the
relationship orientation created by the retailer through financial incentive bonds and
relational structural bonds. Customers indicated they wanted good price deals to
complement structural relationship bonding with the retailer and, at the same time,
they give more weight where retailers give good financial bonding, social bonding by
sending personalised gifts, treating customers as special and giving special deals to
privileged customers. The mean of the relational structural bond (mean = 7.21)
indicates this to be the most important aspect of a retailer’s relational orientation with
the customer.
The factor analysis of involvement extracted 2 factors which were labelled store
involvement and product involvement. The means for these factors indicated
customers place a slightly higher importance on store involvement (mean = 7.87) than
product involvement (PRI mean = 7.39); an unexpected result given respondents
indicated the importance of direct benefits from the retailer in terms of financial
incentives and structural bonds. However, it can be assumed that respondents feel that
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they should get involved in store offerings and retail store image rather than product
involvement.
For purchase intention, two factors were extracted; viz., general intention (mean =
6.0) and specific purchase intention (mean = 6.67). The factor loadings indicated that
respondents are clear with their specific intention to buy a laptop from a particular
retailer. This is a big motivating factor, reflected in the weighting that respondents
gave to specific intention; in essence, meaning that respondents wanted to pursue their
laptop purchase from a particular store. The results should motivate retailers of
technology-based products, however, because at the time of the study fieldwork the
global economy was at a low-ebb yet respondents were bullish and willing to take a
risk in relation to the purchase decision for laptops.
When the mean average of retail store image was compared with salesperson
likeability, respondents gave a higher mean ranking to retail store image (mean =
7.15) compared to Salesperson Likeability (mean = 6.77); thus, respondents have
more confidence in retail store image than salesperson likeability. Take Harvey
Norman, the largest chain in Australia and New Zealand offering technology,
furniture, bedding and electrical products; their brand equity is relatively strong
because consumers place trust in Harvey Norman and are more loyal and committed
to it than other leading retailers such as The Good Guys, RT Edwards, Clive Anthony,
Clive Peeters, Myers or Dick Smith. This trust provides the foundation on which
salespersons can improve their skills through investing in building stronger
relationships with their customers which, in turn, helps build confidence in dealing
with the salesperson. Consequently, consumers are likely to purchase products from
particular salespersons because they feel that the retailer makes a positive impact on
them; they don’t buy products because a particular salesperson is not working in the
retail store. However, personal experience in the retail industry suggests that
consumers look for a particular salesperson to deal with because they trust in their
knowledge and skills and are attracted to the good customer service and relational
bonding that certain salespersons provide. Despite this, the research evidence
indicated that retail store image has an advantage over salesperson likeability. That
means if the retail store image is good, it will act as the attraction to get the customer
into the store, and then the focus can shift to the capacity of the salesperson to build
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the relationship culminating in the salesperson effectively and efficiently closing the
sale. On the other hand, when the retail store image is poor, the salesperson will need
to work much harder upon the attributes and personality characteristics mentioned
earlier in order to convert ‘store visitors’ into ‘paying customers’. The results
presented indicated that salespeople need to work on grooming their skills to be more
pleasant and acceptable to customers.
In the next section, the approach taken to assess the validity and reliability of the
scales used in the research is discussed.

4.5 Exploratory Factor Analysis
All items in the research were subjected to exploratory factor analysis with principal
axis factoring and oblique rotation, with the scree test criterion to help identify the
number of factors to extract (Arnold & Reynolds 2003; Hair et al. 1998; Nunnally
1978). Oblique rotation was performed apart from Varimax rotation. Varimax rotation
would imply uncorrelated factors (Rossiter 2002), which was unlikely to be the case.
In an iterative manner, a series of factor analyses was performed to eliminate items
with low loadings (<.50), low communalities (<.30) and/or high cross-loadings (>.40)
as suggested by Churchill (1979), Hair et al. (1998) and Rossiter (2002).
Factor analysis using Varimax rotation was done as a matrix of loadings or
correlations between the variables and factors. In order to make meaningful sense of
the factors analysis only loadings of 0.05 and greater were reported. The factor
analysis was done with the principal axis factoring extraction method and rotation was
Varimax and the Kaiser Normalization method. All factor analysis used a loading of
0.50 % with oblique rotation. For the exploratory factor analysis, the datasets were
pooled to infer the underlying structure of factors for each context (see Section 5.4).
Due to the model complexity, it was decided for each question that separate
exploratory analysis would be performed.
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Cronbach's Alpha
When items are used to form a scale they need to have internal consistency. The items
should all measure the same thing, so they should be correlated with one another. A
useful coefficient for assessing internal consistency is Cronbach's alpha2 .The formula
is:

Reference: G .D. Garson (1999)

Where k is the number of items, si2 is the variance of the ith item and sT2 is the
variance of the total score formed by summing all the items. If the items are not
simply added
ded to make the score, but first multiplied by weighting coefficients, the
item is multiplied by its coefficient before calculating the variance si2. Clearly, there
must be at least two items — that is k >1 — or

will be undefined.

The coefficient works because the variance of the sum of a group of independent
variables is the sum of their variances. If the variables are positively correlated, the
variance of the sum will be increased. If the items making up the score are all identical
and so perfectly correlated,
rrelated, all si2 will be equal and sT2 = k2 si2, so that
and = 1. On the other hand, if the items are all independent, then sT2 =
0. Thus

si2/sT2 = 1/k
si2 and =

will be 1 if the items are all the same and 0 if none is related to another.

The standard
ard deviations of each item and the total score for retail store image are
shown in Table 4.5 mentioned above on page 5, Descriptive statistics. We have

si2 =

11.16, sT2 = 77.44, and k = 10. Putting these into the equation indicates a high degree
of consistency. For scales which are used as research tools to compare groups,

may

be less and when
hen the value of the scale for an individual is of interest in the comparing
groups,

values of 0.7 to 0.8 are regarded as satisfactory.

Cronbach's alpha has a direct
dire interpretation. The items in the tests are only some of
the many possible items which could be used to make the total score. If two random
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samples of k of these possible items were chosen, they would have two different
scores each made up of k items;
items the expected correlation between these scores is .

4.6 Discriminant Validity of the Measures
In order to assess the overall discriminant validity of each of the construct measures
two procedures were employed;
employed viz., (1) factor analysis at item level and (2)
(
correlation analysis at the composite scale level. In the first instance, factor analysis
was applied to all items from each of the scales using the principal components with
Varimax rotation method. The procedure involved extracting seven factors (with
forced loading rather thann extracting factors with Eigen values greater than
tha 1 and
results from this technique indicated
indicate that, with the exception of the four factors
representing relational norms, there appeared
appear to be strong evidence of discriminant
validity
ity from each of the construct measures.
measures

To simplify the analysis, factor loading values less than 0.45 were suppressed.
However, those that loaded upon the ‘wrong’ factor were also reported. As indicated
earlier, the scales tapping the satisfaction of physical
hysical attributes of product and
consumer personality factors were diverting from the major research problem so were
eliminated from the main 24 factors during the initial ‘purification’ efforts to 14
factors with 7 variables (RO, SPL, RI, INV, TRUSP, COMRS,
COM
PI) on each scale prior
to the combined factor extraction.
Unfortunately, when combining all items in the combined factor analytical procedure,
output revealed that a small number of items from the few variables did
d not load as
expected. Therefore, itt was decided to improve the model for more meaningful
interpretation by deleting
ing the unimportant items from the factor analysis and
improving the Cronbach’s alpha.
Furthermore, the item (Q7.4) representing the commitment factor unexpectedly
loaded higher upon involvement and an item from the commitment measure loaded
load
upon the intrinsic relational benefits. At first glance these may appear to be slightly
problematic in terms of discriminate validity;
validity however, the correlation matrix of
composite factor measures
ures tends to indicate otherwise. Despite this,
this it was considered
that each of the items should remain within the scales in order to preserve the essence
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of each of the constructs and, furthermore, the composite scales when correlated
tended to suggest that the problem was minimal.

4.7 Descriptive Analysis and Discussion
Due to the number of items that comprise each of the seven constructs and associated
factors, analysis of the structural model was performed with a composite measure of
manifest indicators. Each resultant measure comprised the mean of the items along a
10-point scale in which the mean of the 14 measures ranged between 6.00 and 7.87.
Effectively, this represented a variation in the intensity of each construct within the
consumer–retailer relationship and was consistent with the earlier conceptual work of
Wilson (1995) that suggested key relational constructs are more active at some stages
of the relationship, and often latent in others. As this was not the focus of this
research, this line of reasoning will need to be explored more fully in further
empirical studies as discussed in the implications and future research section of
Chapter 5. Based on the 14 factors, there were seven major variables (see Table 4.8.
below) labelled in the study, of which only two did not have any separate factors; viz.
namely trust in sales person and commitment to retail store. The remaining five
variables had individual factors. In Table 4.8, the highest mean was for store
involvement (mean = 7.87) and a mean of 7.39 for product involvement. It is noted
that, despite many consumers shifting to shopping on the internet, the results are quite
positive for physical stores. The result indicated that consumers give more importance
to their involvement in the store than to product involvement. Similarly, the lowest
mean loading was for purchase intention — 6.0 for general intention and 6.67 for
specific intention; both indicating very low loadings. The suggestion was that
consumers were not sure about their purchase intention. The result was somewhat
tricky and not good news for retailers. When consumer confidence is low, the retail
industry suffers. One way of thinking about the result was that since the product life
cycle of technology products is getting shorter and changes frequently, consumers are
less certain about their purchase intention; thus, consumer confidence is very fragile
because of the frequent change in high-tech products. Each variable is now discussed
along with the various factors.
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4.8: Descriptive Statistics for Each of the Construct Sub-measures
Constructs

Factors

F1–(CN)
Customer
Needs
F2–(SF)
Salesperson
Salesman
Likeability
Frankness
F3–(SI)
Salesperson
Self Interest
F4–(RSI)
Retail Store
Retail Store Image
F5–(RSO)
Image
Retail Store
Offering
F6–(ROF)
Relational
Orientation
Financial
F7–(ROS)
Relationship Relational
Orientation Orientation
Social
F8–(ROST)
Relational
Orientation
Structural
F9–(STI)
Store
Involvement
Involvement
F10–(PRI)
Product
Involvement
F11–(GI)
General
Intention
Purchase
F12–(SPI)
Intention
Specific
Intention
F13–
Trust in
Salesperson (TRUSP)
Trust on
Salesperson
F14–
Commitment (COMRS)
Commitment
to Retail
to Retail
Store
Store

Max

Mean

Std.
Devn

2.00 10.00

7.3095

1.51375

2.291

-.462

.328

3.33 10.00

7.5622

1.41140

1.992

-.180

-.520

1.00 10.00

6.0477

1.99870

3.995

-.459

-.357

1.25 10.00

6.7366

1.52094

2.313

-.333

.125

3.40 10.00

7.7844

1.32549

1.757

-.553

.432

1.20 10.00

6.8171

1.64818

2.716

-.408

.338

1.80 10.00

6.4311

1.66996

2.789

-.232

-.131

1.86 10.00

7.2187

1.44289

2.082

-.412

.493

2.40 10.00

7.8717

1.47768

2.184

-.633

.139

1.75 10.00

7.3959

1.50598

2.268

-.524

.445

1.00 10.00

6.0039

1.72232

2.966

-.233

-.177

1.00 10.00

6.6715

1.65442

2.737

-.605

.616

1.83 10.00

6.8943

1.43678

2.064

-.246

.372

1.00 10.00

6.4382

1.51182

2.286

-.424

.583

Min
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Variance

Skewness Kurtosis

4.8 Factor Analysis
4.8.1 Salesperson Likeability
Salesperson likeability (Q.9) was based on understanding the characteristics of the
salesperson that influenced the purchase decisions of consumers; there were 23 items
in the scale. Factor analysis was done on the question using principal component
analysis extraction method and the rotation method Varimax with Kaiser
Normalization. Initially, factor analysis was done on .10 loadings. However, the
loading was not very clear and the meaning of the factors remained unclear. Therefore
it was decided to give a standard loading of .40%. After .40% loadings, three different
factors were extracted; viz., customer needs (CN-F1), salesperson frankness (SF-F2)
and salesperson self-interest (SI-F3). Table 4.9 provides the factor loadings for each
item along with their separate sub-constructs for the salesperson likeability variable.
Salesperson self-interest (SI–F1) had 11 items in the questionnaire: Q9.13 to Q9.23.
The highest loading was with Q9.21, where the item ‘Salespersons implying that
something is beyond their control when it is not’ extracted a loading of .850 and the
lowest ranking was .677 for the item ‘Salespersons that treat customers as rivals’. The
results indicated that salespeople who are interested in their own benefits and do not
want to help customers genuinely are motivated by self-interest. Part of the
responsibility of a salesperson is to help customers with their knowledge, skill,
information and expertise. If consumers are happy with the services the salesperson is
providing, consumers feel comfortable in dealing with particular a salesperson which
results in the building of trust and commitment in the salesperson’s ability and
eventually in the particular retail store where the salesperson is working. However,
when a salesperson’s mentality, attitude or behavior show that their own interest is
more important than the consumer’s interest, the consumer loses trust and the
salesperson loses the opportunity to build a relationship with the consumer. The
average salesperson is only interested in transactional activity where one-time sales or
less time-consuming sales transactions are involved.
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Table 4.9: Composition of the Salesperson Likeability Factor Structure
and Intensity of the Item to Factor Loadings
Q.No.

Questions

Components
Salesperson
Salesperson
Self Interest
Frankness
(SI)
(SF)
Factor 3
Factor 2

Items in the Questionnaire

Q9.1
Q9.2
Q9.3
Q9.4
Q9.5
Q9.6
Q9.7
Q9.8
Q9.9

Q9.10
Q9.11
Q9.12
Q9.13
Q9.14

Q9.15
Q9.16

Q9.17
Q9.18

Q9.19
Q9.20
Q9.21
Q9.22
Q9.23

Salespersons that try to help me achieve my
goals with the product.
Salespersons that try to achieve their goals
through satisfying customers.
A salesperson that has a customer’s best
interests in mind.
Salespersons that try to get me to discuss my
needs with them.
Salespersons that try to influence customers
with information rather than pressure.
Salespersons that offer products that are best
suited to the customer’s problem.
Salespersons that try to find out what kind of
product would be most helpful to me.
Salespersons that answer questions about the
product as correctly as they can.
Salespersons that try to bring a customer with
a problem together with a product that helps
solve that problem.
Salespersons willing to disagree with
customers to help them make better decisions.
Salespersons giving customers an accurate
expectation of what the product will do.
Salespersons that try to figure out what a
customer’s needs are.
Salespersons try to sell as much as they can
rather than satisfying a customer.
Salespersons that keeps alert for weakness in a
customer’s personality so they can use this to
put pressure on the customers to buy.
Salespersons not sure a product is right for a
customer but still applying pressure to buy.
Salespersons deciding what products to offer
on the basis of what they can convince
customers to buy, not on the basis of what will
satisfy them in the long run.
Salespersons painting a picture of products to
make them sound as good as possible.
Salespersons spend more time trying to
persuade a customer to buy than they do trying
to discover customer needs.
Salespersons that stretch the truth in describing
a product to a customer.
Salespersons that pretend to agree with
customers to please them.
Salespersons implying that something is
beyond their control when it is not.
Salespersons that begin the sales talk for a
product before exploring a customer’s needs.
Salespersons that treat customers as rivals.
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Customer
Needs
(CN)
Factor 1
.769
.760
.806
.743

.425

.665

.542

.583

.607

.513

.752
.757
.713
.790
703.
.712
.737
.784

.840

.818
.833
.751
.839
.850
.833
.677

When it comes to providing knowledge, expertise, skill and experience to consumers,
salespersons may suddenly do a ‘U-turn’ in their motives and express concern to the
consumer that what the consumer is expecting is beyond the salesperson’s control.
This is less efficient in terms of building a relationship with consumers and results in
bad professional sales service to consumers and eventually loses the consumer from
the retail store.
Further, some salespeople have an interest in selling products which are beneficial to
their own needs; e.g., there are products which are not selling in the market but retail
store offers an incentive to the salesperson to clear that product, so to earn the
incentive the salesperson tries to push that product even if consumers don’t really
need it. It is noted that very few consumers feel that salespeople treat them as rivals
(.677 loadings). This means the trust in salespeople is still there.
Salesperson frankness (SF-F2) had eight items; the highest loading was extracted after
the principal component extraction method in ‘Salespersons giving customers an
accurate expectation of what the product will do’ (Q9.11), and the lowest loading was
‘Salespersons that try to influence customers with information rather than pressure’
(Q9.5). The result indicated consumers felt salespersons who give a frank opinion
about products and services are trustworthy and can be relied on; however, they don’t
believe that salespeople can influence consumers with pressure tactics to change their
purchase decisions.
Table 4.10: Reliability Statistics for Salesperson Likeability,
Summary Item & Scale Statistics
Reliability Statistics for

Cronbach's
Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha Based
on Standardised Items

No of
Items

.873

.877

6

Salesperson Frankness
( SF-F2)

.863

.867

6

Self Interest ( SI-F3)

.940

.941

11

Composite Reliability
Statistics for Salesperson
Likeability

.909

.908

23

Customer Needs (CN-F1)
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Table 4.11: Summary Item Statistics
Mean Minimum Maximum Range
Item
Means
Item
Variances

Maximum /
Minimum

Variance

No of
Items

6.772

5.838

7.803

1.965

1.337

.571

23

4.900

2.695

6.950

4.255

2.579

2.417

23

Table 4.12: Scale Statistics
Mean
155.7545

Variance
861.907

Std. Deviation
29.35825

No of Items
23

The means of the sub-measures of salesperson likeability were all high compared to
the central point along the 10-point scale; viz., customer needs (7.30), salesperson
frankness (7.56) and salesperson self-interest (6.04) behaviours. The results indicated
that respondents were happy with their relationship with the salesperson. Overall
respondents gave a high ranking to salespeople who understand customer needs and
the lowest ranking mean of 6.04 for salesperson self-interest indicating that
salespeople who act in their own interests instead of in customers’ interests are less
popular among consumers. Respondents gave the highest ranked loading to
salesperson frankness (mean = 7.56) which indicated that salespeople who are
friendly, knowledgeable and frank in their dealings are always liked by respondents;
i.e., not only do they understand customer needs, but they behave in a professional
manner with a smile and a friendly greeting and by being knowledgeable, skilful and
respectful they make customers feel comfortable in dealing with them. The questions
relating to salesperson frankness included items like ‘Salespersons that try to find out
what kind of product would be most helpful to me’ (Q9.7), ‘Salespersons that answer
questions about the product as correctly as they can’ (Q9.8), ‘Salespersons that try to
bring a customer with a problem together with a product that helps solve that
problem’.(Q9.9), ‘Salespersons willing to disagree with customers to help them make
better decisions’ (Q9.10), ‘Salespersons giving customers an accurate expectation of
what the product will do’ (Q9.11), ‘Salespersons that try to figure out what a
customer’s needs are’ (Q9.12).

Table 4.13 below, contains the descriptive statistics of salesperson likeability.
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Table 4.13: Descriptive Statistics of Salesperson Likeability
Factor
Component

Q. No.
Q9.1

Q9.2

Q9.3
Customer
Needs
( CN)
Factor 1

Q9.4
Q9.5

Q9.6

Q9.7

Q9.8

Q9.9
Salesperson
Frankness
(SF)
Factor 2

Q9.10

Q9.11

Q9.12

Q9.13

Q9.14
Salesperson
Self Interest
(SI)
Factor 3
Q9.15

Q9.17

Items in questionnaire
Salespersons that try to help
me achieve my goals with the
product.
Salespersons that try to
achieve their goals through
satisfying customers.
A salesperson that has a
customer’s best interests in
mind.
Salespersons that try to get me
to discuss my needs with them.
Salespersons that try to
influence customers with
information rather than
pressure.
Salespersons that offer
products that are best suited to
the customer’s problem.
Salespersons that try to find
out what kind of product
would be most helpful to me.
Salespersons that answer
questions about the product as
correctly as they can.
Salespersons that try to bring a
customer with a problem
together with a product that
helps solve that problem.
Salespersons willing to
disagree with customers to
help them make better
decisions.
Salespersons giving customers
an accurate expectation of
what the product will do.
Salespersons that try to figure
out what a customer’s needs
are.
Salespersons that try to sell as
much as they can rather than
satisfying a customer.
Salespersons that keep alert for
weakness in a customer’s
personality so they can use this
to put pressure on the
customers to buy.
Salespersons not sure a
product is right for a customer
but still applying pressure to
buy.
Salespersons painting a picture
of products to make them
sound as good as possible.
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Min

Max

Mean

Std.
Devn

1.00

10.00 7.1189

2.16449

1.00

10.00 6.6486

2.19529

2.00

10.00 7.3946

1.84375

1.00

10.00 7.4432

1.80882

1.00

10.00 7.5486

1.86366

1.00

10.00 7.7027

1.67825

1.00

10.00 7.8027

1.64176

2.00

10.00 7.7405

1.66511

1.00

10.00 7.5162

1.75645

1.00

10.00 7.1324

2.07090

2.00

10.00 7.6378

1.85480

1.00

10.00 7.5432

1.95880

1.00

10.00 6.3541

2.63632

1.00

10.00 6.2135

2.49234

1.00

10.00 6.1004

2.58564

1.00

10.00 5.8378

2.41173

Q9.18

Q9.19

Q9.20

Q9.21

Q9.22

Q9.23

Salespersons that spend more
time trying to persuade a
customer to buy than they do
trying to discover customer
needs.
Salespersons that stretch the
truth in describing a product to
a customer.
Salespersons that pretend to
agree with customers to please
them.
Salespersons implying that
something is beyond their
control when it is not.
Salespersons that begin the
sales talk for a product before
exploring a customer’s needs.
Salespersons that treat
customers as rivals.

1.00

10.00 5.9108

2.52578

1.00

10.00 6.1973

2.45755

1.00

10.00 5.8649

2.61186

1.00

10.00 5.8892

2.56749

1.00

10.00 5.8946

2.49492

1.00

10.00 6.2162

2.57816

All 23 items in the questionnaire are analysed with descriptive statistics showing the
mean average of each item, and the minimum and maximum rating each item received
from respondents.
Item number (Q9.6) ‘Salespersons that offer products that are best suited to the
customer’s problem’ has a mean of 7.70. Another item (Q9.7) was ‘Salespersons that
try to find out what kind of product would be most helpful to me’ had the highest
mean average of 7.80 and, lastly, item number (Q9.8) ‘Salespersons that answer
questions about the product as correctly as they can’ had the second highest mean
average of 7.74. Results indicated that customers value the salesperson characteristics
of understanding what a customer needs and wants; giving a solution to customers’
requirements; helping them to solve their problems by offering the right kind of
product; and answering all their queries accurately. This gives a very clear and precise
message to all sales professionals about consumer requirements and the behaviour
consumers expect from salespeople.
Consumers don’t like salespeople who are pushy or motivated by self-interest when
selling products. Salesperson self-interest (SI–F3) was derived from ‘Salespersons
painting a picture of products to make them sound as good as possible’ (Q9.17).
‘Salespersons that spend more time trying to persuade a customer to buy than they do
trying to discover customer needs’ (Q9.18), ‘Salespersons that stretch the truth in
describing a product to a customer’ (Q9.19), ‘Salespersons that pretend to agree with
customers to please them’ (Q9.20), ‘Salespersons implying that something is beyond
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their control when it is not’ (Q9.21), ‘Salespersons that begin the sales talk for a
product before exploring a customer’s needs’ (Q9.22), and ‘Salespersons that treat
customers as rivals’ (Q9.23) had a composite mean of 5.97, where the lowest mean
was 5.83 and the highest mean in the group was 6.21. Results indicated that
salespeople whose self-interest leads to the use of misleading information were not
liked by customers; the factor had the lowest ranking among the 11 sub-constructs.

4.8.2 Retail Store Image
Initially, there were 22 items in the retail store image variable. However, after factor
analysis, only nine meaningful items were retained and analysed using principal
components analysis; two factors were derived and labelled retail store image (RSI)
and retail store offerings (RSO) as shown in Table 4.14 below.
Table 4.14: Exploratory Factor Analysis for Antecedents of Retail Store Image
Q.No.
Items in the Questionnaire
Q4.1
Q4.2
Q4.4
Q4.21
Q4.6
Q4.16
Q4.17
Q4.18
Q4.22

Retailer has a good in-store appearance
Retailer is in good physical condition
Retailer has in-store informative signs
Retailer has attractive and meaningful in-store point
of sale facility
Retailer offers good in-store service
Retailer has excellent after sales service
Retailer has good product profile & a versatile
product range
Retailer has good price deals
Retailer has an excellent warranty policy

Factor 4
Retail Store
Offerings
(RSO)

Factor 5
Retail Store
Image
(SRI)
.850
.856
.554
.515

.659
.772
.677
.720
.756

Factor loadings for the items were: ‘Retailer that offers good in-store service’ (Q4.6
—.65), ‘Retailer has excellent after-sales service’ (Q4.16—.77), ‘Retailer has good
product profile & a versatile product range’ (Q4.17—.67), ‘Retailer has good price
deals’ (Q4.18—72), ‘Retailer has attractive and meaningful in-store point of sale
facility’ (Q4.21—.51), and ‘Retailer has an excellent warranty policy’ (Q4.22—.75).
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Table 4.15: Reliability Statistics & Summary Item, Scale Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha Based on Standardised
Items

No of Items

.847

.849

9

Mean
Item
Means

Min

Maximum

Range

Maximum /
Minimum

Variance

No of
Items

7.943

1.405

1.215

.338

9

7.319 6.537

Mean

Variance

Std. Deviation

No of Items

65.8684

127.558

11.29415

9

The above analysis clearly demarked two factors in the respondent’s answers. Factor
4, retail store image (RSI), had more loading than Factor 5, retail store offering
(RSO). The result is clearly showed that consumers’ impressions of a particular store
were based on its appearance, physical condition, and the information it provided in
sales transactions. These features established positive brand image in consumers’
minds. If the retail store appearance was not good, the image of the retail store
became negative. Therefore, it was important for retailers to have a good physical
store and be well-dressed in appearance to create a positive, credible image for
consumers. In terms of retail store offering, consumers understood that it was
important to have good price deals, after-sales service and versatile product offerings.
However, when establishing the retail store image, the consumer first evaluated the
physical dimensions of the retail store rather than service-related items. The items
such as the physical condition of the store and its appearance had the highest loadings,
with .856 and .850 respectively. It would be interesting to evaluate and analyse these
items in future, as internet shopping starts to dominate the market over the physical
presence of the retail store.
Retail store image (RSI-F4) consisted of four items. Initially, all items were taken
from the survey questionnaire; however, it was realised that the meaning was not clear
and respondents seemed to be confused about the question. Therefore, it was decided
to reduce the number of and undertake factor analysis on items such as ‘Retailer has a
good in-store appearance’ (Q4.1 — .850), ‘Retailer is in good physical condition’
(Q4.2 — .856), ‘Retailer has in-store informative signs’ (Q 4.4 — .554) and Retailer
has attractive and meaningful in-store point-of-sale facility’ (Q 4.21 — .515).
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The loadings on these items appeared good, except that items concerning informative
signs (.554) and in-store point of sale facility (.515) had low loadings. The results
meant that consumers were interested in a store in good physical condition, that they
felt the store was reliable, well-established and that their business was in safe hands.
The result was somewhat expected from respondents where consumers are expecting
direct benefits from the retail store rather than from the external brand image of the
retail store.
Retail store image (RSI) was how customers perceived the image of the store in their
mind; an image that might be positive or negative because the standards of image are
based on general perceptions. However, the second factor, Retail store offering, was
where consumers were more focussed on the offerings of the store to its consumers.
For example, it may offer free gifts, heavy discounts, send birthday discount coupons
to consumers, give interest-free deals and/or offer extended warranties to consumers
at discounted prices, or for free, over a few years; benefits that consumers derive
directly from retail store offerings. In Retail store image (F1), the consumer
developed confidence in the credibility of a particular retail shop based on its positive
feelings and atmosphere in general. However, Retail store offerings (F2) were
personalised tangible benefits derived by consumers. The mean retail store image
(RSI) was 6.73, and the mean for retail store offering to consumers (RSO) was 7.74.
The result indicated that consumers definitely expect positive images of a retail store;
however, they aren’t just happy with the general image of the retail store> Their
preference is for direct personal offerings in the way of deals, services and extra
attention that fulfil their needs, and extra benefits that form a pleasant surprise. Q4.6,
Q4.16, Q4.17, Q4.18 and Q4.22 concern good in-store service, excellent after-sales
service, a good product profile, a versatile range of products, good price deals and an
excellent warranty policy respectively — all are very well regarded as direct benefits
to the consumer.
From Table 4.16, below, respondents gave the highest ranking to warranty policy,
with a mean of 7.94. Warranties are crucial when shopping in a local market because
there are enormous benefits with globalisation and a boundary-less market; people
travel from one place to another for work, fun, adventure, meeting relatives and
friends. They compare prices and if they find that prices are cheaper in an overseas
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market they decide their purchase location accordingly. However, when the product is
faulty and needs attention it becomes difficult to get it serviced in the home country.
Therefore, home country retailers play an important role in convincing consumers that
they are there to support them should a product fail to live up to consumer
expectations.
Table 4.16: Descriptive Statistics of Retail Store Image
Factors
Store
Retail Image
(SRI -F4)

Retail Store
Offering
(RSO-F5)

Items in the questionnaire
(Q4.1) Retailer that offer good in store
appearance.
(Q4.2) Retailer that has a good physical
condition.
(Q4.4) Retailer that has an informative in store
signage.
(Q4.21) Retailer that has an attractive and
meaningful in-store point of sale facility.
(Q4.16) Retailer that has an excellent after
sales service.
(Q4.6) Retailer that offer good in store
service.
(Q4.17) Retailer that has good product profile
and versatile range of products to offer.
(Q4.18) Retailer that offer good price deals
(Q4.22) Retailer that has an excellent warranty
policy

Min

Max

Mean

Std.
Devn

1.00 10.00 6.6599

1.98678

1.00 10.00 6.5374

2.01602

1.00 10.00 7.1168

1.92120

1.00 10.00 6.6324

2.06796

1.00 10.00 7.8054

1.81382

2.00 10.00 7.8595

1.67453

1.00 10.00 7.6277

1.73908

2.00 10.00 7.6865

1.70734

1.00 10.00 7.9428

1.88260

The general perception of consumers is that, though branded products are more
expensive over non-branded generic products, there are those who prefer to buy
branded products. The reason for using branded products is trust, warranties, aftersales service, product performance, reliability, commitment and the consumer’s longterm association with the market. Thus, while store appearance (Q4.1 and Q4.2)
received the lowest means (6.65 and 6.63 respectively), high rankings were attributed
to sales service, warranties, a versatile product range, good in-store service and good
after-sales service which were important to consumers.

4.8.3 Relational Orientation
Twenty-one different items were analysed through factor analysis, and three different
factors extracted through the principal component analysis. Initially all 21 items from
the survey instrument were analysed. However, it was decided to eliminate questions
that gave low loadings such as ‘A retailer that keeps in touch with me and has
established a good relationship’ (Q5.6), ‘A retailer that is concerned with my needs’
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(Q5.7), ‘A retailer that resolves my problems regarding my business dealings’ (Q5.8),
and ‘A retailer that asks my opinions about services’ (Q5.9) and the remaining items
were considered.
Final factor analysis was undertaken using the following: ‘A retailer that provides a
cumulative points program’ (Q5.1), ‘A retailer that offers free gifts and presents to
encourage future purchasing’ (Q5.2), ‘A retailer that offers additional rebates if I trade
beyond a certain amount’(Q5.3), ‘A retailer that offers discounts to its regular
customers’ (Q5.4), ‘A retailer that provides prompt service to its regular customers’
(Q5.5), ‘A retailer that sends me greeting cards or gifts on special days’ (Q5.10), ‘A
retailer that asks my opinion about services’ (Q5.11), ‘A retailer that offers
opportunities for members to exchange opinions’ (Q5.12), ‘A retailer that offers a
variety of ways to get information more efficiently’ (Q5.13), ‘A retailer that provides
news, study reports, mailers, deals or transaction information’ (Q5.14), ‘A retailer that
provides products/services from other sources to resolve problems’ (Q5.15), ‘A
retailer that offers integrated service with its partners’ (Q5.16), ‘A retailer that often
provides innovative products/services’ (Q5.17), ‘A retailer that promises to provide
after-sales services’ (Q5.18), ‘A retailer that I can receive a prompt response after a
complaint’ (Q5.19), ‘A retailer that provides various ways to deal with transactions’
(Q5.20), and ‘A retailer that can retrieve my customer information from their records’
(Q5.21).
Nevertheless, the analysis continued to provide mixed results, so the method of
principal extraction was increased to .40% which resulted in three components being
extracted; the factors were labelled relational orientation financial (ROF-F6),
relational orientation social (ROS-F7) and relational orientation structural (ROSTF8). Relational orientation social (ROS-F7) includes items such as receiving greeting
cards on special days (Q5.10—.65), seeking opinions about services (Q5.11—.75),
exchange opinions (Q5.12—.77), offering a variety of way to get information
(Q5.13—.69) and supplying information through mailers/news/reports (Q5.14—.63).
The concept indicated that respondents felt that a retail store should be in constant
meaningful touch with consumers by sending greeting cards, asking their opinions,
giving the opportunity to exchange opinions, giving information more efficiently,
sending regular communications, and knowing their transaction history. The items in
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relational orientation social suggest that the retailer is concerned about customer
needs and thinks they are important, a social bond that helps to care for the personal
egos of customers and satisfy their personal needs.
Relational orientation structural (ROST-F8) was extracted from six items; viz., a
retailer: ‘provides products/services from other sources to resolve problems’ (Q5.15—
.57), ‘offers integrated service with its partners’, (Q5.16—.56) and ‘provides
innovative products or services to the consumer’ (Q5.17—.69) such as a tablet PC,
writing with pens on laptop computers or a web camera for web chat). The loading for
ROST-F8 was .69; an average that indicated respondents was happy with those
retailer services.
The next item asked respondents about after-sales service (Q5.18) and responses to
their complaints (Q5.19). The respective factor loadings were .75 and .84; the highest
in the group, which indicated respondents, were very happy with retailers who look
after them in terms of after-sales service and complaints handling. Most respondents
in the research expressed a strong desire to get good after-sales service and efficient
handling of their customer complaints. The issue is quite critical to retailers when they
are competing with on-line e-commerce businesses, because customers require stores
to replace unsatisfactory products instantly. When retail stores are able to do this, the
customer’s trust and confidence in the store is increased.
Terms of payment were another factor likely to make purchasers feel at ease. If a
retailer gives various options of payment, consumers feel comfortable in dealing with
that retailer. The last item was whether the retailer provides various transaction
options such as payment through a website using a credit card and delivery through a
courier service instead of personally visiting the retail store and picking up the item.
The loading for this was Q5.20 — .67, which was somewhat low compared to other
components, indicating retailers need to have more efficient payment structures for
consumers; some retailers are not confident about online payment and prefer to use
traditional cash or credit card methods in the store. Among these questions,
consumers gave the highest ranking to Q5.19 which was concerned a prompt response
and solution to their complaints. The result indicates that, in the context of a massive
network of retailers selling their products and services all over the world, consumers
are more concerned about after-sales service and how those retailers treat consumers
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when they have a complaint or problem. Similarly, when modern consumers are
comfortable in dealing with online purchasing processes, traditional retailers need to
ease the payment structure for consumers by giving them access to electronic
payments.
Relational orientation financial (ROF-F7) comprised five items; viz., whether the
retailer provides a loyalty programme/scheme (Q5.1 — .61), offers free gifts and gifts
to encourage future purchasing (Q5.2 —.76), offers any additional rebates or volume
discounts (Q5.3 — .82), offers discounts to regular customers (Q5.4 — .80), and
provides prompt and attentive service to customers (Q5.5 — .64). The factor had the
lowest Cronbach’s alpha of .85 compared to an overall .919 for the relationship
orientation group with a mean average of 6.80. Individual item analysis demonstrated
that respondents gave a high ranking to items reflecting discounts, indicating that
consumers like retailers who give good price deals and discounts on their purchases.
Consumers were not concerned primarily about after-sales service or gifts, though
giving surprise gifts and prompt service enhanced consumers’ emotional responses in
a positive way and lead to them returning to a particular retailer. For example, when a
HP TX1000 Laptop price is the same everywhere, rather than go to an unknown
retailer consumers prefer using a retailer who previously has shown positive feelings
and emotional bonding through such things as gifts, a friendly approach and easy
payment terms,. Thus, the general perception of financial incentives only helps
consumers decide whether they are getting the right kind of deal; i.e., consumers
value the social and structural relationship orientation behaviours extended by
retailers. The highest Cronbach’s alpha (.87) with a mean average .680 was the
structural relationship where consumers were given a blend of financial incentives
and shown personalised care by being sent birthday cards and invitations to new
product launches, their needs being understood, and receiving additional support, as
opposed to the traditional transaction model where sales and the collection of payment
ends the transaction.
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Table 4.17: Exploratory Factor Analysis for Antecedents of Relational Orientation

F7
Relational
Orientation
Social
(ROS)

Q.
No.

Items in the Questionnaire

Q5.1

A retailer that provides a cumulative
points program.
A retailer that offers free gifts and
presents to encourage future
purchasing.
A retailer that offers additional
rebates if I trade beyond a certain
amount.
A retailer that offers discounts to its
regular customers.
A retailer that provides prompt
service to its regular customers.
A retailer that sends me greeting cards
or gifts on special days.
A retailer that asks my opinion about
services.
A retailer that offers opportunities for
members to exchange opinions.
A retailer that offers a variety of ways
to get information more efficiently.
A retailer that provides news, study
reports, mailers, deals or transaction
information.
A retailer that provides
products/services from other sources
to resolve problems.
A retailer that offers integrated service
with its partners.
A retailer that often provides
innovative products/services
A retailer that promises to provide
after-sales services.
A retailer where I can receive a
prompt response after a complaint.
A retailer that provides various ways
to deal with transactions.
A retailer that can retrieve my
customer information from their
records.

Q5.2

Q5.3

Q5.4
Q5.5
Q5.10
Q5.11
Q5.12
Q5.13
Q5.14

Q5.15

Q5.16
Q5.17
Q5.18
Q5.19
Q5.20
Q5.21

F8
Relational
Orientation
Structural
( ROST)

F6
Relational
Orientation
Financial
(ROF)
.615
.760

.821
.806
.647
.657
.756
.771
.690
.638

.578
.563
.693
.755
.844
.673

Table 4.18: Reliability Statistics & Summary Item, Scale Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha Based on
Standardised Items

No of Items

.919

.920

17
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Table 4.19: Summary Item Statistics

Item
Means
Item
Variances

Mean

Minimum

Maximum

Range

Maximum
/
Minimum

Variance

No of
Items

6.869

6.102

7.849

1.747

1.286

.262

17

4.118

3.399

4.985

1.586

1.467

.232

17

Table 4.20: Scale Statistics
Mean
116.7723

Variance
518.822

Std. Deviation
22.77766

No of Items
17

The means of the sub-measures of relational orientation behaviours were all slightly
below the central point along the 10-point scale, but satisfactory with the mean
average; viz., relational orientation financial (6.81), relational orientation social (6.43)
and relational orientation structural (7.21). The finding tends to suggest that
consumers perceive relationship orientation with retail store image and salesperson
likeability as important for their business. That consumers perceive the relationship
with their retailer as an important attribute in doing business is somewhat of a surprise
considering that the nature of products and services offered by retailers are indicative
of the need by consumers to nurture long-term relationships with their retailers. Also,
anecdotal evidence by way of the close-ended question in the instrument tends to
suggest that retailers are more concerned with financial outcomes than relationshipbuilding activities. Closer examination of the means of relational orientation financial
vs. structural (6.81 vs. 7.21) and relational orientation social vs. structural (6.43 vs.
7.21) indicate that consumers perceive retailers to be more relationally orientated in a
structural way when they contribute more to their final purchasing decision; this is not
the case with relationship orientation financial vs. social (6.81 vs. 6.43). This finding
may be explained by the fact that the dimension expresses a desire to enter a close
relationship rather than proactively nurturing the relationship which is an issue echoed
by the other two dimensions of the relational orientation construct. Another indication
that there is variance in the perception that retailers will proactively nurture longlasting and close relationships through structural relationship orientation is where
consumers feel completely transformed into a stable relationship platform. Once again
we see that the proactive elements of the relational orientation construct, viz.,
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financial, social and structural, were more prominent for the retailer to build a strong
relationship with their customers (6.81, 6.43 and 7.21 respectively).
Table 4.21: Descriptive Statistics of Relational Orientation
Factor
component

Q.
No.
Q5.1
Q5.2

Relational
Orientation
Financial
(ROF)

Q5.3

Q5.4
Q5.5
Q5.10
Q5.11
Relational
Orientation
Social
(ROS)

Q5.12

Q5.13

Q5.14

Q5.15

Q5.16
Q5.17
Relational
Orientation
Structural
(ROST)

Q5.18
Q5.19
Q5.20
Q5.21

Items in the questionnaire
A retailer that provides a
cumulative points program.
A retailer that offers free gifts and
presents to encourage future
purchasing.
A retailer that offers additional
rebates if I trade beyond a certain
amount.
A retailer that offers discounts to
its regular customers.
A retailer that provides prompt
service to its regular customers.
A retailer that sends me greeting
cards or gifts on special days.
A retailer that asks my opinion
about services.
A retailer that offers opportunities
for members to exchange
opinions.
A retailer that offers a variety of
ways to get information more
efficiently.
A retailer that provides news,
study reports, mailers, deals or
transaction information.
A retailer that provides
products/services from other
sources to resolve problems.
A retailer that offers integrated
service with its partners.
A retailer that often provides
innovative products/services
A retailer that promises to provide
after-sales services.
A retailer where I can receive a
prompt response after a complaint.
A retailer that provides various
ways to deal with transactions.
A retailer that can retrieve my
customer information from their
records.

Std.
Devn

Min

Max

Mean

1.00

10.00

6.2199

2.12303

1.00

10.00

6.5297

2.14904

1.00

10.00

6.6919

2.03950

1.00

10.00

7.3324

2.00549

1.00

10.00

7.3116

1.99943

1.00

10.00

6.1018

2.23263

1.00

10.00

6.6041

2.11860

1.00

10.00

6.2471

2.05642

1.00

10.00

6.8237

2.09888

1.00

10.00

6.3788

2.16165

1.00

10.00

6.8970

2.01087

1.00

10.00

6.7235

1.93933

1.00

10.00

7.2405

1.86364

1.00

10.00

7.6973

1.84354

1.00

10.00

7.8486

1.85192

1.00

10.00

7.2081

1.86610

1.00

10.00

6.9162

2.07997

In summary, it can be concluded that consumers feel the main foundation of a
stronger relationship bonding is with ‘A retailer where I can receive a prompt
response after a complaint’ (Q5.19 with the highest mean average of 7.84) and ‘A
retailer that promises to provide after-sales service’ (Q5.18 having the second highest
mean average of 7.69). The general perception was that a retail store or salesperson
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performs well when expecting business; however, once the customer closes the deal
by paying in full and signing a deal, the seller normally doesn’t worry about the
feelings that the experience may have provided the consumer. Nonetheless,
consumers felt it was important for retailers and salespeople to check with them after
the deal was over to determine whether the consumer needed any back-up support,
problem-solving, installation advice etc. It was at this point that the relationship
orientation could play an important role and defeat the sole selling focus of discounts
and price deals.

4.8.4 Commitment to Retail Store
The factor analysis shown in Table 4.22, below, shows how the factor structure of the
10-item measure of commitment precisely replicates the original Morgan & Hunt
(1994) scale. Not only does the factor structure indicate that the construct is unidimensional in nature, but the alpha index shows that the measure is an extremely
reliable predictor of commitment. In addition, the measure of commitment is a general
measure and taps the attitudinal component of the construct. Each factor loading is
relatively high, as is the alpha index; therefore, the factors are quite capable of
measuring commitment within the current research context.
Commitment to retail store and sales person service scales were used for this variable
(Q6), and there were 14 items in the questionnaire. In order to make the analysis clear,
it was decided to keep only those items which focussed on the research hypothesis;
e.g., items like ‘When I feel committed to a particular retail store’ (Q6.1 — .85),
‘When I intend to continue shopping at a particular retail store over the next few
years’ (Q6.2 —.87) and ‘When I want to expend effort on behalf of a particular retail
store to help it succeed’ (Q6.3 — .81) were considered for factor analysis. The
loadings for the items were very high — above .80. However, items like ‘When I am
very committed to a retail store’ (Q6.12 —.67) gave low loading results. The items in
the questionnaire were rather demanding; respondents needed to think before
answering. Since the question was restricted to meaningful results only, the one factor
extracted was labelled Commitment to Retail Store. The loading for all four items
mentioned above gave loadings of .85, .87, .81 and .67 respectively, meaning that
once a consumer was happy with a particular retail store, they committed themselves
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to that particular retail store and continue shopping there for a number of years. The
Cronbach’s alpha was .81 with a mean average of 6.182.
Table 4.22: Exploratory Factor Analysis for Antecedents of
Relational Orientation
Q.No.

Questions

Commitment

Q6.1
Q6.2

When I feel committed to a particular retail store.
When I intend to continue shopping at a particular retail store
over the next few years.
Q6.3
When I want to expend effort on behalf of a particular retail store
to help it succeed.
Q6.12 When I am very committed to a retail store.
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 1 component extracted.

.850
.875
.817
.670

Table 4.23: Reliability Statistics & Summary Item, Scale Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha Based on Standardised Items

N of Items

.817

.817

4

Table 4.24: Summary Item Statistics
Mean

Min

Max

Range

Max /
Min

Variance

N of Items

Item Means

6.182

6.022

6.553

.531

1.088

.062

4

Item
Variances

3.960

3.563

4.366

.803

1.225

.109

4

Table 4.25: Scale Statistics
Mean

Variance

Std. Deviation

N of Items

24.7266

40.904

6.39566

4

At the aggregate level, not only is the degree of commitment within the relationship
the highest (6.182) of all the variables measured, but the variance (see Table 4.24) is
also the second lowest across the variables (3.96). The result was somewhat
unexpected because on one hand consumers trust the salesperson and the retail store,
but on the other hand are not showing very high commitment compared to the average
mean score for salesperson trust, salesperson likeability and retail store image. The
reason why the commitment level is low may reflect their specific purchase
intentions. It is anticipated that many of these commitments would be transactionspecific and, thereby, have a relatively low residual value. Moreover, Gundlach,
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Achrol and Mentzer (1995) point out that commitment encompasses both an
attitudinal, instrumental and temporal input; in this respect, commitment was
operationalised in terms of an attitude towards the partner rather than being
instrumental in nature. It was noted that the level of commitment was reflected in the
mean of 6.18, which is much lower than the mean scores for trust, salesperson
likeability and retail store image, meaning that consumers developed the required trust
but still were not very confident in committing to buy from a particular retail store
and eventually from a particular salesperson. Another view point on the result was
that consumers are afraid to commit themselves to their purchase intention at a
particular retail store, though this did not mean that they didn’t need or want to
commit themselves to the actual purchase. From the item analysis, it was concluded
that customers wanted to commit to a particular retail store, but the timing as to
whether they were ready to commit themselves was very important.

4.8.5 Involvement
The factor analysis in Table 4.26 shows how the factor structure of the 10-item
measurement of involvement is the highest among the group of other dependent
variables and even in sub-category dependent variables with the highest factor
loadings. The immediate indication from respondents was that they were involving
themselves very positively in the purchase process. The measure of involvement was
a general measure that tapped into the attitudinal component of the construct. Each
factor loading was relatively high, as was the alpha index, indicating the factors were
capable of measuring involvement within the current research context.
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Table 4.26: Exploratory Factor Analysis for Antecedents of Involvement
Q.
No.

Questions

Q7.1

I constantly compare the prices and rates offered by
various retail stores for laptops.
I would visit multiple retail stores in the area before I
decide to buy laptop from a store.
I compare prices and rates of several laptops from
stores before I select a retail store.
After deciding on a laptop from a store I would
discuss my choice with family & friends.
After deciding on a laptop from a store, I would
compare this with other retail prices
Searching for product and service related information
is critical.
Evaluation of different alternatives is critical.
Final purchasing of the product is critical.
Evaluation of your purchase decision after the
purchase is critical.

Q7.2
Q7.3
Q7.4
Q7.5
Q7.11
Q7.12
Q7.13
Q7.14

Store
Product
Involvement Involvement
( STI)
( PRI)
.772
.831
.840
.680
.786
.754
.791
.843
.735

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis, Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser
Normalization,
a Rotation converged in 3 iterations.

Table 4.27: Reliability Statistics & Summary Item, Scale Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha Based on
Standardised Items

No of Items

.862

.865

9

Table 4.28: Summary Item Statistics

Item
Means
Item
Variances

Mean

Minimum

Maximum

Range

Maximum /
Minimum

Variance

No of
Items

7.660

7.230

8.106

.876

1.121

.098

9

3.440

2.891

3.879

.988

1.342

.144

9

Table 4.29: Scale Statistics
Mean

Variance

Std. Deviation

No of Items

68.9423

132.530

11.51218

9

The two factors extracted from Commitment (Q7) had 14 items, and factor analysis
was done with loading of .40% to maintain the consistency of loading for all the
questions., The loadings were somewhat mixed in the first factor analysis, so it was
decided to remove a few items from the factor analysis and used rotated principal
component analysis; the resultant two factors were extracted and labelled Store
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Involvement (STI-F9) and Product Involvement (PRI-F10) based on the respondents’
answers. The Cronbach's alpha for the variable was a reasonably good .862.
Having already discussed various store personalities in retail store image, the store
involvement (STI-F9) concept was based on consumer involvement in the store
during the purchasing process. The factor was used to ascertain whether consumers
were involving themselves with the store, its merchandising and pricing before
deciding on a product. The factor analysis was done on the items: ‘I constantly
compare the prices and rates offered by various retail stores for laptops’ (Q7.1 —
.77), ‘I would visit multiple retail stores in the area before I decide to buy a laptop
from a store’ (7.2 —.83), ‘I compare prices and rates of several laptops from stores
before I select a retail store’ (Q7.3 — .84), ‘After deciding on a laptop from a store I
would discuss my choice with family & friends’ (Q7.4 —.68), ‘After deciding on a
laptop from a store, I would compare this with other retail prices’ (Q7.5 — .78). The
factor loadings for the items were reasonably high except for the item relating to
discussing with family and friends after deciding on a particular laptop, which was
low. The loading for the item was .68. The results were interesting in giving new
insight into the personality of young consumers who were internet savvy and felt
confident about their product search and wanted to make the purchase decision based
on their own information and analysis; they didn’t want to get an opinion or
consensus of their friends and family.
The second factor extracted and labelled product involvement (PRI-F10) was based
on the understanding of whether consumers involve themselves in the product deals of
the retail store. Comparing the means and loadings of store involvement and whether
consumers are involved more with the store or the products that are being offered, the
factor was measured with items such as ‘Searching for product and service related
information is critical’ (Q7.11 — .75), ‘Evaluation of different alternatives is critical’
(Q7.12 —.79), ‘Final purchasing of the product is critical’ (Q7.13 — .84), ‘Evaluation
of your purchase decision after the purchase is critical’ (Q7.14 — .73). The analysis
of each item in the factor demonstrated that consumers understand the importance of
involvement in products; when one is keen about something, it is psychologically
easier to be involved in the activity more deeply. Though the loadings on the factors
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were not very high (.84), consumers’ understanding of the final act of purchasing was
critical for their decision making.
Respondents gave a highest loading to item Q7.3 which showed that customer
commitment depended upon the comparison of the prices of several laptops from
several stores before they selected the laptop to be purchased. It was noteworthy that
consumers were not relying on any particular retailer; rather, they checked out the
prices and deals at various retail stores before purchasing. These actions demonstrated
that they wanted to involve themselves in an extensive search process and do the right
home-work before actually buying the product. Similarly, they considered the price
risk factor because technology products are considered to be high-involvement
products where consumers are cautious in their buying. Consumer fears of a wide
variance in pricing and services increased the likelihood of them getting involved in
an intensive search and analysis process.
Judging from the factor loadings, respondents indicated spending quite some time
checking prices and comparing them with those of other retail outlets; they didn’t
mind evaluating the prices at different retail stores before they deciding to purchase
from a particular retail outlet. Among the five items, respondents gave the highest
ranking (.84 loading) to Q7.3 about respondents comparing the prices and rates of
several laptops even before they select a retail store. On the other hand, respondents
gave the lowest ranking (.68 loading) to Q7.4 about discussing their choices, options
and deals with their friends and families after deciding on a laptop from a store. This
may mean they don’t give much importance to their friends and families for their
decision-making or, simply, that after the decision there is little point in further
discussion. The new generation of respondents prefer to skip the evaluation of their
choices with their friends and families and prefer to decide on their own. Respondents
prefer to evaluate their choices thoroughly by scanning all the options given by
retailers; they want to get all the comparisons and evaluate them on their own and
decide on the best possible option. The results indicated that retailers need to
understand that respondents don’t purchase blindly and they prefer to make thorough
investigations about their purchases, especially as a laptop is a high purchaseinvolvement product.
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As can see from the above analysis, each scale demonstrated that it tapped into they
were quite capable of tapping the conceptual definition each of the six variables
depicted within this research context. Though a small number of items in some scales,
as well as variables like pre-satisfaction, were eliminated from further analysis, the
decision had minimal impact upon the integrity of the original scales while ensuring
the dependability of the congruence between the conceptual and operational
definitions of the variables employed. Each measure, then, tapped into the essence of
the construct and provided strong evidence of construct validity.
The means of the scales measuring the factors within involvement ranged between
7.39 and 7.87 for store involvement (STI-F9) and product involvement (PRI-F10)
respectively. The means were high in the Likert 10-point scale, thereby indicating that
consumers’ involvement was high when going through the purchasing process. The
minimum ranking that respondents gave on the 10-point Likert scale was 2.4 (STI)
and 1.75 (PRI) respectively, which meant that the average mean was high.

Means of factors tended to suggest that consumers were involved deeply with high
value items. Consumer felt that buying a laptop is not an everyday shopping item
where they can pick the item from the shelf and quickly put it on the check-out
counter. In getting involved in the purchasing process, several factors were involved.
Psychologically, once consumers have a positive experience during the purchasing
process, they moved ahead to the next step. They carried out a basic search, evaluated
the alternatives in terms of products and retail stores; undertook open dialogue with
the salesperson of the retail store; checked out different offerings the retail store was
providing; and evaluated the behaviour of the salesperson in addressing their needs in
offering the right kind of solution. These activities required a substantial degree of
involvement by the consumer prior to the purchase decision.
Store involvement (STI) with a mean of 7.87 and product involvement with a mean of
7.39 were very good means, though product involvement may have been expected to
exceed that of store involvement. Consumers’ emphasis of store involvement may be
explained by the fact that they felt that product involvement was part and parcel of
store involvement in its broader aspects.
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Closer examination revealed that involvement was more likely to develop as the
duration of interaction and purchasing process became more long lasting. Thus, there
does not appear to be strong evidence to support Guzzo and Noonan’s (1997)
proposition that the intangible elements of involvement will begin to dominate the
‘life-space’ of the relationship as it flourishes.
Table 4.30: Descriptive Statistics of Relational Orientation

Factors

Q.No.

7.1
7.2
Store
Involvement
( STI-F9)

7.3

7.4

7.5

7.11
Product
Involvement
( PRI-F10)

7.12
7.13
7.14

Items in the Questionnaire
Compare prices and rates
offered by various retailers
of laptops consistently
Visit multiple retail store in
the area before deciding
Compare prices and rates of
several laptops before
selecting a retail store
After deciding of laptop,
they would discuss choice
with family and friends
After deciding on laptop
from a store, they would
compare with other retail
prices
Searching of product and
services related information
is critical
Evaluation of alternatives is
important
Final purchasing of product
is important
Evaluation of purchase
decision after purchase is
critical

Mean

Std.
Dev

Min

Max

1

10

7.8273

1.94513

1

10

8.0108

1.78670

1

10

8.1057

1.70037

1

10

7.5232

1.96587

1

10

7.8915

1.79857

1

10

7.3740

1.72530

1

10

7.3523

1.87278

1

10

7.6277

1.90563

1

10

7.2297

1.96960

From the above statistics, consumers gave the highest importance to item Q7.3 (mean
= 8.10) in the purchasing process which compared prices and rates of several laptops
before selecting a retail store; item Q7.2 (mean = 8.01), where respondents visited
multiple retail stores in the area before deciding on a purchase, also rated highly. The
suggestion is that, as the retailer–consumer relationship endures, there is a focus away
from ‘building’ the relationship and towards the outcomes desired as a consequence
of being in the relationship. However, despite this observation, it can be seen from the
means of the two factors that there is a distinct increase in the intensity of the
involvement as the relationship develops over time; a significant empirical finding
that may have a number of managerial implications (discussed later) inasmuch as it
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indicates that as the consumer–retailer relationship progresses over time, consumers
consider that more and more obligations were being promised by the retailer.

4.8.6 Trust in Salesperson
As the customer–salesperson relationship develops over time the level of trust
directed at the salesperson tends to increase, whereas salesperson–customer
relationships that have endured over a period of time appear to result in the level of
trust decaying somewhat when salesperson tries to be self-centred or self-interested.
Thus, the current empirical findings relating to trust are highly congruous with the
rudimentary work of Ford (1980) who conceptualised trust to develop over time and
put forward the view that at some critical point in time the relationship would become
so institutionalised that each of the parties would expose themselves to opportunism
from each other. Institutionalisation over time in the relationship, in terms of the
relationship bonding has been evidenced.
However, when the salesperson demonstrates behaviour which appeals to the
consumer, positive trust behaviour develops within the customer and results in trust
and belief in the propositions offered by the salesperson.
Principal component analysis using the Varimax rotation method with Kaiser
Normalization resulted in results in Table 4.31 below.
Table 4.31: Exploratory Factor Analysis for Antecedents of Involvement
Salesperson
Trust
( TRUSP)
.718

Q.No.

Questions

Q10.6

The salesperson in this retail store is friendly and approachable.

Q10.7

The salesperson in this store is sincere.

.782

Q10.8

The salesperson in this store is honest.

.761

Q10.9
Q10.10

I felt very little risk was involved when dealing with the
salesperson in this store.
This salesperson of this store has been frank in dealing with us.

Q10.11

This salesperson of this store does not make false claims.

.701
.767
.694

Table 4.32: Reliability Statistics for Salesperson Trust
Cronbach's
Alpha
.861

Cronbach's Alpha Based on
Standardised Items
.862
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No of
Items
6

Salesperson trust was extracted from the items ‘The salesperson in this retail store is
friendly and approachable’ (Q10.6 — .718), ‘The salesperson in this store is sincere’
(Q10.7 —.782), ‘The salesperson in this store is honest’ (Q10.8 — .761), ‘Very little
risk was involved when dealing with the salesperson in this store’ (Q10.9—.701),
‘The salesperson of this store has been frank in dealing with us’ (Q10.10 — .767) and
‘The salesperson of this store does not make false claims’ (Q10.11 —.694). The
highest average mean score was for Salesperson Sincerity (Q10.7) with a .782
loading, which respondents felt was very important while dealing with any retail
salesperson. This was followed by Q10.8, concluding that the salesperson was honest
(.761). Even so, respondents were not very confident that the salesperson did not
make false claims (.694); the lowest mean score of the group. Another interesting
item in the analysis was Q10.10 (mean = .767) where respondents believed that the
salesperson was frank in dealing with them; a feature which built trust in the
salesperson and enhanced their likeability.
Overall, the mean average loading was not bad compared to other major dependent
variables. The result verified that consumers trust salespeople; a very positive,
motivating factor for salespeople. However, trust in the salesperson was not a blanket
permit — consumers still considered that salespeople make false claims during their
sales presentations. A good example was salespeople of high tech products who failed
to inform consumers that the price was about to come down; rather they maintained
that the special is for the ‘current’ week and that ‘next’ week it would go back to the
normal price. Respondents indicated they did not believe that! A salesperson tries to
close the sales deal as early as possible without taking into consideration the
consumer’s price concerns; this was because salespeople know very well that
technology product prices always drop in price as the product matures in the
marketplace.
The item analysis showed that, although the generation is changing and becoming
more modern, knowledgeable, skilful, confident and educated, the old morals and
values remain the same. Respondents still prefer to have sincere, honest salespeople in
whom they can trust; they felt comfortable in dealing with a salesperson who was
truthful and gave the right advice without self interest. The item analyses indicate that
sales professionals need to demonstrate basic ethical standards and morals when
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dealing with customers; exhibiting positive, old-fashioned morals desired by
consumers would help sales professionals develop the trust of potential purchasers.
Research results showed that consumers want to feel positive about, and trust in, the
salesperson to enable the building of a relationship in which to finalise their purchase
intent. The evidence of sincerity (mean = .78) and honesty (mean = .76) having high
loadings was indicative of how strongly consumers appreciate the moral behaviours
of a salesperson.
When viewed from the perspective of trust alone, given that the construct was a
critical building block in any type of relationship (Wilson 1995), it appeared that
relationships that would endure for many years enter at a ‘critical point’ in the
development of the salesperson—consumer context. At an aggregate level, it is not
surprising that retail consumers rely more heavily upon a particular salesman for their
purchases from a particular retail outlet; this tends to suggest that once a retail
customer builds a relational bond with a salesperson, the natural instinct of the
salesperson is to pass on extra financial discounts to the customer on a regular basis.
Thus, the retail consumer likes to create a relational bond with the salesperson and
focus more upon developing the relationship rather than short-term outcomes. In turn,
by nurturing the relationship, the retailer becomes more dependable and, given that
trust is essentially reliance-based (Doney & Cannon 1997), this translates into higher
levels of trust directed towards the retail outlet.

4.8.7 Purchase Intention
Factor analysis was performed on purchase intention (Q8) with the Varimax rotation
method. The extraction method used was principal component analysis. The loading
given to get a clear meaning was .40 %. Factor analysis included all eight items in the
purchase intention (Q8) and after the factor analysis there two separate components of
purchase behaviour extracted. One was labelled general intention (GI-F11) and the
other was labelled specific intention (SPI-F12). General intention (GI-F11) was
extracted with loadings from ‘probably buy the laptop I have seen in a particular retail
outlet in a few days time’ (Q8.4 —.46), ‘Likely to buy from a particular retailer that I
have identified’ (Q8.5 —.78), ‘In the future, I will use a retailer that I have already
identified for my laptop purchase’ (Q8.6 —.86), ‘In the future, I intend to purchase
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technology products from an identified retailer’ (Q8.7 — .80), and ‘Would consider
buying a laptop from an already priced item’ (Q8.8 —.61).
The Specific Intention (SPI) component was derived from the items ‘Likely to buy a
laptop that I have viewed recently in the next 12 months’ (Q8.1 —.76), ‘Likely to
shop for a laptop in an unspecified retail outlet in the upcoming year’ (Q8.2 —.79),
‘Likely to buy a laptop that I have viewed in the last month’ (Q8.3 —.68), and ‘I will
probably buy the laptop I have seen in a particular retail outlet in a few days time’
(Q8.4 —.54).
The result indicated that respondents could differentiate their purchasing intention
between the two factors extracted. With the intention being either general or specific,
the findings could assist marketers to understand better the consumers’ intentions in
the purchasing process.
Table 4.33: Exploratory Factor Analysis for Antecedents of Purchase Intention
General
Intention
(GI-F11)

Q.No

Questions

Q8.1

I am likely to buy a laptop that I have viewed recently
in the next 12 months.
I am likely to shop for a laptop in an unspecified retail
outlet in the upcoming year.
I am likely to buy laptop I have viewed in the last
month.
I will probably buy the laptop I have seen in a
particular retail outlet in a few days time.
I am likely to buy from a particular retailer that I have
identified.
In the future, I will use a retailer that I have already
identified for my laptop purchase.
In the future, I intend to purchase technology products
from an identified retailer.
I would consider buying a laptop from an already
price listed item.

Q8.2
Q8.3
Q8.4
Q8.5
Q8.6
Q8.7
Q8.8
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Specific
Intention
(SPI-F12)
.761
.797
.681

.469
.788
.860
.809
.614

.548

Table 4.34: Reliability Statistics for Purchase Intention
Factor

Questions

components
Q8.1,Q8.2,Q8.3, Q8.4

General Intention
(GI)
Specific Intention
(SPI)

Q8.5, Q8.6,Q8.7,Q8.8

Cronbach's

No of

Alpha

Items

.732

4

.816

4

Reliability tests were conducted to test the Cronbach's alpha of individual questions.
An examination of the items in the General Intention (GI) scale indicates that items
Q8.1, Q8.2, Q8.3 and Q8.4 had the lowest corrected item–total correlations. The
Cronbach’s alpha for the overall scale was .732, whereas the Cronbach’s alpha for
Specific Intention (SPI) with items Q8.5, Q8.6, Q8.7, and Q8.8 was .816. Item 4, ‘I
will probably buy the laptop I have seen in a particular retail outlet in a few days
time’, had mixed loadings of .469 and .548. By deleting the item, the overall
reliability increased only slightly. Consequently, given the importance of the question
in the study, it was left as it was and focus was placed on questions which had good
loadings and which could be separated into the two different factors.
Table 4.35: Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's Alpha Based on
Standardised Items

No of Items

.829

.831

8

The composite score extracted in Cronbach’s alpha was .829 which is on the high
side. The composite score was based on all the questions in Q8.
Table 4.36: Summary Item Statistics

Item
Means
Item
Variances

Mean

Min

Max

Range

Maximum
/ Minimum

Variance

No of
Items

6.338

5.554

6.773

1.219

1.219

.177

8

4.799

3.971

5.815

1.843

1.464

.464

8

Table 4.37: Scale Statistics
Mean

Variance

Std. Deviation

No of Items

50.7016

139.635

11.81672

8
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Table 4.38: Descriptive Statistics of Purchase Intention
Factor
Component

Q.
No.
Q8.1

General
Intention
(GI)
Factor 11

Q8.2
Q8.3
Q8.4
Q8.5

Specific
Intention
(SPI)
Factor 12

Q8.6

Q8.7
Q8.8

Items in Questionnaire
Likely to buy a laptop that I have
viewed recently in the next 12
months.
Likely to shop for a laptop in an
unspecified retail outlet in the
upcoming year.
Likely to buy laptop I have
viewed in the last month.
Probably buy the laptop I have
seen in a particular retail outlet in
a few days time.
Likely to buy from a particular
retailer that I have identified.
In the future, I will use a retailer
that I have already identified for
my laptop purchase.
In the future, I intend to purchase
technology products from an
identified retailer.
I would consider buying a laptop
from an already price listed item.

Min

Max

Mean

Std.
Devn

1.00 10.00 6.0943

2.41142

1.00 10.00 5.5541

2.24961

1.00 10.00 6.2462

2.31091

1.00 10.00 6.1210

2.27966

1.00 10.00 6.4684

2.19751

1.00 10.00 6.6744

2.01149

1.00 10.00 6.7730

2.03288

1.00 10.00 6.7703

1.99286

From Table 4.38 above, evidence indicates that respondents were somewhat unsure
about their purchase intentions. The highest average mean was 6.77 from the item ‘In
the future, I intend to purchase technology products from an identified retailer’
(Q8.7). Similarly, with the item ‘I would consider buying a laptop from an already
price listed item’ (Q8.8) respondents’ uncertainty was reflected in the mean of 6.77;
thereby indicating that they were not ready to make the purchase decision and
preferred to postpone the decision. As this was the highest mean in the specific
intention (SPI) factor, it was not good news for retailers that the consumer was not
willing to make a decision on their purchase. The good news was that they were not
rejecting outright the purchase of a laptop; rather, despite having a need they didn’t
feel confident in making a decision to purchase. Potential consumers continuously
check prices in the marketplace and identify retailers from whom they can buy, but
still they wanted to postpone the purchasing decision.
However, items like ‘I am likely to buy from a particular retailer that I have
identified’ (Q8.5) and ‘In the future, I will use a retailer that I have already identified
for my laptop purchase’ (Q8.6) have reasonably good mean scores of 6.46 and 6.67,
which are just under those of Q8.7 and Q8.8. The interpretation of results suggests
that respondents are more willing to make their purchase decisions after doing all the
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preliminary checks in the purchasing process like searching, evaluating options,
checking with friends and family as referrals, checking on deals and information as a
final touch-up and then being comfortable and confident about reaching their decision
to purchase from a specific retail store.
4.9 Hypotheses Discussion
Based on the business problem and research questions, 12 hypotheses were analysed.
Output derived from the AMOS 4.01 software package indicated that nine of the 12
hypotheses were found to be statistically significant by being well above the
conventional 95 percent confidence level. The exceptions were the effects of Trust in
Salesperson → Purchase Decision (+H2)–(-0.097); Salesperson Likeability → Trust in
Salesperson (+H5)–(-0. 026); and Involvement → Purchase Intent (-H12)–(0.029),
which were found not to be significant at the p=0.10 level. The 12 hypotheses could
not be substantiated in terms of their expected directional effects; despite this,
potential explanations for the lack of support will be explored in the forthcoming
section.
Table 4.39: Output Depicting Hypotheses in the Proposed Conceptual Model
Proposed Hypothesis and Path Direction

Weighting*

Outcome

0.534

Supported

-0.097

Not-Supported

Retail Store Image → Relationship Orientation ( H3)

0.746

Supported

-

Salesperson Likeability → Relationship Orientation( H4)

0.021

Supported (weak)

Salesperson Likeability → Trust in Salesperson (+H5)

-0.026

Not-Supported

Salesperson Likeability → Commitment to Retail Store H6)

0.638

Supported

SalespersonLikeability → Involvement (+H7)

0.065

Supported (weak)

0.179

Supported

0.343

Supported

0.528

Supported

-0.021

Supported (weak)

0.029

Not-Supported

Retail Store Image → Trust on Salesperson (+H1)
+

Trust in Salesperson → Purchase Decision ( H2)
+

+

+

Relationship Orientation → Commitment to Retail Store( H8)
-

Commitment to Retail Store → Purchase Decision ( H9)
-

Trust in Salesperson→ Commitment to Retail Store( H10)
-

Involvement → Commitment to Retail Store ( H11)
-

Involvement → Purchase Decision ( H12)
Standardized weighting.

χ2 = 260.7, df = 67, GFI = 0.907, AGFI = 0.855, RMR = 0.275, RMSEA = 0.080, TLI = 0.910, CFI =
0.933, p<0.05
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4.9.1 Retail Store Image → Trust in salesperson (+H1)
Retail Store Image → Trust (+H1)

0.534

Supported

The hypothesis was that higher levels of retail store image would result in higher trust
in the salesperson within retailer–consumer relationships. (+H1) was supported at the
p=0.01 level. Although the beta weighting of the path (β=0.534) was not particularly
large, the finding demonstrated that trust stems directly from the relational efforts of
the retailer firm. Furthermore, if the Retail Store Image is good, Trust in the
Salesperson is positive from the consumer’s perspective.
The relevance of trust has been reported by numerous authors, both when solving
management problems, in the decision-making process and in the development of
long-term relationships. Similarly, trust has been studied in different fields, which has
given rise to a range of definitions which vary depending on the academic discipline.
Nevertheless, most applications have been linked to exchange activities, as trust is the
variable most widely accepted as the base for any human interaction or exchange
(Gundlach & Murphy 1993).
By grounding the thesis in relationship theory, the empirical finding tends to indicate
that the development of trust between the retailer, salesperson and consumer results in
a mutual intent to increase the degree of interaction (Dwyer, Schurr & Oh 1987; Ford
1980).
Trust of the salesperson is crucial for consumers in order for them to initiate dialogue
with the salesperson. Consumers evaluate the personality, attitudes and moral values
the salesperson demonstrates to the consumer in his/her presentation. If the intention
of the salesperson is interpreted as favouring the consumer’s requirements, the
consumer trusts the salesperson initiating the selling process. Trust in the salesperson
is also linked to retail store image. A very established retail store selects and trains its
salespeople to be trustworthy, honourable and committed, and to demonstrate good
moral values during their sales presentation. Consumers expect that a retail store with
good credibility and a positive image in the society will have trustworthy salespeople.
The hypothesis in the current research was that Retail Store Image (RSI) has a
positive influence on Salesperson Trust, which was supported statistically.
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In this respect, retail store image results directly from the Retail Store Image (RSI)
and Retail Store Offering (RSO) and trust in the salesperson (TRUSP). The results
indicate that the retail store image is highly influencial, along with trust in the
salesperson, in creating a relational bond which assists in the purchase intention of the
consumer being confirmed. Furthermore, if the retail store image and trust in the
salesperson are positive, the consumer’s process of making a purchase decision will
be faster and consumers feel more confident about making a final purchase decision.
4.9.2 Trust in the Salesperson → Purchase Decision (+H2)
Trust → Purchase Decision (+H2)

-0.097

Not-Supported

Salesperson trust plays a crucial role in consumer decision-making or intention to
purchase (Berry, 1983). It was hypothesised the once a consumer was happy with the
salesperson and had a strong relational foundation with the salesperson, the consumer
would proceed to buy the product. The hypothesis was not supported and had a β=0.097 loading. The result was somewhat surprising in terms of the theoretical
perspective that when salesperson trust is positive, the consumer advances through the
purchasing process. Thus, the results gave new direction to the thesis and more clarity
on the role each variable played in the conceptual model.
The result of the hypothesis indicated that consumers having trust in the salesperson
did not give the green light to making a purchase decision. A consumer having
positive trust in the salesperson was not sufficient for the consumer to buy the product
simply because they trusted the salesperson. Trusting a salesperson is merely one of
the factors whereby a consumer moves to the next level of the purchasing process.
Apart from Trust in the Salesperson, consumers check other important issues like
competitor prices to ensure they are getting fair deal, after-sales service, warranties,
extended warranties and other administrative supports such as logistics, delivery and
availability of stock.
However, trust in the salesperson increases the confidence level of the consumer.
Wood et al. (2008) and Doney and Cannon (1997) proposed that a trust evaluator uses
different processes to assess trust in a potential exchange partner. They suggested that
various factors invoke these assessment processes, and that an additional step is
necessary in the trust formation process. The purchasing process can be regarded as a
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stage-wise process whereby a consumer advances the process of purchasing in a
stage-wise manner. Trust in the Salesperson, which is assumed to be positive, allows
the consumer to tick one stage of the process and advance to the next level. However,
it does not allow them to leapfrog a number of stages and make the final purchase
decision. Salesperson trust initiates a buyer’s assessment of the seller. The buyer uses
his or her assessment of specific attributes to categorise a seller as either a member or
non-member of the trustworthy group. The overall evaluation of a seller’s
trustworthiness has a great impact on trust but, in addition, there is some support for
the proposition that a seller’s expertise is another trait that directly influences trust.
The hypothesis underpinning the thesis depicts close relationships between
salespeople, trust and the consumer’s final purchase decision; it has two variables.
One is salesperson trust, which has six items in the questionnaire; viz., ‘The
salesperson in this retail store is friendly and approachable’, ‘The salesperson in this
store is sincere’, ‘The salesperson in of this store is honest’, ‘I felt very little risk was
involved when dealing with the salesperson in this store’, ‘The salesperson in this
store has been frank in dealing with us’ and ‘The salesperson in this store does not
make false claims’. The respondents’ higher loadings to these questions evidenced
positive feelings by consumer and built up their trust in the sales person which could
progress the consumer’s purchase decision.
This hypothesis (+H2) was not supported by the relatively low gamma weighting (0.097) at the p=0.01 level, though it could have a number of important managerial
implications for the development of close relationships; these are discussed in more
detail in the final section of the thesis. At this stage, however, the research represents
the first theoretical, as well as empirical, support for relationship orientation and its
associated effects within consumer–retailer relationships. In essence, the hypothesis
can be translated into the notion that when consumers consider that their retail
salesperson has adopted a relational orientation and made certain implicit or explicit
promises towards them, some form of bonding between the consumer and salesperson
has been established.
Although bonding plays a positive role in holding relationships together (Wilson,
1990; 1995), the current finding provided empirical evidence of the role that
psychological bonding stemming from perceived obligations performs within
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consumer–salesperson marketing relationships. However, this type of psychological
attachment should be distinguished from relationship marketing practices that attempt
psychological bonding described as the ‘second level’ of relationship marketing
(Berry, 1995). The lack of support for the hypothesis showed that trust in the
salesperson does not mean that consumers automatically proceed to buy the product
from the salesperson and retail store. Consumers send signals that develop into a
psychological contract, and these represent a strong belief that certain obligations
have been promised, either explicitly or implicitly, as a consequence of being in the
marketing relationship. The hypothesis result indicated that Trust in the Salesperson is
not sufficient to lead consumers to a purchase decision; they understand the
importance of salesperson trust, but there are various other stages the consumer needs
to pass through before reaching the final decision of purchasing.
4.9.3 Retail Store Image → Relationship Orientation (+H3)
Retail Store Image → Relationship Orientation (+H3)

0.746

Supported

The hypothesis that Retail Store Image results in Relational Orientation within the
relationship (+H3) was supported at the p=0.01 level. The gamma weighting of the
hypothesised path (β=0.746) is not excessively large; however, it confirms that the
Retail Store Image creates consumers’ relational behaviour. This indicates the
corresponding belief that retailers should extend their hand of relationship towards
consumers so as to have a strong foundation for relationship bonding. Closer
examination of the constituent parts of the relational orientation construct indicates
that some relational dimensions may be more conducive than others in the
development of commitment between the parties.
By comparing correlations between the composite factors representing relational
orientation, namely financial (α = 0.858 & χ2 = 6.817), social (α = 0.842 & χ2 = 6.43)
and structural (α = 0.870 & χ2 = 6.80) bonds, it can be seen that the correlations
relating to financial and structural bonds are similar and relatively higher than social
bonding.
If the Retail Store Image is positive in consumers’ minds, they feel comfortable in
expressing their opinions, desires, want and needs in an open and free manner.
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Following factor analysis, Retail Store Image extracted two factors that were labelled
as Retail Store Image (RSI) and Retail Store Offering (RSO).
The result appears to be congruous with the work of Hirschman (1970) in determining
the effects of Retail Store Image upon the overall relationship orientation between the
retail store and its customers. Hirschman (1970) presents the argument that
dissatisfied customers either exit the relationship or express their view; the choice
being determined by the level of loyalty developed towards the firm. On the
assumption that the proxy measure of loyalty can be the extent of relational
orientation (RO) within the relationship, then negative correlations between the RO
factors and store personality tend to indicate the dampening effects of Retail Store
Image.
Similarly, a study can be made of the contribution the strategy entails for the other
party in the exchange; i.e., the customers (Barnes 1994; Berry 1995; Bitner 1995;
Peterson 1995; Sheth & Parvatiyar 1995). In general, it can be said that the customers
who develop relationships with the retailers of services expect to receive a satisfactory
core service, as well as other additional benefits that differentiate them from the nonrelationship customers. The benefits of relationship can be described in three
segments; viz., social, psychological and economical benefits.
Social benefits: The works of Czepiel (1990), Barlow (1992), Jackson (1993) and
Berry (1995) highlight the importance of achieving the formation of close links with
employees that include feelings of familiarity, personal recognition, friendship,
affection and social support.
Psychological benefits: Long-term relationships normally generate feelings of
comfort with the service provider and a climate of trust that helps the customer to
lower the perceived risk in the exchange relationship (Grönroos 1990; Morgan &
Hunt 1994; Bitner 1995).
Economic benefits: As a relationship continues, customers are going to obtain a
‘special’ pricing policy aimed at them. In line with Peterson (1995), economic savings
are the main reason for getting involved in the relationship. Nevertheless, it is worth
paying attention to the non-monetary economic benefits; basically, savings in time.
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Benefits obtained from the customised relationship: Berry (1983) refers to the benefits
as an ‘increased service’ and Crosby (1991) as ‘the rise of the core service’. Among
the psychological benefits to be obtained by customers is the existence of a climate of
trust in the relationship; this is a key variable of successful relationships and, due to
its importance, a main objective of the current research work was to study the variable
in greater depth.
The nature of communication between the parties inherent in consumer–retailer
relationships was found to have a direct and positive effect upon the level of trusting
behaviour directed towards the partner (Morgan & Hunt 1994). Communication has
been defined as “the formal as well as informal sharing of meaning and timely
information between two parties” (Anderson & Narus 1990, p.44) which, on face
value, implies commonality of understanding of what was communicated between the
parties. In fact, Morgan and Hunt (1994) argue that communication, particularly if it
is timely, tends to assist in the alignment of perceptions and expectations between
parties. However, it is known that relationship orientation is characteristically
idiosyncratic in nature (Morrison & Robinson 1997) and resides in the mind of
individuals (Rousseau 1995).
4.9.4 Salesperson Likeability → Relationship Orientation (-H4)
Salesperson Likeability → Relationship Orientation (-H4)

0.021

Supported (weak)

This hypothesis was supported in the analysis; however, the support was not very
strong with a weighting of only β=0.021. Salesperson likeability plays a very
important role in consumer purchase decisions in the retail environment. However,
respondents don’t fully agree that it helps build a relationship orientation. Consumers
acknowledge the importance of separate factors such as salesperson likeability, but
they don’t want to confuse retail store image with salesperson likeability; therefore,
customers a have clearly defined role and objective for both retail store image and
salesperson likeability. Weak support of the hypothesis meant that even if a
salesperson was liked, that did not help them automatically to create relationships
with their customers.
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Many studies have explored salesperson performance to identify relevant personal
factors (e.g., Walker, Churchill & Ford 1977) and environmental conditions (e.g.,
Roberts, Lapidus & Chonko 1994; Piercy & Cravens 1998) that contribute to
successful salesperson performance. One personal factor that has attracted much
attention is salesperson customer orientation reflected in “the degree to which …
[one] … practices the marketing concept by trying to help customers make purchase
decisions that will satisfy customer needs” (Saxe & Weitz 1982, p.344). Saxe and
Weitz (1982) conceptualised salesperson customer orientation as a behavioural
construct and more recently Brown et al. (2002) provided evidence to suggest that
salesperson customer orientation is a surface-level personality trait. The latter found
that deeper personality traits such as emotional stability and agreeableness influence
salesperson customer orientation. Consequently, they defined salesperson customer
orientation as an “employee's tendency or predisposition to meet customer needs in an
on-the-job context” (Brown et al. 2002, p.111). A salesperson that is customeroriented places a priority on customer satisfaction. In contrast, a salesperson with a
selling orientation tends to place priority on ‘making the sale’ with secondary concern
afforded to customer satisfaction (Saxe & Weitz 1982). Salespeople who are customer
oriented take the time to understand their customers’ needs; they treat customers as
individuals by making product recommendations appropriate for the customer's
situation rather than pushing products that the customer may not need. As a rule, the
customer-oriented salesperson is an advisor or consultant for the customer (Saxe &
Weitz 1982). The logical consequence of such behaviours is that customers are likely
to be happy with their relationship with the salesperson, continue to do business with
him or her, and refer others to the salesperson's organisation; as a result, the
salesperson realises higher levels of performance. Empirical evidence supports a
positive relationship between salesperson customer orientation and salesperson
performance (Saxe & Weitz 1982; Honeycutt & Siguaw 1995; Keillor, Parker &
Pettijon 2000; Boles et al. 2001; Brown et al. 2002). The findings in the abovementioned hypothesis were consistent with previous research on salesperson customer
orientation and salesperson performance and reinforced the validity of the present
research.
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4.9.5 Salesperson Likeability → Trust in Salesperson (+H5)
Salesperson Likeability → Trust in Salesperson (+H5)

-0. 026

Not-Supported

The hypothesis that the formation of Salesperson Likeability has a positive effect
upon salesperson trust directed towards the consumer (+H5) was not supported due to
the negative beta weighting of β =-0.026, as well as being significant only at the p =
0.10 level.
The hypothesis was rejected straightaway with its weighting of -0.026; the finding
indicated that salesperson likeability is not based on salesperson trust, largely due to
so many other factors being involved in salesperson likeability. In the current research
instrument there 23 items incorporated in order to understand salesperson likeability.
After factor analysis, three factors were extracted on salesperson likeability: Customer
Needs (CN-F1) where (α – 0.973 χ = 7.309); Salesperson Frankness (SF-F2), (α =
0.863 χ = 7.562); and Salesperson Self-Interest (SI-F3), (α = 0.940 χ = 6.048).
Results from the analysis suggested that development of salesperson likeability in fact
reduces the level of salesperson trust by consumers, and appears to be highly
incongruent with the management literature previously cited. It is quite feasible that
some of the dynamics associated with the socialisation process (Scanzoni 1979)
during relationship development and nurturing could have intervened in the
relationship between the two constructs and this was not accounted for in the data
collection. The socialisation process was assumed to be implicit within relationships;
however, closer examination of the nature of interaction and communication between
the parties could provide an insight into a possible explanation for the negative link
between salesperson likeability and salesperson trust.
Another possible, and probably more plausible, explanation for the negative link
between salesperson likeability and salesperson trust could revolve around one of the
underlying assumptions pertaining to the processes associated with the formation of
trust within the relationship. Doney and Cannon (1997) suggest that because trust is
reliance-based parties can make cognitive assessments about whether to trust another
party; they have documented this in terms of five processes of how trust is built. The
confirmation or translation of these expectations into trust would only result when the
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actions or outcomes of the interaction between themselves and the party being trusted
are congruous with what was calculated to result. As Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt and
Camerer (1998) argued, trust is not simply behaviour or choice but an underlying
psychological condition that can cause or result from such action. However, this
means that salesperson trust alone is not sufficient to establish salesperson likeability.
This implies that despite any ‘cognitive forecasting process’, as suggested by Doney
and Cannon (1997), the development of trust still needs to be earned. In short, any
perceptions of obligations and positive salesperson personality, therefore, would need
to come into fruition prior to the likeability construct having a positive effect upon
trust. Although it is highly likely that many of the perceived conditions have been
fulfilled, many relational-based expectations (Guzzo & Noonan 1997) remain to be
realised. In addition, it is conceivable that there is a ‘time-lag’ between the
expectations of the so-called relational obligations and actual performance; a gap not
reflected through the hypothesised ‘salesperson likeability - salesperson trust’ nexus
(+H5). Trust in the salesperson is not sufficient to build salesperson likeability, which
is quite plausible when one considers that the relational terms of the psychological
contract may dominate the life-space of the consumer (Guzzo & Noonan 1997).
4.9.6) Sales Person Likeability → Commitment to Retail Store (+H6)
Salesperson Likeability → Commitment to Retail Store (+H6)

0.638

Supported

The hypothesis that salesperson likeability has a positive effect upon the development
of retail store commitment within the relationship (+H6) was supported at the p=0.01
level beta weighting (β=0.638). Support for the hypothesis was expected in as much
as commitment is conceptualised to comprise attitudinal, instrumental and temporal
dimensions (Gundlach, Achrol & Mentzer 1995). The feeling of commitment implies
that consumers have positive attitudes towards their retail store and this translates into
the expectation of reciprocity of commitment from the retail store towards the
consumer. As a consequence of the feeling that the retail store has expressed
commitment, the consumer responds by believing that certain obligations will stem
from that commitment.
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Ethical behaviour in the sales relationship context denotes behaviours on the part of
the salesperson that promote the welfare of the customer (Román & Ruiz 2005).
Therefore, behaviour befits widely-recognised societal norms such as fair play,
honesty and full disclosure (Robertson & Anderson 1993). Salespeople who behave in
an ethical manner are factual in their communications, sell only those products and
services they believe will benefit the customer, promise only what can be delivered,
and treat customer information in a confidential manner. Similarly, ethical salespeople
eschew behaviours such as lying about product availability, selling products or
services that cannot be resold or utilised in a reasonable period of time, providing
misleading information about customers and falsifying expense reports (Hansen &
Riggle 2009).
When viewing ‘retail store/consumer’ relationships from the perspective of a
relationship marketing theory that encompasses reciprocity as its central dictum
(Gouldner 1960), it stands to reason that a belief that specific obligations have been
made by the retail store does result in the consumer becoming committed within the
relationship. In practical terms, both the temporal and attitudinal dimensions of
commitment (Gundlach, Achrol & Mentzer 1995) appear to become activated within
the relationship. Typifying the point, as the development of the retail store image
implies that consumers believe the retail store has made a range of obligations
directed towards them as reflected through the specific terms of the contract,
remaining within the relationship for some duration is tantamount if the perceived
obligations are to be realised. Furthermore, as the obligations are reciprocal in nature
this tends to enhance further the consumer’s desire to remain within the relationship.
Given that the attitudinal element of commitment has been depicted as comprising an
effective or psychological attachment (Garbarino & Johnson 1999), the implication is
that, because the salesperson likeability construct engenders a very powerful
psychological attachment towards the retail firm, the level of commitment must
increase.
4.9.7 Salesperson Likeability → Involvement (+H7)
Salesperson Likeability → Involvement (+H7)

0.065

Supported
(weak)

The statistical result of this hypothesis was supported in a very weak way with the
beta weighting of β = 0.065; i.e., salesperson likeability was not sufficient to get
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consumers involved in the purchasing process, although there was not outright
rejection by the consumer.
In sales interactions, a salesperson’s effectiveness depends to a large extent on
making a good impression on the consumer. In pursuit of this goal, the salesperson
draws upon the many arts of ‘impression management’ (Schlenker 1980); e.g.,
specific types of behaviour that can be classified generally as attention to and
management of personal appearance, and verbal, relational and non-verbal messages
conveyed during sales interactions. The salespersons’ verbal and relational behaviours
provide cues for a buyer to use in making inferences about the salesperson’s
disposition and motives and in making evaluations of the salesperson and his/her
company (Heider 1958; Jones & Davis 1965). Soldow and Thomas (1984) provide an
interesting discussion on how salepeople’s adoption of ‘relational postures’ such as
dominance or deference in the exchange of messages affects the impressions they
make on buyers.
However, the impression a buyer forms of a salesperson is likely to depend on more
than just the salesperson’s behaviour. A traditional extension of research in personal
perception has shown that the context in which information regarding a stimulus
person is presented has important effects on the perceivers’ judgements (Asch 1946;
Hairne 1950; Bier-Hoff 1989). For instance, a behaviour that occurs as a favour
rendered by the salesperson when no immediate business is at stake may give the
impression of unselfish helpfulness, whereas the same action might be considered
ingratiation when the salesperson stands to gain immediate reward. Thus, the direct
behaviour of the salesperson and the situational context in which the behaviour occurs
both contribute to the impressions formed by the buyer. Based on that impression,
with a positive personality of the salesperson, behavioural changes in consumer’s
mindset can result in implementation of the purchasing process.
Thus, there is value in exploring the scale on which consumers get involved in the
purchasing process as well as knowledge about what a consumer thinks when a
salesperson tries to use the tactics of impression management to increase consumer
involvement in the purchasing process. In single sales interactions, such as when a
consumer walks in the retail store and first talks with the salesperson, the consumer’s
perception of the salesperson’s intent may be more important than the salesperson’s
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actual intent in determining outcomes. The consumer, acting as ‘naïve psychologist’
(Heider 1958) is likely to attempt to ascribe motives or causes to the salesperson’s
behaviour (Kelley 1967) and the buyer’s attributions play a large part in determining
the outcomes of the interaction. If the consumer attributes the salesperson’s behaviour
to an ulterior motive or manipulative intent, favourable outcomes are unlikely.
However, if the consumer perceives the salesperson’s overall impression to be sincere
and appropriate, this is likely to succeed in establishing good rapport and enhancing
the probability of involving the consumer in the purchasing process and making a
sale.
Because salespeople virtually always have something to gain in sales interactions, it is
not unusual for their motives behind impression behaviours to be somewhat suspect.
Attribution research has shown that impression management behaviour tends to be
discounted when a salesperson stands to gain a reward, even when he/she is liked by a
consumer (Kelley 1967).

Consequently, the salesperson faces the dilemma that

he/she needs to make a positive impression to be successful, but the fact that he/she
stands to gain by being liked by the consumer makes his/her motives for interpersonal
behaviour suspect.
The effectiveness of salesperson influence tactics and overall salesperson likeability
depend on the attributions the consumer makes for his/her behaviour. To the extent
that consumers accept such tactics at face value (i.e., attribute them to sincere
motives), they are likely to succeed in enhancing the salesperson’s likability and the
probability of making a sale. To the extent that they are attributed to ulterior motives,
however, they are likely to backfire and result in negative outcomes for consumer
involvement in salesperson confidence and overall involvement in their purchase
decision.
Weak support for the hypothesis indicates that salesperson likeability is important;
however, there are various other factors consumers assess such as references of
friends, internal reading, experience, finances and stage of need. All these factors can
affect their involvement in the purchasing process.
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4.9.8 Relationship Orientation → Commitment to Retail store (+H8)
Relationship Orientation → Commitment to Retail Store (+H8)

0.179

Supported

The findings support the hypothesis that relational orientation impacts positively upon
commitment to retail store, with a beta weighting β = 0.179 at the p = 0.01 level.
Given that future actions have a temporal element, which is one of the key dimensions
of commitment (Gundlach, Achrol & Mentzer 1995), relevant parties need to nurture
trust within the relationship in order to demonstrate their level of commitment.
When there is a relational oriented approach in the retail store, consumer commitment
towards the retail store increases dramatically because they feel more confident in
progressing their business. There were four items in the questionnaire: ‘When I feel
committed to a particular retail store’ (Q6.1), ‘When I intend to continue shopping at a
particular retail store over the next few years’ (Q6.2), ‘When I want to expend effort on
behalf of a particular retail store to help it succeed’ (Q6.3), and ‘When I am very committed
to a retail store’ (Q6.12).

Although the hypothesis that relationship orientation increases commitment on the
part of the consumer was supported empirically, the relatively low beta weighting of
B = -0.179 tended to suggest that, even with a relationship orientation, the effects are
not as great as might be expected. One possible explanation could be that retailers
offer products and services that are technical in nature and which require specialist
skills and equipment; these may constitute transaction-specific investments with a
relatively low redeemable value. For example, the laptop purchase in the study may
be considered somewhat basic, but consumers always need help from a salesperson in
understanding the technical details of the product apart from price, after-sales service
and features. Although no attempt was made to establish the extent of non-redeemable
investments within the context of the research, given the nature of the sample frame
their existence it is highly probable; with this in mind, such investments could restrict
the propensity and capacity of the retailer firm to increase the propensity of the
consumer to buy.
As previously indicated, the level of commitment was found to be relatively higher
than other model variables measured within the relationship, suggesting that the direct
effects of relationship orientation would need to be substantial if this aspect of
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retailer–consumer relationships was to be eroded. The earlier work of Hirschman
(1970) suggests that the degree of customer loyalty towards an organisation would
have an impact upon the nature of any action taken; thus, customers with higher levels
of loyalty would tolerate poorer performance and would more than likely resort to the
‘voice’ option rather than exiting the relationship.
The relatively low effects of relationship orientation upon commitment could possibly
be explained by the evidence of control. Robinson (1996) points out that commitment
stemming directly from uncontrollable factors was not regarded as being as serious as
those in which there was a form of control or influence. In the case of uncontrollable
factors, a relationship orientation recorded in a particular retailer–consumer context
would have not any serious affects on the level of relational commitment. Whilst it is
difficult to determine the true extent of the reasons attributed to any adverse effects,
there may be some mitigating circumstances dampening the effects of salesperson
commitment upon the level of relationship orientation that consumers direct towards
their retailer.
4.9.9 Commitment to Retail store → Purchase Intent (-H9)
Commitment to Retail store → Purchase Intent (-H9)

0.343

Supported

Current findings strongly supported the hypothesis that commitment to retail store
impacts positively on the purchase decision of the consumer, with a beta weighting of
β = 0.343 at the p = 0.01 level. The finding confirms that commitment to retail store
directly affects consumer purchase decisions. If a consumer has positive feelings, the
commitment is positive, the consumer feels more confident and his/her behaviour
changes in a positive direction which leads him/her to proceed to a purchase decision.
However, although commitment to the salesperson does not result in a purchase
decision it contributes to, and has a positive affect on, consumer behaviour.
The earlier work of Cozby (1973) tends to suggest that the hallmark of any committed
partner within close relationships was the desire to disclose intimate information with
the anticipation of reciprocity. Given that commitment invokes benefits/reliability and
increases vulnerability (Moorman, Zaltman & Deshpandé 1992), the disclosing efforts
of the retailer also are translated directly as a desire to increase their level of
commitment to the consumer. The finding appears to be consistent with those of
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Gundlach, Achrol and Mentzer (1995), who point out that commitment also
comprises an attitudinal and instrumental component. Therefore, if either party wishes
to increase the perception that they are committed to the relationship, they need to
disclose intimate information.
Today’s consumers have an enormous choice of purchasing places — physical retail
stores and internet stores, with various brands offering different options and
alternatives. In this situation, consumers tend to flit from one place to another; they
shop around and their level of loyalty is very low as they look for the best possible
deals. In this scenario, the commitment of consumers to a particular retail store is a
bonus of value for retailers and many works on loyalty schemes whereby consumers
feel rewarded for being committed and obliged to a retail store for their purchase.
Research participants gave a very high beta weighting for commitment towards a
retail store; however, it wouldn’t be surprising in the future if the beta weighting goes
down as consumers continue to move their purchasing from one place to another.
4.9.10 Trust in Salesperson→
→ Commitment to Retail store (-H10)
Trust in Salesperson→ Commitment to Retail store (-H10)

0.528

Supported

The results strongly supported this hypothesis, with beta weightings (0.528) at the p =
0.01 level. As trust is reliance-based, the finding is quite understandable because the
formation of commitment to a retail store implies commonly held patterns of
behaviour that have developed over time. Commitment to retail store can be linked to
trust because the building of trust is often grounded in a predictive process where one
party ascertains the likelihood of ‘performance’ from the other party (Doney &
Cannon 1997); these authors point out, however, that those individuals either
calculate the likelihood of the performance when no prior knowledge exists about the
other party, or base it upon their previous experiences.
The finding is not unexpected considering that trust is a core building block in any
type of relationship (Morgan & Hunt 1994; Wilson 1995) and constitutes calculations
about future actions (Doney & Cannon 1997). Developing trust is a first step, because
once trust in the salesperson is developed, the commitment to the retail store
increases; meaning consumers feel more confident in their transactions with the
salesperson and eventually the retail store.
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There were six items in the research relating to trust in salesperson in dealing with
consumers: ‘The salesperson in this retail store is friendly and approachable’, ‘The
salesperson in this store is sincere’, ‘The salesperson in this store is honest’, ‘I felt
very little risk was involved when dealing with the salesperson in this store’, ‘The
salesperson in this store has been frank in dealing with us’, and ‘The salesperson in
this store does not make false claims’.
There were five items in the questionnaire on commitment to retail store: ‘When I feel
committed to a particular retail store’, ‘When I intend to continue shopping at a
particular retail store over the next few years’, ‘When I want to expend effort on
behalf of a particular retail store to help it succeed’, and ‘When I am very committed
to a retail store’. The mean average of the items was α = 0.817 and χ = 6.182.
Another potential explanation for the high effects of salesperson likeability upon
commitment to retail store, as well as the level of confidence only being at the 90%
interval, may stem directly from the operational definition of the trust construct. The
literature consistently conceptualises trust as a two-factor structure comprising
reliance and benevolence; however, researchers have been unable to successfully
operationalise the construct along these two dimensions (Doney & Cannon 1997;
Morgan & Hunt 1994). Similarly, trust was measured at the general level in the
current research using the Morgan and Hunt (1994) scale, which may also offer a
further insight into why perceived commitment to retail store was found to have a
relatively low impact upon trust.
The empirical study by Miyamoto, Rexha and Grainger (2002) offers insight into the
effects of non-performance of the commitment to retail store variable upon the
salesperson trust variable within retail store–consumer relationships; insight that is
particularly pertinent to this study. By making the distinction between three types of
salesperson trust within consumer–retail store relations, i.e., (1) goodwill trust, (2)
contractual trust and (3) competency trust, the authors empirically demonstrated that
the interaction competence of retailers can exhibit some variance upon each of the
three types of trust. In relation to the current study, the findings indicate that in failing
to separate the dimensions of trust or operationalise different types of consumer trust,
the application of the global measure of the construct may not manifest the true
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affects of salesperson trust upon commitment to retailer. The problem of congruency
between the conceptual and operational dimensionality of trust also appears to be
inherent in the context of consumer–retailer relationships within the retail technology
industry.
4.9.11 Involvement → Commitment to Retail Store (-H11)
Involvement → Commitment to Retail Store (-H11)

-0.021

Supported

The hypothesis that involvement has a positive effect upon the development of retail
store commitment within the relationship (-H11) was supported at the p = 0.01 level
beta weighting (β = -0.021); support for the hypothesis was expected given that
commitment is also conceptualised as comprising attitudinal, instrumental and
temporal dimensions (Gundlach, Achrol & Mentzer 1995).

Sherif and Nebergall (1965) emphasise importance as a measure of involvement, but
add another component — commitment to a stand on an issue. The commitment
component advances the concept of involvement, making explicit the notions of
latitude of acceptance, latitude of rejection and latitude of non-commitment. In the
area of marketing, Tybjee (1979) argues that the concept of involvement is multidimensional, a view supported empirically by Lastovicka and Gardner (1979). The
latter identified familiarity, commitment and normative importance as the three
components of involvement.
Although methodological problems can stem from the variety of definitions offered in
the literature, their operationalisation and measurement, a number of measures may be
used to assess involvement. Hupfer and Gardner (1969) infer the degree of
involvement from the importance ratings an individual assigns to a product or issue.
Lastovicka's (1979) measure of involvement utilises both the importance of the
product to the individual and the individual's commitment to a particular brand (as
opposed to attributes of a brand) in the product class. In a separate study, Lastovicka
and Gardner (1979) assess involvement from the importance ratings of products in a
pair-wise comparison context. Arora (1982) infers involvement in retail stores from
the summated mean scores of the importance of stores' attributes to the individual.
Newman and Dolich (1979) measure involvement indirectly from the size of the
individual's latitudes of acceptance (LA) and rejection (LR). Respondents with LA
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less than their LR were classified as high in involvement and all others as low in
involvement; the findings of the study were contrary to the hypothesised direction.
In an effort to overcome the measurement problems, Rothschild and Houston (1977)
proposed an index of involvement based on a 2-dimensional consumer involvement
matrix; viz., (1) number of attributes an individual uses in a choice decision (vertical
dimension) and (2) size of latitude of acceptance of each attribute (horizontal
dimension). Their index is closer to the recent conceptualisation of involvement in
that it recognises the notion of commitment. The involvement scores resulting from
the application of the above dimensions to an election situation were in the expected
direction. The mean scores for a national election (high involvement) and state
assembly election (low involvement) were 34.7 and 26.2; though no attempt has been
made to compare and/or validate the method against the importance scores procedure
used in earlier studies.
4.9.12 Involvement → Purchase Intent (-H12)
Involvement → Purchase Intent (-H12)

0.029

Not-Supported

The hypothesis that involvement has a positive impact upon purchase decision is not
supported at a statistically significant level of p = 0.10 level, and has a relatively low
beta weighting (β = 0.029) with general intention (GI) (α = 0.732, χ2 = 6.004). This is
a somewhat unexpected; the literature review and empirical research indicated that the
more consumers are involved, the more they are likely to purchase. However, the
result shows something different. Purchase Decision was factored in two components
— 1) General Intention (GI) and 2) Specific Intention (SI).
It was hypothesised that individuals who are highly involved in the purchase process
would spend a larger proportion of time on investigation and searching for product
and price deals before deciding to buy from any particular retail shop. The
relationships between these scales and the behavioural measures are insignificant
(p<.10); meaning that respondents like to get involved, especially in the case of high
involvement purchases like high-tech products. They perceive there is risk involved in
terms of finances, after-sales service, obsolescence of the product, self-interested
salespeople and constantly changing products which, ultimately, means losing the
opportunity to have a better product. This fear and uncertainty distracts customers
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away from an actual purchase intention. The lack of support for the hypothesis means
that while consumers do get involved in the purchasing process, they are not confident
enough to commit themselves to an actual purchase decision.
The concept of involvement has received substantial attention in the social
psychology and marketing literatures during the past 40 years. Consumer involvement
has implications relative to the consumer decision-making process and marketing
strategies developed. Empirical findings indicated that the level of this construct has
an

impact

on

purchasing

effort,

cognitive

and

evaluative

complexity,

attitude/behaviour in relationships, information on attitude formation, the process of
advertising evaluation, and recall (Slama & Tashchian 1985a; Zaichkowsky 1985).
Over the past few years, several attempts have been made to define and operationalise
the purchasing involvement construct using separate measures of involvement
published in the marketing literature; measures primarily concerned with the types of
products emphasised in conventional consumer research. Holbrook and Hirschman
(1982) hypothesised that some products, such as leisure activities/aesthetic
goods/sporting events, may entail a different decision-making process from that
suggested by the information-processing paradigm. The differences, for example,
imply that involvement relative to aesthetic goods may manifest itself in a manner
that is different from involvement with tangible products and conventional purchasing
activities.
Another involvement concept, developed by Slama and Tashchian (1985, p.73),
reflects consumers’ involvement with purchasing activities defined as “a general
measure of the self-relevance of purchasing activities to the individual”. The concept
is based on Kassarjian’s (1981) Consumer Trait Theory which suggests there are
individual differences among people that make some more interested, concerned and
involved in the consumer decision process regardless of the specific product or
situation. ‘Purchasing involvement’ deals with interest in shopping itself, which
transcends the particular product being purchased or the specific situation. According
to Rothschild’s (1979) notion of enduring involvement, purchase involvement is the
degree of interest in a particular product category that an individual brings into a
particular situation. Zaichkowsky (1985) developed an involvement measure, the
Personal Involvement Inventory (PII), to capture this aspect of involvement. While
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the PII was designed to measure involvement with a product class, Zaichkowsky
(1985) presented evidence indicating that the scale may be sensitive to different
purchase situations and suggested it could be modified to apply to marketing
communications. In the current study, the hypothesis was given a negative beta
weighting indicating a lack of consumer confidence in their purchase decision.
Therefore, the hypothesis was rejected.

4.10 Structural Equation Modelling
The application of structural equation modelling (SEM) was brought into prominence
by Jöreskog and Sörbom (1986; 1988; 1993) and has since gained widespread
application in the marketing discipline (Ganesan 1994; Hair et al. 1998; Noordewier,
John & Nevin 1990; Morgan & Hunt 1995) due to its capacity simultaneously to
estimate interrelated variables through the incorporation of both regression modelling
and factor analysis. This approach was considered worthwhile in the current study
because the model (see Figure 4.13) was comprised of 12 hypotheses, reflecting
causal relationships between the single exogenous (ξ1) and six endogenous (η1-6)
variables. Furthermore, the output generated by this analytical technique enabled
comparisons to be made between the proposed conceptual model with a baseline to
help ascertain the ‘best model’, as well as establishing the degree of model–data
congruency. In doing so, meaningful conclusions were drawn about the relationships
between the variables of interest by way of testing the hypotheses. Arbuckle’s (1994–
1999) AMOS 7.01® software was used because it is one of the most ‘user friendly’
SEM packages available and, in particular, enabled ‘manipulation’ of the analysis
properties (input parameters) with relative ease. The software was selected also
because it had the capacity to generate a wide range of statistics needed for model
evaluation; an omnibus of measures tantamount to model evaluation.
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4.10.1 Introduction
Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) was used as the means to analyse the
hypothesised relationships. SEM starts with a theoretically based model which is
transformed into a path diagram. It not only allows researchers to analyse a set of
latent factors much like independent and dependent variables in regression analysis
(Segars & Grover 1993), but also provides a comprehensive means assessing and
modifying theoretical models (Karahanna & Straub 1999; MacKenzie 2001). As such,
SEM offers great potential for furthering theory development. SEM is able to
accommodate multiple interrelated dependence relationships in a single model and
provides a confirmatory test to a series of causal relationships. Initially, Jöreskog and
Sörbom (1982) proposed that each equation in the model represented a causal link
rather than a mere empirical association. The causality issue encompassed by SEM is
often criticised (Hair et al. 1998). ‘Causation’ refers to the principle by which cause
and effect are established between two variables; it requires that there is a sufficient
degree of association between the two variables, that one variable occurs before the
other, that one variable is clearly the outcome of the other and that there are no other
reasonable causes for the outcome (Hair et al. 1998). Although “in its strictest terms
causation is rarely found (e.g., chemical reactions), in practice strong theoretical
support can make empirical estimation of causation possible” (Hair et al. 1998,
p.579).
4.10.2 Reasons to Adopt Structural Equation Modelling
The reasons for adopting SEM in this study are based on the work of Steenkamp &
Baumgartner (2000) who provide three principles of SEM that fit with the aim of the
current research; viz., (1) the focus on theoretical explanation rather than on
prediction, (2) the incapability of directly measuring encompassing constructs, and (3)
the necessity of the inclusion of measurement error.
Firstly, SEM is covariance-based rather than variance-based. The estimation
techniques used in SEM attempt to minimise a function that depends on the
differences between the variances and covariances implied by the model and the
observed variances and covariances. Compared to other modelling techniques, SEM is
more focussed on explaining marketing phenomena than on predicting specific
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outcome variables. In line with this, the current study is used to explain what
motivates consumers to buy from a particular retail store, rather than to predict the
direct relationship of trust, commitment, involvement, retail store image and
salesperson likeability to the consumer.
Secondly, the constructs (i.e., factors) that are used in this study (such as trust,
commitment and involvement) are rich in nature and they differ among persons and
situations; as a result, they cannot be observed directly. They can be measured only
through measures which vary in their degree of observational meaningfulness and
validity. A single indicator is not likely to capture the full theoretical meaning of each
underlying construct and, consequently, multiple indicators are necessary.
Thirdly, observed measures of theoretical constructs always have some measurement
error, and the correspondence between constructs and their measures has to be an
explicit component of the model. In SEM, the interplay between constructs and
measures plays a crucial role in theory development and model testing, and in
deriving empirical generalisations. Apart from these principles, SEM is also capable
of comparing relationships between latent factors across groups and contexts
(Steenkamp & Baumgartner 2000), thereby making the choice for SEM a sound one.
4.10.3 Assumptions, Requirements and Issues of SEM
In this section, assumptions, requirements and related issues of SEM are provided.
Generally, SEM assumes linear relationships, although it is possible to account for
nonlinearity (Hair et al. 1998). This assumption seems not to be troublesome, as other
perceived-value studies also commonly assume and find linear relationships between
identified factors (Baker et al. 2002; Dodds et al. 1991; Sweeney et al. 1999). Next,
the study uses a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) based on the variance–
covariance matrix. MLE estimation is commonly used in practice and provides
consistently efficient estimation under the assumption of multivariate normality and is
relatively robust against moderate departures from the latter (Diamantopoulos &
Siguaw 2000). Compared to other multivariate techniques, SEM is more sensitive to
distributional characteristics of the data, particularly to the departure from
multivariate normality or a strong kurtosis (Hair et al. 1998). A lack of multivariate
normality is particularly troublesome because, substantially, it inflates the chi-square
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statistic and provides parameter estimates with too much statistical power (Hair et al.
1998).
Although there still appears to be some debate about the precise application of the
SEM technique within marketing literature, particularly with regards to the exact
numerical value of the relevant fit statistics for model acceptability, there is
convergence with respect to the process of applying the technique (Diamantopolous
1994; Hair et al. 1998; Schumacker & Lomax 1996). To date, this research has
applied the first three steps of the procedure recommended by Hair et al. (1998,
p.592–616); viz. “(1) developing the theoretical model, (2) constructing the path
diagram, and (3) converting the path diagram”. The culmination of these three points
resulted in the conceptual model (path estimates shown) comprising the 12
hypotheses as depicted in Figure 4.13 below.
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4.11 Conceptual Model and Results
Figure 4.1: Conceptual Model Depicting Output Path Weightings
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The focus of the discussion is now shifted to the remaining four aspects of the process
for the application of SEM as suggested by Hair et al. (1998): viz., (4) choosing the
estimation procedure and input matrix, (5) assessing the identification of the model,
(6) evaluating the model estimates and goodness of fit statistics, and (7) model
interpretations. By following the recommended approach, more compelling and
meaningful conclusions have been drawn about the hypothesised causal relationships
between the seven constructs of interest.
4.11.1 Estimation Procedure and Matrix Selection
A number of authors point out that the predominant approach in estimating the free
parameters in SEM is the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) procedure
(Anderson & Gerbing 1988; Bollen 1989; Hoyle & Panter 1995). Although other
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methods exist, such as generalised least squares (GLS), ordinary least squares (OLS),
and unweighted and weighted least squares (ULS and WLS) that enable the research
to overcome violations to many of the assumptions associated with multivariate
analysis, the MLE procedure was chosen because the variables in the data set do not
violate the normality assumption. Furthermore, the size of the sample (in this case
n=370) would not be biased by the use of this technique (Anderson & Gerbing 1988;
Bollen 1989; Ding, Velicer & Harlow 1995; Hair et al. 1998) despite the fact that
from a model fit perspective the use of the χ2 = test in relation to this particular
sample size at first might appear to be problematic in terms of any acceptance–
rejection decision.
As recommended, the covariance matrix was pre-specified as the input matrix type
(Bollen 1989; Hair et al. 1998; Schumacker & Lomax 1996) prior to running the
analysis. By using the covariance matrix, the model parameter estimations, estimates
of standard errors of these estimates and a test of fit for the whole model could be
done with little error (Cudeck 1989). Bollen (1989) makes the point that standard
errors are not particularly accurate when using the correlation matrix in comparison to
analysis using the implied covariance matrix. On this point, he argues that
‘corrections’ for standard errors need to be made when correlations or standardised
coefficients are analysed; this can be avoided simply with the application of the
covariance matrix. Unfortunately, analysis of the covariance matrix is not as
informative in producing bivariate patterns between the manifest indicators, but may
be used when the researcher is trying to establish the patterns of relationships between
the constructs (Hair et al. 1998).
Following the convention of reporting the correlation matrix (Cudeck 1989), the
bivariate correlations among the 14 manifest indicators, and their standard deviations,
have been reported in Table 4.40 below
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Table 4.40: Correlation between Composite Measures of each of the Factors
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4.11.2 Model Identification
By using the MLE procedure to calculate the model parameter estimates, it can be
seen that the chi-square statistic of χ2 = 260.7 with 67 degrees of freedom clearly
shows the presence of an over-identified model. This was achieved without fixing any
of the parameters within the model, thereby indicating that the ‘rank’ and ‘order’
conditions necessary for model identification (Bollen 1989; Diamantopolous 1994)
were satisfied. Although such over-identification should be regarded as one of the
goals of researchers, it should be noted that this particular condition does not
necessarily provide unique solutions. Thus, another key reason for using the MLE
procedure is its capacity to ‘average’ out the “estimates to find the model’s best
estimate” (Hayduk 1987, p.157).
Bagozzi and Yi (1988, p.76) point out that assessment for offending estimates should
be done immediately prior to examining the global criteria; thereby identifying
common anomalies to include, amongst others, negative variances to the ζ, δ, and ε
parameters, correlations greater than 1, and large parameters. Although output related
to these parameters has not been reported, no offending estimates were found in the
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preliminary analysis. Discussion proceeds, then, with respect to the overall
appropriateness of the model.
4.11.3 Estimating Parameter Estimates and Assessing Model Fit
In terms of ascertaining the extent of data–model fit, Hoyle and Panther (1995) point
out that there is no consensus about the best index of overall fit. Therefore, they
recommend that multiple indices be used to evaluate proposed models. The purposeof-fit indices are to ascertain the degree of congruence between the proposed model
and the data. As there are many potential fit statistics that can ascertain the validity of
the model, those suggested by Hair et al. (1998) have been reported in the analysis.
These authors provide an overall summary of the fit measures documented in the
literature, and in doing so identify three types that need to be considered; viz., (1)
absolute fit, (2) incremental/comparative fit, and (3) parsimonious fit measures.
Absolute fit measures help ascertain the extent that the overall model predicts the
observed covariance (or correlation) matrix (S) and, as such, represents a ‘global’
perspective in relation to both the measurement and structural models. Key measures
recommended in this group include the chi-square statistic (χ2), the goodness of fit
index (GFI), root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), root mean square
residual (RMSR) and the scaled non-centrality parameter (SNCP). An omnibus group
of such measures is needed to help establish an overall or global assessment of the
proposed model because of the dependence of the chi-square measure upon sample
size. As will be seen later, this latter measure in isolation could have lead to an
incorrect conclusion about the proposed data–model fit used in the current research.
Consideration of incremental measures was important because they help compare the
proposed conceptual model to the same ‘realistic’ base-line model (null model) that
all other models should be expected to exceed. Like most software packages that
create their own baseline models, AMOS generated both the saturated and
interdependence models. On the one hand, saturated models place no restraints on the
population moments and represent the most general model possible because they are
guaranteed to fit the data set perfectly. On the other hand, the interdependence model,
as reported in this analysis, assumes the observed variables to be uncorrelated and
constrains their means at zero. In theory, the proposed conceptual model often may lie
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somewhere between the saturated and interdependence models, enabling comparisons
to be made. However, in the strictest sense, comparisons should be done through the
assessment of a baseline model that takes into account “the state of prior theory and
knowledge concerning the problem under investigation” (Anderson 1987, p.53). On
this point, Hayduk (1987) points out that the preferable strategy is to seek a more
meaningful alternative model from the literature make comparisons more realistic.
Putting this further into perspective, Bagozzi and Yi (1988, p.78) state that “one
problem with the use of incremental fit indices that should be noted is that
comparisons to the null model may not be very meaningful”. Also, Sobel and
Bohrnstedt (1995) strongly suggest that the ‘baseline’ model comparison should stem
from models that researchers have shown to be valid, and any ‘increase’ in fit should
result principally from adding new hypotheses to build the theory further. In many
respects, such an evaluation has been made through the comparison between the
proposed and the rival models (see Columns 2 and 4 in Table 4.41). As shown later,
the rival model comprises the same constructs, except for pre-satisfaction, as the
proposed model but without including the paths delineating the unsupported
hypotheses (-H2,

+

H5

+

H12

&

H13) — which, ostensibly, represent Sobel and

Bohrnstedt’s (1995) argument. The measures recommended by Hair et al. (1998) that
were reported include the adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI), the normed fit index
(NFI), the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and the
Incremental Fit Index (IFI).
The final group of measures that need to be considered are related to the degree of
parsimony in the model and used to help diagnose whether model fit was actually
achieved by too much ‘over-fitting’ of the data. They “help estimate the number of
coefficients that are required to achieve a certain level of model fit in which the overidentified model is compared to the restricted model” (Schumacker & Lomax 1996,
p.127). In doing so, they indicate whether a much simpler model should be
considered; thereby, helping identify whether model re-specification is warranted.
The specific measures considered include the normed chi-square (Normed χ2), the
parsimonious goodness of fit index (PGFI) and the parsimonious normed fit index
(PNFI).
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Output pertaining to all of the above-mentioned measures related to the proposed and
rival models, as well as the interdependence baseline model, can been seen in Table
4.41 below. Hair et al. (1998) point out that whilst there are generally accepted
thresholds for some of these measures (Column 5), the acceptability of the model can
only be reached by consensus across all of the measures.
Table 4.41: Fit Statistics of Proposed, Rival and Interdependence Models
Proposed

Baseline

Rival

Acceptable

Model

Model

Model

Level of Fit**

3

0

21

0.167

0.000

0.000

P≥0.05

Number of parameters (NPAR)

25

28

7

N/A

Sample size (N)

370

370

370

Optimal = 150-200

570/827

18/21

86/95

N/A

Likelihood ratio chi-squared statistic (χ2)

260.72

3000.66

365.877

Statistical test

Goodness of fit (GFI)

0.996

1.000

0.597

GFI ≥ 0.90

Root mean square residual (RMSR)

0.275

2.162

0.303

RMSR smaller but
→0

Root mean square error of approximation
(RMSEA)

0.043

0.298

0.110

0.050- 0.080

Scaled non-centrality parameter (SNCP)

2.062

8.483

688.119

Minimal, with
SNCP < Rival

Tucker-Lewis index (TLI/NNFI)

0.979

0.000

1.000

TLI/NNFI ≥ 0.90

Normed fit index (NFI)

0.993

0.000

1.000

NFI ≥ 0.90 > Rival

Adjusted goodness of fit (AGFI)

0.964

0.121

0.463

AGFI ≥ 0.90

Comparative fit index (CFI)

0.997

0.000

1.000

Larger, and → 1.0

Incremental fit index (IFI)

0.997

0.000

0.934

Larger, and → 1.0

Parsimonious goodness of fit (PGFI)

0.107

0.206

0.448

Proposed > Rival

Normed chi-square (Normed χ2)

2.062

32.974

5.153

Normed χ2 >1<5

Parsimonious normed fit index (PNFI)

0.142

0.000

0.684

Differences of 0.060.09

FIT MEASURES

Degrees of freedom (df)
Significance level (p-value)

Hoelter index (CN) (p=0.05/0.01)
Absolute Fit Measures

Incremental/Comparative Fit Measures

Parsimonious Fit Measures

** Thresholds recommended by Hair, et al. (1998); All statistics generated by AMOS 7.01
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(a) Absolute measures — The basic absolute fit measure, namely χ2 = 260.7, was
found to be statistically significant at the p = 0.000 level, suggesting marginal or no
data fit; however, it should be noted that the sample size of 370 exceeds the optimal
level of 150–200 recommended in SEM (Hair et al. 1998). One indication that this
may be problematic is reflected through the low Hoelter Indices (Hoelter 1983) of the
proposed model (CN = 570 and CN = 827 at the p = 0.05 and p = 0.01 levels
respectively) in relation to the actual sample size of 370. As the magnitude of the
sample may have affected the sensitivity of the chi-square test (Bagozzi & Yi 1988), a
number of other absolute measures have been considered; viz., the goodness of fit
(GFI) and the root mean square error of approximation for estimation purpose
(RMSEA). Anderson (1987) makes the point that particular consideration should be
given to these two measures because, as the chi-square is sample-size dependent,
almost any model will be rejected if the sample is large enough. Hair et al. (1998) also
suggest that the root mean square residual (RMSR) and the scaled non-centrality
parameter (SNCP) should be considered, but they differ slightly from GFI and
RMSEA because they have no established thresholds and, seemingly, are more
effective when used on a comparative basis.
It is important that an omnibus of such measures is considered because as Hu and
Bentler (1995, p.81) put it, “a χ2-test offers only a dichotomous decision strategy
implied by a statistical decision rule and cannot be used to quantify the degree of fit
along a continuum with some pre-specified boundary”. Collectively these absolute
measures are based upon differences between the observed (S) and the model implied
(Σ) covariance matrix. Essentially, the GFI is the ratio of the sum of the squared
differences between these observed and reproduced matrices in which the values of
the index always range between zero (0) and unity (1). Values of 1 indicate perfect
data fit, which can be used directly to show how closely the proposed model comes to
perfectly reproducing the observed covariance matrix (Diamantopolous 1994).
Unfortunately, there are no clearly established thresholds for this key index of model
fit (Hair et al. 1998). However, the relatively high value yielded by the proposed
model (GFI = 0.996), particularly when compared to the rival (GFI = 0.597) and
interdependence models (GFI = 1.000), does suggest a reasonable data fit.
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The RMSR also makes comparisons between the S and Σ matrices, but averages their
residuals in terms of the square root of the mean of the squared residuals between
elements in S andΣ. Values of zero (0) imply a perfect fit. However, Hair et al. (1998)
note that there are no widely accepted thresholds; therefore, it is best used in making
comparisons between two different models with the same data (Schumacker & Lomax
1996). Hence, the yielded RMSR (0.275) was not found to be particularly large, and
shown to be far superior to the baseline (2.162) and somewhat better than rival
models (0.303), indicating support of the data–model congruence. The RMSEA index
(Steiger 1990) is very similar to RMSR, but incorporates no ‘penalty’ for model
complexity. It ‘corrects’ for the tendency of the chi-square statistic to reject the
proposed model with larger samples and is the preferable index for measuring the
discrepancy per degree of freedom (Browne & Cudeck 1993).
Hair et al. (1998) recommended that values of between 0.05 and 0.08 are evidence of
an acceptable data fit. The proposed model yielded a measure of RMSEA = 0.043,
which is quite close to that threshold. Browne & Cudeck (1993) point out that values
of 0.10 or larger do not constitute a reasonable error of approximation and should not
be employed. With this in mind, compared to both the baseline (RMSEA = 0.29) and
rival models (RMSEA = 0.110) which violate the recommended thresholds, the
proposed model has been accepted and preferred.
The scaled non-centrality parameter (SNCP) was considered because the measure
attempts to accommodate for sample size; it is a derivative of the non-centrality
parameter (NCP) that has been used as an alternative measure to the chi-squared test
that is highly influenced by sample size. The NCP index adjusts the chi-square of the
estimated model by the degrees of freedom (NCP = χ2–DF). However, as it still
remains a function of the sample size, the SNCP can be used to compensate this
problem through ‘standardising’ the measure, which is simply achieved by dividing
the NCP with the sample size (SNCP = χ2–DF/sample size). Hair et al. (1998) point
out that there is no widely acceptable threshold for the SNCP index and it does not
have a statistical test; hence, the measure should be as minimal as possible and is best
used for comparative purposes. With this in mind, it can be seen that the proposed
model yielded a value of SNCP = 2.062, which is relatively low when compared to
the baseline (SNCP = 8.483) and rival models (SNCP = 688.119). Collectively these
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absolute measures appear to provide an initial indication that the overall relationship
between the data and the proposed conceptual model can be justified. However,
attention should be given also to the capacity of the model to stand up to the baseline
model, reflected through incremental measures.
(b) Incremental measures — The first incremental fit measure to be considered was
the Tucker Lewis Index (TLI) developed for factor analysis (Tucker & Lewis 1973)
but later generalised and extended into the SEM context by Bentler and Bonett
(1980). Often referred to as the non-normed fit index (NNFI), by adjusting the chisquare for the degrees of freedom, the measure effectively ‘combines’ a measure of
parsimony into a comparative fit index between the proposed and baseline models
(Hair et al. 1998). Although the measure is based upon the chi-square statistic in
terms of making comparisons between the proposed and baseline models
(Schumacker & Lomax 1996) it has the distinct advantage of reflecting good
‘performance’ in terms of indicating model fit at all sample sizes (Bentler 1990).
However, Hu and Bentler (1995) point out that this only holds when MLE is used on
latent variables that are independent. As this is the case with the current research, it
can be seen that the magnitude of the index yielded by the proposed model (TLI =
0.979) provides further evidence of a reasonable model fit because it surpasses the
recommended minimum threshold of 0.90 and demonstrates that the proposed model
is more than capable of explaining the data fit than the baseline model (TLI = 0.000),
as well as the rival model (TLI = 1.000).
The next incremental fit measure considered is the normed fit index (NFI) introduced
by Bentler and Bonnet (1980) which was developed to rescale the chi-square statistic
into values ranging between zero (0) and unity (1). Bentler and Bonnet (1980) point
out that the probability of accepting a model based upon the chi-square statistic
increases as the sample size decreases. Hence their NFI is a particularly useful
indicator of model fit because it compensates for this problem by making a relative
comparison through re-scaling of the chi-square measure between the baseline and
proposed model. In this respect, the proposed conceptual model yielded a NFI (0.993)
that exceeds the recommended minimum level of 0.90 suggested by Hair et al. (1998),
indicating that the model is meaningful. In addition, NFI indicated that the conceptual
model is superior to the rival model (1.00). Furthermore, any initial rejection of the
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proposed conceptual model due to the χ2 = test would have been premature as this
particular finding indicates the sensitivity of the likelihood-ratio test may have been
due to sample size (Bagozzi & Yi 1988; Bollen 1990).
The third incremental fit measure considered, namely the AGFI, was designed to
compensate for an increase in the goodness of fit of a less restricted model (Jöreskog
& Sörbom 1986) and in doing so indicates the relative amount of variance and
covariance jointly accounted for by the hypothesised model (Bagozzi & Yi 1988).
The index adjusts the GFI by the ratio of the degrees of freedom for the null model to
the degrees of freedom for the proposed model. Values for the index usually range
between zero (0) and unity (1), but can take on negative values (Mulaik et al. 1989).
Hair et al. (1998) recommend a threshold of 0.90; therefore, the value yielded by the
proposed model (AGFI = 0.964) suggests a marginal model fit. Bagozzi & Yi (1988)
point out, however, that this threshold is only a rough guideline and that the measure
tends to err on the side of conservatism, indicating that this value (0.964) is not fatal
in terms of the model fit.
Finally, Hair et al. (1998) suggest consideration should be given to a number of other
incremental fit measures that represent comparisons between the proposed and
baseline interdependence models; viz., the comparative fit index (CFI) and the
incremental fit index (IFI). Bentler’s (1990) comparative fit index enhances the NFI
by replacing the central with the non-central χ2, whereas Bollen (1989) developed the
incremental fit index by modifying the NFI to lessen the effects of the sample size at
the same time as taking the degrees of freedom into account. Once again these values
range between zero (0) and unity (1) with larger values approaching 1 indicating
higher levels of goodness of fit. As can be seen, the proposed conceptual model
yielded better indices (CFI = 0.997 and IFI = 0.934) than the rival model (CFI = 1.000
and IFI = 0.934) indicating that the proposed model is superior to the rival model with
fewer hypothesised relationships between the endogenous constructs. Further to the
absolute measures, the incremental fit indices also appear to indicate the proposed
model is reasonably congruent with the data when compared to the rival and baseline
model. Hence, measures that pertain to the extent that the proposed model reflects
simplicity now need considering.
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(c) Parsimonious measures — With respect to the final group of parsimony
measures, Muliak et al. (1989, p.437) state that “‘the goodness of fit of the model
should never be taken into account without also taking into account the parsimony of
the model”. They point out that the value of parsimoniously adjusted normed fit
indices, such as the PGFI and PNFI, is that they combine two independent pieces of
information about a model; viz., (1) goodness of fit, with that related to (2) parsimony
of the model. Therefore, researchers should not be too concerned about reporting
normed fit indices (GFI and NFI) that ‘drop’ from being in the order of the 0.90s to
values in the 0.50s when adjusted for parsimony, as measures of parsimony attempt to
account for simplicity of a model at the same time as examining the overall goodness
of fit (Williams & Holahan 1994). On this particular point, Hair et al. (1998) point out
that, as there are no statistical tests for these measures, their use in an absolute sense is
limited to comparisons between models.
Mulaik et al. (1989) point out that with the normed fitted indices, simply by freeing
up the parameters in the model, the researcher can obtain measures that approach
unity (1) and which can be misleading. By adjusting the NFI by the ratio of the
degrees of freedom between the proposed and null models, the PNFI measure
eliminates this problem by comparing the parsimony between models with different
degrees of freedom. Hair et al. (1998) define parsimony as the higher degrees of fit
per degree of freedom, in which, the greater the value the better the fit. They point out
that on a comparative basis; values ranging between 0.06 and 0.09 indicate substantial
model differences. As can be seen, the comparison of the PNFI between the proposed
(PNFI = 0.142) and rival (PNFI = 0.684) models tends to indicate that there is very
little between them, particularly considering that in absolute terms their value
difference is outside the recommended threshold.
A comparable parsimonious measure can be achieved by adjusting the GFI by the
ratio of the degrees of freedom in the proposed model and the number of manifest
variables in the model; the index ranges in value between zero (0) and unity (1) and
the higher the value the greater the parsimony of the model. Once again, as there is a
difference in this index between the proposed (PGFI = 0.107) and rival (PGFI =
0.448) models they are very similar in terms of parsimony. The final measure of
parsimony considered, viz., the normed chi-square (Normed χ2), was first proposed by
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Jöreskog (1969) in order to adjust the statistical chi-square measure by the degrees of
freedom. The value of the index is that it can assess two kinds of inappropriate
models; namely (1) an over-identified model based upon chance and, (2) models that
simply do not fit the data and need improving (Schumacker & Lomax 1996). Hair et
al. (1998) point out the former is characterised with an index lower than 1.0, whereas
the latter upper threshold ideally should be either 2.0 or 3.0, but the more liberal level
of 5.0 will be tolerated. The output suggests that the proposed model (Normed χ2 =
3.891) is tolerable; however, the rival is outside of the upper limit and needs to be
improved (Normed χ2 = 5.153). On balance, the measures of parsimony lean towards
the proposed model both in terms of being sufficiently parsimonious and superior to
the rival model.
The remaining question is whether each of the measures discussed above provides
sufficient evidence that the proposed model is adequately congruous with the data for
meaningful conclusions to be drawn about the hypothesised relationships. In doing so,
this will help establish whether the extension to the substantive area of knowledge can
be justified on empirical grounds. In essence, this means that the real issue in question
is whether the proposed model is likely to reflect reality because, as Bollen (1989,
p.72) puts it “we can only reject a model – we can never prove a model to be valid”.
According to Hair et al. (1998) the final choice is whether there is any uncertainty as
to what is acceptable and what is not, and the burden of proof is still upon the
researcher rather than the statistical measures. Although many of the ‘thresholds’ are
subjective at best, on balance they tend to support acceptance of the model.
The absolute measures that helped gauge the extent that the implied covariances
matched those pertaining to the observed model are indicative of data–model
congruency. Although the χ2 index was not found to be significant, it is relatively low
in relation to the degrees of freedom. Furthermore, the other absolute indices (GFI,
RMSR, RMSEA, and SNCP) were found to be within the recommended parameters
chosen for evaluation (Hair et al. 1998); thus, on balance the overall fit of the
conceptual model is accepted. From the perspective of comparing the models, the
incremental fit measures (AGFI, CFI, TLI, NFI, and RFI) indicated that the proposed
conceptual model was superior to the baseline and rival models. Finally, the measures
of parsimony (PGI, PNFI and Normed χ2) indicated that the proposed model is
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sufficient in its simplicity to warrant acceptance, and indicates no need for respecification. Consequently, the collective omnibus of measures indicate model
acceptance.
Table 4.42: Output Depicting Hypotheses in the Proposed Conceptual Model
Proposed Hypothesis and Path Direction

Weighting

Retail Store Image → Trust in Salesperson (+H1)

Outcome

0.534

Supported

-0.097

Not Supported

0.746

Supported

Salesperson Likeability → Relationship Orientation ( H4)

0.021

Supported (weak)

Salesperson Likeability → Trust in Salesperson (+H5)

-0. 026

Not Supported

0.638

Supported

0.065

Supported (weak)

0.179

Supported

0.343

Supported

0.528

Supported

-0.021

Supported (weak)

0.029

Not Supported

+

Trust in Salesperson → Purchase Decision ( H2)
Retail Store Image → Relationship Orientation (+H3)
+

+

Salesperson Likeability → Commitment to Retail Store ( H6)
+

Salesperson Likeability → Involvement ( H7)
+

Relationship Orientation → Commitment to Retail Store ( H8)
-

Commitment to Retail Store → Purchase Decision ( H9)
-

Trust in Salesperson → Commitment to Retail Store ( H10)
-

Involvement → Commitment to Retail Store ( H11)
-

Involvement → Purchase Decision ( H12)
Standardized weighting

χ2 = 260.7, df = 67, GFI = 0.996, AGFI = 0.964, RMR = 0.275, RMSEA = 0.043, TLI = 0.979, CFI =
0.997, p<0.05

Output derived from the AMOS 7.01 software package (Table 4.42) indicated that 9
of the 12 hypotheses were found to be statistically significant, well above the
conventional 95 percent confidence level. The exceptions were the affects of Trust in
Salesperson → Purchase Decision (+H2), Trust in Salesperson → Purchase Decision
(+H2), and Involvement upon purchase intent (-H12) which was found to be significant
at only the p = 0.10 level. Although it was established that the 12 hypotheses were
statistically significant at the p = 0.10 level (except H12), two hypotheses (H2 and H5)
of the twelve could not be substantiated in terms of their expected directional effects.
Despite this, there may be some potential explanations for lack of support, and these
will be explored in the forthcoming section.
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4.12 Rival Conceptual Model
It is quite feasible that the results for the four hypotheses (-H2, + H5 +H12 +H13) have a
number of alternative explanations and, in that case, their rejection is based upon
substantive grounds. The lack of empirical substantiation for each hypothesis has
implications for the building of marketing theory at two levels and needs to be
explored a little further. On the one hand, at the specific level the relationships
between the three associated hypotheses (Trust in Salesperson → Purchase Decision
(+H2); Salesperson Likeability → Trust in Salesperson (+H5); Involvement →
Purchase Decision (-H12) could not be supported because they were contrary to
expectations; -H2, was found to be positive and/or insignificant and +H5 and +H12 were
found to be negative and insignificant. Secondly, a variable like pre-purchase
satisfaction did not give any added advantage; rather, it diluted the scores for purchase
intention. Therefore, it was decided to remove the pre-purchase satisfaction variable
from the proposed model.
On a more general level, the broader implications of the findings need to be
contrasted with the nature of the existing relationships between the variables of
interest in terms of the rival model. With the exception of the two unsupported
hypotheses, the rival model presented as being close to the original. In short, the
question that needed to be asked at this point in the discussion was, can the rival
conceptual model (less the two hypotheses and with the addition of pre-purchase
satisfaction) provide a credible alternative explanation for the interaction of each of
the variables?
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Figure 4.2: Rival Model Showing Output Path Weightings
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Initially, hypothesis H13 on pre-purchase satisfaction was incorporated in the model
and there were 13 hypotheses. However, when the result did not improve, it was
decided to delete the hypothesis pre-purchase satisfaction from the model since it was
not yielding any results and did not warrant further investigation.
The deletion was important because comparisons were made earlier between the
proposed, baseline and rival models in terms of the goodness of fit measures.
Stemming from this, the deduction was drawn that the proposed model had a much
better data–model congruency, which tended to suggest a better explanation for interrelationships between the seven constructs in the model. As this was not done on an a
priori basis, it would be improper to attempt to draw any lasting conclusions as they
would be not complete without consideration for the interaction between the variables
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in the rival model. Furthermore, substantial consideration needed to be given to
‘pooled’ effects from any interaction between the remaining relationships in order to
ascertain whether the rival model could serve as a plausible alternative explanation. It
was considered unwise to make the presumption of legitimacy of the rival model
without consideration of the ‘residual effects’ of the variables upon each other,
despite the fact that the unsupported hypotheses were substantiated.
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4.13 Chapter Summary
In Chapter 4, data analysis was used to test the hypotheses and research questions in
the study. Actor analysis was used, and important factors derived from the principal
component analysis with Varimax rotation. Apart from the factor analysis, structural
equation modelling was performed using AMOS software. The results were explained
and clarified in relation to the seven variables and 12 hypotheses. The rival model was
also analysed through structural equation modelling. The pre-purchase satisfaction
variable was deleted from the proposed model since its addition did not improve the
model and results. In addition to confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), an exploratory
factor analysis (EFA) was utilised in the measurement model assessments since the
research adopted pre-existing scales to be used in a different cultural context.
In order to assess the overall discriminant validity of each of the construct measures
two procedures were employed; viz., (1) factor analysis at item level and, (2)
correlation analysis at the composite scale level. In the first instance, factor analysis
was applied to all items from each of the scales using the principal components with
Varimax rotation method. The procedure involved extracting seven factors (with
forced loading rather than extracting factors with Eigen values greater that 1) and
results from the technique indicated that, with the exception of the four factors
representing relational norms, there appeared to be strong evidence of discriminant
validity from each construct measure.

The highest means were for Store Involvement (7.87) and 7.39 for Product
Involvement. This was an interesting result given that many potential consumers are
shifting towards internet shopping; the indication was that there is still hope for
physical stores to be competitive in the market place, because consumers give more
importance to their involvement in the store compared to product involvement.
Similarly, the lowest mean loading was for Purchase Intention—6.0 for General
Intention and 6.67 for Specific Intention; both of which results were rather low. The
result means consumers are not sure about their purchase intention; a degree of
uncertainty that is not good for retailers because the retail industry suffers when
consumer confidence is low. One way of thinking about the result is that it is because
the product life cycle of technology products is getting shorter and changes frequently
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that consumers are not sure about their purchase intention. Results indicated that
consumer confidence was very fragile because of the frequent change in high-tech
products.
Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) was used as the means to analyse the
hypothesised relationships. The SEM was started with a theoretically-based model
which was transformed into a path diagram. It not only allowed the researcher to
analyse a set of latent factors much like independent and dependent variables in
regression analysis (Segars & Grover 1993), but also provided a comprehensive
means of assessing and modifying the theoretical model (Karahanna & Straub 1999;
MacKenzie 2001). Various statistical tests were used to compare the proposed model
with rival and interdependence models; tests like Parsimonious Goodness of Fit
(PNFI), Chi square (χ2), Tucker Lewis Index (TLI), Goodness of Fit (GFI), Root
Mean Square ( RMSF) and Degree of Freedom (df).

The proposed model had seven variables and 12 hypotheses, excluding pre-purchase
satisfaction and the uni-dimensionality, reliability and validity of the seven constructs
were supported in confirmatory factor analyses. A theoretical structural model
representing the hypothesised relationships between the constructs was then
developed and assessed. The results suggested that the conceptual theoretical model
needed to be modified in order to make the model better fit the data. The
modifications involved the exclusion of two hypotheses from the model. The result of
testing the hypotheses testing showed that out of 12 hypotheses, nine were supported
and three were not.

Having completed Chapter 4 on the survey results, the study is moved to Chapter 5
for statements of the research conclusions, managerial implications, future research
directions, limitations of the study and, finally, the thesis conclusion.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1 Introduction
The purpose in this study was to develop and test a model that enhances
understanding of how retailers increase the propensity of retail consumers to buy
high-tech products like laptops. The literature was reviewed to reveal the determinants
of relationship orientation, salesperson likeability, salesperson trust, and commitment
along with involvement. The literature review was done using various academic
articles in printed journals, e-commerce literature, research papers, and text books on
relationship marketing.
The main goal in the research was to determine the relational bonds that retail stores
and salespersons create with their customers in order move through the purchase
process to reach the stage of actually purchasing products, especially high-tech
products such as laptops. A general perception of consumers is that the product will
be discontinued within a short time and, in the meantime, the price is likely to go
down. The variables of retail store image and salesperson likeability, which
eventually help in creating the relationship bonds, advance a customer’s involvement,
aid in the development of trust in the salesperson and encourage a commitment
towards the retail shop; activities which result in positive or negative feelings on the
part of the customer. If the customer experiences positive feelings, he or she naturally
will advance to the actual purchasing process. The combination of retail store image
and salesperson likeability dimensions define the context within which a relational
marketing strategy must be developed to impact on future purchases.
The measures and scales used for the study exhibited acceptable levels of internal
reliability, and an external validity check supported the validity of the measures as
separate dimensions predicting the extent to which relational orientation is the right
strategy for consumer purchase intent.
The research problem in the study revolved around the perception of consumers and,
as confirmed in the extant academic literature, that the product life cycle of high-tech
products is becoming shorter and consumers are delaying their purchasing decisions
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in search of better products with more features and more technological sophistication
in anticipation of technology prices going down. In this situation, it was a question of
how retailers convince consumers to trust them and buy products from their store.
What sort of marketing strategy should retailers adopt that will boost consumer
confidence enough to buy a product when there is a need?
For a long time, marketers have used the traditional transactional marketing mix
strategy. However, marketers today understand the importance of relationship
orientation; they are looking for a long-term profitable business relationship with their
customers. Products in the technology market are constantly changing with shorter
product life cycles, so it is challenging for marketers to create a sustainable
relationship with their consumers and convince customers to buy products from their
retail store. The frequently changing of models in the technology product industry is
confusing and challenging to consumers; they carry risk and uncertainty concerning
their purchases of technology products when they are not sure how long the model
they have bought will be active in the marketplace.
Moreover, retailers are gearing up to have a good retail store image complemented by
professional salespeople who are eager and enthusiastic to sell all the store’s products.
However, this study was established to find out which approach has more weight in
creating a relationship bond with customers and, eventually, converting visitors to the
store into consumers who buy high-tech products. It is a tricky situation in the
technology industry that new innovations, creativity, upgrades and changes are
required to cope with the growing demands and expectations of consumers and the
requirement to gain competitive advantage over competitors. To have a competitive
advantage, manufacturers regularly are launching new products with new innovations,
developments and upgrades. Retailers use the new models as a selling tool whereby
they are seen as being as innovative and dynamic in marketplace. However, while
promoting new models in the marketplace they face the problem of convincing
consumers to buy the new product. Consumers have less confidence in buying
products with the fear that if the model they are buying becomes obsolete within a
few months, they will miss out on after-sales service, product upgrades and
technology benefits because of the newer model.
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To some extent it is logical to acknowledge the consumer’s psychological mind set;
however, the retailer’s job is to continue convincing consumers in order to speed up
the purchasing process. The study showed that respondents perceive that retailers
don’t have any direct control over why and how new products are becoming obsolete
in increasingly shorter periods of time. However, retailers certainly can reduce
consumers’ fears and increase their confidence by way of salesperson trust,
commitment of the retail store and involvement in the purchasing process. It is not
enough to have extraordinary salesperson characteristics because consumers look for
a good retail store that looks after its consumers in various confidence-increasing
ways; e.g., by use of loyalty programmes, information, updates, after-sales service,
rewards for being a frequent customer, pleasant environment in the store, pleasant
experience, vast product alternatives to choose from, faster payment/service counter,
and an efficient repairs department. Looking at these issues, the research problem was
tested to identify the gaps in the knowledge of academics and practitioners about how
retailers implement an effective marketing strategy to convince consumers to make
quicker purchase decisions.
Distinct from conventional wisdom, Maidique and Haynes (1984) provided a wider
range of guidelines for high technology management, and Firth and Narayana (1996)
profiled the new product strategies of large Fortune 500 firms. Cooper and
Kleinschmidt (1990) conducted a retrospective analysis of approximately 200
moderate-to-high new projects in technology. They identified eight key factors
underlying the success of technology-based projects, although top management
support and competitiveness were found to have a low impact on success. The eight
items were; a superior product that delivers unique benefits to the user, a well defined
product and project prior to the development phase, technology synergy, quality of
execution of technological activities, quality of execution of pre-development
activities, marketing synergy, quality of execution of marketing activities and market
attractiveness.
Consumers today are reacting quickly to new high-tech products and expect new
features, add-on value, advanced techniques and complicated high-tech products very
readily. The research sample in this study was young, comprised of technology-savvy
students who understood the importance of education and had a love of technology
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products compared to their counterparts in the middle- and older-aged population;
they were interested in learning about and understanding all the features of high-tech
products and being more technology-savvy, they love to take risks, try new things and
were not afraid of things going wrong with high-tech products.
Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1990) imply that high-technology products should deliver
unique benefits to consumers in order to be successful in the marketplace. In addition,
Rossiter and Percy (1997) suggest that the higher the level of technology, the higher
the level of consumer involvement with the product; this is consistent with past
literature where it was noted that the level of perceived risk increases with the level of
product technology (Leonard-Barton & Kraus 1985; Davis et al. 1989; Gatignon &
Robertson 1989; Moriarty & Kosnik 1989). Thus, the purchase of a high technology
product is a high-involvement situation which usually entails a wide scope of
consumer information search and careful attribute-by-attribute evaluation of the
product. The company that provides more information about products and services
and their use, installation, servicing and disposal helps consumers become more
involved in their purchasing process. The advice to all retailers is that they need to
provide vital information to consumers to speed up the purchasing process.

5.2 Scholarly Implications
The current research has combined a number of critical areas in the consumer
decision process for the purchase of laptops. The links between salesperson
characteristics, store aspects, product aspects and relationship building with the
purchase decision have been demonstrated. Based upon this, there are a number of
scholarly implications, as discussed below
First, the biggest challenge facing managers is to understand what kind of marketing
strategy should be adopted to retain and increase consumer flow into their retail store
and, eventually, convert visitors into customers who buy their products. For a long
time, marketers were using the traditional transactional and marketing mix strategy,
but the study has demonstrated the value of a relationship orientation.
Secondly, in the model of a human life cycle, at any given time we can determine at
which stage the human being is sited; one cannot really stretch or shorten the human
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life cycle stages. However, in a product life cycle, the product moves naturally in a
haphazard manner through the stages on its journey; the product moves from one
stage to another based on consumer acceptance, competition forces and other various
factors. Sometimes, a manager employs tactical and strategic policies to influence
product life cycle stages. However, it is noted that, often managers can not diagnose
the life-cycle stage of their product; usually, their strategies are based on guess-work,
judgmental decisions and market forces. No definitive model exists in the literature
whereby managers can determine the stage at which their product is stationed or what
strategy they should adopt to gain more profit from the product in its various life
stages. Relationship marketing helps consumers increase their confidence and trust in
the retail store brand and trust in the salesperson as they head towards making a final
purchase decision. The whole objective of the retail marketer should be to pursue
consumers to buy their products in a short time span by creating a strong relational
marketing strategy.
Relationship marketing is a topic that has attracted a lot of academic interest,
conference attention and special journal publishing in recent years; e.g., (the Annual
International Colloquium on relationship marketing, the 1998 Journal of Strategic
Marketing special issue on relationship marketing, and the 1999 Journal of Business
Research special issue on the same topic). However, of relationship marketing theory,
Fournier (1998, p.343) has argued that “the field has leapt ahead to application of
relationship ideas and the assumption of relationship benefits without proper
development of the core construct involved”. A number of critical research gaps still
exist within the domain of relationship marketing (RM) theory. Firstly, though much
has been written about RM, few studies have attempted to address the implementation
of RM in organisations, or to describe what it entails (Morris et al. 1999). Secondly,
though conceptualisations of the RM construct abound, few empirical articles
pertaining to this construct have appeared in the literature (Perrien & Ricard 1995). In
the words of Saren and Tzokas (1998, p.187), “researchers familiar with the field of
relationship marketing will realise that widespread calls for its adoption are not
followed by detailed empirical evidence of what strategies and policies firms can use
in order to enhance their customer relationships”. Thirdly, although RM has been
suggested as one way to enhance customer loyalty (e.g. Davis 1994; Donath 1994;
Orr 1995), there has been little empirical evidence of the link between RM and
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customer loyalty (Barnes 1994) and the existing evidence has tended to capture
customer retention in terms of repeat purchase activity, rather than customer loyalty
which encompasses both psychological and behavioural aspects (Saren & Tzokas
1998). Fourthly, the majority of RM studies focus on business-to-business and/or
service firms (Perrien & Ricard 1995; Christy et al. 1996; Fournier 1998), with little
attention paid to consumer retail marketing (Gruen 1995; Sheth & Parvatiyar 1995;
Reynolds & Beatty 1999). Finally, the issue of why consumers may want a marketing
relationship with a firm, or what benefit they may perceive from the relationship,
remains an under-explored issue (Gremler et al. 1997; Garbarino & Johnson 1999).
Increasingly, customer relationship is seen to be crucial to the success of business
organisations, with the growing realisation that attracting new customers is far more
expensive than retaining existing ones. One way of increasing customer retention is
through secure relationships between buyers and sellers, though little empirical
research has been conducted on the link between RM and customer purchasing intent
in a retailing context. The presenting and testing of a conceptual model of the process
by which the implementation of RM can enhance such a purchasing process was the
focus of the current study.
A dyadic exploratory study of the retail store and students as customers was
conducted, with findings revealing that customers’ purchasing process for technology
products is highly correlated to RM efforts by the retail store and the salesperson in
the retail store; efforts crucial to enhanced commitment, trust and involvement for the
consumer’s final purchase of a product. Implications were drawn from the results and
future research directions are discussed.
The first dimension of trust focussed on the expectancy that the relational partner’s
words or written statement could be relied upon (Lindskold 1978). The second
dimension of trust was the extent to which one partner was genuinely interested in the
other partner’s welfare and motivated to seek joint gains. Similarly, Morgan & Hunt
(1994, p.74) defined trust as the perception of “confidence in the exchange partner’s
reliability and integrity”. Garbarino and Johnson (1999) argued that customer trust in
an organisation is the confidence in the quality and reliability of the services offered.
Such definitions highlight the importance of confidence and reliability in the
conception of trust which can develop through various processes. Research suggests
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that developing trust relies on one party’s ability to forecast another party’s
behaviour. Because repeated interactions between customers and service suppliers
help customers to assess the service firm’s credibility and benevolence (Donney &
Cannon 1997), it was predicted that social bonds contribute to a higher level of trust.
Trust can emerge also through a capability process, which means the assessment of
another party’s ability to meet its obligations (Donney & Cannon 1997). Customers
are motivated to perceive those service providers that offer economic bonds or
structural bonds as trustworthy because these bonds are interpreted as indications of
the service firm’s capabilities.
Factor analysis for variables salesperson likeability, retail store image, relationship
orientation, trust in salesperson, commitment to retail store and involvement of
consumers leading to the purchase intention of consumers in relation to high-tech
products was analysed using 370 samples across seven different countries. The results
reinforced the idea that relationship bonds are very much appreciated by consumers in
retail stores and from salespersons in the store. While analysing salesperson
characteristics, it was observed that consumers do appreciate the professional
behaviour of salespeople who demonstrate interest in the customers rather than selfinterest. Interestingly, customers are fully aware of the changing product life cycle
and the fact that products become obsolete in the industry in a short period of time.
However, they also believe that the retail store and salespeople have no control over
the shortening of the product life cycle. Despite this fact, they want their retail store
and salesperson to be honest with them and help them to buy the right product which
will be long-lasting and include after-sales service even if the product is discontinued
after some time.
The results from the study indicate to retailers that they need to create a customised
RM strategy to increase consumer purchases in their retail outlet. The existing
‘marketing mix’ strategy cannot be overruled or thrown away in the present business
environment; however, the present marketing mix strategy can be the foundation on
which retailers can establish their industry business platform. Nevertheless, to survive
and grow in the marketplace, retailers will have to implement relationship strategies
to increase their dollar value and overall gross profit (GP) for long-term benefits.
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The unique relationship strategy has as its foundation retail store image and
salesperson likeability; it assists managers to understand how relationship orientation
is developed with the help of retail store image and salesperson likeability.
Generally, it is perceived that relationships are built up in industrial businesses.
Previously, academic literature was focussed on industrial business relationships
where the company’s representative (seller) and purchaser (buyer) created strong
relational bonds resulting in a win-win situation. However, today’s dynamic market
allows retailers to create a strong relational foundation with their customers through
various relationship marketing strategies including retail store image and increased
salesperson likeability based on trust, commitment and involving the customer in the
purchasing process. The current research focus on the problem, of how to develop
strong relationships with customers which will result in a faster purchasing process
for consumers that may be in a state of confusion about the changing product life
cycle of technology products, identified relational bonding with the retailer as a
confidence booster.
The study focussed on the retailer and retail consumer along with salesperson
personality based on the notion that what and how consumers are convinced to
purchase a laptop from the retail store largely explains consumer purchasing
behaviour (Grönroos 1982; Parasuraman et al. 1985; 1988). As a control for the
influence of retailer–consumer interactions, one product was chosen; viz., the laptop.
When buying the product, consumers have a real option to choose between retail store
image and salesperson likeability. Though the research did not give a straight option
for respondents to choose between retail store image and salesperson likeability,
respondents did provide a rating using a Likert-type scale for trust and liking of the
salesperson based on a 1 to 10 scale whereby retail store image was nominated above
salesperson likeability in the creating of a relationship bond.
The business problem in the research was to determine how retailers establish the
most effective approach to get customers to purchase high-tech products. Retailers are
already operate with the advantages of their store atmosphere, merchandising,
sophisticated pricing policy, inventory management and personal selling, apart from
the advertising they do to promote the store and its product offerings. Retailers
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employ and invest a substantial amount of money on personal selling in their retail
store; they also give basic training to salespeople to promote and sell products offered
in the retail store. They might consider that if they invested more money on
promoting brand equity they encourage more customers into the store; they may have
beginning salespeople who are not professional enough to convert visitors into
customers, thereby jeopardising the retailer’s investment.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, scholars have researched the need to increase
understanding of how consumers evaluate retail store image and salesperson
likeability for their purchasing. The research was used to enhance understanding of
purchasing intention by investigating the motivations of consumers and their
relational bonds with salespeople in terms of their likeability and retail store image in
a side-by-side evaluation. The study results clearly showed that consumers perceive
retail store image to be more important than salesperson likeability with the average
mean of retail store image over relationship orientation higher than salesperson
likeability over relationship orientation.
This is one of the first studies to use a side-by-side evaluation of two important selling
tools, retail store image and salesperson likeability, from a consumer perspective.
Directly, as well as indirectly, the study determined whether personal selling through
salesperson likeability was useful for creating relationship bonds with consumers or
whether retail store image motivates customers to create a relationship with the store
and, ultimately, make a purchase decision; few recent advances have considered both
selling techniques simultaneously (Gehrt & Yan 2004; Keen et al. 2004; MontoyaWeiss et al. 2003; Shankar et al. 2003) as opposed to the adoption paradigm which
treats the retail store image in isolation from other selling techniques. The side-byside comparison has contributed to a better understanding of a retailer’s selling
techniques with a relational orientation by retailers that makes explicit the choices
consumers have while making their purchase decisions.
Next, to the researcher’s best knowledge, this is the first study that takes into account
the construction of salesperson likeability and retail store image values and purchase
intentions in a side-by-side approach; it not only determines the importance of the
antecedents of perceived value and purchase intentions within each selling technique,
but also across RM strategy. As a result, it is possible to define which criteria play a
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more profound role in either channel. In sum, the approach provides researchers
valuable information about the relative strengths of each selling technique and the
relative importance of criteria.
The research contributes to the marketing literature by examining the services
provided by the retail store in line with a relational approach taken by the retailer
rather than the traditional retail service offerings. Several studies have investigated the
issue of retail store services in general without accounting for differences in retail
performance (Spence et al. 1970; Girard et al. 2003; Keen et al. 2004). The present
study overcomes the limitation by investigating the consumers’ perceptions of the
retail store along with values of relationship building; consumers that were students
and passive buyers of today’s and tomorrow’s technology products. All student
participants were either graduates or soon-to-be graduates. A number of studies
focussing on perceived value have used students in experimental settings (Dodds et
al. 1991; Baker et al. 2002). Consequently, more realistic and natural settings were
created; situations critical for understanding consumer behaviour (Sweeney et al.
1999).
The study confirms that consumers evaluate retailers on more aspects than just price
and quality (Bolton & Drew 1991; Kerin et al. 1992). The perceived benefits and
costs consumers consider include both cognitive and affective elements (Sweeney &
Soutar 2001), and process and outcome elements (Grönroos 1982; Parasuraman et al.
1985, 1988). Conforming to earlier findings (Dodds et al. 1991; Sirohi et al. 1998;
Baker et al. 2002), current results indicated that price appears to be the strongest
predictor of the construct of value for money. As expected, relationship orientation
also proves to be a consistent predictor of value for money (Bolton & Drew 1991;
Sweeney et al. 1999). Contrary to findings in the extant ‘perceived value’ literature
(Kerin et al, 1992; Sirohi et al. 1998; Baker et al. 2002), the study did not provide
evidence of a consistent relationship between relational orientation and purchase
decision.
Possible explanations for the finding are (1) that customers rely heavily on tangible
aspects of what they receive for the price they pay when making these value-formoney judgments, and (2) that the retailer’s store image in the current study consisted
of undifferentiated products. For retailers that offer differentiated products,
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relationship orientation based on salesperson likeability and retail store image, is more
likely to be a predictor of the value for money customers receive from retailers.
Retailers offering differentiated products have more opportunities to differentiate
them from those of competitors and, consequently, are more likely to create additional
value for customers through altering the assortment of products. Another somewhat
unexpected result was that consumers are not strongly concerned with the value for
money they receive; in determining their purchasing intention, consumers tend to be
predominantly affected by salesperson likeability and retail store image.
The provision of qualified service is considered an essential strategy for success and
survival in today’s competitive environment (Dawkins & Reichheld 1990;
Parasuraman et al. 1985; Reichheld & Sasser 1990; Zeithaml et al. 1990). Therefore,
the primary emphasis in both academic and managerial efforts has focussed on
determining what service quality means to customers, then developing strategies to
meet customer expectations (Parasuraman et al. 1985, 1988). Also, in an ongoing
trend as retail markets have reached maturity, retailers find their stores over-stocked,
with difficulties in differentiating based on merchandise selection only (Berry &
Gresham 1986; Ghosh & Ling 1994); thus, more than ever, retailers have sought out
products, processes and technologies that increase in customer value (Morgan & Hunt
1994; Parasuraman et al. 1988; Woodruff 1997). As to the service industry, research
has shown that service quality enhancement and RM (Berry & Thompson 1982; Day
1985; Moriarty et al. 1983) are appropriate strategies for high-tech product retailers.
Therefore, Kimball (1990, p.15) has suggested that “relationship- and productoriented strategies are diametrically opposed to one another, with relationshiporiented retailers striving to consolidate scattered customer needs, and productoriented selling tactics chipping away at competitors’ relationship-oriented
customers”. Nevertheless, even though service quality and RM are popular topics,
intrinsic qualities remain as attributes that bring forth benefits needed by customers
and leading further to customer satisfaction.
Although academics recognise the importance of SERVQUAL and RM practices
(Berry 1995; Goff et al. 1997), empirical evidence on the nature and extent of the
impact of relationship bonding tactics on relationship quality (Gwinner et al. 1998) is
scarce. Specifically, RM research is focussed largely on discussing the links between
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relationship bonding tactics, behavioural loyalty and relationship quality. A scarcity
of integrative research that stresses the connection between SERVQUAL and RM,
and discusses the behavioural consequence of both service quality marketing and RM,
resulted in the current study being developed to test the relationship between service
quality satisfaction and relationship intentions; i.e., whether or not consumers will
consider building long-term relationships with service providers on the basis of a
single instance of service quality satisfaction.
Service quality, here, is referred to as the customers’ perceptions of overall service
standards provided by the retail store as well as the salesperson in the retail store.
Frequently, the level of service received by customers is noted as a component of
store image or attitude (Berry 1969; Baker, Grewal & Parasuraman 1994; Reardon &
Miller 1995; Sirohi et al. 1998) and it is an important aspect of shopping in a retail
context (Baker et al. 2002; Dubinsky 2004). When applied to retailers that sell
merchandise, service quality often is referred to as customer service (Chen &
Dubinsky 2003; Wolfinbarger & Gilly 2003) or retail service quality (Dabholkar et al.
1996); it includes elements such as tangibles (e.g., appearance and convenience),
personal interaction (e.g., friendliness, helpfulness, assurance and responsiveness of
employees), reliability (e.g., keeping promises and doing it right), problem solving
(e.g., return handling and complaint handling) and service policies (opening hours,
parking facilities, warranties) (Baker et al. 1994; Dabholkar et al. 1996; Dickson &
Albaum 1977; Samli, Kelly & Hunt 1998).

5.3 Managerial Implications
The biggest challenge facing retailers is how to convince consumers to buy high-tech
products when the product models are continuously changing, become discontinued
and/or new models are coming into the market. In 2010, the whole technology
industry went through dramatic changes whereby companies were launching new
products regularly on a short interval basis and consumers were confused as to
whether to delay their decision or to buy. Retailers were stockpiling their inventory
because they needed to continue business for their survival; if they didn’t sell existing
products they would be out of the market. While talking with retailers informally, it
was observed that they didn’t have a clear idea about what’s happening in the
technology industry and technology manufacturers and the industry were not giving
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proper training, advice or information to retailers on future advancements. There was
a strong need for more technological seminars and conferences for retailers to be
briefed on what was happening in the industry, what products would be launched in
the future and when! Thus, important and confusing questions confronted retailers,
manufacturers and, ultimately, consumers. There was a strong need for clear
communication to the entire distribution network, which included salespeople in retail
stores.
The current research results have shown that retail store image gives a stronger
foundation for relational bonds with customers than salesperson likeability. The mean
average score for retail store image (RSI) was 7.15 compared to salesperson
likeability (SPL) 6.77, meaning respondents prefer to buy based on the retail store
image they perceive and experience. The store image, built on trust and referrals, the
experiences and brand equity, was created in the market place over a period of time;
but the difference between retail store image and salesperson likeability results was
not great, suggesting that retailers should work on creating, maintaining and retaining
their store image in the consumers’ mind and, as a part of their marketing strategy,
should hire and train professional salespeople who can help retailers to create
relationships with their customers. According to Dunn et al. (1991), ‘push’ marketing
strategies with an emphasis on personal selling should be used by the marketers of
high-technology products, whereas ‘pull’ strategies with an emphasis on advertising
and sales promotion are effective in marketing low-technology products. Personal
selling is must in marketing high technology products. The salesperson becomes the
intermediary between the manufacturer and the retailer; i.e., the salesperson explains
product details either face-to-face or on an interactive platform. Results confirmed the
views of Porter (1980) and Gardner (1990b) who noted that, often, there is an absence
of existing channel structure able to change rapidly to match the mutable needs of
manufacturers and buyers.
The two hypotheses not supported were H2 and H5; i.e., salesperson trust on purchase
decision and salesperson likability and trust of salesperson; results that were
somewhat surprising but requiring an understanding as to their non support.
Firstly, most extant literature reports and highlights that salesperson trust leads to a
purchase decision; however, the current study signified that salesperson trust leads the
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consumer to the next stage where they are able to tick boxes of various options.
Although trust in the salesperson is an important factor in leading to a purchase
decision, having trust in the salesperson does not give the consumer a clear signal to
buy the product straight away. Rather, the evident signal is to managers that
salesperson trust is important in the purchase decision-making without being a
substantial decision-making variable.
Secondly, the hypothesis of salesperson likeability to trust in salesperson, where
salesperson likeability does not insure that the salesperson is trustworthy, is
interesting from the consumer perspective; even if the salesperson is perceived to be a
charming, knowledgeable, skilful and helpful professional that does not guarantee that
consumers totally trust the salesperson. Thus, consumers separate the two variables
and do not equate personality factors with trust.
Pricing plays a critical role in a high-tech product purchase, especially in the retail
environment. Relying only on production costs can be risky because the product can
be either over-priced or under-priced. Grunenwald and Vernon (1988) suggest that
consumer-perception-based pricing and value pricing are useful alternatives to costbased pricing. Since high technology products usually provide some unique benefits
and customers tend to be less sensitive to price, an initial high price or skimming price
would work. Therefore, for a ‘push’ strategy in a retail store, personal selling could be
extensively used, with proper sales training to salespeople to increase their
salesperson likeability, in designing the retail marketing strategy for high technology
products, whereas advertising and sales promotion can be used better for a ‘pull’
strategy. Similarly, price skimming is absolutely essential for retailers to survive and
have competitive advantage; i.e., when a new product is launched, keeping the price
high and gradually reducing it based on consumer acceptance is the strategy retailers
can use in their retail marketing. Willingness to pay higher prices has been shown to
be a reliable indicator of the strength of the customer–retailer relationship (Selnes
1998).
As stated earlier, the goal of RM is to build, maintain and strengthen relationships that
result in all parties benefiting from the ongoing transactions. The customer has
complete control when deciding whether or not to build the relationship by making
the first purchase, to maintain the relationship by choosing to repurchase or to
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strengthen the relationship by being willing to pay more (Selnes 1998). Thus, the
decision to pay higher prices is very different conceptually from the decision simply
to re-purchase; it indicates a strong sense of commitment and loyalty to the store
(Chaudhuri & Ray 2003). There are many examples in the Australian retail industry
where consumers pay more to their preferred retailer choice for the same product
model with the same specifications. Not always do consumers look for a cheap deal.
Once a consumer has more trust and confidence in a store, they look for creditability
and pride in shopping from that particular retail store, even if the retailer is charging a
slight premium over its competitors.
In order to reflect business efficacy, marketers use customer share instead of market
share as a key performance measure in the RM approach. Informal interviews with
store managers during the current study revealed their unwillingness and an inability
to report market share figures for their individual stores. Thus, it is recommend that
customer share is used; a concept defined by Ray and Chiagouris (2009) as the
percentage of a customer’s total annual expenditure on a particular store type (say,
electronics and appliances) that is spent at a particular store (say, Harvey Norman).
Rust et al. (2000) emphasise the role of share-of-wallet (SoW) in relational
exchanges; in terms of profitability and the lifetime value of the customer. While
some researchers have claimed that the importance of SoW in determining long-term
profitability cannot be stressed enough (Knox & Denison 2000; Donath 2002; Rhee &
Bell 2002), they suggest that share-of-wallet can be considered conceptually identical
to market share. Donath (2002, p.9) suggests that the “share of customer purchases is
likely to be a more important strategic measurement than is market share”. Customers
with higher store loyalty would be expected to make substantially more of their
category-related purchases at that store, simply because they express strong intentions
to return to the store and are committed to the store (Zeithamal et al. 1996; Donath
2002; Sirdeshmukh, Singh, & Sabol 2002). Therefore, retailers evaluating market
share with return on investment (ROI) are better off with return on consumer
investment (ROCI). Most stores analyse customer data and purchase trends and
activate their marketing promotions accordingly; however, they don’t have direct
access to, and the ability to understand, the consumer’s face-to-face behaviour.
Therefore, as a result of the study data, it is recommended that more analytical powers
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be given to store managers and salespersons to check routinely the issue of customer
purchasing —particularly product purchasing — and offer customers useful related
products. Moreover, they can analyse the purchases customers have made and the
products they may need in the future and make an appropriate offer; a technique that
will build stronger relationships among the salesperson, retail store and consumers.
While sending direct mail from a corporate office to consumers in their millions does
not automatically give the special privileges which consumers expect and desire,
direct contact by a local retail store and its salesperson would give them feeling of
being special in that someone cares about their needs in a specific way.

The overall concept of the retail store has changed and consumers want their shopping
experience to be more pleasant and exciting rather than just a task for buying goods
and paying money. The transaction-oriented approach from retail store to consumer is
turning into a more relational-oriented one, where consumers feel comfortable in
shopping for their products or services. Retail stores with a coffee shop or eatery
corner inside create a friendly environment. Offering a ‘customer day’ once a year,
where loyal customers are served with wine and finger food, sending birthday cards to
regular customers and participating in community work enhance the relationship
between consumer and retailer. Results also have shown that the impact of the
marketing strategy on product purchase is contingent on the technological context
within which it operates. While price is perceived as being detrimental in the buying
process, if the retail store maintains a positive relationship with its customers, the
issue of price becomes secondary and the consumer gladly accepts the proposition of
a relationship bond with the retail store and its salesperson.
Therefore, the current results encourage retailers to develop a push/pull strategy for
their retail store, where personal selling by professional salespeople can convert
visitors into customers with their professional service quality, and the retail store
working on effective relationship advertising and marketing with techniques such as
sending mail to customer’s homes or customers on their birthday, specific product
information of customer interest, using social marketing strategy in a local area, a
courtesy visit or phonecall after the product is sold to check how the product is
performing, helping with installation, supporting local community causes, working on
environmental and social activities during human and natural disastrous, in-store
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training classes for customers, specialist speeches in-store for customers, discussion
groups involving customers on a monthly or quarterly basis to understand their needs/
wants, and sharing community problems in terms of developing business
relationships; all techniques being part of the marketing strategy.
Merchandising by the store is critical in the high-tech industry, with computers
connected to different gadgets providing more clues, ideas, creativity and exploration
of options than ever before.. The essence of retail marketing is developing products
and services that satisfy the specific needs of customers and supply them at prices that
yield profits. Rather than a system, the concept is a philosophy of retailing or retail
structure. In today’s customer relationship management (CRM) landscape, the old
analogy comparing the rifle and shotgun approaches to message and/or offer delivery
is perhaps more appropriate than ever, as more retail organisations struggle to achieve
one-to-one marketing communication with customers and prospects. Targeting
customer segments allows a retail store to channel its marketing budget to the greatest
need and fastest possibility of return on consumer investment (ROCI).
Today’s retail marketing managers must understand the connections between the
lifestyle and expenditure characteristics of customers, their propensity to purchase one
product or brand over another and leverage the understanding for competitive
advantage. They are expected to improve direct marketing responses by ensuring they
are targeting the right households at the right time, using the right media with the right
message; to leverage current consumer data to make better strategic decisions about
products, marketing and locations thereby increasing customer loyalty and retention
with a scientific data-driven approach to analytical CRM. Retail managers should
estimate the revenue potential of customers to determine their current, potential and
life-time value, estimate market potential for more effective acquisition initiatives and
quantify and qualify their market opportunities. Next, they can work on categorising
their customer profile based on the sales volume and profit they are generating for the
retail store. Based on the classification of the customer base, retail marketing
managers and retailers can streamline their marketing strategy. The retail marketing
concept is the acceptance by the retailer that it is the ‘customer’ and not ‘demand’ that
lies at the core of the retail organisation.
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In terms of sales, the retail landscape is moving away from specialty stores and
department stores toward discount retailing and, although the future is difficult to
predict, forthcoming trends in retailing will focus on demographics, geographic
convenience, time convenience, and increased food expenditure away from home and
rapid changes in information technology. In addition, retailers will find a convergence
of electronic methods and traditional methods of retailing. Pavitra (2009) describes
five important actions, or pillars, for retailers to consider in this competitive market:
solving customers’ problems, treating customers with respect, connecting with
customers’ emotions, setting the fairest price rather than the lowest and saving
customer shopping time.
Retailers will need to alter their way of thinking to adjust to changing customer
profiles; e.g., (1) retailers that convey the appropriate level of respect will experience
an increase in customer loyalty and sales, (2) retailers must dig deep to learn who
their customers are, so they can develop viable customer segments, and (3) the old
marketing concept will need to be modified from ‘satisfying’ customers to ‘wowing’
customers.
Retailing on the internet is known as e-tailing. The internet has changed the way
shopping is planned and occurs; it is playing a crucial role in shaping the future of the
retail industry. The real challenge for retailing is launching and managing a highly
innovative ‘click’ business that works alongside a more stable ‘brick-and-mortar’
business. For consumers and retailers it is an increasingly hybrid world wherein
retailers reach consumers through different sales channels—stores, websites and
catalogues—and enjoy key advantages over competitors that operate in just one
world. E-tailing is still a nascent business model all over the world and, while it
remains to be seen how it emerges in the future, e-tailing continues to develop as an
adjunct and supplement to brick-and-mortar retail outlets.
Nevertheless, retail stores can make consumers more comfortable with internet
shopping since most traditional retailers allows customers to return online purchases
at their offline stores. The internet brings many exiting trends into the light and
accelerates the transformation to web years; there is an occupational hazard in the
world of electronic commerce, it is an exciting and confusing time and in some ways
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electronic commerce has already had a profound impact, judging by the Wall Street
brokers who have been watching their private clients flock to online discount brokers.
Marketing tactics focus on acquiring new markets and more customers but, often
neglect the task of maintaining existing customers. Several authors have emphasised
that RM practices are not considered effective in every situation or context (Kalwani
& Narayandas 1995; O’Brien & Jones 1995; Day 2000; Odekerken-Schroder et al.
2003); they have criticised suppliers’ equal treatment of all customers. They believe
that undifferentiated marketing, by investing in low-value, over-satisfied customers,
not only wastes company resources but also dissatisfies high-value customers.
According to the classification of relationship bonding tactics stated above, scholars
have defined the concept of RM as being applied at different relationship levels with
different rewards on different levels of customer loyalty. They suggest that
preferential treatment means that regular customers should be treated and served
differently to non-regular customers. A potential explanation might be that customers
appreciate being openly favored above other customers. If this is true, it would hold
important implications for retail managers, because the efforts directed at customers
should be made delicately to avoid putting customers in an uncomfortable position.
Predominantly, relational orientation consists of financial, social and structural
bonding. The current research indicated that financial bonding tactics had a significant
relationship with perceived relationship investment in all samples, which confirmed
the common opinion that price discounts are mostly service that is psychologically
and structurally oriented. One-off financial bonding tactics was not as powerful
according to most of the respondents, but were an initial lead to other tactics such as
relationship investment using special discounts. Similarly, in the presence of other
tactics, financial bonding tactics are less valued than social and structural bonding
tactics by the retail customers.
Social bonding tactics such as interpersonal communication proved to be a dominant
determinant of perceived relationship orientation (RO), being demonstrated in two out
of three samples, an observation that is sensible given that relationships are inherently
social. The finding demonstrated the crucial role of service providers who are in direct
contact with customers; viz., managers capable of training and motivating their
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personnel to show warm and personal feelings toward customers can harvest the
resulting benefits in terms of improved perceptions of relationship investment.
Besides, when hiring personnel, managers need to focus on candidates’ social abilities
that facilitate social interactions with target consumers (Weitz & Bradford 1999). This
is especially important because the emergence of automated service and online
trading will gradually reduce opportunities for social interaction with a salesperson.
Retailers should investigate whether consumers are willing to trade off the loss of
social contact for the benefits of web marketing, e-tailing or e-commerce.
As to structural bonding tactics, evidence was noted regarding the positive effects of
structural bonding tactics on perceived relationship orientation across the sample
respondents. Companies facing intense price competition perform structural
marketing tactics because that kind of integration is better than social integration
methods in strengthening non-pricing mechanisms, promoting retail store competitive
capability and consolidating the relationship with customers; i.e., the real marketing
tactics that create long-term, substantial competitive advantages are structural bonding
tactics.
Lowering customer defection rates can be profitable for companies, with research
showing that it is a more profitable strategy than gaining market share or reducing
costs (Fornell & Wernerfelt 1987, 1988; Reichheld & Sasser 1990). Therefore, the
longevity of a customer’s relationship favorably influences profitability and
customers who remain with a firm for a period of years because they are pleased with
the service are more likely than short-term customers to buy additional services and
spread favorable word-of-mouth reports. Therefore, retailers should not only invest
more in consumer relationships but also pay equal attention to finding consumers who
are most receptive to such investments. In addition to the more traditional criteria of
product-market segmentation such as market size, market growth and expected
market share, segmenting consumers according to levels of consumer relationship
proneness or product involvement could affect the expected share of customer market.
The results of the current study not only corroborated the extant academic research
and professional, practical articles, they provided reasons behind the effects of
perceived relationship orientation relationship bonding tactics. In addition, the
inference that RM could promote customers’ behavioral loyalty through the
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improvement of relationship orientation was confirmed with customers having
different attributes being shown not to fit into the same marketing programs.
Therefore, high tech product retailers should segment their customers into several
relevant groups before the application of marketing programs to achieve correct,
effective and efficient results. Segmentation techniques involve identifying customers
by how recently they made a purchase, how frequently they buy and how much
money they spend per purchase.
The predictive marketing approach is another technique whereby the retailer learns
about a representative sample of customers and uses the knowledge to predict which
customers are likely to buy the same merchandise; i.e., cataloguers have found past
shopping behaviour is a strong indicator of future shopping behaviour. Predictive
marketing means adding data continually to established lists to increase understanding
of each customer within the database; it helps retailers to analyse an approach
whereby, for example, consumers who buy printers naturally need cartridges in the
future, but not only cartridges but all other relevant accessories such as copy paper,
photo paper, universal serial bus (USB) etc. Sending out special deals on these
accessories products to those customers who buy only printers is a response to
predictive marketing.
Event-based communication helps retailers use a customer database to create and
deliver marketing information based on a customer’s events life events; e.g.,
birthdays, public holidays, religious programmes, political rallies (in some countries),
sports activities and community work. The return of Jessica Watson, who sailed solo
across the world, was a good example of major brands and business houses becoming
part of the celebration in Australia, gaining a reputation that they are not promoting
commercial products all the time and showing concern about social causes,
community work and achievements.
Lifetime value analysis enables the retailer to weigh the cost of gaining a customer
against the potential returns that can be generated from that customer over a lifetime
of purchases. It was observed that most retailers in the Asian market behave with their
customers in a manner based on their present transaction activities; they observe and
watch present business transactions and forget past activities. However, had they
organised customer business transactions, they could have based their strategy on total
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customer business over a period of time, rather than just present transactions. This is
very common among retail salespeople in Asia who don’t have systems whereby they
can view the customer’s life-long transactions. This is a critical part of relationship
marketing whereby salespeople and retailers emphasise gathering and analysing
customer transactions to give them a strategy known as a ‘customer for life’
proposition.
In addition to focussing offers on high-potential customers, retail stores can use the
consumer data to surprise customers by suggesting that they add new products to
match their previous purchases. When a customer visits a retail store, the salesperson
has the capability of accessing their database for information about the customer. That
knowledge can aid the salesperson in processing the order. For example, if a
salesperson knows that in a previous purchase the customer bought a laptop, a
salesperson can ask whether he or she needs more accessories like a mouse, extra hard
disk, TV tuner card, laptop bag, printer, scanner, additional attachments for the laptop,
etc. This instantly creates trust and positive feelings with customer, which leads to
developing a positive relationship with that salesperson and, eventually, that retail
store. Database marketing also can add the dimension of cross-selling and up-selling
to the transaction. Experience has shown that cross-selling and up-selling programs
can increase sales revenue by as much as 10 percent. With the customer in the retail
store, the salesperson can check the inventory status and let the customer know the
expected delivery date, thereby doing all that is possible to prevent a lost sale. In
addition to focussing the offer and using customer information to add to the sale, the
salesperson in the retail store can learn from each transaction. From the databank of
each customer’s purchasing history and linking each transaction to the customer the
company is able to refine mailings and promotions to specific types of merchandise.
Retailers would like to know which type of customer is picking out only the promoted
items, who the customers are and, then, be in a position to decide whether or not to
advertise to these customers again where their exclusive buying habits make it
unprofitable to send them general catalogues. Instead, a marketer may concentrate on
customers that buy a good product mix. In addition to recognising customers whose
selective purchases make them low-profit customers, the company knows through the
rate of returns which customers’ service demands are excessive and, therefore, makes
them of low-profit lifetime value. The company also learns from sales transactions by
capturing shadow demand; e.g., the marketer may find out that the customer bought a
desktop computer when, really, they wanted a laptop. Thus, correct merchandising
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information about customer demand can be transmitted to the retail managers for
strategic marketing.
All retailers test their product profile by examining buying patterns based on what
sells. But modern retail managers should emphasise experimentation and innovation
whereby they can make sundry offers to the consumer based on their diverse
inventory, control the dissemination of information to particular market segments and
test stock movements without disrupting the market. The results of patterns in sales
trends tests are easy to identify and subject relatively to few execution errors.
Retailers have taken the lead in RM by capturing, measuring and analysing most
dimensions about their customer transactions; the capability positions them to build
more-detailed databases on customer-buying habits to strengthen customer
relationships and increase sales. Store-based retailers can forge relationships with new
customers, nurture relationships with existing customers and reactivate lapsed
relationships with former customers; changes can be achieved economically by
adapting tried and tested direct response advertising techniques.
Managing classes and categories of customers may be more difficult in the store
environment where many retailers may be philosophically opposed to the notion of
creating different category labels for their customers. However, if only because of
tightening advertising budgets, retailers have to focus advertising on select groups of
customers and have the store sales force concentrate on classes of customers that
generate profits.
In considering RM, retailers must examine costs and potential liabilities; e.g., one
major retailer tested a frequent-shopper program and discontinued it, even though the
test proved the system to be successful. The liability involved just seemed too great to
continue or expand the program. According to Gordon et al. (1998, p.449) “the
primary reason RM is possible for store-based retailers is that the technology is now
almost in place to support it. Most retailers have the large databases needed to drive
this type of marketing”. However, initial implementing of RM may be a demanding
task for many firms. The organisation needs resources, cost benefit analysis, an
extended implementation period and patience to run the RM successfully; thus, there
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are many stores that have a large customer database but don’t have a clear strategy or
plan on how to convert their gold mine of data into a successful RM strategy.
In addition, the industry has been capturing customer identifiers for years, through
cheque cashing, house credit files and such means; retailers have been capturing
between 50 percent and 70 percent of customer transactions in various systems. Point
of Sale (POS) systems, however, have to evolve quickly into ‘Point of Information’
(POI) systems to support sales people with customer recognition, information for
cross-selling/up-selling and a record of demand and service and inventory availability.
Until now, retailers have not been linked to transactions in a way that enabled them to
understand the marketing implications of the data they gathered; new marketing
systems will do that by taking retailing back to the future, back to pre-POS days when
retailers did very simple, yet important, things. One of these is recognising the
customer, recognising that he/she has visited the store previously and has been
wandering the store buying different things in different departments.
The focus of technology should not be on increasing the size of the store or the
number of product offerings because they may not always be productive; rather,
technology enables the retailer to win by focussing offerings on the specific needs of
specific customers.
General retail stores are still using their sales force for mundane administrative work
apart from selling; e.g., customer service, administrative jobs, merchandising,
assembling and daily cleaning of the retail store is a part of most sales jobs in a retail
store. Whilst this approach is labour-intensive based, it is recommended having a
knowledge-based sales force which is treated professionally and kept free to read
more about products, features, benefits, new trends and technology to give them more
leverage in selling and the company more competitive advantage. When the price and
margin become an issue in the high-tech retail industry, the only way of building
relationships is through the creditability of the salesperson; i.e., through the
salesperson’s knowledge. However, when time is devoted to learning about new
products, retailers are helped by having a more knowledgeable sales force than
competitors.
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5.4 Constraints and Future Research Directions
Every study has drawbacks, limitations and challenges that occur; the current study
was no exception. Although the study contributed to a better understanding of how
consumers evaluate relationship bonds developed by the retail store and its
salespersons, a number of constraints became evident.
First, there is a need for further research to deepen understanding of how and what
salesperson likeability and retail store image contribute to consumers’ final intentions
to buy high-tech products like the laptops. The current findings should be viewed as a
additional, though preliminary, step toward understanding high-tech product purchase
intention.
Secondly, the variables in the research were measured using a Likert-type ten-point
scale, and the deviations of each point were hypothesised to be equal. There was the
possibility of using other Likert scales; e.g., a choice of a five-point rather than a tenpoint scale. The former may have removed some respondents’ confusion or indecision
by making less distinction between the possible responses, despite the scales being
edited according to past literature and research.
Obtaining consumer preferences for marketing stimuli in the form of prototypes,
concepts and advertisements was a measure of consumers’ propensity to buy.
Although there are many different methods for estimating propensity to buy (Axelrod
1968), the rating-scale method is the most popular, although a significant problem
associated with rating scales is response bias. The problem is well documented in
psychological literature (Guilford 1954; Blumberg, De-Soto & Kuethe 1966;
Nunnally, Burnaska & Hollmann 1974). Although there are several classifications of
response biases such as halo error and proximity error, the most frequently referred to
response bias in connection with consumer research is the error of leniency (Wells,
Clancy & Garsen 1970; Arndt & Crane 1975). The error occurs when different
consumers use a scale differently in an overall way; e.g., some consumers will
consistently give relatively high ratings (positive leniency), while others consistently
give relatively low ratings (negative leniency). Clancy and Garsen (1970) suggest that
propensity-to-buy ratings are of questionable validity; they contend that ‘style of
using the scale’ rather than the marketing stimuli themselves may account for much of
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the variance in propensity-to-buy ratings. Gold and Salkind (1974) have shown that
propensity-to-buy scales are vulnerable to non-discriminatory bias. Contending that
non-discriminatory bias introduces error into the total research process, Gold and
Salkind (1974) have suggested that the identification and elimination of nondiscriminatory bias would enhance the ability to measure stimulus differences.
Thirdly, a potential limitation is related to the measurement of relational orientation.
The true meaning of relational orientation may have been captured only partially
given that its measure was based on self-reports. Data bank information could be used
as input for measuring actual relational orientation (Wulf et al. 2001). Relational
orientation is measured using standard bonds: social, financial and structural.
However, these could have been exploited more to understand the true meaning of
relational bonds instead of focussing more generally on bonds. Besides, there are
other important variables, such as pre-purchase satisfaction, which were omitted in
the current research; evidenced by the fact that the percentage of explained variance
of purchase intent could have been improved if the pre-satisfaction variable had been
in the model.
Fourthly, it is likely that the relative importance of retail store image (RSI) and
relationship bonding tactics in determining a relationship orientation varies according
to the length of a relationship or the extent of product involvement. It could be
assumed that the longer a relationship exists, the stronger the relative impact of
relationship bonding tactics on perceived relationship investment compared with
product and service tactics, and the stronger the effects of product involvement.
Culture plays a significant role in RM systems, so follow-up research could be
undertaken in different industries, or the whole of the technology products industry.
Researchers could discuss the differences in RM patterns between physical retail
stores and web-based retail shops.
Fifthly, the study investigates a sample target of university students, which limits
understanding of the behaviours and psychology of the rest of a potential target
sample, such as professionals, tradespeople, housewives, children in primary and
secondary school, etc. Prior research suggests that consumers may differ in the
weightings they attribute during the stages of the purchasing and consumption process
(Parasuraman 1997; Wolfinbarger & Gilly 2003). Having only one segment of
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respondents in the study might suggest a bias in the understanding of one type of
consumer behaviour rather than more general consumer behaviour; similarly, this
might constitute a lost opportunity to measure other categories of respondents. Future
research should be directed at a different sample profile where data analysis would
give more appropriate research results for the mass population instead of just one
particular segment of respondents.
Sixthly, there is a need to extend the study to other products and services to assess the
importance of relationship orientation among other product categories and industries.
In addition, the relatively small effect of risk in each context can be explained due to
the relatively simple, low-risk product selected. The difference in the importance of
risk between high-tech, high-involvement products and high-tech, substantially lowinvolvement products like laptops may be more pronounced for more complex
products and for products that require more physical examination. In sum, future
research could well investigate the effect of different product categories on the
importance of the predictors of relationship orientation and purchase intention from
the retail store. Additionally, there is a need to determine whether the current research
outcomes model is applicable to other industries (e.g., industrial products), although
the scales and measures used for purchase intention are sufficient in this study, and
perceived scales would be useful in explaining purchase intentions in multiple
contexts for a wide variety of products and services (Zeithaml 1988; Grewal et al.
1998a; Woodall 2003). Additional factors may need to be incorporated to capture
purchase intentions.
Seventh, this study does not investigate individual motivations to understand
purchasing intention but, rather, measures the collective motivations for groups of
buyers. For instance, it does not account for heterogeneity across country samples or
individual respondents (Swinyard et al. 2003). In measuring collective motivations,
retailers gain insights into how to improve intentions effectively for the group as a
whole, but little is known about the motivations of smaller segments. It seems a fertile
extension to use latent class models to accommodate customer heterogeneity by
discerning shopping motivations in smaller segments.
Eighthly, it may be fruitful to investigate how customers go through the initial stages
of the purchasing process in the retail shop and why certain customers become regular
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buyers whereas others stop using the particular retailer for all their purchases or vary
their use of salesperson. More qualitative studies or simulation studies may be useful
to understand these processes.
Other future research possibilities are salesperson self-interest and selfish salespeople
— those who push products which are of great interest to them. It is very difficult to
exactly capture the effect of retail store image which is a more intangible value or
psychological perception as opposed to the more tangible salesperson likeability,
where the customer can see the effect of the salesperson straight away when they visit
the retail store. It is difficult to compare intangible and tangible variables.
An increase in multiple variables creates many opportunities and challenges for
retailers to build lasting relationships with their customers (Rangaswamy & Van
Bruggen 2005). However, the effect of using multiple variables in the study may
result in a loss of focus and consumer behaviour is distributed to many variables at a
time. As a result, there is a need to enhance understanding of the effects of
salesperson characteristics and retail store image in one study, and to do trust,
commitment and involvement as a separate study to estimate purchasing intentions.
As there is much variation in the symbols and meanings used in communication in
different cultures (Green & Alden 1988; Alden, Hoyer & Lee 1993; Munter 1993;
Tse, Francis & Walls 1994), this could have a bearing upon the formation of relational
bonds and salesperson likeability within cross-national and cross-cultural retailer–
consumer relationships; e.g., Asian culture in terms of purchasing is very different
from European culture. In Asia, customers’ negotiation skills are very strong and they
like to negotiate in a very aggressive manner to get the best possible deal. However,
European consumers’ purchasing is based on their needs, desire for comfort and
strong belief in the brand image of the product rather than a cheap pricing structure. In
terms of salesperson likeability, European consumers appreciate aggressive, highly
motivated salespeople who are confident and dashing with lots of energy, whereas
Asian customers like their salespeople to be polite, well-mannered, well-behaved, less
aggressive, good listeners and willing to give rock-bottom prices.
The current research was analysed using the composite results of six countries. Hence,
scholarly investigation that melds relational bonds and salesperson likeability with
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current cross-cultural thinking in the discipline needs to be justified so that businesses
have the capacity to compete with a global perspective through enhanced
understanding of the effects of the construct within our important customer
relationships. This line of investigation ‘taps’ the very essence of why marketing
managers should understand the nature and dynamics of the relational construct (RM)
in order to assist them in their managerial actions to ultimately result in positive
sustainable outcomes for their businesses.
Finally, the current model includes trust, commitment and involvement which lead to
purchasing intentions and is one of the first studies to add these factors to the wellestablished perceived-value model. There was substantial support for most of the
variables tested; however, there are opportunities to further test the model, the
findings of the study and use it in other sales environments. Less complex models
may be developed as a result of further examination of the nature and effects of the
variables. Similarly, simply by linking trust, commitment and involvement in
salesperson likeability and retail store image as leading to relationship orientation and
purchase intentions, each variable may be identified in a more precise manner.

5.5 Conclusion
The study began with the question of How does a retailer develop effective marketing
strategies to increase the propensity to buy high-tech products from their retail store
in a low product life cycle? with research questions based on the business problem:
viz., Does RM have any role in the adoption of high-tech products purchasing in the
retail industry? (Rq1); What impact does the salesperson have upon the adoption of
high-tech products? (Rq2); What impact does the retailer have upon the adoption of
high tech products? (Rq3).
The results showed that consumers like to have a relationship with their salesperson in
the retail store and with the retail store as a brand which helps them to build positive
feelings about a particular retail store. The study determined that consumers who
perceive or prefer to have strong relationships get added benefits in their purchasing
process. Therefore, retailers need to create customised RM strategy to increase the
consumer purchases in their retail outlet.
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The existing ‘marketing mix’ strategy can not be forgotten or eliminated in the
present business environment because it is a foundation from which retailers establish
their competitive business platform. However, to survive and grow in the
marketplace, retailers can implement RM strategy to increase the dollar value of the
business and its overall gross profit (GP).
Does relationship marketing have any role in the adoption of high-tech products? (Rq1)

Following Gwinner et al.’s (1998) argument that RM literature often fails to include
empirical evidence on the nature and extent of the impact of bonding tactics on
relationship orientation, the study provided more comprehensive information
regarding the relational bonds created by retail store image and sales person
likeability in the technology product retail market by discussing how trust,
commitment and involvement play crucial roles in advancing customers to make a
positive decision on a final purchase.
The results showed that all stakeholders (salespeople, customers and retailers) in the
purchase process understand the value of relationship building and its advantages,
thereby establishing the importance of the relationship to all three stakeholders. Also,
they understand the relationship construct playing a crucial role in purchase decisionmaking. Low-involvement products are based on the retailer’s relationship and
creditability earned through years of services to the customers; however, in highinvolvement and high-tech product purchasing, the salesperson becomes a more
critical factor in deciding which products are purchased.
Based on age, education and computer experiences, younger customers often have
substantial technological knowledge, but they prefer to substantiate their knowledge
by having the salesperson endorse their knowledge and search process by giving
direction to their purchase process and decision-making. Having undertaken basic
information searches, getting referrals, reading, talking with friends and colleagues
and coming up with their own analysis on which product to buy based on their
particular needs and available resources, they visit local retailers and start the
communication process with salespeople just to validate that what they have learned
is correct. This is one type of purchasing personality that is very common among the
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new generation of consumers, especially students, who are very literate and tend to
have a passion for technology.
Another purchasing group consists of people, like elderly people and housewives,
who have little knowledge about the technology products but want to use technology,
would like to have more product knowledge and need detailed communication with
their salespeople; these consumers want a salesperson to understand their needs and
give them an appropriate solution. In this scenario, the salesperson or retailer is not
the only stakeholder seeking a relationship; the consumer wants to create a bond with
the salesperson and retailer to get appropriate advice on the product and services they
question Does RM have any role in the adoption of high-tech products purchasing in
the retail industry? results in a positive answer; RM does have a very strong role,
especially in high-tech product adoption.
Within a few years, RM strategy will be adopted by all retailers and salespeople
whether they are in physical contact stores or virtual on-line stores; RM will be the
only weapon of retailers and salespeople able to hold consumers from defecting,
thereby retaining them to buy more and more products from them. Today’s market
already is very competitive and dynamic, with retailers and salespeople struggling to
earn a decent margin on their high-tech products; e.g., in the Australian market, Clive
Peeters shut its doors to all its customers one fine morning because of huge debt
(news.com.au 2010). Such practices are clear evidence that retailers’ margins are
falling day-by-day under competitor pressure while consumer bargaining power is
increasing. When the retailer loses control over the price and margins within the
market environment, they are left only with relationship bonds with customers to
make the business run successfully. Fortunately, Clive Peeters was bought by leading
appliance store Harvey Norman and consumers were assured that their deposits and
advance payments would be held securely by Harvey Norman and Clive Peeters
jointly (harveynorman.com.au 2010).
Furthermore, the development and sustainability of loyalty is increasingly difficult to
achieve and, often, surrounded with ambiguity regarding its underlying determinants.
Consequently, the current study makes a significant contribution to RM theory in two
different ways. Firstly, the research outcomes model contributes to existing literature
by specifying how technology services providers, the retailers, can guide consumer
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perceptions of relationship investment by applying concepts of retail store image and
salesperson likeability. Various items in the questionnaire identified retail store
personality and salesperson characteristics, despite prior studies rarely having
investigated their roles in shaping consumer relationships. Secondly, the study
outcomes have demonstrated why salesperson likeability benefits consumer
relationships by assessing different characteristics perceived by consumers while
shopping in the retail store.
These two research concerns were tested comprehensively and rigorously by
replicating the study with students from six different countries; viz., India, Australia,
New Zealand, Fiji, Hong Kong and Indonesia. Salesperson likeability and retail store
image combined to a build strong foundation of relationship orientation and helped to
create the building blocks for salesperson trust, commitment to retail store and
involvement which increased the purchase propensity of consumers. Relationship
marketing tactics were found to play differential, yet consistently positive, roles in
affecting perceived relationship investment with consumers for the long-term. Thus,
retailers today have increased opportunities to direct greater attention to developing
and implementing relationship bonding tactics which provide comparable
merchandise, beat competitors’ price promotions, share common distribution systems
and treat customers well in terms of services offered and professional salespeople to
help choose the right kind of product after assessing the consumer’s needs and
requirements.
What impact does the salesperson have upon the adoption of high-tech products? (Rq2)

In addition to retail store image and salesperson likeability being important factors in
creating a relational orientation and bond with consumers, current results also showed
that consumers like to have a relationship with their salesperson as well as with the
retail store of their choice. Thus, the relationship is more a ‘win-win’ situation for
both parties. However, consumers like to have a relationship with their salesperson
but not at the cost of losing their privacy; they want the relationship to stick to
business unless, and until, they click on similar interests or hobbies, they are happy to
keep strong relations with both stakeholders (salesperson and retail store) and give
more importance to retail store image than salesperson likeability (RSI-7.15 vs. SPL6.77). That means respondents have a more positive inclination to maintain a
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relationship with their retailer rather than the salesperson. Customers are smart
enough to understand that it is the retailer as business owner who is the major
decision-maker in providing the best possible deals and taking care of their after-sales
service needs, even if the particular salesperson is no longer with the retailer. Having
privileged customer status, and using technology to access customer history and data
are more possible with the retailer relationship than with the salesperson relationship.
Nevertheless, customers strongly believe that having a good relationship with the
salesperson is as important as the relationship with the retail store. They get instant
benefits by way of good price deals, new stock when it is not available in the store,
and technical help; in fact, they understand the benefits that can be achieved by
keeping the relationship as a privileged customer. For example, if a customer gets
special discounts, extra attention when he walks inside the store, replacement of faulty
products without too much fuss, installation help as well as extra information about
the industry and its future activities — all of this helps him to take ‘appropriate
action’ in his purchase activity.
What impact does the retailer have upon the adoption of high-tech products? (Rq3)
The analysis of this question was extracted from the retail store image portion of the
questionnaire, where 23 items were put to respondents. The results indicated that
consumers feel the retail store is very important, especially in the case of high-tech
products. The retail store doesn’t just sell goods and services, but sells its creditability
and trust along with other retail store personality characteristics. Therefore,
respondents in the current study indicated that positive retail store image creates a
relational bond with the store which eventually advances them to the next level of
trust, commitment and involvement. These are all psychological behavioural
outcomes and, once these stages are cleared, consumers feel confident to buy the
product from a particular retail store.
The analysis of study results indicates that consumers and retailers along with their
salespeople prefer to have strong relationship bonds with each other. They understand
the importance of relationships and their direct and indirect benefits. At present,
retailers are undergoing very hard times with the uncontrollable environments of
recession, an unpredictable global economy and globalisation, the presence of new
online wholesalers and manufacturers, and heavy competition in the local market
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place. Acute competition and price wars have created tough, even uncontrollable,
times for retailers; the old tactics of merchandising through promotion, store
atmosphere and location convenience are not sufficient to sustain or grow their
business. The recommended solution is to change the undifferentiated market position
by creating personalised relationships with consumers. The results of the current study
have indicated a clear direction to practitioners, as well as academics, as to what
consumers expect from their retailers; a direction that suggests different emphases in
the spending of the marketing dollar. By carefully considering the consumer mind in
the relational approach, retailers can design their retail marketing strategy based on
more personalised RM techniques; thereby attaining the objective of the marketer to
persuade consumers to buy their product in the shortest possible time span.
The study findings have provided empirical support for specific ideas about high
technology products marketing developed with a relationship orientation. However, as
with any research, further research on the topic is recommended to enable comparison
of results in the same or different industries as well as in national or international
contexts. Research measurement techniques and constructs developed in this study
have the usual limitations such as sample size, sample segment and are quantitative in
nature; however, qualitative research with more open-ended questions would help to
expand the current findings. Given the time, resources and duration of the current
study, the analyses are quite healthy and fulfil the objectives of the research questions,
hypotheses and business problem. Taken in the right perspective, the findings provide
new directions to retail managers and salespersons in general to understand what
consumer think and expect in being lead to a final purchase decision.
Though retailers and manufacturers are not in a position to control new innovations
and advancements, they do need to convey to consumers the benefits of their service;
even if they buy older products while waiting for the new ones. Older-generation
consumers often raise the question as to when the technology industry is going to stop
the research and innovation and develop the ultimate product to consumers. Although
the question may seem unrealistic to many and largely irrelevant to the younger
generation, it is still valid for some consumers. Where is the technology industry
leading us all? Are the benefits of innovations being enjoyed or are people becoming
slaves to technology?
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In the same way that technology industry leaders and manufacturers use brainstorming sessions, conferences and seminars with stakeholders to gain ideas, test new
products and gain consensus solutions, retailers and salespersons need to use RM with
consumers to give them confidence in the reliability of the retail store, the salesperson
and the product. Inevitably, fruitful business transactions that develop out of a strong
relationship among the retail store, the salesperson and the consumer will result in
future, if not continuing, business.
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APPENDIX A-1 Pilot Questionnaire - Retailer Marketing Survey
GENERAL INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

This survey is designed to establish factors likely to influence your purchase of a computer laptop.
Please think of retailers in general and answer all questions in relation to your general view.
Please answer by circling one number for each of the statements in the questionnaire.
Confidentiality is assured. Information will be used on an aggregate basis only.

When purchasing a laptop computer to what extent would the following physical
Q1. characteristics of the laptop influence your purchase decision?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Q2.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Q3.
1
2
3
4
5
6

The brand of the laptop.
The price level of the laptop.
The speed that the laptop can operate at.
The physical appearance of the laptop.
The technical features of the laptop.
The model of the laptop.
The size of the laptop.
The weight of the laptop.
The portability of the laptop.
The mobility of the laptop.
The color of the laptop.
The price of the laptop.
The length of time the laptop has currently been on sale in the marketplace.
The length of time you expect the laptop to remain on sale in the marketplace.
The additional attachment capabilities (i.e. USB ports, DVDRW, FIREWIRE, etc.).
The battery life and charge duration.
The after sales services and support.
The special promotions and features attached to the purchase.
In your opinion, to what extent do you feel these factors influence the length of
time a laptop computer model is likely to remain within the marketplace?

Consumer preferences.
Marketer driven strategy.
Overall business cycles.
Sudden decline in sales.
Increasing speed & space of newer models.
New innovations.
Competitive pressures.
New entrants into the marketplace.
Other (please specify)……………………………
To what extent do you feel the following statements describe yourself in relation
to purchase situations that involve new technical products such as a laptop?
An innovator prepared to risks with the new product – irrespective of the consequences.
An opinion leader seeking out new ideas but careful in reducing any risk of purchase.
A person willing to accept change quicker than the average person.
Being rather skeptical of new product ideas until proven successful.
Conservative and only accepting of new ideas when they become mainstream.
Other (please specify)………………….
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Q4.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

When considering purchasing a laptop computer how much influence
would the following retailer characteristics impact your purchase decision?
A retailer that has a good in-store appearance.
A retailer that is in good physical condition.
A retailer with merchandise that is of good quality.
A retailer with informative in-store signs.
A retailer that is regarded as a price discounter.
A retailer that offers good in-store service.
A retailer with salespersons that make a good impression.
A retailer that has a good reputation.
A retailer with a location that is convenient.
A retailer that has a good advertising strategy.
A retailer that has good sales promotions.
A retailer that has a good brand image & good customer profile.
A retailer that has good physical facilities (i.e. parking, escalators, delivery zone).
A retailer that has fantastic interior & merchandising.
A retailer that has a good physical size.
A retailer that has excellent after-sales service.
A retailer that has a good product profile and a versatile product range.
A retailer that always has good price deals.
A retailer that has maintained personalized advertising.
A retailer that is a specialty computer store.
A retailer that has attractive and meaningful in-store ‘point of sale’ facilities.
A retailer that has an excellent warranty policy.
A retailer that is believable and reliable.
A retailer that has salespersons whom are attractive and friendly.
A retailer that I might shop at frequently.
A retailer that overall provides me a good impression of the store.
A retailer that provides a cumulative points program.
A retailer that offers free gifts and presents to encourage future purchasing.
A retailer that offers additional rebates if I trade beyond a certain amount.
A retailer that offers discounts to its regular customers.
A retailer that provides prompt service to its regular customers.
A retailer that keeps in touch with me and has established a good relationship.
A retailer that is concerned with my needs.
A retailer that resolves my problems regarding my business dealings.
A retailer that asks my opinions about services.
A retailer that sends me greeting cards or gifts on special days.
A retailer that asks my opinion about services.
A retailer that offers opportunities for members to exchange opinions.
A retailer that offers a variety of ways to get information more efficiently.
A retailer that provides news, study reports, mailer, deals or transaction information.
A retailer that provides products/services from other sources to resolve problems.
A retailer that offers integrated service with its partners.
A retailer that often provides innovative products/services
A retailer that promises to provide after-sales services.
A retailer that I can receive a prompt response after a complaint.
A retailer that provides various ways to deal with transactions.
A retailer that can retrieve my customer information from their records.
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Q7.
1
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When purchasing a laptop computer how much influence would the following
factors have upon your purchase decision?
When I feel committed to a particular retail store.
When I intend to continue shopping at a particular retail store over the next few years.
When I want expend effort on behalf of a particular retail store to help it succeed.
When the laptop is very important to me.
When I purchase a laptop and it is not a big deal if I make a mistake.
When I purchase a laptop and it’s hard to make a bad choice.
When I can’t say that I particularly like a certain laptop.
When the laptop that I select tells a lot about me as a person.
When the retail firm gives me a feeling of trust.
When I have trust in a retail store.
When a retail store is trustworthy.
When I am very committed to a retail store.
When I intend to continue shopping at a retail store over the next few years.
When I would expend effort on behalf of this store to help it succeed.
Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about the
level of purchase activity you are undertaking to buy a laptop?
I constantly compare the prices and rates offered by various retail stores for laptops.
I would visit multiple retail stores in the area before I decide to buy laptop from a store.
I compare prices and rates of several laptops from stores before I select a retail store.
After deciding on a laptop from a store I would discuss my choice with family & friends.
After deciding on a laptop from a store, I would compare this with other retail prices
After deciding on a laptop I would weigh the pros and cons of my choice.
The brand image of a store plays a major role in my decision to become their customer.
The retail store I use says a lot about who I am.
It is important for me to choose a retail store and Laptop that "feels" right.
Recognizing the need & awareness of the product or related services is critical.
Searching for product and service related information is critical.
Evaluation of different alternatives is critical.
Final purchasing of the product is critical.
Evaluation of your purchase decision after the purchase is critical.

When purchasing a laptop computer how likely are you to do the following
activities in relation to your purchase decision?
I am likely to buy a laptop that I have viewed recently in the next 12 months.
I am likely to shop for a laptop in an unspecified retail outlet in the upcoming year?
I am likely to buy laptop I have viewed in the last month?
I will probably buy the laptop I have seen in a particular retail outlet in a few days time.
I am likely to buy from a particular retailer that I have identified?
In the future, I will use a retailer that I have already identified for my laptop purchase.
In the future, I intend to purchase technology products from an identified retailer.
I would consider buying a laptop from an already price listed item.
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When purchasing a laptop to what extent would the following characteristics
of a salesperson influence your purchase decision?
Salespersons that try to help me achieve my goals with the product.
Salespersons that try to achieve their goals through satisfying customers.
A salesperson that has a customer’s best interests in mind.
Salespersons that try to get me to discuss my needs with them.
Salespersons that try to influence customers with information rather than pressure.
Salespersons that offer products that are best suited to the customer’s problem.
Salespersons that try to find out what kind of product would be most helpful to me.
Salespersons that answer a questions about the product as correctly as they can.
Salespersons that try to bring a customer with a problem together with a product that
helps solve that problem.
Salespersons willing to disagree with customers to help them make better decisions.
Salespersons giving customers an accurate expectation of what the product will do.
Salespersons that try to figure out what a customer’s needs are.
Salespersons try to sell as much as they can rather than satisfying a customer.
Salespersons that keep alert for weakness in a customer’s personality so they can use
this to put pressure on the customers to buy.
Salespersons not sure a product is right for a customer but still applying pressure to buy.
Salespersons deciding what products to offer on the basis of what they can convince
customers to buy, not on the basis of what will satisfy them in the long run.
Salespersons painting a picture of products to make them sound as good as possible.
Salespersons spend more time trying to persuade a customer to buy than they do trying
to discover customer needs.
Salespersons that stretch the truth in describing a product to a customer.
Salespersons that pretend to agree with customers to please them.
Salespersons implying that something is beyond their control when it is not.
Salespersons that begin the sales talk for a product before exploring a customer’s needs.
Salespersons that treat customers as rivals.
Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements in
relation to the store that you would (or will) buy your laptop from?
Overall I am satisfied with the services that an existing retail store provides me with.
I am satisfied with the personal relationship that I have with a particular retail store.
The price that I am charged for the services seems suitable to me.
Overall I am satisfied with the value-for-money given by the retail store
Considering all the aspects I would choose this store to purchase my next product.
The salesperson in this retail store is friendly and approachable.
The salesperson of this store is sincere.
The salesperson of this store is honest.
I felt very little risk was involved when dealing with the salesperson in this store.
This salesperson of this store has been frank in dealing with us.
This salesperson of this store does not make false claims.
This salesperson of this store is only concerned about themselves.
This salesperson of this store does not seem to be concerned with our needs.
The people at my firm do not trust this store salesperson.
This store salesperson is not trustworthy.
I am very committed to the salesperson of the store I buy from.
I intend to continue shopping at this store if this salesperson serves me.
I view the relationship with my salesperson as a long term partnership.
I am satisfied with the relationship I have with this salesperson.
The amount of contact I have had with this salesperson was adequate.
I am satisfied with the level of service this salesperson provided.
In general, I am pretty satisfied with my dealings with this salesperson.
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Q10. How often have you upgraded your computer?
[1] Never upgraded.
[3] 1 - 2 years.
[2] 0 - 1 year.
[4] 2 - 3 years.

[ 5 ] 3 – 4 years.
[ 6 ] more than 4 years.

Q11. How long have you been considering the purchase of a laptop computer?
[1] Never considered.
[3] 3 - 6 months.
[ 5 ] 1 – 2 years.
[2] 0 - 3 months.
[4] 6 - 12 months.
[ 6 ] more than 2 years.
Q12.

Please indicate the extent you currently use your computer for the following?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

For study purposes.
Business activity.
E-mail communications.
Using the internet.
Games & leisure.
Other (please specify)……………………………………………………………………….
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Q13. What do you think the ideal age of a technical product such as a laptop should be in the marketplace?
[1] 0 - 3 months.
[3] 6 - 12 months.
[5] 24 – 36 months.
[2] 4 - 6 months.
[4] 12 - 24 months.
[6] Other (please state)…….
Q14. Please indicate your highest level of education.
[1] No Qualification.
[3] University diploma / degree.
[2] High School Qualification.
[4] Trade Qualification.

[5] Postgraduate degree.
[6] Other (please Specify).

Q15. In which of the following segments are you employed [on a full or part-time basis]?
[1] Retail.
[4] Manufacturing.
[7] Marketing / Sales.
[2] Self-Employed.
[5] Laborer.
[8] Retired / Unemployed.
[3] Student.
[6] Professional.
[9] Other (please specify)…………
Q16. Please state your student status (please tick more than one box if necessary).
[1] First year.
[3] Final year.
[4] Part-time.
[2] Second year.
[4] Full-time.
[6] Graduate Student.
Q17. Which of the following computers do you use? (please tick more than one if necessary)
[1] Desktop.
[2] Laptop.
[3] Other (please specify)…..

Q17. What is your gender?

[1] Male

[2] Female

***THANK YOU FOR YOUR VALUABLE TIME AND INPUTS***
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APPENDIX A-2 Survey

questionnaire - Retailer Marketing Survey

GENERAL INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

This survey is designed to establish factors likely to influence your purchase of a computer laptop.
Please think of retailers in general and answer all questions in relation to your general view.
Please answer by circling one number for each of the statements in the questionnaire.
Confidentiality is assured. Information will be used on an aggregate basis only.

When purchasing a laptop computer to what extent would the following influence
Q1. your purchase decision?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Q2.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Q3.
1
2
3
4
5
6

The brand of the laptop.
The price level of the laptop.
The speed that the laptop can operate at.
The physical appearance of the laptop.
The technical features of the laptop.
The model of the laptop.
The size of the laptop.
The weight of the laptop.
The portability of the laptop.
The mobility of the laptop.
The color of the laptop.
The price of the laptop.
The length of time the laptop has currently been on sale in the marketplace.
The length of time you expect the laptop to remain on sale in the marketplace.
The additional attachment capabilities (i.e. USB ports, DVDRW, FIREWIRE, etc.).
The battery life and charge duration.
The after sales services and support.
The special promotions and features attached to the purchase.
In your opinion, to what extent do you feel the following would influence the
length of time a laptop computer model remains within the marketplace?

Consumer preferences.
Marketer driven strategy.
Overall business cycles.
Sudden decline in sales.
Increasing speed & space of newer models.
New innovations.
Competitive pressures.
New entrants into the marketplace.
Other (please specify)……………………………
To what extent do you agree that the following describes yourself in relation to
purchase situations that involve new technical products such as a laptop?
An innovator prepared to risks with the new product – irrespective of the consequences.
An opinion leader seeking out new ideas but careful in reducing any risk of purchase.
A person willing to accept change quicker than the average person.
Being rather skeptical of new product ideas until proven successful.
Conservative and only accepting of new ideas when they become mainstream.
Other (please specify)………………….
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Q4.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
25
25
26

Q5.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

When considering a laptop computer how much influence would the
following characteristics of the retailer impact your purchase decision?
A retailer that has a good in-store appearance.
A retailer that is in good physical condition.
A retailer with merchandise that is of good quality.
A retailer with informative in-store signs.
A retailer that is regarded as a price discounter.
A retailer that offers good in-store service.
A retailer with salespersons that make a good impression.
A retailer that has a good reputation.
A retailer with a location that is convenient.
A retailer that has a good advertising strategy.
A retailer that has good sales promotions.
A retailer that has a good brand image & good customer profile.
A retailer that has good physical facilities (i.e. parking, escalators, delivery zone).
A retailer that has fantastic interior & merchandising.
A retailer that has a good physical size.
A retailer that has excellent after-sales service.
A retailer that has a good product profile and a versatile product range.
A retailer that always has good price deals.
A retailer that has maintained personalized advertising.
A retailer that is a specialty computer store.
A retailer that has attractive and meaningful in-store ‘point of sale’ facilities.
A retailer that has an excellent warranty policy.
A retailer that is believable and reliable.
A retailer that has salespersons whom are attractive and friendly.
A retailer that I might shop at frequently.
A retailer that overall provides me a good impression of the store.

When purchasing a laptop computer how much influence would the following
characteristics of the RETAILER impact your decision to purchase?
A retailer that provides a cumulative points program.
A retailer that offers free gifts and presents to encourage future purchasing.
A retailer that offers additional rebates if I trade beyond a certain amount.
A retailer that offers discounts to its regular customers.
A retailer that provides prompt service to its regular customers.
A retailer that keeps in touch with me and has established a good relationship.
A retailer that is concerned with my needs.
A retailer that resolves my problems regarding my business dealings.
A retailer that asks my opinions about services.
A retailer that sends me greeting cards or gifts on special days.
A retailer that asks my opinion about services.
A retailer that offers opportunities for members to exchange opinions.
A retailer that offers a variety of ways to get information more efficiently.
A retailer that provides news, study reports, mailer, deals or transaction information.
A retailer that provides products/services from other sources to resolve problems.
A retailer that offers integrated service with its partners.
A retailer that often provides innovative products/services
A retailer that promises to provide after-sales services.
A retailer that I can receive a prompt response after a complaint.
A retailer that provides various ways to deal with transactions.
A retailer that can retrieve my customer information from their records.
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Q6.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Q7.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Q8.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

When purchasing a laptop computer how much influence would the following
have upon your purchase decision?
When I feel committed to a particular retail store.
When I intend to continue shopping at a particular retail store over the next few years.
When I want expend effort on behalf of a particular retail store to help it succeed.
When the laptop is very important to me.
When I purchase a laptop and it is not a big deal if I make a mistake.
When I purchase a laptop and it’s hard to make a bad choice.
When I can’t say that I particularly like a certain laptop.
When the laptop that I select tells a lot about me as a person.
When the retail firm gives me a feeling of trust.
When I have trust in a retail store.
When a retail store is trustworthy.
When I am very committed to a retail store.
When I intend to continue shopping at a retail store over the next few years.
When I would expend effort on behalf of this store to help it succeed.
Please indicate your level of agreement with the following about the level of
purchase activity you are (or would) undertake to buy a laptop?
I constantly compare the prices and rates offered by various retail stores for laptops.
I would visit multiple retail stores in the area before I decide to buy laptop from a store.
I compare prices and rates of several laptops from stores before I select a retail store.
After deciding on a laptop from a store I would discuss my choice with family & friends.
After deciding on a laptop from a store, I would compare this with other retail prices
After deciding on a laptop I would weigh the pros and cons of my choice.
The brand image of a store plays a major role in my decision to become their customer.
The retail store I use says a lot about who I am.
It is important for me to choose a retail store and Laptop that "feels" right.
Recognizing the need & awareness of the product or related services is critical.
Searching for product and service related information is critical.
Evaluation of different alternatives is critical.
Final purchasing of the product is critical.
Evaluation of your purchase decision after the purchase is critical.

When purchasing a laptop computer how likely are you to do the following in
relation to your purchase decision?
I am likely to buy a laptop that I have viewed recently in the next 12 months.
I am likely to shop for a laptop in an unspecified retail outlet in the upcoming year?
I am likely to buy laptop I have viewed in the last month?
I will probably buy the laptop I have seen in a particular retail outlet in a few days time.
I am likely to buy from a particular retailer that I have identified?
In the future, I will use a retailer that I have already identified for my laptop purchase.
In the future, I intend to purchase technology products from an identified retailer.
I would consider buying a laptop from an already price listed item.
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When purchasing a laptop to what extent would the following characteristics
of the salespersons influence purchase decision?

Q9.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Salespersons that try to help me achieve my goals with the product.
Salespersons that try to achieve their goals through satisfying customers.
A salesperson that has a customer’s best interests in mind.
Salespersons that try to get me to discuss my needs with them.
Salespersons that try to influence customers with information rather than pressure.
Salespersons that offer products that are best suited to the customer’s problem.
Salespersons that try to find out what kind of product would be most helpful to me.
Salespersons that answer a questions about the product as correctly as they can.
Salespersons that try to bring a customer with a problem together with a product that
helps solve that problem.
Salespersons willing to disagree with customers to help them make better decisions.
Salespersons giving customers an accurate expectation of what the product will do.
Salespersons that try to figure out what a customer’s needs are.
Salespersons try to sell as much as they can rather than satisfying a customer.
Salespersons that keep alert for weakness in a customer’s personality so they can use
this to put pressure on the customers to buy.
Salespersons not sure a product is right for a customer but still applying pressure to buy.
Salespersons deciding what products to offer on the basis of what they can convince
customers to buy, not on the basis of what will satisfy them in the long run.
Salespersons painting a picture of products to make them sound as good as possible.
Salespersons spend more time trying to persuade a customer to buy than they do trying
to discover customer needs.
Salespersons that stretch the truth in describing a product to a customer.
Salespersons that pretend to agree with customers to please them.
Salespersons implying that something is beyond their control when it is not.
Salespersons that begin the sales talk for a product before exploring a customer’s needs.
Salespersons that treat customers as rivals.

Q10.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Please indicate your level of agreement with the following in relation to the
store that you would (or will) buy your laptop from?
Overall I am satisfied with the services that an existing retail store provides me with.
I am satisfied with the personal relationship that I have with a particular retail store.
The price that I am charged for the services seems suitable to me.
Overall I am satisfied with the value-for-money given by the retail store
Considering all the aspects I would choose this store to purchase my next product.
The salesperson in this retail store is friendly and approachable.
The salesperson of this store is sincere.
The salesperson of this store is honest.
I felt very little risk was involved when dealing with the salesperson in this store.
This salesperson of this store has been frank in dealing with us.
This salesperson of this store does not make false claims.
This salesperson of this store is only concerned about themselves.
This salesperson of this store does not seem to be concerned with our needs.
The people at my firm do not trust this store salesperson.
This store salesperson is not trustworthy.
I am very committed to the salesperson of the store I buy from.
I intend to continue shopping at this store if this salesperson serves me.
I view the relationship with my salesperson as a long term partnership.
I am satisfied with the relationship I have with this salesperson.
The amount of contact I have had with this salesperson was adequate.
I am satisfied with the level of service this salesperson provided.
In general, I am pretty satisfied with my dealings with this salesperson.
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Q11. How often have you upgraded your computer?
[1] Never upgraded.
[3] 1 - 2 years.
[2] 0 - 1 year.
[4] 2 - 3 years.

[ 5 ] 3 – 4 years.
[ 6 ] more than 4 years.

Q12. How long have you been considering the purchase of a laptop computer?
[1] Never considered.
[3] 3 - 6 months.
[ 5 ] 1 – 2 years.
[2] 0 - 3 months.
[4] 6 - 12 months.
[ 6 ] more than 2 years.
Q13.

Please indicate the extent you currently use your computer for the following?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

For study purposes.
Business activity.
E-mail communications.
Using the internet.
Games & leisure.
Other (please specify)……………………………………………………………………….
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Q14. What do you think the ideal age of a technical product such as a laptop should be in the marketplace?
[1] 0 - 3 months.
[3] 6 - 12 months.
[5] 24 – 36 months.
[2] 4 - 6 months.
[4] 12 - 24 months.
[6] Other (please state)…….
Q15. Please indicate your highest level of education.
[1] No Qualification.
[3] University diploma / degree.
[2] High School Qualification.
[4] Trade Qualification.

[5] Postgraduate degree.
[6] Other (please Specify).

Q16. In which of the following segments are you employed [on a full or part-time basis]?
[1] Retail.
[4] Manufacturing.
[7] Marketing / Sales.
[2] Self-Employed.
[5] Laborer.
[8] Retired / Unemployed.
[3] Student.
[6] Professional.
[9] Other (please specify)…………
Q17. Which of the following computers do you use? (please tick more than one if necessary)
[1] Desktop.
[2] Laptop.
[3] Other (please specify)…..

Q18. What is your gender?

1) Male

2) Female

***THANK YOU FOR YOUR VALUABLE TIME AND INPUTS***
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APPENDIX B-1 Covering letter from the Student and Principal supervisor
(original version)
Saturday, December 08, 2007

Hello,
My name is Anirudha Bansod and I am a PhD student in Business Management at The University of Notre Dame,
Western Australia, under the supervision of Dr Russel Kingshott. I am writing to invite you to participate in
research in the form of a questionnaire.
My PhD project is entitled “The Relational Marketing Effects upon High Tech Product Adoptions within a Retail
Setting: A Case of the Laptop”. Specifically it is focusing on Relationship marketing, salesperson likeability and
retail store image area while deciding to purchase laptop.
The business problem for this research is “How does Retailer develop effective marketing strategies to increase
the propensity to buy high tech products from their Retail store.”?
The main aim of this research is to establish whether relationship marketing (RM) can be used as an effective tool
to influence purchases of high-tech products (laptop computers). This is important because customers that perceive
laptops to have high obsolescence are likely to delay the decision or even avoid the purchase altogether. It is
proposed in this research that retailers employing relational marketing strategies are able to leverage the benefits of
this approach into the purchase decision because the salesperson can shift focus onto the relationship with the retail
outlet by building trust based commitment.
As main business problem facing retailers is how to develop the most effective marketing strategies to purchase
high tech products the first research question (RQ) is whether retail outlets actually employ relationship marketing
practices. The second RQ will examine the extent that customer’s are responding to these strategies. The third RQ
will decompose which specific approach to RM is the most effective. The fourth RQ will asses whether retail store
image plays important role in purchasing decision. Finally, the role of the salesperson in facilitating the
effectiveness of the chosen RM strategies needs to be examined.
This is a significant study because it examines the effectiveness of employing RM practices within a consumer
setting. Studies in consumer marketing have largely been price focused however only one component of RM is
related to pricing. Overall, RM is characteristically longer-term in nature thus the main elements of associated
strategy revolve around building committed and thus “non-price” driven customers. With this in mind the research
design will focus upon retail customers in terms of their perceptions of how retailers build relationships with them,
and the impact this had upon their purchase decision. They will be surveyed using a self-administered
questionnaire that captures key relationship variables and this data will be used to model the effects of these upon
the purchase decision.
Through the questionnaires I hope to compare the theory and on-ground reality in understanding the propensity to
buy laptop purchase process.
The information supplied by participants will be treated as confidential and kept in the faculty at The University of
Notre Dame, Fremantle, Western Australia, in secure storage for at least three years from the completion of the
project after which time it will be destroyed. Consent forms will be stored separately to encoded questionnaires, so
that your individual information will be kept confidential. Access to the questionnaires is restricted to my
supervisor and me. Completion of the questionnaire is voluntary. If you decide that you no longer want to be
involved in this study you are free to withdraw at any time without adverse consequences. If you would like to
obtain a summary of the results of this research, I am happy to send you copies of future publications.
Please feel free to contact me on andybansod@hotmail.com, abansod@student.nd.edu.au or my supervisor
r.kingshott@curtin.edu.au in regards to any queries you may have.
Yours sincerely
Anirudha Bansod
Should you have any concerns about the conduct of this research project, please contact the Secretary,
Ethics Committee, Research Services, The University of Notre dame, Fremantle, Western Australia.
Researcher
Anirudha Bansod

Supervisor
Dr. Russel Kingshott
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